
Preface

The Workshop łFrom Objects to Agentsž (WOA) is the reference event for Italian researchers

active in the Agents and Multi-Agent Systems research domain. Since its very first edition

in 2000, located in Parma (Italy), WOA was conceived as a meeting occasion for researchers

and practitioners from the working group on MAS of AI*IA and from the TABOO association

(Advanced Technologies Based on Concepts fromObject-Orientation). After that, WOAwas held

on a yearly basis in many different Italian locations, from north to south, gaining a conspicuous

success and succeeding in gathering researchers and practitioners from various research fields,

thanks to its format.

Despite stemming from an Italian initiative, WOA is an international workshop where presen-

ters and participants exchange opinions and discuss on-going works in a friendly yet rigorous

setting. Furthermore, since 2004, WOA includes a one-day mini-school, where experienced sci-

entists and professionals can introduce younger researchers as well as Ph.D. and undergraduate

students to hot topics in the fields of AI, MAS, and Programming Languages.

The 22nd edition of the workshop has been held on September 1ś3, 2021 in Bologna. During

these three days, more than 18 speakers joined the workshop, as well as many more listeners. In

particular, this edition was structured in two mini-school sessions, one keynote speech, and in

five technical sessions. The six technical sessions hosted the presentation of 17 papers collected

in this virtual volume published by CEUR.

The topics discussed in the papers covered some of the hottest topics laying under the

umbrella of łMulti-agent systems in the machine learning eraž, as requested by the call for

papers. The choice of this theme was deliberate. In fact, it has been widely recognised that

artificial intelligence is here to stay, along with both its symbolic and sub-symbolic branches.

While symbolic techniques played a central role in the early days of AI, the last decade has

been characterised by the explosion of data-driven, machine-learning-based intelligent systems.

Nowadays, the exploitation of machine learning (ML) and big data processing is so pervasive

that novel results and applications are being proposed at an unprecedented pace.

While multi-agent systems (MAS) have been entangled with symbolic AI since the very

beginning, it is undoubted that they have been extensively exploited in several data-intensive

domains including ś but not limited to ś robotics, telecommunications, simulation, decision

support systems, and economics. MAS and ML have the potential to benefit from each other.

In fact, on the one side, it is becoming increasingly complex for agent designers to forecast all

possible operating situations, so learning from data is fundamental for next-generation MASÐin

order to adapt to the intricacies of an increasingly complex world. On the other side, modern

ML-based solutions may easily struggle when different data-driven solution ś possibly attained

from disparate data sources ś must be integrated, combined, reconciled or explained. Under

that perspective, MAS have certainly a role to play to advance the state of the art of data-driven

AI towards integration and explainability.

The intertwining between MAS and ML, therefore, aims at bringing about huge benefits to the

field of data-driven AI, both at the theoretical and the practical level; however, a well-grounded

integration in terms of methodologies and systems properties is far from being reached and

acknowledged.



As far as themini-school is concerned, two sessions were organised, hosting talks from experts

in the fields of Logic Programming and MAS. In particular, in the first session, Matteo Baldoni

discussed the history of MAS, from objects to agents. The talk introduced autonomous agents

and multi-agent systems, defining the meaning of intelligence in the context of intelligent agent

systems, and discussing the difference between objects and agents, focusing ion the relationship

between the object-oriented and the agent-oriented paradigm. The lecture ended with some

remarks about JaCaMo.

In the second session, Marco Gori provided a perspective on the current status of ML and

MAS, mostly based on his recent book łMachine Learning: A Constraint-Based Approachž.

The talk provided participants with a refreshing look at the basic models and algorithms of

machine learning ś with a glance to MASś, emphasising current topics of interest including

neural networks and kernel machines.

The łFabio Bellifeminež keynote speech was given by Antonio Lieto, who discussed the topic

of łBounded and Resource-Rational Agents for Integrated Intelligencež. There, the speaker

presented the different notions of rationality as they are developed in the field of cognitive

science ś i.e., classical rationality (CR), bounded rationality (BR), resource-rationality (RR)

ś and discussed their impact on the design and implementation of intelligent systems. In

particular, Lieto argued that, in order to build integrated AI systems able to exhibit a wide

range of intelligent behaviours, it is crucial to take into account bounded-rational and resource-

rational cognitive constraints. In doing so, two cognitively inspired AI applications ś Dual

PECCS and the TCL reasoning framework ś were presented, showing how the outlined design

perspective allowed such systems to (i) address some crucial aspects of commonsense reasoning

in AI research (namely, dealing with typicality effects and with the problem of commonsense

compositionality), (ii) integrate those systems with more general cognitive architectures, (iii)

use their simulations as łcomputational explanationsž to better understand the heuristics used

by the human mind to face complex problems.

The 17 papers collected in this issue were presented and discussed into five thematic sessions.

The final versions here included also include the outcomes of some of the discussions that

followed the presentations at the workshop. The authors’ contributions cover extremely relevant

research areas that include (i) trustworthy & explainable MAS, (ii) MAS & subsymbolic AI, (iii)

logic in MAS, (iv) agent-based modelling & simulation, (v) language, tools & application.

In the end, the Organising Scientific Committee gratefully thanks all those who, with their

work and their enthusiasm, have contributed to the success of this edition of WOA: the mem-

bers of the Program Committee, the Department of Informatics Engineering and Information

Sciences (DISI) of the University of Bologna, the Alma Mater Research Institute for Human-

Centered Artificial Intelligence of the University of Bologna, the local organisers, the speakers

of the workshop sessions, the mini-school lecturers, the sponsors, and all collaborators who

participated in the organisation. Overall, they would like to thank the lively, creative and

sometimes volcanic community that has been regularly meeting for 22 years at the workshop.

Roberta Calegari, Giovanni Ciatto, Enrico Denti, Andrea Omicini, and Giovanni Sartor
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Abstract
Technical debt is candidate to be the next buzzword in software engineering, and the number of studies

evaluating the technical debt of software projects is increasing. A particular and dangerous type of debt

is the architectural debt, i.e., the consequences of sub-optimal design decisions. Currently, there are no

studies about the evaluation of architectural debt in MultiAgent Systems (MAS) and platforms. Hence,

in this paper we propose the analysis of four well-known MAS development platforms, with the aim of

evaluating their architectural debt and open the discussion in this field. We exploit a tool, named Arcan,

developed for architectural smell detection and for the computation of an architectural debt index. The

results show that MAS development platforms are subjected to architectural debt, and in particular to

the presence of Cyclic Dependency smells. However, there is evidence that the minimum amount of

debt is reached when developers report łbug fixesž and łImprovementsž.

Keywords
architectural debt, architectural smells, multiagent system platforms, trend analysis

1. Introduction

Technical Debt (TD) is ła metaphor reflecting technical compromises that can yield short-term

benefit, but may hurt the long-term health of a software systemž [1]. Architectural Technical

Debt (ATD) is a specific type of TD limited to the architecture (design decisions) of a software

system [1] and is considered as the most dangerous and critical one [2]. Systems affected by

ATD are hard to maintain and evolve.

The concept of TD is not recent [3], however the research has been active especially in

the past few years. Works on TD and ATD have been done on monolithic systems [4][5],

distributed systems such as microservices [6], machine learning systems [7] and also on IoT

systems [8]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no study about ATD in MultiAgent

Systems (MAS) and MAS development platforms. Anyway, the MAS community is deserving

to reliability, scalability and in general Software Engineering (SE) aspects more and more

attention in the last years, as confirmed for example by the creation of the dedicated SE

area of interest at AAMAS (International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent

SystemsInternational Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems), workshops

focusing on SE topics (for example EMAS (Engineering Multi-Agent Systems) and AREA (Agents

and Robots for reliable Engineered Autonomy) [9]), and works on Engineering MultiAgent
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Systems or surveying in a systematic way the available technologies (for example [10, 11, 12]):

so, it is only a matter of time before other SE topics will be faced by the MultiAgent Systems

community too.

In this paper, we aim to analyse four well-known and largely adopted MAS development

platforms (Jade, Jason, Jadex and Netlogo) in order to evaluate their architectural debt: since

these platforms are used by many developers and have been released in many versions in a

quite long lifespan, we are interested in evaluating if they suffer of ATD, so that in case to

provide to their developers useful hints to improve their quality.

We exploit Arcan [13], our tool for Architectural Smells (AS) detection and ATD estimation.

In particular, we compute the Architectural Debt Index (ADI) [4], which is a value indicating

the amount of architectural technical debt present in a project, based on the AS that affect

it [13]. AS (which by some authors are referred to as anti-patterns) are design decisions which

impact negatively on the internal quality of software systems and in this study we consider

three different types of AS based on dependency issues.

Our results show that the considered systems suffer from ATD, thus their developers should

be aware of it so that to be able to manage these issues in future release.

The outline of our paper is the following: Section 2 reports some related works regarding

the quality of MAS platforms; Section 3 describes the study design, with the study research

questions and the analysis we conducted to answer them; Section 4 reports the results of our

analysis and the answers to the research questions; finally Section 5 contains the conclusions

and future developments of our work.

2. Related Works

For the best of our knowledge, this is the first study aiming at evaluating the architectural

debt of MAS platforms. In general, we found few references to the quality of MAS platforms.

However, even if we did not find studies about their maintainability and evolvability (the two

quality attributes most impacted by ATD) we found some works about the security, performance

and scalability of MAS platforms. We observed that the quality of the design aspects of MAS

platforms and MAS systems are not yet often taken in consideration and discussed [14], even if

they have an impact on their final performance, probably because the community is still more

focus on the previous mentioned aspects which prevent whatever platform to be concretely

and largely adopted.

Concerning security, Endsuleit et al. [15] performed a security analysis on the multiagent plat-

form Jade in its version 3.2 as well as on its security plugin Jade-S. They reported a classification

of possible and well-known attacks on Jade and provided a discussion on what is still missing

in Jade-S. They also present some Denial-of-Service attacks which they have implemented and

successfully tested.

Concerning the performance, Mulet et al. [16] investigated the relationship between perfor-

mance (in terms of agents’ response time to messages) and internal design, that is, to identify

the key design decisions that lead to better performance. They measured the performance of

three Open-Source MAS platforms, namely Jade, MadKit and AgentScape. They found out that

design decisions related to the modularity of the platform, such as offering a message service



by means of agents instead of implementing it in the kernel, degrades performance. Moreover,

centralizing services in a single host in the platform also degrades performance because the

host can become a bottleneck in the case of very popular services.

A similar study was conducted by Alberola et al. [17], who analysed the same set of three

MAS platforms and reached similar conclusions, i.e., that the design impacts the performance. In

particular, they evaluated the response time of the three platforms when changing parameters

like message traffic and the amount of agents running. They found that all the three platforms

perform poorly and demonstrate low scalability when the MAS being run on increases.

To conclude, the field ofMAS software quality and technical debt is not popular and researched

yet, and with our work we aim to open the discussion about architectural debt and architectural

smells by analysing the most used platforms for MAS development.

3. Study Design

We introduce the design of this study and the following Research Questions we aim to answer:

• RQ1: Which is the most present type of AS in MultiAgents Systems platforms?

• RQ2: What can we observe according to architectural debt of MultiAgents Systems plat-

forms?

To answer the two RQs we evaluate the AD in terms of the AS and the Architectural Debt

Index (ADI) computed through Arcan. Since we have large experience [13][4][18] in analyzing

the AD in open source projects, but not in MAS development platforms, through the answer to

these RQs we aim to analyze the AD of MAS platforms, in order to provide some preliminary

hints to their developers. In case AD is present or specific AS are identified in the systems,

developers have to pay attention to these problems to prevent them or remove them as soon as

possible.

3.1. Analyzed projects

We selected fourwell-knownMAS development platforms, namely Jade [19], Jadex[20], Jason[21]

and Netlogo[22], and analysed their development history. These projects are written in Java, the

programming language supported by Arcan. All projects but Jade are hosted on Github, which,

given the large amount of code commits (code snapshots at specific points in time), enables

the easy analysis of their history. Table 1 shows the main project characteristics: names, the

number of analysed commits, the considered time period (date of the first and last commit), size

expressed in Number of Lines of Code (LOC) both for the first and last commit and finally the

download url. Concerning the commit analysis, we considered only commits pushed or merged

into the master branch, starting from the beginning of the commit history and by sampling one

commit every 30. We do not analyse each commit since architectural changes tend to happen

in larger time spans with respect to code changes. A threat to such approach could be that by

managing sampling by taking in consideration only the time gap, we would miss out łrelevant

commitsž, where the architectural change actually happens. However, it is not important if

we miss relevant commits, because we take into consideration the whole evolution and an



Table 1

Projects characteristics

Project #Commits First commit Last commit
LOC

first commit

LOC

last commit
Download url

Jade 6 23/12/2015 06/06/2017 - - https:

//mvnrepository.

com/artifact/com.

tilab.jade/jade

Jadex 111 05/11/2008 16/03/2018 130288 502220 https:

//github.com/

actoron/jadex

Jason 38 23/03/2017 20/04/2021 37447 45825 https:

//github.com/

jason-lang/jason

Netlogo 25 05/08/2011 09/05/2016 60260 56075 https://github.

com/NetLogo/

NetLogo

architectural change happens during a span (not in a single commit). Similar custom samplings

were used in similar context by previous studies [23, 24]. We conducted a different analysis for

Jade, which is the only project not hosted on Github. We collected six versions from the Maven

Central Repository1 and run Arcan on all of them. Since we found only the jar files, we could

not report the number of Lines of Code in Table 1.

Notice that the selected projects have different history, community, development team and

purpose: indeed, different amounts of commits are sampled in each case. This makes the

individual results difficult to compare directly. However, we propose a preliminary analysis

which shall be complemented with manual validation from developers and additional context

information. Section 3.3 offers the details of our analysis and how we compare the results

among the different projects.

3.2. Collected Data

An architectural smell (AS) is a software design decision which negatively impact on the system

internal quality, e.g., the system maintainability and ability to evolve. We collect data about the

presence of AS because they are symptoms of architectural debt. AS can be of different types

and have different side-effects.

We describe below the AS detected by Arcan considered in this work:

• Unstable Dependency (UD): describes a component (package) that depends on other sub-

systems that are less stable than the component itself. The components with an high

instability are more prone to change with respect to the more stable ones, this means that

the component which depends on less stable components is forced to change along with

them.

1https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/com.tilab.jade/jade
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• Hub-Like Dependency (HL): this smell arises when a component (class or package) has

(outgoing and ingoing) dependencies with a large number of other components. The

component affected by the smell is a unique point of failure and a dependency bottleneck.

Moreover the logic inside a Hub-Like Dependency is hard to understand, and the smell

causes change ripple effect.

• Cyclic Dependency (CD): refers to a component (class or package) that is involved in

a chain of relations that breaks the desirable acyclic nature of a system’s dependency

structure. The components involved in a CD can be hardly released, maintained or reused

in isolation. Moreover, a change on one affected component will propagate towards all

the other ones involved in the cycle.

Moreover, through Arcan we are able to compute the Architectural Debt Index of each project,

which takes into account: (i) the Number of AS detected in a project, (ii) the Severity of an AS,

where for Severity we mean the criticality of each instance of AS (an instance of a type of smell,

such as CD, can be more critical with respect to another instance of CD smell) and (iii) the

Dependency metrics of Robert Martin [25] (Instability, Fan In, Fan Out, Efferent, and Afferent

Coupling) used for the AS detection. The higher the ADI value, the higher the debt. All the

details about the ADI computation can be found in our previous work on this index [4].

We ran Arcan on the commits of each considered project and organized the results in a

dataset, where each observation corresponds to a single commit of a single project. The columns

of the dataset store the data about 1) the project the commit belongs to 2) the number of AS

detected in the commit (one column for each type) and 3) the value of the ADI of the commit.

The dataset and the analysis script are available in the replication package2.

3.3. Analysis

In order to answer our research questions, we conducted two kinds of analysis on the dataset

(number of AS and ADI). First, we extracted a set of statistical metrics (mean, standard

deviation, minimum value, maximum value) for each project, to ease the interpretation of the

Arcan analysis results. All metrics are evaluated with respect to the analysed time period, i.e.,

the data extracted from the considered commits. In this way, we can compare the statistics of

the different projects, even if their ATD was evaluated on time periods of different length.

We also conducted trend analysis to understand how ADI and AS evolve overtime. We

exploited the Mann-Kendall test, which is a non-parametric test able to assess if there is a

monotonic upward or downward trend of the variable of interest over time. In our case, given

the number of AS and the ADI value for each commit, the test is able to compare the values

across history (i.e., the commits ordered by time of creation) and determine whether, along time,

the number of AS and ADI increases/decreases or does not show a trend. If a trend is present,

it can be the first clue that the presence of AS and ADI has a relationship with other kinds

of variable, i.e., the maturity of the project, the seniority of the developers, the development

practices adopted by the developers and so on.

Notice that this test can be used to find trends for as few as four samples. In our case, one

sample corresponds to one commit. However, with only a few analysed samples, as in the

2https://gitlab.com/essere.lab.public/mas-atd-evaluation

https://gitlab.com/essere.lab.public/mas-atd-evaluation


case of Jade (only 6 versions), the test has a high probability of not finding a trend when one

would be present if more commits were provided. Hence, we report also the results of Jade

trend analysis, but knowing that they could be less relevant with respect to the other analysed

projects.

Finally, we conducted a manual validation of the results of the tests. In particular, we collected

the commit comments attached to Github and the available release notes. This was useful to

offer an interpretation of the results of the single projects and to acquire information useful to

compare the different projects among them.

4. Results

In this section, we report the results of our analysis and also the answers to our research

questions. Table 2 reports results of the distribution analysis conducted on the four projects.

The statistics are evaluated on the number of AS, also divided by AS type (CD, HL, UD), and on

ADI, measured for each commit during the considered time period. The project with the highest

mean number of AS is Jade (≈ 879), and it has also the highest mean value of ADI (≈ 38).

On the other hand, Netlogo has the lowest AS and ADI mean values. Notice that it is

reasonable to have a non-zero number of AS in large projects as the considered ones. We

analysed many Open Source Java projects in past works, indeed the ADI value is tuned with a

reference dataset of past analysed projects. However, to be able to define how much is a łgoodž

amount of AS in MAS platform is not a trivial task, because the answer is largely bounded to

the development context (e.g., developers, developers skills, MAS platforms peculiarity). That is

why in this study we mainly focused on the evolution of ADI and in grasping some insights

about why they appear/disappear.

We can provide the answer to the first RQ:

RQ1: Which is the most present type of AS in MultiAgents Systems platforms? The

most present type of AS (on average) is CD. The less present AS is HL.

We also ran the Mann-Kendall tests to analyse the trend of the same variables (CD, HL, UD,

AS and ADI). Table 3 reports the results only of the significant cases, i.e., with p-value < 0.05.

The table also indicates whether the trend is increasing (+) or decreasing (−).

We now put in relation the results of the two analysis and provide a brief discussion of the

architectural debt of each project. In particular, we manually checked the commit comments

of each project, with a focus on the commits which presented large drops of the ADI value

(points of interest). Our aim was to find a relationship between the change in the value of ADI

and the content of the commit under analysis, starting from the description reported in the

commit comment by the developers. For instance, if a sudden decrease in the ADI is backed by

a comment stating that a major refactoring was applied in the commit, then the Arcan result is

validated and we obtain an insight about practices for the removal of ATD.

Figure 1 depicts the ADI trend (y-axis) of the projects, computed for each commit (x-axis).

Table 4 reports the main points of interest in the projects commit history, identified by the

Date of the commit, the Commit hash, the ADI value and the interesting Characteristics of the

commit. The table does not report results concerning Jade because we conducted a different



Table 2

Distribution analysis results

Metric Jade Jadex Jason Netlogo

CD mean 846.83 123.38 61.95 9.06

CD std.dev 7.96 55.78 13.22 4.31

CD min 837 1 48 1

CD max 856 193 91 16

HL mean 5 1.62 3.34 1.00

HL std.dev 0 0.49 0.58 NA

HL min 5 1 2 1

HL max 5 2 4 1

UD mean 28 67.96 8.55 1.79

UD std.dev 1.67 28.19 2.36 0.43

UD min 27 1 7 1

UD max 31 103 15 2

AS mean 879.83 192.12 73.84 7.2

AS std.dev 7.22 83.32 13.71 6.09

AS min 869 2 59 1

AS max 888 289 110 18

ADI mean 38.33 10.80 23.45 3.96

ADI std. Dev 1.97 5.95 3.06 3.52

ADI min 35 3 19 0

ADI max 41 23 30 11

Table 3

Mann - Kendall test results

Project P-value Variable Trend

Jade 0.019 ADI -

Jadex 0.000 ADI +

Jadex 0.000 AS +

Jadex 0.000 CD +

Jadex 0.043 HL +

Jadex 0.043 UD +

Jason 0.003 AS +

Jason 0.000 CD +

Netlogo 0.000 ADI -

Netlogo 0.000 AS -

kind of analysis on it. Given that Jade is not hosted on Github, we could not analyse the commit

comments, however we manually checked its changelogs.



(a) Jade (b) Jadex

(c) Jason (d) Netlogo

Figure 1: Evolution of ADI value of the 4 projects

4.1. Jade

As underlined before, the scarce number of analysed versions may have hindered the trend

analysis results. However, the Mann-Kendall test gave an output for the ADI variable. In

particular, the ADI trend is decreasing, but not dramatically. The detected ADI value ranges

from 35 (last analysed version, 4.5.0) to 41 (first analysed version, 4.3.0). Given the few versions,

we were able to manually analyse the changelog3 of all of them. We checked for key-terms,

namely Improvement(s) and Fix(es). We noticed that each version is characterised by many fixes,

with version 4.4.0 having the greatest number of changelog comments addressing them (8).

Concerning improvements, we identified few of them (approximately one per version), with

3https://jade.tilab.com/doc/ChangeLog

https://jade.tilab.com/doc/ChangeLog


Table 4

List of ADI points of interest

Project Date Commit hash ADI Characteristics

Jadex 08/06/2009 09681d4371f53a1822de0a16c5b86e8349ea43c1 3 Min ADI value

Jadex 08/10/2009 5d266d02e4e9d90bde2dd942a7aff456eeca1aa4 3 Min ADI value

Jadex 14/12/2010 81be90b42d44a135e74d8a00213406951b78acaa 3 Min ADI value

Jadex 15/08/2011 a5b92b3f35a33222cd501bb37a2200e67d24187a 3 Min ADI value

Jadex 09/09/2014 fc28f548505583bfb2f1adcb1d3e368ec81aafd0 21 ADI drop, preceded by

fixes and introduction of

new data structure

Jadex 13/11/2017 6292d0cc21c24fa16627725e1bd0bfab52531222 9 ADI drop, preceded by

fixes

Jason 20/04/2021 680921bbe8ff0247427d22e57ea3e36497143cd5 25 ADI drop, preceded by

the implementation of a

new test framework

Netlogo 07/02/2012 15daf0d82f11acc3a66ac9ca369fccf4efe77776 8 ADI drop

Netlogo 08/05/2012 5c5f707059b9a5c6546702cd2092b58e971b2632 6 ADI drop

Netlogo 17/05/2013 00ab7fae6c16c7a9b7e6b928080b15e0cd532e29 3 ADI drop

Netlogo 17/06/2013 82673cd6eda0f19b1dd533bd0e3a629ea24f23e6 3 ADI drop

Netlogo 31/01/2014 05710fe041397fd70286bc2347343993dd4f5563 0 ADI drop, corresponding

to pull-request

Netlogo 13/03/2014 9056a8d98b69a2a984580d2cafceffc50685acb6 0 ADI drop, corresponding

to pull-request

Netlogo 15/05/2014 c6a5902697212fb7adc14ae8d1e8a3e428e4dae8 2 ADI drop, corresponding

to the addition of a new

Scala submodule

Netlogo 04/09/2014 895609613fc1b5f592ff9eb84dcc5767f40ee7ec 0 ADI drop, corresponding

to pull-request

most of them referring to enhancements to security. However, version 4.5.0 reports a comment

about łImproved code style and loggingž. A clean code style can improve maintainability, and

this could be reason behind the ADI value of this version, the lowest detected.

4.2. Jadex

The ADI trend is increasing. The same happens for all the other variables (number of AS, CD,

HL and UD). Indeed, Jadex is the project with the highest mean number of AS.

We manually analysed the points in time where ADI reached its lowest values, with the aim

to understand whether interesting practices to manage architectural debt could emerge. In

particular, we analysed the five commits corresponding to the lowest values of ADI, equals to 3

(see Table 4). Unfortunately, there are no messages or comments associated to those specific

commits. The only interesting aspect is that all the five commits were created by the same two

authors. We also analyse the period of time between and 09/09/2014 comments report multiple

time the word łfixž and also the adoption of a dedicated info structure for Non-Functional



properties (NFPropertyInfo class). which are Non-functional property annotation.

Another point of interest in the Jadex history is on date 13/11/2017, when ADI drops from

value 17 to 9. We checked the commit comments between the two points, corresponding to the

changes made in a month, and all of them concern fixes. Some examples: łFix proxy factory class

loader issue and component spec as class.ž ; łFixed most test failures caused by "config cleanup"

commitsž ; łFix component/bootstrap factory stored as string and as classž.

4.3. Jason

This projects ADI does not show any trend. However, its number of AS and CD has an

increasing trend. We manually analysed a sampled period, which comprises the commits

between 17/08/2020 and 20/04/2021. First we analysed the period from the high peak (ADI=30)

to the lowest point (ADI=19). From the commit comments and the changelog of the nearest

release, it appears that the most meaningful development was the implementation of a new

tests framework. Even if it is affected by less AS with respect to Jadex, Jason is the project with

the highest average ADI value. This means that compared to Jadex, its AS are more critical

(have highest severity [4]).

4.4. NetLogo

NetLogo ADI trend is the only one decreasing. At the same time, the number of AS has

a decreasing trend: we can deduce that the decrease of the value of ADI is not due to the

decreased severity of the smells, but only due to the decrease of the total number of smells. In

general, Netlogo is the projects less affected by architectural smells and with the lowest values

of ADI (see Table 2).

We manually analysed the commit history of this project, in particular we focus on the

points where ADI decreases (see Table 4). Most of the associated commit messages indicate

improvements: łMinor improvement to Client Perspective Example.ž ; łMostly-irrelevant cor-

rection to a HubNet method’s Scala stylež. However, there are no signs of big, structural changes

which could explain the significant drops of the ADI value, apart from the presence of three

pull-requests, corresponding to ADI = 0 and the introduction of a new Scala submodule pro-

viding network analysis tools for use in NetLogo (commit message: łAdd new network extension

submodule!ž ).

RQ2: What can we observe according to architectural debt of the considered Mul-

tiAgents Systems platforms? All the analysed projects present architectural debt along

their development history, but with different trends. Jadex has an increasing ADI, while

Jade and Netlogo show a descreasing trend, with Netlogo having the last commits with

zero debt. Jason did not present any trend.

5. Conclusions

We exploited our tool Arcan to analyse four Open-Source MultiAgent Systems (MAS) develop-

ment platforms and we evaluated their Architectural Technical Debt (ATD). We investigated the



outcome of the tool by manually analysing the commit comments available on Github, for three

of the four projects, and the changelogs for one of them. From our analysis, we acknowledged

that the considered MAS platforms are affected by architectural debt, in particular Jade is the

most affected, while Netlogo is the less affected, with a decreasing ADI trend.

From the manual analysis, we could not find clear indication of practices to manage architec-

tural debt. However, for all the projects, in the points in time where ADI reaches its minimum,

the comments refer to łBug fixingž, łImprovementsž or pull requests. This could mean that

architectural debt, usually considered only at architectural level, has also a relationship with

issues at code level, such as bugs.

Our findings suggest us possible future works. As just outlined, studying the correlation

between MAS platform architectural debt and bugs could lead to the conclusion that code level

bugs have an impact on the accumulation/decrease of ATD. Moreover, the validation of the ATD

values found in the projects could be refined by testing the correlation with issues coming from

issue trackers (e.g. Jira4). In this way, we could further investigate whether łImprovementsž

(which is usually recognized as a category of issues) do have a relationship with the decrease

of ATD. Another interesting study could investigate the relationship between ATD and MAS

platforms’ performance, since a link between performance and design decisions has already

been proven (see Section 2).

Another next natural step will be to apply this kind of analysis to real MASs developed with

these platforms, or to enlarge our analysis to the many add-ons of these four platforms (for

example WSIG and OntologyBeanGenerator for Jade [26, 27, 28]), to study if we can identify

some common ATDs for MASs or further problems in MAS development platforms. We have a

long experience in developing large and real MASs ([29, 30, 31]), and we would search for other

concrete examples of large MASs to be analyzed from this architectural point of view.
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Abstract
Jadescript is an agent-oriented programming language built on top of JADE. So far, the focus of the

development of the language was on design choices, on syntax refinements, and on the introduction of

expressions and constructs for agent-related abstractions and tasks. In this paper, a proposal to achieve

the crucial goal of making Jadescript suitable for professional use is presented. The success of Jadescript,

as a solid language to build real-world agent-based software systems, is necessarily related to its effective

integration with mainstream development tools. In this paper, some of the productivity tools developed

to integrate Jadescript with a mainstream development environment are presented as a way to promote

the successful adoption of the language towards the community of JADE users.

Keywords
Agent-Oriented Programming Languages, Agent-Oriented Software Engineering, Jadescript, JADE

1. Introduction

The search for novel and effective development technologies to design agents and to build

multi-agent systems is a fast-growing research issue. Over the years, agents were employed in

many different application scenarios, as illustrated, e.g., in [1], where the relevant impact of

agent technologies is discussed. Example application scenarios are agent-based simulations [2],

distributed constraints reasoning [3], accurate indoor positioning [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], serious

games [11, 12, 13], and network management [14], just to cite some.

In general, multi-agent systems are key tools for those problems when goals to be achieved are

sufficiently complex to require the coordination and cooperation of a large number of different

agents, often distributed on many hosts, that must use their skills in an effective way to achieve

a collective goals. Multi-agent systems open to a plethora of new design and development

problems, such as agent communication and interaction protocols, message passing and routing,

deployment of agents to network hosts, the reception of shared environment information, norms

and validations, and so on. Some of such interesting problems are taken over by AOSE (Agent

Oriented Software Engineering) [15] researchers to produce a remarkable range of solutions and

frameworks, as well as sophisticated software platforms [16].
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Most, if not all, AOSE methods and tools target the AOP (Agent-Oriented Programming) [17,

18] paradigm, which explicitly treat the concept of agent as a basic building block, ready to be

used by the programmer. Nonetheless, many AOP frameworks and platforms provide software

libraries written in some GPL (General Purpose Language), and such libraries extend the usage

of the chosen language to AOP problems. As a matter of fact, a common way to enrich a GPL

with custom functionality, e.g. agent-based functionality, is to provide specific APIs (Application

Programming Interfaces). Alternatives to the use of GPLs in software development are various,

and its worth citing at least two of such possibilities, namely, DSLs (Domain Specific Languages)

and scripting languages.

These two alternatives, revisited in AOSE, open to a relevant advancement in the direction of

AOP, which is the use of APLs (Agent Programming Languages) [19]. Such languages not only

support agent-based features, but they also put them on a language level. Jadescript [20, 21, 22],

a language built on top of JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment framework) [23, 24], is an example

of an AOP scripting language. Jadescript is a significant extension of a previous APL called

JADEL [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] that incorporates the features of an AOP scripting language.

Other popular APLs are Jason [32], which is an implementation ofAgentSpeak(L) [33], 3APL [34],

GOAL [35], SARL [36], and several others [37].

It is common opinion that the major benefit of adopting a specific language for agent devel-

opment is the availability of native abstractions, constructs, and expressions in the language

to explicitly recall the agent domain, putting agents as first-class citizens of the language. On

the other hand, despite the great results in terms of effectiveness and usability, most of the

aforementioned APLs has a niche user base, composed mainly by researcher and students.

Pure agent-based programming seems yet relegated to academic environments, despite many

real-world applications use multi-agent systems on a daily basis. A reason for that, among

many others, lies in the preferences of programmers and in programming trends. A successful

language for a wider audience must take into account such preferences and trends, making its id-

ioms as simple and readable as possible, yet not ambiguous. Unfortunately, these design choices

alone are not sufficient to bring success to programming languages. The core functionalities

offered by a language are appreciated when they are stable and reliable, making the language

usable for robust applications. Therefore, the proposal of a novel APL should not only regard the

accurate design and implementation of desired functionality by means of syntactical categories

and their semantics, but also the construction of an adequate ecosystem. Such an ecosystem

could be defined as the set of all tools, utilities, and interfaces that help programmers in their

daily coding routine, i.e., those services offered by IDEs (Integrated Development Environments),

frameworks, libraries, and related tools.

In this paper, the main steps taken to build such tools, utilities, and interfaces for the Jadescript

language are described. The adopted approach aims at making the language completely in-

tegrated with the Eclipse IDE [38] and its plugins, thus providing tools such as a Jadescript

perspective, some specific Eclipse wizards, a dedicated syntax highlighting editor, and a launch

system for agents and agent containers. This work is primarily based on another Eclipse plugin,

called Xtext, which generates some ready and easy-to-use tools for DSLs. Such tools were then

adapted to the agent domain and made suitable for the user experience envisaged for Jadescript

programmers. The resulting ecosystem is an important step for the growth of Jadescript, and it

brings to the language the professional feeling that JADE users expect.



This paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, an introduction to Xtext and related

technologies is provided to give the reader sufficient background information on how to build

a professional tool for the Eclipse IDE using Xtext. Then, in Section 3, the core features of

the Eclipse plugin for Jadescript are detailed, taking into account the Xtext extensions and the

Eclipse extensions. Finally, a discussion on the main results of the approach adopted in the

development of presented tools is provided to conclude the paper.

2. Overview of Xtext

Xtext [39] is the main software used to create the presented tools related to Jadescript. Xtext

is an open-source framework for the development of DSLs and programming languages. It is

designed to lift most of the burden of the programming language designer, not only by taking

the usual tasks of a parser generator, but also by providing a set of advanced tools that guide in

the construction of a complete compiler and a full-featured IDE.

An Xtext language project is made of several related Eclipse projects. Three of them are the

most important:

1. The main project, which contains the grammar, the support for the semantics, and all the

other components for the language that are independent from the UI (User Interface);

2. The IDE project, which contains the code for the general behaviour of the UI, regardless of

the specific target environment, so the code in this project can be specialised, for example,

for an IntelliJ IDEA [40] plugin, or for an editor embedded in a Web page; and

3. The UI project, which depends on the IDE project and contains the specific details related

to the Eclipse UI to implement a custom language plugin for the Eclipse IDE.

The main project contains the entry point for the language design process, which is the Xtext

grammar file for the language. Xtext is grammar driven and it provides a grammar language to

generate, from a single source file, all the essential elements of the skeleton of the compiler and

of the other tools.

The first essential component generated by Xtext is the lexer, which is generated from the

terminals defined the grammar. The lexer is usually complete and sufficient in most of the cases.

However, it is worth mentioning that the default behaviour of the lexer was specialised for

Jadescript because Jadescript is a language with semantically relevant indentation. Section 3

describes the details of this specialisation.

The second component generated by Xtext is the parser. The parser is used by the compiler

and by the editor to obtain an AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) from a processed text. Since the

Xtext grammar language is an extension of the grammar language of the ANTLR [41] parser

generator, the generated parser employs a LL(∗) [42] parsing strategy.

Together with the parser, Xtext generates a syntax validator. This component is in charge

of isolating the portions of a processed text that are syntactically incorrect to produce the

corresponding errors, warnings, and recommendations for the user.

Finally, Xtext produces a metamodel of the generated language using EMF (Eclipse Modeling

Framework) and its metamodel format, called Ecore. A set of Java interfaces and classes is

created to represent an object model of the grammar. For each non-terminal grammar rule, a



Java EObject class is generated, where each component of the rule is mapped to one of the

properties of the class. This provides the language designer with a statically typed programming

interface to work with the ASTs generated by the parser. Note that an important difference

between an Xtext grammar and an ANTLR grammar is the possibility to add additional metadata

to customise the aspects of the generation of the object model of the language. Another notable

difference between the two grammar languages is the possibility to inject, directly in the model

of the generated AST, useful metadata like, for example, the type of syntax element that a

reference can be linked to. Such a metadata comes in handy when working with the AST in the

portions of the compiler that define the semantics of the language.

With these essential components automatically generated by Xtext from the grammar file,

the language designer has already a working editor and other working tools for code editing

and syntactical validation. However, to actually interpret and generate executable code, it

is required to add custom components. This is achieved by a widespread adoption of the DI

(Dependency Injection) design pattern. The main idea of such an approach is that all the classes

that implement the functionalities provided by the final plugin refer to their main dependencies

by declaring them as fields annotated with a dedicated annotation. The Xtext framework uses a

class to define the bindings among the Java interfaces of these dependencies with their respective

implementations. Such bindings are then used by an injector object to create all the components

and their dependencies at runtime. The module class is open for extensions and all the binding

methods can be overridden to provide the language designer with the ability to change, in a

controlled and structured way, almost any aspect the generated tools.

Among such customisable aspects, two require particular attention, namely code validation

and code generation. Semantic validation of the code is managed by a validator class. In Xtext,

such a class is implemented with a declarative approach. The language designer specifies, by

adding methods to the class, which types of the Java object model of the AST are to be checked.

In case of erroneous or problematic code, such methods can build and report errors, warnings,

and recommendations that are used as feedback to the user.

Code generation can be achieved by means of a class that extends the IGenerator interface,

which defines how to generate new texts starting from the AST obtained from the parsing

of a source file. For languages targeting the JVM (Java Virtual Machine), however, another

specialised approach is available, based on the JVMModelInferrer class. By extending this class,

the language designer is able to symbolically declare which Java classes, interfaces, methods,

and fields are generated from each source file. Xtext keeps track of such mappings and use

them to ease the implementation of the language tools by partially generating:

1. A type checking system, based on the Java type system;

2. A scope provider, which is able to resolve references to Java packages, types, and symbols;

3. A code generator, which creates the Java source files corresponding to the declared Java

structures provided by the JVMModelInferrer object; and

4. Some IDE features like basic auto-completion support, symbolical navigation in the editor,

linking between written and generated code, and basic refactoring.

Obviously, if the validator or the type checker find errors in the source code, the compiler aborts

code generation, signalling the problems to the user.



Figure 1: The compilation and validation processes in the Xtext framework for languages that target

the Java virtual machine.

Jadescript is currently a language based on the JVM. More specifically, it is compiled to

Java code. For this reason, the Jadescript compiler uses the JVMModelInferrer class to take

advantage of the prebuilt mechanisms generated by Xtext for JVM-based languages. The general

outline of the validation and code generation processes provided by Xtext and used by the

Jadescript compiler is schematised in Fig. 1.

When the user feeds the compiler with a set of Jadescript source files, the Xtext runtime

provides the contents of the files to the lexer generated from the Jadescript grammar. The

lexer produces a stream of tokens, and the TokenSource interface, provided by Xtext, is used to

preprocess the stream of tokens to inject into the stream needed synthesised tokens relative

to the semantically relevant indentation. Actually, the original stream of tokens is analysed to

identify the points in the stream where the level of indentation changes. Synthesised tokens

are injected at the identified points in the stream to ensure that changes in the indentation are

properly reported to the parser. The new stream of tokens is fed to the parser, which produces

an AST and an EMF model of it. These results are then fed to the validator, which statically

analyses the code in search for problems, following the semantic rules of the language. If

the validator does not find any errors in the code, the same AST is reused and provided to

the JVMModelInferrer class, which produces an intermediate representation, namely the Java

model of the target code. This representation is finally used by the framework to produce the

Java code that Eclipse eventually compiles for the JVM.



3. The Jadescript Eclipse IDE Plugin

The discussed Jadescript development tools include an Eclipse IDE plugin, which contains all

the software tools to write Jadescript code, to create and manage projects, to create and edit

source files, and to launch and debug agents. The plugin was created with the help of Xtext,

especially for those features of it that are strongly related with the syntax and the semantics

of the language, and that, therefore, are part of the Jadescript compiler. However, some of the

tools, as discussed in this section, were created by means of the tools provided by the Eclipse

PDE (Plugin Development Environment).

3.1. Xtext Extensions

As mentioned in Section 2, in Xtext, new language projects enjoy of a set of interesting fea-

tures implemented by default and generated automatically from the grammar file. However,

some aspects of the generated code require the language developer to adapt the default Xtext

implementations by overriding specific methods with custom methods. For Jadescript, two

aspects required specialised implementations, namely, the TokenSource implementation used

to manage semantically relevant indentation, and the set of mechanisms that implement the

semantics of the language in the compiler.

3.1.1. Token Source System

In an Xtext-generated parser, the parser reads the input tokens from a TokenSource object,

which is an object that produces tokens from source code upon request from the parser. In most

programming languages, the parser assumes that whitespace characters (i.e., blanks, tabulations,

newline characters) are hidden in the grammar and not considered in the input stream of tokens.

The purpose of whitespace characters is to act as separators among parts of the text that are

relevant for the grammar. This is not completely true for languages with semantically relevant

indentation like Jadescript. In such languages, the level of indentation of a line not only keeps

the code tidy and easy to read, but it is also used by the compiler to understand where the line

is placed in the structure of the code. For example, for procedural code, some statements are

expected to include inner blocks of code (e.g., the then branch of an if statement, or the body of

a loop statement), and the lines belonging to such blocks of code have to start with an inner level

of indentation. At the same time, in Jadescript and other modern programming languages, the

sequential composition of statements is not expressed by an explicit end-of-statement operator

symbol (e.g., ; for C-like languages). Such separation of statements has to be inferred by the

compiler using the newline character as hint. In this inference mechanism, the compiler has to

leave the possibility for the user to split any statement in two or more lines, whenever such

statements are too long and the programmer wishes to increase readability.

In Jadescript, this set of behaviours is encoded in a special kind of tokens (also known as

synthetic tokens) that signals the parser of three types of relevant points in the code:

1. The point of termination of a statement (NEWLINE synthetic token);

2. The point where a new code block is opened (INDENT synthetic token); and

3. The point where a previously opened code block is closed (DEDENT synthetic token).



The TokenSource interface of Xtext is then implemented by the JadescriptTokenSource class

that includes an algorithm that injects the synthetic tokens mentioned above according to a

simple set of rules.

By default, when the parser requests a new token, the JadescriptTokenSource object simply

responds with the next token that the lexer generated by scanning the source code. However,

when at least one newline characters is encountered in the stream, the JadescriptTokenSource

object computes the indentation level of the new line. If the indentation is more in depth than

the previous line, and the previous line ends with do (keyword that, in Jadescript, is used in

many constructs to express the beginning of the definition of a procedural body) or the new

line starts with any of the following keywords {concept, proposition, predicate, action,

function, procedure, on, property, execute}, then an INDENT synthetic token is injected in

the stream. When the indentation is more in depth than the previous line, but those keywords

are not present, the JadescriptTokenSource object does not inject any new token in the

stream. This last rule allows users to split a line into two, indenting the second line, to simply

improve readability without changing the semantics of the code in the lines. If, however, the

indentation level is the same as the previous line, a NEWLINE token is injected, signalling the

parser that a statement (or declaration) ended with the previous line and that a new statement

(or declaration) starts with the new line. Finally, when the indentation is less in depth than the

previous line, a number of DEDENT tokens are injected corresponding to the number of blocks

being closed.

3.1.2. Jadescript Semantic Classes

After parsing, the compiler created by the Xtext framework produces a Java object model of

the AST. This can be navigated to perform the computations required by the semantics of the

language. These compiler computations, in the Jadescript compiler, are handled by a set of Java

classes called semantic classes. Each one of these classes handles how a particular node of the

AST is used for code generation and validation.

The semantic classes can be subdivided in four categories, each one referring to a type

of construct of the language. The following paragraphs describe these categories, sorted by

structural depth level.

Top Level Entities. These semantic classes implement the semantics of those top-level

declarations (e.g., agent, behaviour, and ontology) that can be written directly inside a file, not

contained in any other construct or declaration. When the compiler walks the AST on these

types of nodes, they are mapped directly to JVM types (classes and interfaces) by means of the

utilities provided by the JVMModelInferrer class generated by Xtext.

Entity Features. These elements of the language are the main building blocks of each top-

level declaration. They are usually directly enumerated in the body of the declaration, and

for this reason, they appear as indented by just one level in the source code. Examples of

features include event handlers and properties in agent and behaviour declarations, and concept

and predicate entries in ontology declarations. Entity features are usually compiled to Xtext-

compatible JVM model elements, namely Java fields, methods and inner classes.
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Figure 2: The categories of semantic classes and how their generated artefacts are composed.

Statements. Statements are the building blocks of the procedural portions of code. They are

used in those entity features that require a procedural body, i.e., structured lists of commands.

Note that such commands can include expressions or other procedural bodies (e.g., the guard

and the body of a while statement). Statements are compiled by semantic classes into objects of

a custom IR (Internal Representation) model, named Sonneteer. Sonneteer is a small Java library

which implements a simple API to generate text strings of Java source code. The usage of this

library in the implementation of the semantic classes ensured a good degree of type safety in

the generation of structured Java code. Objects built with this library are used by the compiler

in the code generation phase at the end of compilation, to compute the actual text content of

the generated Java source code. The send message statement and the activate behaviour

statement are good examples of elements of this category.

Expressions. As in many modern programming languages, the most fine-grained category

of language constructs is expressions. Expressions are designed to be composable, and, in

statically and strongly typed languages like Jadescript, each expression has a type, which is

used by the compiler to check if some combinations of operations and operands is consistent

with the rules of the language semantics. In Jadescript, the type of an expression is computed

at compile time not only for validation purposes, but also to infer the type of variables and

of agent/behaviour properties. Semantic classes related to this category compile expressions

into simple text strings in three steps. In the first step, all the statements and expressions in a

procedural code block are translated into Sonneteer objects, which include placeholder elements

that annotate the generated code with compiler metadata. These placeholder elements are then

analysed in the second step. The result of the analysis is finally used in the third step to perform

optimisations. Note that expressions include literals, infix and unary operations like addition

and logical negation, and other special operations like matches for pattern matching.



Figure 3: A screenshot of the Jadescript perspective hosted in the Eclipse IDE.

3.2. Eclipse Extensions

Part of the Jadescript Eclipse plugin is implemented using directly the PDE. The Eclipse IDE is

designed as an extensible framework, with facilities that ease the addition and customisation of

functionality. Such customisations can be created in plug-ins, and the extensibility approach

allows plug-ins to use and extend other plug-ins declaring a set of hooks in the extension points

in the manifest XML file of the plugin. The Jadescript plugin uses these extension points to

customise some aspects of the user interface of the IDE. The main extensions of the Eclipse IDE

provided by the plugin are the Jadescript Perspective, the Wizards, the Syntax Highlighting in

the Jadescript editor, and the Container and Agent launcher actions.

3.2.1. Jadescript Perspective

Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the Jadescript Perspective as provided by the plugin. On the left,

there is the Package Explorer View. It is a tree view of the current eclipse workspace and the

contents of its projects. The contextual menu on these elements contains a set of common

Eclipse project management actions, like importing and exporting, and operations to manage the

view itself, like Refresh. However, it is enriched of several actions specific for the management

of Jadescript projects, namely actions to start wizards for the creation of Jadescript projects and

files (see section 3.2.2) and for running the Jadescript agents declared in the source files (see

section 3.2.4). At the centre, there is the editor section. This acts as a container for editor tabs,

including instances of the Jadescript Editor for the editing of Jadescript source files. On the

right, the Jadescript perspective lays out the Outline View. This view shows the structure of the



code of the currently focused file in a tree view. In this view the root nodes of the tree represent

the top level declarations in the file, and their children represent their declared features, i.e.,

properties, event handlers, functions and procedures for agent and behaviour declarations, and

concepts, predicates, propositions and actions for ontology declarations. The Outline View

enjoys of a bidirectional linking between the contents of the file and the nodes, which is updated

and rendered in real time.

3.2.2. Eclipse Wizards

The plugins includes a set of wizards for the creation of projects and source files. The New

Jadescript Project wizard guides the user in the creation of a new project with the Jadescript

nature. Jadescript projects always include three folders, created by the wizard. The src directory

is where all Jadescript and Java source files written by the user should go. Jadescript files saved

in this directory (and in its subdirectories) are used as input for the Jadescript compiler, which

generates the corresponding Java files into the second directory, named src-gen. Finally, the

libs directory contains a set of JAR (Java ARchive) libraries used by the project. The New

Jadescript Project wizard always puts three JARs in this directory, which are the jadescript.

jar file, which includes some required code for Jadescript (like the implementation of the base

Jadescript Agent and Behaviour types), and the jade.jar and the Apache Commons Codec

libraries, required for running JADE and Jadescript agents and platforms.

Four more wizards are used to guide the user to create new Jadescript source files. The

New Jadescript File wizard creates a new empty Jadescript file in the specified project location,

with the specified module. This wizard is the specialised into the New Jadescript Agent, New

Jadescript Ontology and New Jadescript Behaviour wizards, which collect information from the

user in order to create new Jadescript source files with the stubs of, respectively, an agent

declaration, an ontology declaration, and a behaviour declaration.

3.2.3. Syntax Highlighting

Asmanymodern programming editors, code is highlightedwith different colours, in order to help

the user quickly recognise and tell the various elements of the code. This aspect of the appearance

of code in the Jadescript editor can be customised by the user via the Jadescript section of

the Eclipse preferences, at the Syntax Coloring preference page. The syntax highlighting for

Jadescript is advanced enough to make use of complex semantic rules to highlight the text of

different colours, and this is done by using a set of special methods in the semantic classes.

This approach allows, for example, to highlight with different colours the first assignment of a

variable and its subsequent usages and re-assignments.

3.2.4. Container and Agent Launchers

Two fundamental entries in the extension points of the plugin implement two actions in the

IDE. The first is accessible from the Eclipse toolbar, and it is used to launch a new JADE main

container. By pressing this button, a new instance of the JADE Main container is launched

locally on the machine where Eclipse is running. This action creates a new local agent platform,

and it can be used as a starting point to build a complex network of JADE containers. The



Figure 4: A screenshot of the agent launcher dialog for the Jadescript editor in the Eclipse IDE.

button is a pull-down button, with a second option available in its drop-down menu. By clicking

on the second option, the created JADE main container includes a RMA (Remote Monitoring

Agent) with a GUI (Graphical User Interface) that allows the developer to see the status of the

platform and to create new containers and agents. The JADE software is launched using the

Java classpath of the currently open project. In this way, from within the RMA GUI it is possible

to launch new agents in the platform, using the Java classes generated from the Jadescript code.

The second action is accessible from the Run As submenu of the contextual menu. It is only

accessible when a Jadescript source file is selected or open in the editor. When clicked, a dialog

window opens. This window provides the user with the ability to launch a new agent in a new

container. It itemises a list of selectable agent types, which correspond to the ones declared in

the source file. The dialog then allows the user to customise various details of the agent, like its

name, its input arguments, and the details of the container in which it will be created in.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, some of the productivity tools explicitly designed for Jadescript are presented

and discussed. The approach that underlies such tools is driven by the goal of promoting

Jadescript towards a professional ecosystem by considering the preferences of professional

programmers together with the well-known practical advantages of modern IDEs. The target

IDE for the current implementation of the discussed productivity tools is the Eclipse IDE, which

is a well-known and appreciated tool that served Java and JADE programmers for several years.

However, the porting of the tools to other popular IDEs has already been considered.



Xtext was used as the basic building block of the internals of the Jadescript compiler. Therefore,

this paper provides a brief overview of Xtext to detail its functionality and to explain the

relevance of such a tool for Jadescript. Actually, Xtext is not only used to generate Java code

from Jadescript code, but it is also used for the validation of Jadescript code and for the generation

of errors, warnings, and recommendations for the programmer.

After the brief description of Xtext, the paper discusses the developed Eclipse IDE Plugin for

Jadescript starting with a short digression on the token source system and its Xtext extension.

Such an extension is of primary importance for the tools presented in this paper because it

provides the basic support for semantically relevant indentation. Note that semantically relevant

indentation plays an important role to greatly improve readability of Jadescript codes and to

give a modern appeal to the language. The presented Eclipse IDE Plugin allows programmers

to take advantage of all the features that the Eclipse IDE provides for other languages like

Java. In particular, the Jadescript perspective provides a customised view of the Eclipse IDE

specifically designed to accommodate the needs of Jadescript programmers. The Jadescript

perspective customises the package explorer and the outline view of the current Jadescript

code, and it provides the Jadescript code editor. The syntax highlighting support integrated

with the Jadescript code editor further enhances the readability of Jadescript codes. Moreover,

all the actions that the user can perform on mentioned user interface elements are tailored on

the needs of a Jadescript programmer. Finally, new Eclipse wizards are provided to ease the

creation of Jadescript projects.

The productivity tools discussed in this paper are intended to fulfil the need for a professional

tool to match the expectations of ordinary Java programmers, and of JADE programmers, in

particular. Nonetheless, such tools cannot be considered complete and further developments

have been already planned. For example, Jadescript semantic classes, defined as part of the

Xtext-based compiler, could be extended to implement advanced language tools like an improved

validation system with quick fixes and auto-completion actions.
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Abstract
A common practice inmodern explainable AI is to post-hoc explain black-boxmachine learning (ML) pre-

dictors ś such as neural networks ś by extracting symbolic knowledge out of them, in the form of either

rule lists or decision trees. By acting as a surrogate model, the extracted knowledge aims at revealing

the inner working of the black box, thus enabling its inspection, representation, and explanation.

Various knowledge-extraction algorithms have been presented in the literature so far. Unfortunately,

running implementations of most of them are currently either proof of concepts or unavailable. In

any case, a unified, coherent software framework supporting them all ś as well as their interchange,

comparison, and exploitation in arbitrary ML workflows ś is currently missing.

Accordingly, in this paper we present PSyKE, a platform providing general-purpose support to sym-

bolic knowledge extraction from different sorts of black-box predictors via many extraction algorithms.

Notably, PSyKE targets symbolic knowledge in logic form, allowing the extraction of first-order logic

clauses. The extracted knowledge is thus both machine- and human-interpretable, and can be used as a

starting point for further symbolic processingÐe.g. automated reasoning.

Keywords
explainable AI, knowledge extraction, interpretable prediction, PSyKE

1. Introduction

Artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM), and other data-driven predic-

tors are nowadays among the most-used tools to face a wide range of different tasks involving

machines learning (ML) from data [1]. In all those cases, the learning activity consists of tuning

the parameters of predefined algorithms in order to maximise their predictive capability w.r.t.

the data at hand.

The major drawback of state-of-the-art ML algorithms is that they are inherently opaque,

meaning that they do not provide any intelligible representation of what they learn from data.

This is why most of those algorithms are considered as black boxes (BB) which only represent
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knowledge in a sub-symbolic way. Nevertheless, despite their sub-symbolic operation may

prevent human users from understanding how they work, BB ś and, in particular, ANN ś are

being increasingly applied to support forecasting and decision making in many different fields ś

including, but not limited to, marketing, customer/user profiling, social networks, predictive

maintenance, etc. ś because of their unprecedented predictive performance.

There exist, however, critical applications where black-box predictions or recommendations

are unacceptable: for instance, healthcare, finance and law domains, or any other area of

knowledge where decision making may affect critical aspects of human livesÐe.g. health,

wealth, freedom, etc. In all those cases, it is of paramount importance to rely on explainable

predictions, recommendations, or suggestions, in order to let humans retain accountability and

liability over the decision or choices they make.

Many strategies can be exploited to pursue the purpose of explainability [2]. Some authors

suggest for instance to only rely on interpretable algorithms [3] ś such as generalised linear

models, decision trees, etc. ś to obtain data-driven solutions that are explainable by construction.

However, this may hinder predictive performance in the general case, as it essentially cuts off

most effective algorithmsÐe.g., ANN. Another strategy consists of deriving post-hoc explanations

[4], aimed at reverse-engineering the inner operation of a BB so as to make it explicit. In this

way, data scientists can keep using prediction-effective algorithms such as ANN, while still

attaining high predictive performance. The focus of this paper is on the latter strategy.

Symbolic knowledge extraction (SKE) is among the most promising means to derive post-hoc

explanations for sub-symbolic predictors. Roughly speaking, the main idea behind SKE is to

enable the construction of a symbolic surrogate model mimicking the behaviour of a given

predictor. There, symbols may consist of intelligible knowledge, such as rule lists or trees. Such

rules can then be exploited to either derive predictions or to better understand the behaviour of

the original predictor.

SKE has been applied, for instance, to credit-risk evaluation [5, 6, 7], healthcare ś i.e., to make

early breast cancer prognosis predictions [8] and to help the diagnosis and discrimination among

hepatobiliary disorders [9] or other diseases and dysfunctions [10] ś, credit card screening [11],

intrusion detection systems [12], and keyword extraction [13].

Despite the wide adoption of SKE, however, a unified and general-purpose software tech-

nology supporting it is currently lacking. In other words, the burden of implementing SKE

algorithms is currently on data scientists alone, who are likely to realise custom solutions on a

per-need basis. Other than producing inertia w.r.t. the adoption of SKE in modern data, such a

lack of viable technologies is somewhat anachronistic in the data-driven AI era, where a plethora

of libraries and frameworks are flourishing, targeting all major programming paradigms and

platforms, and making state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms easily accessible to the

general publicÐcf. SciKit-Learn1 for Python, or Smile2 for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

Accordingly, in this paper we present the design of PSyKE, a general-purpose Platform for

Symbolic Knowledge Extraction aimed at filling the gap between the current state of the art

of SKE and the available technology. More precisely, PSyKE is conceived as an open library

where different sorts of knowledge extraction algorithms can be realised, exploited, or compared.

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable [Online; last accessed September 29, 2021].
2https://github.com/haifengl/smile [Online; last accessed September 29, 2021].

https://scikit-learn.org/stable
https://github.com/haifengl/smile


PSyKE supports rule extraction from both classifiers and regressors, and makes the extraction

procedure as transparent as possible w.r.t. the underlying BB, depending on the particular

extraction procedure at hand. Notably, it also supports the extraction of first-order logic (FOL)

clauses, with the twofold advantage of providing human- and machine-interpretable rules as

output. These can then be used as either an explanation for the original BB, or as a starting

point for further symbolic computations. More precisely, the current implementation of PSyKE

outputs logic programs [14, 15], expressed in Prolog syntax [16].

Furthermore, to demonstrate the versatility of PSyKE, we present a number of experiments

involving rule extraction on a classification task performed on the Iris data set. In particular, we

exemplify our framework against various BB predictors, and carry out a comparison between

different extraction procedures applied to the same task. The comparison takes into account

the fidelity of the extracted rules (w.r.t. the original BB) and their accuracy w.r.t. the data.

Accordingly, the remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the state

of the art for SKE as well as some background notion to fully understand the work. Section 3

presents the design of PSyKE, while in Section 4 some use cases showing how PSyKE can be

exploited are reported. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. State of the Art

In this section we firstly overview the state of the art for symbolic knowledge extraction

(Section 2.1). Then, we delve into the details of a selection of extraction algorithmsÐnamely,

the ones PSyKE implementation currently supports (Section 2.1.1śSection 2.1.3). The algorithm

selection is performed by keeping variety (rather than exhaustivity) inmind, so as to demonstrate

the operation and versatility of PSyKE. In particular, our aim is to exemplify themany application

scenarios that a data scientist may meetÐe.g., extraction from either classifiers or regressors,

trained on either categorical or continuous data.

Finally, we briefly outline the currently-available software object-oriented frameworks for

ML (Section 2.2). The overview is meant to make the paper self-contained, given that one of

these frameworks provides PSyKE with pure ML functionalitiesÐin particular, the design of

PSyKE assumes basic classification or regression support to be available as a software library.

2.1. Knowledge Extraction

According to [17], a computational system is considered interpretable if human beings can

easily understand its operation and outcomes. The majority of modern ML predictors, however,

sacrifice interpretability to enhance the predictive performance, thus becoming increasingly

complex. They do so by merely focusing on learning highly-predictive ś yet sub-symbolic ś

input-output relations from data, while neglecting any attempt to make such relations symbolic,

i.e., intelligible for human. For this reason, ML algorithms are often called black boxes [18].

To mitigate interpretability issues without sacrificing predictive performance, a number of

authors from the XAI community have proposed means to produce ex-post explanations for

sub-symbolic predictorsÐmost notably, ANN and SVM. Explanations, in this case, consist of

surrogate predictors trained to mimic the ones to be explained, as closely as possible.



In practice, among the manifold proposals, some authors describe methods to extract if-then-

else rules [19, 20, 21], whereas others propose methods extracting decision trees [22]. While

the shape of the extracted knowledge may vary from an extraction procedure to another, all the

proposed methods share the trait of extracting symbolic (i.e. human-intelligible) knowledge out

of sub-symbolic ML predictors. Given a trained predictor and a knowledge-extraction procedure

applicable to it, the extracted rules/trees act as explanations for that predictor ś or as a basis to

build some ś, provided that they retain high fidelity w.r.t. the underlying predictor [17]. The

extracted knowledge may then enable further manipulations, such as merging the know-how of

two or more BB models [23].

According to [24], knowledge extraction methods can be categorised along three orthogonal

dimensions, namely: (i) the sort of learning tasks they support, (ii) the shape of the symbolic

knowledge they produce, (iii) their translucencyÐi.e., the sort of BB algorithms they can extract

symbols from.

About item (i), one can distinguish among algorithms targeting classification tasks, regression

tasks, or both. In other words, some extraction algorithms can only deal with BB classifiers ś e.g.

Rule-extraction-as-learning [19] (REAL, henceforth), Trepan [22] and others [25, 26] ś, while

others can only deal with BB regressors ś such as Iter [20], GridEx [21], RefAnn [27], Ann-

DT [28] and RN2 [29] ś, and only a few can handle bothÐsuch as G-Rex [30] and Cart [31].

Notably, virtually all extraction methods proposed so far are tailored on supervised machine

learning. To the best of our knowledge, no rule extraction procedure has been proposed

targetting unsupervised or reinforcement learning tasks.

As far as item (ii) is concerned, decision rules [32, 33, 34] and trees [35, 36] are the most

widespread human-understandable shapes for extracted knowledge, thus most methods produce

one of these two structures. In both cases, decision rules or nodes are expressed in terms of

the same input/output data types the original BB has been trained upon. So, for instance, an

extraction procedure processing a BB classifier for N -dimensional numerical data, over K

classes, will likely output rules/trees involving one or more predicates over N input variables

x1, . . . , xn andK possible outcomes. In any case, however, extraction algorithms are further

categorised w.r.t. the particular sort of predicates their output rules/trees may contain. Ac-

cordingly, conjunctions/disjunctions of inequality (e.g. xi ≷ c), or interval inclusion/exclusion

expressions (e.g. xi ∈ [l, u]) are commonly exploited for numerical data, while equality (e.g.

xi = c) or set-inclusion xi ∈ {c1, c2, . . .} expressions may be exploited for categorical data.

Finally, M-of-N rules are yet another possible choice in the case of boolean data.

The translucency dimension [37] from item (iii) refers to the need/capability of the extraction

procedure to łlook intož the internal structure of the underlying BBÐi.e., to what extent it has to

be taken into account during the extraction procedure. There are two major ways for categoris-

ing knowledge extractors w.r.t. translucency. During the extraction process, decompositional

extractors may take into account the internal structure of the BB they operate upon, while

pedagogical ones do not. For this reason, pedagogical approaches are usually more general ś

despite potentially less precise ś, thus they can be applied to every BB predictor regardless of

its kind, structure, and complexity.

The quality of knowledge-extraction procedures is evaluated through different indicators

depending on the task to solve, for instance, fidelity and predictive performance measurements

[38]. In particular, the former indicates howwell the extracted knowledge mimics the underlying



Table 1

Summary of the knowledge-extraction algorithms supported by PSyKE.

Extraction Task Translucency Required Knowledge Exhaustive

Algorithm Features Shape

REAL Classification Pedagogical One-hot encoded Rule list -

Trepan Classification Pedagogical One-hot encoded Decision tree ✓

Iter Regression Pedagogical Continuous Rule list -

GridEx Regression Pedagogical Continuous Rule list ✓

Cart Classification Pedagogical Continuous or Decision tree ✓

and regression one-hot encoded

black-box predictions, whereas the latter measures the explanator predictive power w.r.t. the

data. In all cases, measurements should be taken via the same scoring function used for assessing

the BB performanceÐwhich in turn depends on the task it performs. In the particular case of

black-box classifiers, examples of performance measurements are accuracy, precision, recall,

and F1-score; for BB regressors, the mean absolute/squared error (MAE/MSE) and the R2 scores

could be exploited.

In the following, we provide a more detailed description of some extraction procedures cur-

rently supported in the PSyKE framework, grouped by the task they addressÐi.e. classification,

regression, or both of them. All the algorithms are pedagogical, thus they only rely on the BB

inputs and outputs, and do not inspect the inner structure of the underlying BB. This is why

they can be applied to any kind of arbitrarily-complex BB. In any case, structured data are

required. The same algorithms are summarised in Table 1.

2.1.1. Extraction from Classifiers

Rule-extraction-as-learning REAL [19] is a pedagogical algorithm to extract conjunctive

rules from trained BB classifiers by using a learning process driven by sampling and queries.

Output rules can be either if-then or M-of-N rules. An example of if-then output rule is the

following: Output class is C if {X ,Y ,Z} are True and {U ,V } are False, where U, V, X, Y, Z

are one-hot encoded input features. Such features are True if they are 1, False otherwise.

Output rules are disjunctive normal form expressions; each term is the conjunction of a data

set feature subset, adequately generalised by dropping each non-discriminant antecedent. REAL

cannot handle real-valued features, but only binary ones.

Trepan Trepan [22] is a pedagogical algorithm able to extract symbolic and comprehensible

model representations from trained classifier BB by inducing a decision tree approximating

the BB represented concept. It usually maintains high fidelity levels w.r.t. the underlying BB

while being comprehensible and accurate. It is general in its applicability and well scalable with

complex models or problems. However, as REAL, it cannot be applied to real-valued features.

In Figure 1 an example of output tree is reported. Internal nodes are represented by squares,

while leaves are circles. Variables reported inside the internal nodes are the split criteria for the

subtree creation. Ci are the class labels corresponding to each leaf.



Output class is C1 if

{︃

(X is True) or

(X is False and Y is True)

Output class is C2 otherwise.

Figure 1: Example of Trepan output tree (left) and corresponding rules (right).

2.1.2. Extraction from Regressors

Iter Iter [20] is a pedagogical algorithm for building predictive rules from trained BB regres-

sors of any kind. Its main idea is to iteratively expand a number of hypercubes until they cover

the whole input space. Each of them is finally converted into an if-then rule of the following

format: Output constant is C if X1 ∈ [l1, u1 ] and ... and Xk ∈ [lk , uk ], where li and ui are the

lower-bound and the upper-bound for variableXi. There, the preconditions of the rule describe

a k-dimensional hypercube. Indeed, Iter supports continuous input features, differently from

the other algorithms presented so far.

GridEx GridEx [21] is another pedagogical extraction algorithm for regressors; it is an ex-

tension of Iter aimed at overcoming its major drawback: non-exhaustivity. GridEx adopts a

top-down approach to iteratively partition the input feature space in a user-defined number

of hypercubes or in an automatic way accordingly to a user-defined strategy based on feature

importance. As Iter, GridEx produces if-then rules and only accepts data sets with real-valued

input features, but it is always exhaustive by design. Since the procedure associates each

hypercube to a rule, a merging phase is performed after every iteration as an optimisation to

reduce the number of rules.

2.1.3. General-Purpose Extractors

Cart Cart [31] is an algorithm for building decision trees that can be used to face both

classification and regression tasks. Cart is not properly a knowledge-extraction procedure,

but from its output tree it is straightforward to obtain a rule tree, since each node of the Cart

tree corresponds to a constraint on a certain feature and thus each path from the root to a leaf

is a single complete classification or regression rule. The algorithm can be summarised via

the following instructions: (i) initialise the tree root node; (ii) find optimal splits and add new

internal nodes and leaves accordingly; (iii) stop the algorithm based on one or more criteriaÐe.g.,

leaf number or tree depth. Pruning algorithms can be applied to reduce the number of leaves.

2.2. Object-Oriented Programming Frameworks for ML

In order to make ML solutions easily available, a number of frameworks ś especially exploiting

object-oriented programming (OOP) ś have been developed. Such frameworks usually provide

users with powerful abstractions for modelling BB models as well as for performing data set

pre-processing, feature engineering and predictive performance measurements. Among the

most supported ML models, there are ANN, SVM, and decision trees for both classification and
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Figure 2: Overview on the API of the Smile library supporting classification and regression tasks.

regression tasks. The most complete frameworks also provide utilities packages to ease the

data set reading from (and writing into) files and to perform feature selection, beyond many

other tools for natural language processing, linear algebra, and data visualisation. Examples of

state-of-the-art OOP frameworks for ML are SciKit-Learn [39] for Python and Smile for the JVM.

We adopted the latter for the design and development of PSyKE because of its JVM support.

Smile (Statistical Machine Intelligence and Learning Engine) is defined as ła fast and com-

prehensive machine learning enginež3 for Java, Scala, and Kotlin. It is worthwhile to notice

that the package provides data types for easily managing data set, feature vectors, and tuples

(intended as data set columns and rows, respectively) other than all the aforementioned tools.

Figure 2 depicts a (partial) UML class diagram representing the major interfaces and classes

composing Smile’s supervised learning API. Package names are explicitly indicated to avoid

confusion between homonymous classes. Notably, each kind of ML predictor has a dedicated

class and each class implements either the Classifier or the Regression interface. Both

interfaces descend from the ToDoubleFunction interface, which is, therefore, the most ade-

quate type to represent any supervised ML predictor. This design lets developers easily build

more complex concepts over the packages offered by SmileÐas in the PSyKE prototype. Of

course, the same design could be replicated on different platforms (e.g. Python) and libraries (e.g.

SciKit-Learn)Ðas long as they provide similar API to train and use ML classifiers or regressors.

3. PSyKE

PSyKE is a software library providing general-purpose support to the extraction of logic rules

out of BB predictors by letting users choose the most adequate extraction method for the task

and data at hand. PSyKE exposes a unified API covering virtually all extraction algorithms

targeting supervised learning tasks. Currently, the implementation of PSyKE involves several

interoperable, interchangeable, and comparable extraction procedures ś namely, the ones

mentioned in Section 2.1 ś, granting access to state-of-the-art knowledge-extraction algorithms

to both researchers and data scientists. PSyKE is conceived as an open-ended project, which

can be exploited to design and implement new extraction procedures behind a unique API.

Essentially, PSyKE is designed around the notion of extractor, whose API is depicted in

Figure 3. Within the scope of PSyKE, an extractor is any algorithm accepting a ML predictor ś

either a classifier or a regressor ś as input, and producing a theory of logic rules as output.

3https://haifengl.github.io [Online; last accessed September 29, 2021].

https://haifengl.github.io


Figure 3: PSyKE design.

To perform their job, PSyKE extractors require additional information about the data set

the input predictor has been trained upon. In the general case, such information consists of

the data set itself and its schemaÐi.e., a formal description of the names and the data types

of all features characterising the data set itself. More precisely, data sets are required to let

extraction procedures inspect BB behaviour ś and therefore build the corresponding output

rules ś, whereas schemas are required to let (i) the extraction procedure take informed decisions

on the basis of the feature types, (ii) the extracted knowledge be clearer by referring to the

feature names. For all these reasons, extractors expect a data set and its schema metadata to be

provided in input as well.

Many extraction procedures can operate on discrete/binary data only. This is commonly

made necessary by the shape of the extracted rulesÐwhich consists of simple predicative

statements about some feature value. However, it is also very common in data science to meet

data sets involving continuous attributes as well. Accordingly, extracting rules out of predictors

trained on continuous data may be troublesome in the general case. To circumvent this issue,

PSyKE also provides some facilities aimed at discretising (or binarising) data sets including

continuous (or categorical) data. When these are in place, extractors should be provided with

the discretised/binarised schema as well, to be able to produce the clearest rules possible.

Accordingly, in the rest of this section we detail (i) the general design of the PSyKE library

and API, (ii) the one-hot encoding facilities, (iii) the general shape of the extracted logic theory.

3.1. General API

As depicted in Figure 4, a pivotal role in the design of PSyKE is played by the Extractor

interface ś reported in Figure 4 ś, defining the general contract of any knowledge-extraction

procedure. More precisely, it leverages on the notions of DataFrame and Theory, borrowed

from Smile and 2P-Kt [40, 41], respectively. All the PSyKE extractors expose (i) a method for

extracting an explainable theory from a BB model and (ii) a method to make predictions by
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Figure 4: PSyKE’s Extractor interface

using the extracted rules. The common API makes it possible to switch between different PSyKE

extractors with no need of major changes in the code.

3.2. Discretisation

A large number of the knowledge-extraction procedures ś in the same way as many ML

algorithms ś require either a discrete or binary input spaceÐi.e. all input features must be

either categorical or one-hot encoded, respectively. For instance, REAL and Trepan require

exclusively one-hot encoded data, whereas Iter and GridEx require continuous data. Cart can

accept both continuous and one-hot encoded features, but not categorical ones. Unfortunately,

most real-world applications are described by real-valued variables and measurements, thus

making the application of such algorithms impractical. The general way to overcome this

limitation is to rely on some discretisation/binarisation method among the many available in

the literatureÐe.g., [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48].

Briefly speaking, discretisation is the process of transforming a datum from some continuous

space I ⊆ R into a discrete space {I1, . . . , In} such that ∀i, j = 1, . . . , n: Ii ⊂ I ∧ I ≡
⋃︀

i Ii ∧
i ̸= j ⇔ Ii∩Ij = ∅ ∧ i < j ⇔ ∀x ∈ Ii, ∀y ∈ Ij : x < y. Similarly, binarisation (a.k.a. one-hot

encoding) is the process of transforming a datum from some discrete space X = {x1, . . . , xn}
into a binary space B = {b1, . . . , bn} where for each i = 1, . . . , n: bi is 1 if the datum is equal

to xi, 0 otherwise. Of course, these methods imply a considerable increase in the dimensionality

of a data setÐe.g., one-hot encoding makes categorical attributes with 4 distinct values be

converted into 4 different boolean features. This is far from being an issue: in some cases, it is

possible to achieve even better classification performances by using discretised attributes rather

than continuous, as demonstrated in [49].

PSyKE provides different procedures to manipulate input features: (i) a discretisation for

continuous features, mapping real intervals into categorical features, and (ii) a one-hot encoding

for categorical features, mapping exact values to boolean features. Notably, PSyKE traces the

input feature transformations by creating a data structure that associates the initial name of

the attribute and the newly created features with the corresponding constraints. An example

of PSyKE binarisation and corresponding output data structure is reported in Figure 5. This

example considers the petal length attribute of the Iris data set and adopts the default supervised

discretisation method available in our framework. The initial continuous feature values are



Figure 5: PSyKE discretisation and binarisation procedure.

labelled in Figure 5 with a), and graphically represented in the b1) plot. PSyKE discretisation

algorithm consists in calculating the mean attribute value and the corresponding standard

deviation for each data set class. An interval is then initialised for each class, with lower and

upper bounds equal to the mean valueÐcf. plot b2). Each interval is iteratively expanded until

convergenceÐi.e., when the whole feature space is covered without overlapping intervals. To

achieve this, during every iteration all the intervals are symmetrically expanded of a value equal

to the corresponding standard deviation ś in each direction, as in plot b3) ś, in order to create

intervals with adaptive size. An expansion is inhibited when (i) the lower (upper) bound of

an interval exceeds the minimum (maximum) value of the feature space, or (ii) two adjacent

intervals are overlapping. In the first case, the feature minimum (maximum) value is taken as

the final interval lower (upper) bound. In the second case, the overlapping intervals are only

expanded up to the mean value between their respective boundaries. When all intervals have

been calculated ś cf. plot b4) ś the continuous attribute values are converted accordingly into

categorical values. The discretised output values are labelled in the example with c). In this

step PSyKE also produces a data structure for keeping the discretisation details, to be able to

produce more compact rules during the extraction procedures. The last step ś labelled with d) ś

is the one-hot encoding of the discrete values into arrays of binary dataÐi.e., the unique format

accepted by several extraction procedures, such as REAL and Trepan.

3.3. Output rules

PSyKE extractors output knowledge in the form of logic theories ś i.e. lists of Horn clauses ś,

notably in Prolog syntax. We choose the Prolog syntax to make them simultaneously inter-

pretable by both humans and machines. More precisely, PSyKE output theories are structured

as lists of Prolog rules or facts. Rule heads are (n+ 1)-ary predicates, where n is the number

of input features in the dataset. These predicates carry n variables ś i.e., one for each input

feature ś and either a constant or a list ś i.e., the output value(s) ś as argument. Predicate names

recall the classification/regression under study. Without lack of generality, in the following

we assume the case under study to involve mono-dimensional classification/regression tasks.



Rule bodies can be empty ś if rules are facts ś or conjunctions of literals where each literal is a

predicate expressing inequality, equality, or interval inclusion between attribute actual values

and fixed constants calculated through the extraction process. Accordingly, a rule-extraction

procedure targeting a mono-dimensional classification or regression task on a data set having

n input features and m relevant output values, shall output theories of the following form:

⟨task⟩(X1, . . . , Xn, y1) :- p1,1(X̄), . . . , pn,1(X̄).
⟨task⟩(X1, . . . , Xn, y2) :- p1,2(X̄), . . . , pn,2(X̄).

.

.

.
⟨task⟩(X1, . . . , Xn, ym) :- p1,m(X̄), . . . , pn,m(X̄).

where (i) task is the (n+ 1)-ary relation representing the classification or regression task at

hand, (ii) each Xi is a logic variable named after the ith input attribute of the currently available

data set, (iii) X̄ is the n-nuple X1, . . . , Xn, and (iv) each pi,j is either a n-ary predicate expressing

some constraint about one, two or more variables, or the true literalÐwhich can be omitted.

Notice that, in classification tasks, the total amount of rules (m) may still be greater than the

total amount of classes (k), as there may be more than one rule for the same class.

Currently, the supported sorts of predicates in rules bodies ś i.e. the admissible shapes for

each pi,j ś are as follows:

equality involving a single variable and a constantÐe.g. X = c, where c is a constant of any

sort (possibly, a number)4

inequalities involving a single variable and a constantÐe.g. X ≷ c

interval inclusion involving a single variable and two constantsÐe.g. X in [l, u], where

l, u ∈ R and l < u

interval exclusion like the above, but negatedÐe.g. X not_in [l, u]

M-of-N involving N variablesÐe.g. at_least(M, [X1, . . . , XN]), whereM,N ∈ N≥0

Despite many other forms can be adopted for the output theories, we argue the proposed one

is a good trade-off among human and machine interpretability. In fact, rules of this form are

well-formed logic programs, which may be executed by a logic reasonerÐsuch as a Prolog

interpreter. Furthermore, the proposed form is open to many sorts of post-processing. For

instance, recurrent conjunctions of predicates in rules bodies may be factorised into their own

general-purpose rules. Similarly, redundant or cumbersome sub-expressions may be simplified.

However, the proposed form is far from perfection: we plan to explore alternative directions

in the future. Noticeably, using Prolog syntax does not impose exploiting also its semanticsÐi.e.,

different interpreters can be exploited over such Prolog rules. For instance, on the one side, by

exploiting a Prolog interpreter, rules are interpreted as functional (one-way)Ðmeaning that

it is possible to compute a prediction given an assignment of all input variables, but it is not

possible to generate a correct assignment of those input variables given the expected prediction

alone. On the other side, a Constraint Logic Programming solver [50, 51] may interpret the

same rules as constraints, and compute coherent assignments for any subset of both input and

output variablesÐproviding rules with a relational (two-ways, generative) semantics.

4The same result could be attained by allowing constants in rules heads.



4. Case Study: The Iris Data Set

Here we exemplify the effectiveness and versatility of PSyKE by describing its exploitation in a

toy scenario. In particular we exploit PSyKE to extract Prolog rules on a number of classifiers

trained on the well-known Iris data set.5 Notably, the Iris data set contains 150 rows describing

as many individuals of the Iris flower. For each exemplary, 4 continuous input features ś petal

and sepal width and length ś are recorded, other than a categorical class labelÐi.e. which

particular sort of Iris plant the exemplary has been classified as. There are three particular

sub-sorts of Iris in this data set ś namely, Setosa, Virginica, and Versicolor ś, and the 150

examples are evenly distributed among themÐi.e. there are 50 instances for each class.

The experimental setting is as follows. First, we train 3 different sorts of classifiers on the Iris

data setÐnamely, a k-nearest-neighbors (kNN), a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and a decision

tree (DT). Then we let PSyKE extract logic rules out of these classifiers using as many extraction

procedures. In particular, we rely on REAL, Trepan, and Cart. A portion (50%) of the original

data set ś namely, the test set ś is put aside before training to later enable the evaluation of the

extracted rule predictive performance.

Accordingly, within the scope of this experiment, we rely on accuracy as the preferred metric

for both predictive performance and fidelityÐwhere the former measures how good a classifier

or the corresponding extracted rules are in classifying Iris instances in absolute terms, while

the latter measures the adherence of the extractor output rules w.r.t. the original classifier.

4.1. The experiment

Let us assume the Iris data set can be loaded from a CSV file via a Kotlin script using Smile. The

Iris data set only contains continuous features. Therefore, Cart is the only algorithm that can be

directly applied to it, whereas REAL and Trepan can only operate on binary data. Accordingly,

PSyKE provides a simple two-step procedure to binarise the data, involving both discretisation

and one-hot encoding: a data set can be discretised, one-hot encoded, and split into training

and test set via a couple of instructions, providing the percentage of samples to be taken apart

from the whole data set to attain the test set. As the next step, we train 3 different classifiers

on the training setÐnamely a kNN, a MLP, and a DT.6 Finally, in the following paragraphs, we

show how rules can actually be extracted and what their ultimate shape actually is.

4.1.1. REAL

The PSyKE REAL algorithm can be applied to any Smile Classifiermodel parametrised with

a DoubleArrayÐe.g., the aforementioned MLP and kNN are suitable, whereas the DT is not.

The extracted theory is dependent from the training set; different training instances can produce

different rules, resulting in slight variations also in the output theory complexityÐintended as

number of clauses and terms. An example is reported in the following:

5https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/iris [Online; last accessed September 29, 2021].
6Code of experiments is available at https://github.com/sabbatinif/PSyKE. Please consider reading the docu-

mentation of Smile for a more detailed explanation of the model-specific parameters: https://haifengl.github.io/

classification.html and https://haifengl.github.io/regression.html.

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/iris
https://github.com/sabbatinif/PSyKE
https://haifengl.github.io/classification.html
https://haifengl.github.io/classification.html
https://haifengl.github.io/regression.html


✞
1 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, setosa) :-

2 PetalWidth =< 0.65.

3 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, versicolor) :-

4 PetalWidth in [0.65, 1.64].

5 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, virginica) :-

6 PetalWidth > 1.64.
✡✝ ✆

The theory produces an input space partitioning as reported in Figure 6c. It is worthwhile to

notice that ś especially with more complex data sets ś the partitioning could be non-exhaustiveÐ

i.e., the logic rules could be unable to classify some samples.

4.1.2. Trepan

PSyKE provides a Trepan algorithm applicable under the same constraint described above for

REAL and also its output rules can vary with different training sets. Differently from REAL,

Trepan accepts as input 3 optional parameters stating the minimum number of samples to

consider for performing further splits (minExamples, default: 0), the maximum depth of the

produced tree (maxDepth, default: 0, i.e. no constraints), and the criterion to adopt for the best

split selection (splitLogic). A default logic is chosen if not otherwise specified. An example

of output theory is reported in the following:
✞

1 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, setosa) :-

2 PetalLength =< 2.28.

3 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, virginica) :-

4 PetalLength > 2.28, PetalWidth not_in [0.65, 1.64].

5 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, versicolor) :- true.
✡✝ ✆

This theory produces an input space partitioning as reported in Figure 6d. In this case, the

partitioning is always exhaustive.

4.1.3. Cart

Cart is the third algorithm included in PSyKE to tackle classification tasks. It is the only proce-

dure applicable to a DecisionTree classifier and it does not require any extra parameter, since

the extraction only relies on the tree structure of the DecisionTreeÐthat is, all the parame-

ters have to be tuned during the DecisionTree creation and training. The DecisionTree

can accept both one-hot encoded and continuous features. In the same way as many other

algorithms, Cart is able to achieve comparable or even better results when relying on a good

discretisation/one-hot encoding technique. In the following an example of theory obtained with

continuous features is reported:
✞

1 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, setosa) :-

2 PetalLength =< 2.75.

3 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, versicolor) :-

4 PetalLength > 2.75, PetalLength =< 4.85.

5 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, virginica) :-

6 PetalLength > 2.75, PetalLength > 4.85.
✡✝ ✆



Data set Predictors Extractors

(a) Sample dis-
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(h) Cart with
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Figure 6: Comparison between Iris data set input space partitionings performed by the algorithms

implemented in PSyKE. Only the two most relevant features are reportedÐi.e., petal width and length.

Figure 6f reports the corresponding input space partitioning. The output rules are always

exhaustive. The same data set, but previously one-hot encoded, leads to the following theory

and to the partitioning reported in Figure 6h:
✞

1 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, versicolor) :-

2 PetalLength > 2.28, PetalWidth =< 1.64.

3 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, virginica) :-

4 PetalLength > 2.28, PetalWidth > 1.64.

5 iris(SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength, PetalWidth, setosa) :-

6 PetalLength =< 2.28.
✡✝ ✆

4.2. Results

In the following we report the results of REAL, Trepan, and Cart applied to the Iris data set.

All the results are resumed in Figure 6. Figure 6a reports the Iris data set sample distribution

in the input space, with emphasis only on the two most relevant featuresÐi.e., petal width

and length. Column Predictors represents the ML step of the process. Accordingly, Figure 6b,



Table 2

Comparison between accuracy and fidelity measurements with different combinations of extractor al-

gorithms and underlying models.

Predictor Extractor

Type Accuracy Algorithm Fidelity Accuracy

5-NN 0.94 REAL 0.98 0.95

Trepan 0.96 0.96

MLP 0.92 REAL 0.95 0.95

Trepan 0.99 0.92

DT (continuous features) 0.92 Cart 1.00 0.92

DT (binarised features) 0.96 Cart 1.00 0.96

Figure 6e and Figure 6g represents the decision boundaries of a 5-NN predictor and 2 decision

trees trained with a half of the data set samples, respectively. The first DT is trained with the

original Iris data set; the other with the binarised version. Finally, column Extractors represents

the PSyKE output. In particular, different extraction procedures ś namely, REAL and Trepan ś

applied to the 5-NN are depicted in Figure 6c and Figure 6d, respectively ś and Cart extraction

applied to decision trees is depicted in Figure 6f and Figure 6h.

It is worth noticing that (i) Cart ś for its design ś always produces partitionings equivalent

to those of the underlying DT, and (ii) all extractor output partitionings are different ś namely,

a procedure only uses the petal width attribute, another one uses only the petal length and the

remaining use both input features ś, but all solutions share a similar predictive performance.

Omitted in Figure 6, the results of REAL and Trepan applied to a MLP are presented in

Table 2, where a numerical assessment of the aforementioned predictors and extractors is

reported. Values are averaged upon 25 executions, each one with different random train/test

partitionings, but same test set percentage and same parameters for predictors and extractors.

The table reports the underlying predictor accuracy as well as the fidelity and accuracy of the

extraction procedure. We plan to enhance comparisons between different extractors through

fidelity assessments carried out by measuring the decision boundary overlapping regions. From

Table 2 it can be noticed that the Cart extractor always has a fidelity of 1.0, since it only inspects

the underlying decision tree nodes to build its output rules without any knowledge loss. This

implies that PSyKE Cart is an equivalent but explainable alternative to Smile DecisionTree

model, always producing the same output predictions. As for the other extractors, both REAL

and Trepan are able to achieve good results in terms of fidelity and accuracy ś always above

0.9 in our experiments ś in some cases even with a better performance w.r.t. the original model.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we present the design of PSyKE, a new general-purpose platform supporting

symbolic knowledge extraction from opaque ML predictors. PSyKE offers many comparable and

interchangeable extraction procedures providing as output first-order logic clauses. It can be



exploited in the majority of supervised learning tasksÐi.e., classification and regression tasks.

In the future we plan to enrich PSyKE with other state-of-the-art extraction algorithms,

comparison metrics between the implemented procedures, and other utilitiesÐi.e., discretisation

strategies. We also plan to explore other formalisms to present output rules ś e.g. the ProbLog

syntax to introduce the concept of probabilistic rule ś, as well as other representations and

extraction procedures which are better suited to manage data sets involving a wide number of

features.

From a research perspective, we aim at further investigating the effectiveness of PSyKE in

running EU projects, like StairwAI7 and Expectation [52].

StairwAI is an H2020 project aimed at providing a service layer for the AI-on-demand

platform,8 with the purpose of aiding both individual and companies to (i) find the most

adequate AI asset for their needs ś requiring mapping of use cases to proper AI assets ś,

and (ii) experimenting selected AI assets on custom data and on specific problems, using the

platform itselfÐthus requiring tools for predicting the hardware resources needed for running

the corresponding software.

Expectation is a CHIST-ERA IV project9 aimed at exploring the provisioning of personalised

explanations for ML techniques by combining SKE and multi-agent-based negotiation and

argumentation. There, symbolic knowledge is expected to act as the lingua franca among

many heterogeneous ML-based predictors ś possibly trained on different data sets, via different

algorithms, at different locations ś, hosted by as many software agents. Personalisation and

predictive accuracy are therefore attained by combining the symbolic knowledge extracted by

several agents. The combination takes advantage of negotiation and argumentation techniques,

possibly involving the users themselves.

Both projects massively rely on sub-symbolic AI, and in both cases the need of making

sub-symbolic knowledge explainable is prominent. PSyKE could then be applied to extract logic

rules and reveal information about the path that leads to a certain predictionÐin the explanation

perspective. Since PSyKE currently works as a distiller of knowledge, further investigation will

be devoted to the explanation of a single outcome (prediction of a model). Moreover, it could be

interesting to compare results with those obtained by directly learning a symbolic model .
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Abstract
More andmore often, Human Robot Interaction(HRI) applications require the design of robotics systems

whose decision process implies the capability to evaluate not only the physical environment, but espe-

cially the mental states and the features of its human interlocutor, in order to adapt their social autonomy

every time humans require the robot’s help. Robots will be really cooperative and effective when they

will expose the capability to consider not only the goals or interests explicitly required by humans, but

also those one that are not declared and to provide help that go beyond the literal task execution. In

order to improve the quality of this kind of smart help, a robot has to operate a meta-evaluation of its

own predictive skills to build a model of the interlocutor and of her/his goals. The robot’s capability to

self-trust its skills to interpret the interlocutor and the context, is a fundamental requirement for pro-

ducing smart and effective decisions towards humans. In this work we propose a simulated experiment,

designed with the goal to test a cognitive architecture for trustworthy human robot collaboration. The

experiment has been designed in order to demonstrate how the robot’s capability to learn its own level

of self-trust on its predictive abilities in perceiving the user and building a model of her/him, allows it to

establish a trustworthy collaboration and to maintain an high level of user’s satisfaction, with respect

to the robot’s performance, also when these abilities progressively degrade.

Keywords
Trustworthy HRI, Robot Autonomy Adaptation, Theory of Mind, Transparency, Cognitive Modelling

1. Introduction

In today’s world, artificial intelligence systems are playing a crucial role in our daily lives. The

decisions made by machines are leaving a profound impact on our society and are involving

almost every aspect of our life. Different kinds of artificial systems, whose behaviours is based

on statistical tools, AI algorithms, machine learning models are used in applications such as

healthcare, government, business, judicial and political spheres. Decisions made by AI systems

lead to beat some of the best human player [1], to make super accurate medical diagnostics [2],

to help companies in customers support [3] and so on. These decisions are more oriented to

superhuman computations and performances, than brain-inspired or psychological paradigms.

With the enormous impact that AI systems have in society, it is crucial to assure that all these

systems we are relying on are trustworthy. Trustworthy AI is largely considered one of the

topics much more demanding in the artificial intelligence field, not only in research, but also in

institutions [4, 5], due to the huge impact that AI systems are having in society.
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As mentioned above, AI moved from human psychology inspired models (i.e. decision

trees in expert systems) to deep neural networks, machine learning, Big Data and so on. If

this type of approach proved to be very powerful in computational and performance terms,

it increased the gap between super intelligent agents and humans, in terms of trustworthy

cooperation between humans and artificial systems. We do not consider just the cases in

which results provided by artificial systems have been extremely dangerous for humans [6, 7]

(trustworthiness as accuracy, robustness, non-discrimination,privacy, security; we focus on those

dimensions of trustworthiness (e.g. adaptation to human autonomy, behavior transparency and

explainability) that are involved when humans and artificial systems, in particular robots, have

to interact [8, 9] and cooperate [10] with each other, and humans have to establish a deep

relationship of trust [11, 12] every time they include robots as part of their plans or goals (task

delegation and adoption [13]). Trust is not just the result of the frequency with which an agent

produces the desired behavior or result; trust is a much more complex attitude, including a

causal attribution, an estimation, an ascription of several internal factors that play a causal role

in the activation and control of the behavior [14].

1.1. intelligent cooperation

Cooperation is based on different and complementary kinds of attitudes and reasons from the

partners involved. Let’s consider the following collaborative scenario: a human X (the trustor)

and a robot Y (the trustee) collaborate so that X has to trust Y, in a specific context, for executing

a task τ and realizing the results that include or correspond to the X’s GoalX(g) = gX [14]. In

this context, X relies on Y for realizing some part of the task she/he has in mind (task delegation);

on its side, Y decides to help X, to replace her/him and perform a sequence of actions that are

included in the X’s plan, in order to achieve some of her/his goals or sub-goals (task adoption).

The capability to implement a smart task adoption distinguishes a collaborator from a simple

tool, and presupposes intelligence and autonomy [15]. Being truly cooperative implies more

than the simple concept of execution of a prescribed action. For example, in order to adopt some

goal of X in an intelligent form, Y has to understand the X’s mental states (i.e. goals, beliefs,

expectations about Y’s behavior) and it has to adjust the delegated action to the represented

mental states, to the context and to its own current abilities and characteristics. In their much

complex sense, cooperation and help require more autonomy and initiative. A real collaborative

trustee should provide to the trustor different kind of help, according with [15]:

• Sub help: Y satisfies a sub-part of the delegated world-state (so satisfying just a sub-goal

of X),

• Literal help: Y adopts exactly what has been delegated by X,

• Over help: Y goes beyond what has been delegated by X without changing X’s plan (but

including it within a hierarchically superior plan),

• Critical-Over help: Y realizes an over help and in addition modifies also the original

plan/action (included in the new meta-plan),

• Critical help: Y satisfies the relevant results of the requested plan/action (the goal), but

modifies that plan/action,

• Critical-Sub help: Y realizes a sub help and in addition modifies the (sub) plan/action,



• Hyper-critical help: Y adopts goals or interests of X that X itself did not take into account

(at least, in that specific interaction with Y): by doing so, Y neither performs the specific

delegated action/plan nor satisfies the results that were delegated. In practice, Y satisfies

other goals/interests of X by realizing a new plan/action.

Y has to exploit its autonomy, competence and cognitive skills to find the better or a possible

solution for X’s goal. This not necessarily should require a negotiation, discussion, agreement;

it might be an initiative of Y by expecting that X will understand why. This is precisely what

intelligent robots must have and these are the kind of partners the humans need.

How would this advanced form of cooperation would be possible? What are some of the

capabilities that a robot has to show for enhancing trust in its human interlocutor? A smart

and trust-based collaboration between humans and intelligent robots requires, among many

others things, complex cognitive capabilities these artificial systems must be endowed with:

mental attribution, adjustable autonomy, user profiling and user behavior adaptation, behavior

transparency. Besides the capabilities to evaluate the interlocutor and/or the contextual physical

environment, a robot (as a trustee) should be able also to operate a meta-evaluation: how much

itself would be able to interpret and produce the evaluations regarding the trustor? How much

is reliable its capability to perceive or infer the trustor’s features? On the basis of its own

capabilities to perceive or to act in the world, the hypothesis or prediction it has made, the

chosen course of action, are the best or the most effective, with respect to the needs, the features

and the mental states of the interlocutor? Smart help has to be based on different capabilities

to interpret the environment and the interacting user, but first of all, it has to be based on the

robot’s capability to realistically self-assess the level of trustworthiness on its ability to interpret

the collaborative and potentially uncertain context, including the interacting user [16, 17]. The

outcome of the meta-evaluation expressed above represents the robot’s self-trust for adopting a

delegated task. In practice, the robot uses this evaluation of its own specific abilities as a filter

for their use with respect to the interlocutors with whom it is interacting. The robot learns the

trustworthiness of its skills and, on the basis of the context and the task to carry out, establishes

which skills to use and how trustworthy (from its point of view) will be the solution it will

propose to its interlocutor. So robot’s self-trust can be viewed as a precondition for exploiting

the robot’s interpretative skills accordingly to its own interlocutor, in order to foster a true and

deep relationship of collaboration and trust with her/him.

1.2. the risk of collaborative conflicts

A form of intelligent help that can provide results beyond those explicitly requested by the

interlocutor implies risks. One of the possible consequences of this form of help can be the

emergence of collaborative conflicts between the human (the trustor) and the robot (the trustee)

that adopts the task, due to the robot’s willingness to collaborate and to help the user better and

more deeply than required. Sometimes, the difference between the results of the adopted task

provided by the robot and the user’s expectations, could lead the interlocutor to a complete lack

of trust towards the robot. We are not just considering the robot’s failure in the precise delegated

task: failures become more evident every time the robot goes beyond the delegated task and

the results are too much distant (or even in conflict) from the user’s expectations. Among



humans these conflicts can be mitigated by the experience: humans learn to measure their

competence in achieving specific results, or making the right prediction about the correctness

of a chosen behaviour, on the basis of the context and the interlocutor; furthermore, on this

basis, they learn to self-trust their own abilities/skills (with respect to both the interlocutors

and the tasks). Similarly, robots can learn to trust their capabilities to evaluate the interlocutors

(and consequently to build and use the cognitive models they attribute to them) trough a

repetitive interactions with humans. For example, a robot can exploit the feedback provided

by its interlocutor any time she/he delegates to it a task and receive an evaluation (i.e. user’s

satisfaction) on the results of the robot’s adoption process.

1.3. our contribution

In this work we propose a preliminary, simulated experiment, designed with the goal to test a

cognitive architecture [18] for trustworthy human robot collaboration. A complete description

of both the cognitive architecture and experiment are reported in [19]. The designed architecture

allows a BDI robot [20], with its own mental states (beliefs, goals, plans and so on) to expose a

wide range of cognitive skills that support an effective, smart and trustworthy collaboration,

every time a human user delegates to it a task to achieve in her/his place. In particular, we

focused on endowing the robot with the capabilities to i) adapt its level of collaborative autonomy,

providing an intelligent help (based on the levels of help formalized in [15]) every time the

user delegates to it a task to accomplish; the autonomy adaptation leverages on the agent’s

capabilities to profile the user and to have a theory of mind of her/him [21] ii) learn its limits in

interpreting the needs of the interlocutor, by measuring its degree of self-trust on its predictive

abilities in perceiving the user; the agent chooses those abilities that maximize the user’s task

performance evaluation. In particular the simulation aims at demonstrating how the robot’s

capability to learn the level of self-trust on its predictive abilities in perceiving the user, allows

it to choose the best user’s model (as a collection of mental states) and to preserve an high level

of the user’s task performance evaluation.

2. The proposed experiment

The experiment designed for testing the cognitive architecture proposed in [18], has been imple-

mented by exploiting the well known multi-agent oriented programming (MAOP) framework

JaCaMo [22], that integrates three different multi-agent programming levels: agent-oriented

(AOP), environment-oriented (EOP) and organization-oriented programming (OOP). Basically,

the experiment simulates the process of task delegation and task adoption between a robot and

multiple users, grouped in classes of users, in a specific application domain.

2.1. the experimental settings

We figured the following interactive scenario: the robot is a touristic assistant that helps people

to organize different touristic activities offered by a city (i.e. eat in a restaurant, visit a museum,

visit a monument, drink something in a bar, enjoy the city doing multiple daily activities). The

experiment is based on the interaction between two agents: the user and the robot. Both of



them are implemented as Jason [23] agents. The user has her/his own mental states represented

in form of beliefs, goals and plans and interacts with the robot by delegating to it a task. On

its side, the robot is able to represent and attribute mental states to the user and to itself and,

on the basis of its capabilities to profile the user and build a model of her/him, to adopt the

delegated task at different levels of help.

The experiment has been designed with the goal to show the importance for a robot to

self estimate the level of trustworthiness associated to its expertise in building a profile of

the interacting user. This capability lets the robot choose the best and suitable task to adopt

with respect to the user’s features, also when its skills progressively degrade and can be

considered not trustworthy. Indeed, the robot is able to sort these skills on the basis of the

corresponding level of trustworthiness, and leverage on the most trustworthy among them

for deciding how to adopt the task delegated. As mentioned above, two agents populate the

simulation: the agent robotR and the agent user U . The agent U is characterized by a profile

PU = {Age, Economic status,Category, Education level,Company}, a collection of five physical

and social features. Every feature is associated to sub-components and real values rHi
∈ [0, 1]

belonging to specific intervals that are bonded to the sub-components. Table 1 shows the

relations between features, sub-components and intervals. We decide to consider these groups

of user’s demographic features, because they are all concrete characteristics that help the robot,

operating in a touristic domain, to narrow down which segment of population the interacting

users best fit into. That means the robot can split a larger group into subgroups based on, for

example, their educational level, age, income. This kind of physical, social and relational features

are largely used, easy to collect and they are reasonably good predictors of user preferences [24].

For example, demographic recommendation system generate recommendations based on the

user demographic attributes [25, 26]. In our case the robot is able to filter and categorize the

interacting users based on their attributes and recommends the most suitable service (restaurant,

museum, monument or bar) by utilizing the chosen demographic data collected in its profile.

The partition of the features into sub components is an approximation that allows the robot to

cluster users into a series of discrete categories, commonly used by human for identify expected

behaviors or character traits, related to that particular category [27].

Users are organized into classes of populations: each class collects together users with the

same profile (in terms of sub-components). Each user of a class distinguishes from the others due

to five real values rHi
for i = 1, .., 5 randomly picked up from the interval associated to the sub-

components. The decision making system ofR is designed following the principles described in

[18]. The robot is able to recognize and classify, as set of specific sub-components, the features

collected in PU , consistent with the table 1. R is not always able to infer all the features of

U ; that depends on the robot’s accuracy to estimate a feature of PU . In this experiment we

decide to define two levels of accuracy: a low level of accuracy, that means the robot has great

difficulties in distinguishing a feature, and an high level of accuracy, corresponding to the fact

that it is perfectly able to recognize a feature. We have designed the simulation so that R can

estimate the sub-components collected in PU , but it is not able to perfectly recognize the real

values rHi
for each user; because of that, it associates to every feature it has estimated, the

mean value of the corresponding intervals defined in the table 1. We observe that, if the robot

profiles a feature correctly, the corresponding mean value will be close to the value rHi
of the

user (for that feature), while if the robot is not able to infer correctly the feature, this value will



Feature Sub-component [interval]

Age

young [0, 0.33]

adult [0.34, 0.66]

old [0.67, 1]

Category

loco tourist [0, 0.33]

foreign tourist [0.34, 0.66]

resident [0.67, 1]

Economic status

low economic status [0, 0.33]

medium economic status [0.34, 0.66]

high economic status [0.67, 1]

Education level

low education [0, 0.33]

medium education [0.34, 0.66]

high education [0.67, 1]

Company

single [0, 0.33]

in couple [0.34, 0.66]

in family [0.67, 1]

Table 1
Map of the relations between features, sub-components and intervals

be distant from that of the user.

It is important to specify that the robot’s beliefs are organized according to the features that

are classified within PU and which are perceivable by the robot itself. R has available (among

the set of its mental states) a subset of beliefs where are represented information about a finite

number of services that a city offers: restaurants, museums, monuments to visit and places for

having fun (night clubs, bar and so on). Each service is described with respect to the features

described in table 1: for example, in the robot’s beliefs base exist restaurants much more suitable

to young people, instead of monuments or museums much more adapt to people with an high

level of education, and so on. The robot is able to select the most suitable service with respect

to the features that it has been able to infer from U . This criterion of choice can lead the robot

to select the most adapt service with respect to the user’s profile or not, on the basis of its own

profiling skills accuracy.

2.2. the experiment description

The experiment is a simulation of several trials ś interactions betweenR and 100 users belonging

to the same class (population of users) ś involving the robot and different users. Every interac-

tion reproduces the mechanism of delegation and adoption: U delegates a task toR and the robot

adopts the task at different levels of intelligent help, among those introduced in section 1. We

defined a class of population C1 formed by users that have the following profile (collection of sub-

components):PU = {young,medium Economic Status, foreign Tourist,medium Education, single}
. Each interaction requires that the current user delegates to the robot the goal to eat in a restau-

rant. The request might be further specified by giving the name of the restaurant, the type of

restaurant and the area of the city in which it is located. We decide to specify only the area of

the city where the user desires to eat.



2.3. building robot’s self-trust

The robot R builds its self-trust for adopting the delegated task τ by means of a training

phase, with the goal to learn the levels of trustworthiness associated to its own user profiling

capabilities. The training phase requires that the robot performs an interaction with a population

of a specific class formed by 100 users. Every user U delegates toR the same task (i.e. eat in a

restaurant); for its part, the robot adopts the task at a literal level of help. At every interaction

R computes a robot’s skill trustworthiness value, each for every feature that forms PU . These

values depend on the feedback provided by the users during the training phase. We designed a

robot that explicitly asks for feedback, once it accomplishes a task to be achieved on behalf of

U . Every question the robot asks humans aims at evaluating how the delegating user has been

satisfied by the robot’s task adoption; different user’s satisfaction dimensions are investigated,

each of them corresponding with the different abilities of the robot to profile the user. In this

wayR can evaluate how each of its skills performs (and to measure its trustworthiness) with

respect to build PU . Furthermore, R can sort the skills on the basis of the measured level of

trustworthiness.

2.4. The user’s satisfaction function

We have introduced a user’s satisfaction function SU that computes the global user’s satisfaction

regarding the collaboration offered by the robot; the robot aims at maximizing this function

every time it interacts with a new user. SU is the linear combination between a term Pτ that

measures how much the user has been satisfied by the results of R in performing precisely

the delegated task and a term SU plus that measures how much the user has been satisfied by

the additional, not explicitly required part of the plan performed by the robot in its smart

collaboration. Both terms are affected by the robot’s capabilities to profile the user and to learn

their corresponding trustworthiness. In particular, R’s profiling capability is quantified by

calculating how the robot has adapted the task to the real user’s features that form PU : the

greater is this measure for each feature, the more accurate is the robot’s capability to profile the

user on that feature and the greater are the user’s satisfaction components mentioned above.

As will be clear in the results section (section 3), both components Pτ and SU plus are designed

so that they vary in the codomain [0, 1], while SU varies in the codomain [−1, 2].

2.5. the experiment’s phases

The experiment is structured as follows:

1. the robot implements a first trial with a population of class C1. During this multiple

interaction, the robot decides to adopt the task at the level of help it considers appropriate

to the user and the context. The phase is designed so thatR infers the feature category

with a low level of accuracy, while the other features of PU are inferred with an high

level of accuracy;

2. the robot implements a second trial with the same population of class C1 exploited in the

previous phase. During the trial, the robot decides to adopt the task at the level of help

it considers appropriate to the user and the context. In this caseR’s capability to infer



PU degrade because the features age, category, education are affected by a low level of

accuracy (features company and economic status are still inferred with an high level of

accuracy);

3. the robot starts a training phase with a new population of class C1, in order to learn its

own level of self-trust. In this phase, R has the same profiling skills described at point 1.

Please recall that, during the training phase,R adopts the task at a literal level of help;

4. the robot starts a second training phase with a new population of class C1, but this time

its profiling skills are the same described at point 2;

5. the trials described at points 1 and 2 are repeated, but this time the robot exploits what it

has learned respectively in the context described at the point 3 and 4, in order to achieve

the task adoption process.

3. Results

In this section we present the results of the experiment designed in order to address the research

purpose previously defined: demonstrate how building robot’s self-trust is a precondition for

providing smart and trustworthy collaboration, every time a user requires the robot’s help. The

plots shown in Figure 1 compares the results obtained after the execution of each experiment’s

phase described in section 2.5.

Let’s start by describing the Figure 1a. This plots refer to the case when the robot’s capability

to recognize the feature category is inaccurate, while are accurate the capability to recognize the

remaining features collected in PU . The left plots show the distribution of Pτ and SU obtained

when R performs a trial with a population of class 1 and it is not yet able to evaluate the level

of trustworthiness of its profiling skills. Instead, the right chart shows Pτ and SU trends when

the robot’s capability are the same described in section 2.5 at point 1, but it has learned to self

evaluate the trustworthiness of its own profiling skills.

Figure 1b displays the trends of the user’s satisfaction function SU and its component Pτ

in case the robot performs a trial with a population of class 1 and its profiling skills are such

that it cannot correctly recognize the features age,category,education, while it infers the user’s

economic status and company with an high accuracy (point 2 described in section 2.5). In

particular, the left part of the figure shows the results in case the robot is not able to self evaluate

the trustworthiness of its profiling skills, while the right part shows how the user’s satisfaction

change once the robot has learned to attribute a specific level of trustworthiness to its profiling

skills.

Finally, Figure 1c shows the box plots comparing the distributional characteristics of SU

before and after the robot’s self-trust building process. In particular, the left box plot and the

right box plot refer to the cases of the robot is capable to profile the user with the conditions

described respectively at point 1 and 2 of the section 2.5. Comparing the plots in Figure 1a we

observe how the robot’s capability to recognize the level of trustworthiness of its profiling skills

is crucial for maintaining an high level of the user’s satisfaction about the robot’s performance.

This capability become more important when the robot decides to adopt the delegated task to a

level of help different with respect the literal one. Indeed, despite the robot provides unexpected

results to the user, its own capabilities to adapt these results by leveraging on the capabilities
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Figure 1: Figure 1a and 1b show the trend of the curves representing the user’s satisfaction, obtained

after each phase described in section 2.5: each plot represents the trend of the component Pτ (light red

line) and the trend of SU (dark red line) as combination of Pτ and SUplus. Figure 1c shows a statistical

description of the impact of the self-trust building process in the level of user’s satisfaction on the

robot’s smart collaboration.

that it considers trustworthy, allows the robot to provide unexpected but suitable results, that

are appropriate to the user himself/herself. The plots in Figure 1a and the left box plot of Figure

1c, show how the mean (and the median) value of SU increases after the robot has learned its

self-trust level; moreover, the spread and the skeweness of the SU distribution is drastically

reduced by the robot’s capability to self evaluate the trustworthiness of its profiling skills. Figure

1b and the right box plot of Figure 1c show the benefits of the building self-trust process on



the user task performance evaluation. In this case, the increase of the median value of SU is

less evident than for the previous case analyzed, but the training phase impact remains evident

on the spread and the skeweness of the distribution. This means that, also when the robot’s

profiling skills degrade, its capability to evaluate their trustworthiness continue to allows the

robot to provide unexpected but suitable results with respect to the needs of the users. It is also

relevant to underline how the effective performance of the robot’s help depends on the width

and variety of the database of the accessible services with respect to to the selected features. In

fact, with a very low number of trustworthy features (given the low level of accuracy of three of

them) the result of the adoption could be really very good only if the database contains services

responding, with very high performance, to the two remaining features independently to the

values of the three (degraded) features.

4. Final Remarks

Cooperation is one of the main social activities exploited by humans for gaining resources, in

terms of goals achieved, shared knowledge and so on. The increasing intelligent technology

surrounding us is becoming crucial for our own social development, and, as a consequence, the

need of trusting these supporting and sophisticated tools is becoming every day more stringent.

But, if on the one hand these systems are becoming more intelligent and sophisticated, on the

other hand they show a strong lack in the ability to collaborate effectively with humans. Despite

the complexity of the problem they can solve, they continue to have just a passive supporting

role in the collaboration with humans. For being not only executive tools, these intelligent

systems (i.e. robots, chat-bots, autonomous cars and so on) should expose the capability to

behave in a critical way with respect to the needs/goals of their interacting users. Indeed,

the collaboration becomes deep and effective when a system is able to provide not declared,

unexpected results but compatible with the context, the needs of the user and the capabilities of

the system itself. The level of autonomy of robots or other artificial agents, it should be such

that such systems can exercise a certain level of discretion in achieving the task delegated but

humans. But, in order to foster trust in humans, they should behave having the capability to

create a complex theory of mind of the interlocutors and a strong capability to self assess their

own capability to carry out a task, also at a different level of help than required.

In this work we have presented the first of a series of experiments draw for testing different

aspects of a designed cognitive architecture. This architecture, based on consolidated theoretical

principles (theory of adoption and delegation, theory of mind, theory of social adjustable

autonomy, theory of trust) has the main goal to build robots that provide smart, trustworthy

and transparent collaboration, every time a human requires their help. With this experiment we

wanted to test the robustness of the designed architecture to rely on the robot’s ability to learn

the limits in interpreting the needs of its interlocutor, by measuring the trustworthiness of its

predictive abilities. In fact, the architecture gives to a robot the capability to profile the user and

to leverage on its profiling skills in an adaptive manner, by exploiting those skills that maximize

the user’s task performance evaluation; it allows the robot to reason about the mental states of

the user (beliefs, goals, plans and intentions) and makes it capable to modulate its autonomy for

achieving the delegated task. One of the main problems in intelligent collaboration between



humans is the possibility of misunderstandings that can lead to conflicts between cooperators.

We call these collaborative conflicts, as they are based on the desire to collaborate beyond

what is required but in doing this errors and discrepancies can occur. Just to minimize these

conflicts and increase the robot’s trustworthiness, an important requirement to introduce is

the the capability of the robot itself to self trust his capabilities to build a complex model of

the user. The data analyzed have shown how the process to learn the trustworthiness of its

own profiling skills can lead the robot to have an effective collaboration, based not only on

the actions/tasks prescribed by the user, but especially on the non declared needs and goals

of the user himself/herself. Our main future work will be to move the experiment in a real

environment, with a real robotic platform and real users. We will exploit the humanoid robot

Nao, widely used in HRI applications. Furthermore, we will continue to provide simple but

effective experiments that allow us to investigate different aspects of the concept of intelligent

and trustworthy collaboration between robots and humans, that consider robots as cognitive

agents able to interact with humans as humans do when they interact with each others.
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Abstract
Smart Workshops are experiencing the need of a mobile intelligence for mining both learning patterns

and knowledge from the wide sea of data generated by both mobile users and mobile technologies. In-

deed, mobile intelligence would represent the ideal substratum for providing "agentified" robots with a

plethora of advanced capabilities (e.g., visual recognition, fault detection, self-recovery) and, hence, with

high-level functionalities, like production line control, asset movement, connectivity restore. Besides

the operational plane, however, mobile intelligence can be successfully exploited also in organizational

tasks, like the formation of temporary, ad-hoc teams for accomplishing a given target. The complexity of

some industrial operations, indeed, often demands the involvement of several, heterogeneous group of

robots and the adequate representation of the reciprocal trustworthiness represents a key pre-requisite.

It holds particularly for the Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) which are increasingly involved in col-

laborative activities aimed to optimise storage, picking, and transport functions in a wide variety of

workshop areas. Therefore, in this paper we define a trustworthiness model for agentified AGVs based

on the mix of their reputation and reliability and we present an agent-based framework implementing

the related team formation strategy. The improvements obtained in terms of effectiveness and efficiency

from the AGV team are observed and measured through a simulation activity, in which realistic settings

for an industrial applications have been considered.

Keywords
Trust, Smart Factories, Team Formation, Multi-agent System.

1. Introduction

AGVs, namely fully autonomous robots able to operate without manual intervention or per-

manent conveying systems, are increasingly present in Smart Workshops. Just to name a few

motivational examples, AGVs are ideal for replacing workers in repetitive, unappealing jobs

as well as they push both speed and accuracy in moving products from shelf to shipping over

human limits. Broadly speaking, AGVs lessen labour requirements and promise improving
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effectiveness, efficiency and safety within the workshop area. In such a scenario, typical AGV

applications include routine operations like the horizontal transport, storage and retrieval of

materials as well as danger activities like clamp handling or extreme environmental conditions.

In particular, AGVs result a critical enabling technology for agile production systems if devoted

to collaborative tasks, such as the internal logistics ones. Therefore, the formation of temporary

teams of heterogeneous AGVs is widely seen as an important advancement within the Industrial

Internet of Things (IIoT) domain [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, establishing the criteria to rule such team

formation process is challenging because of the mobility the AGVs, their different features (in

terms of skills, autonomy, performances) and the potential lack of historical data or central

shared repository. Therefore, more than exploiting structural or semantic similarities among

team’s partners, one can consider social properties existing among them for maximizing the

probability of establishing positive interactions. In particular, a promising criterion consists

in forming teams on the basis of the members’ trustworthiness levels, namely the reliability

shown in performing their own tasks and the reputation gained within the workshop area.

Such two information, respectively, expressed in terms of efficiency and effectiveness, are

usually embedded in a single measure named trust and can be shared within the workshop area

(thus obviating the need of a centralized repository and also providing a higher fault tolerance,

concurrency, etc.). To this end, a suitable solution is "agentifying" each AGV, leveraging on the

widely established social, smart and cooperative attitudes of multi-agent systems (MAS) [5].

In particular, the agentified AGV can automatically update its trust information and the MAS

can implement a team formation strategy by ranking AGVs based on their time availability

(i.e., the time they need to accept a new task) suitably weighted by the trustworthiness value

which, in its turn, embeds efficiency and effectiveness information combined accordingly to the

factory policies. On these basis, we present our framework, more comprehensively described in

[2], that leverages on a distributed MAS (to bypass the need of a central management system

and its associated overhead, typically unacceptable for most industrial tasks) and on a trust

model based on the mix of AGVs’s reputation and reliability. We tested our team formation

strategy on a simulated agent-based scenario, showing that combining mobile intelligence, team

formation, reliability, reputation, and trust information leads to a measurable improvement of

the simulated workshop area in terms of high quality performance.

The outline of the structured is as follows. An overview about agent-based technology, AGV

and trust is reported in Section 2. The proposed framework is presented in Section 3 while

Section 4 introduces the outlined trust model. Section 4.1 makes a connection between the

contributions of these two Sections (i.e., the main architecture presented in Section 3 and the

trust model of Section 4), showing how the trust model can be exploited to perform a team

formation activity on the AGVs of the smart workshop in a distributed way. The results of our

experiments are discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 conclusions are drawn.

2. Background and Related work

Multi-AGV systems have been recently adopted in the IIoT domain [1] to perform key activities

like real-time monitoring, connectivity restore and collaborative control. Authors of [6, 7, 8],

for example, illustrate some benefits provided by AGVs, in terms of reliability, efficiency and



safety, for the whole smart workshop area. If the advantages coming from the exploitation

of teams of AGV are well-established, the discussion about the best criterion leading to the

team formation process is still open. Indeed, more than conventional approaches based on

geographical locality/social closeness or similarity (in terms of goals, skills, etc.), trustworthiness

represents a novel, viable approach for dynamically and effectively grouping AGVs. Likewise,

the agent-based computing (ABC) [5] is an enabling paradigm for information processing in

dynamic, decentralized and scalable environments, where the entities exchange data to be

automatically combined for outlining the global better setting (for example, resource allocation

or scheduling problems). In particular, works like [9, 10] attest how trust systems have been

widely implemented in the past through the ABC paradigm. Focused on the IIoT, our proposal

relies on these research steps with the exploitation of AGVs which are enhanced through the

multi-agent technology and are fully integrated within the trust system.

Along such research direction, a number of related work exist at the state-of-the-art[11, 12].

For example, authors [13, 14] sponsor the formation of group of both autonomously and

cooperatively agent-based smart industrial devices for accomplishing tasks like controlling the

materials handling and factory scheduling to automate the factory environment and its activities.

In [15], instead, an agent-based controller is deputed to find the optimal, collision- and deadlock-

free motion planning of its associated AGV. In the context of the Supply Chain Management, a

real case study [16] showcases a framework integrating neutrosophic Decision Making Trial

and Evaluation Laboratory technique with an analytic hierarchy process to effectively deal

with uncertain and incomplete information. A recent work [17], instead, illustrates a combined

solution exploiting simultaneously an OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) for process control

technology, a software defined industrial network, and a device-to-device communication

technology to achieve efficient dynamic resource interaction and management (to this end,

an ontology modeling with multi-agent technology is used). The trustworthiness of potential

partners is estimated in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] through reputation systems based on first and

second-hand information/observations, while in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] by mainly analyzing the

evolution of social relationships over time. In BETaaS [28], instead, a more comprehensive

approach is presented, with a complex trust model for Machine-to-Machine applications taking

into account factors like security [29, 30, 31, 32], QoS, scalability, availability and gateways

reputation. In [33, 34], finally, cloud-based solutions to form groups of agentified industrial

devices on the basis of their reliability and reputation values are presented.

With respect to these contributions, in our proposal the effective team formation is performed

by means of a trustworthiness measure whose implementation (and the preliminary information

exchange it requires) is enabled by the exploitation of the multi-agent technology in the entire

framework, as detailed in the next Section 3.

3. Our Scenario

We consider a Smart Workshop adopting a swarm assembly approach with teams of coworkers

for reaching the desired production goals in the required time. The considered scenario is

modeled as follows:

• workshop’s activities are performed by both human and AGVs, present in variable num-



bers depending on the adopted processing technique;

• for each activity (e.g., welding, transportation, connectivity restore), there exists a specific

kind of AGVs;

• AGVs differ with each other for efficiency (depending on their model, age, sensing capa-

bilities, usury, etc.) and effectiveness (e.g., skills and so on) values;

• the agent of each AGV supports its physical counterpart for the working activity within

the team of coworkers;

• a special Manufacturing-Manager (MM) agent is in charge of managing the production-

lines and, in particular, of updating the measures of performance of the workshop agents

and accordingly forming the łbestž team/teams of AGV coworkers based on their trust

measures;

• the MAS allows distributing the information load over the entire set of AGVs, thus

avoiding the need of a unique, centralized repository.

In details, let W be the workshop area of our smart workshop and let SC be the daily set of

customers requiring to the smart workshop the assembly of a customized item. Each customer

c ∈ SC has a reference to a MM agent, aiming at building for each item the best team/teams

of AGVs capable of optimizing the production process in terms of performance. The MM

periodically updates those two measures for each agent and, consequently, computes and

updates the trustworthiness measure, (see Section 4). The MM saves a copy of these values in

its internal memory, while each agent that has interacted with the MM saves a local copy of

its measures. Therefore, when the agent will interact in the future with a novel MM, it will

transmit the information about its efficiency, effectiveness and trustworthiness, as a sort of

references.

4. The Trust Model

In this section, we introduce the trust model used to consider the performance of AGVs in a

smart workshop. In this context, we define the following measures: the AVG effectiveness (γ)

represents the customer satisfaction for the AVG’s job; in other words, it is the reputation that

an AGV has in the customer community; the AGV efficiency (λ) represents the capability of

complying with the product assembly constraints (e.g., time); in other words, it is the reliability

with respect to the production-line operation; the AGV trustworthiness (τ ) is a single trust

measure that considers performance to properly guide the AGV team formation processes. τ

combines Efficiency and Effectiveness to achieve a unique synthetic measure for a specific AGV.

In a controlled smart workshop, we assume that there are no malicious agents therefore it

is not necessary to implement countermeasures against unsuitable behaviors (e.g., collusive,

complainer, alternate, whitewashing and so on).

γ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R considers the feedback feed, with feed ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R, released by the customers

to the AGV. More formally, γ is computed as:

γnew = β · γold + (1− β) · feed (1)

where β ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is used to award a certain relevance to feed in updating γ with respect to

its current value.



λ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is calculated on the basis of objective measures (k) (e.g., the time required

to complete a task) that can be combined in a single measure ρ ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R, with ρ =
f(k1, · · · , kn). More formally, λ is computed as:

λnew = α · λold + (1− α) · ρ (2)

where α ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is a parameter giving more or less relevance to ρ in updating λ with

respect to its current value.

This trust model is the linear combination of reliability measures used with considerable

results in our previous papers [33, 35] but contextualized in other multi-agent domains. Our

proposal is adequate given the supposition that, if an increment of efficiency ∆λ (resp. effec-

tiveness ∆γ) produces an increase of trustworthiness ∆τ , then the percentage ratio ∆τ
∆λ

(resp.
∆τ
∆γ

) should be the same for any increment of ∆λ (resp. ∆γ). In Section 5, the experiments

show that the linear model correctly reproduces the simulated scenario. More formally, τ is

computed as:

τ = η · λ+ (1− η) · γ (3)

where η ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R gives more or less relevance to λwith respect to γ; η is set considering the

factory policies in terms of performance. In our experiments (see Section 5), we have utilized a

value η = 0.4 to give more importance to the effectiveness with respect to the efficiency.

4.1. Team formation

We recall that our trust model allows the team formation considering both present and past

AVG results, in terms of performance. Each MM agent categorizes AGVs on the basis of the time

need to accept a new task, called time availability TA, weighted on the τ value which embeds

performance information combined accordingly to the factory policies. Therefore, AGV teams

are formed by each MM selecting the top classified in this ranking. The set G = {g0, g1, .., gn}
executes a distributed algorithm, where n is the total AVG numbers. In particular, g0 is the MM

agent and gi is the i-th AGV agent. The algorithm is composed of five steps, called the formation

assignment, the request, the response, the selection, and the team formation. The response step

is executed by each agent gi, i = 1, .., n, instead the MM agent g0 performs the formation

assignment, request, selection and team formation steps. In detail, the five steps operate as

follows:

1. formation assignment: g0 receives by its administrator (i.e., a human manager or a

workflow process) the assignment to form a team. Then, g0 produces as inputs for the

step:

• the agent’s number z needful for the team formation;

• the maximum waiting time tmax before starting the team formation;

• the minimum trustworthiness τmin required to an AVG for joining the team.

2. request: g0 forwards a request to each agent gi, i = 1, .., n to obtain its time availability

TAi, representing the time that gi needs to accept the step, and its trustworthiness τi.

3. response: an agent gi computes the required values before providing a reply:



• TAi based on the previous experiences (i.e., other steps in which it is previously

involved);

• τi by combining efficiency and effectiveness (see Section 4).

Recall that each agent ai continually updates the two measures according to both the

time utilized to finish their steps and the feedbacks received by the customers. Then, TAi

and τi are sent to g0.

4. selection: g0 continuously monitors the list R of the responses received by the AGV

agents, containing the pairs (λi, γi); for each i = 1, .., n, g0 calculates the following score:

Ri =
1

TAi

· τi (4)

Hence, g0 deletes from R all those agents gi whose TAi > tmax or τi < τmin because

their AGVs are not eligible to perform the team formation. Also, g0 stores R ordered by a

decreasing value of the score Ri.

5. team formation: when tmax is reached, g0 examines R and releases the following

response to its administrator:

• the list of the first z agents of R, if the cardinality of R is greater than or equal to z.

• a failure message, otherwise.

All these steps are independently performed by the agents of the set G without the need of a

central repository of the trustworthiness information regarding the AGVs. This choice allows

to increase the efficiency of our model because the central repository management would imply

a continuous updating of the AGV information with a consequent overhead for the internal

communication network.

5. Experiments

The proposed industrial scenario has been simulated by a multi-agent system supporting the

cooperation of AVG in a production site. To this aim, a significant number of workdays has been

simulated by assuming that a random number of customer orders must be processed on each of

the simulated workdays. Moreover, we assumed that the manufacturing process is organized in

a serial way by production islands and in each production island one or more customization of

the products are carried out according to the customers’ order. On each island, the production

process is carried out by a team of three smart AGVsc, denoted by heterogeneous performance,

capable of autonomously operating.

In more detail:

• the heterogeneity of AGVs implies different skills and performance and, therefore, they

will differ from each other also in terms of time required to complete the task assigned to

them;

• given the different capabilities, AGVswill receive individual appreciation (i.e., the feedback

feed) from the customer who placed the order for the customization work done.



As already described in Section 3, each production line is associated with an MM agent, who

supervises the assembly of the items ordered by customers. In particular, each MM will interact

with the software agents associated with AGVs to arrange the best AGV team for each specific

production island (e.g., manufacturing task) at a given time with respect to both each specific

order of a customer c ∈ CS and the availability trustworthiness of each AGV. At the end of each

production task, the parameters of effectiveness, efficiency, and trustworthiness are updated for

each AGV.

The simulation has regarded a single smart production line for which the following parameters

have been adopted: i) 60 working days; ii) 8 working hours for workday; iii) 150 customers’

orders per workday; iv) 25 production islands1 for each production line; v) 4 serial customized

manufacturing tasks for each item and for each island; vi) 400AGVs are active on the production-
line, in other words 100 AGV for each of the 4 required manufacturing task to realize for item

and for island. The parameters introduced above will drive both the operation of the production

line and the response of the AGVs. In order to realize, to the best of our possibilities, a simulation

as realistic as possible we have configured our production line adopting the most common

parameters in use in some European factories that assemble cars.

Some preliminary tests have been carried out to suitably set the trust framework and, as a

result of these tests:

• the parameters λ and γ were both initially set to 1.0 in order to assign maximum trust-

worthiness when reliability information is not yet available for then updating the AVG

reliability based on subsequent experience;

• the parameter τ was initially set to 1.0;

• the parameters α and β were initially set to 0.95 (remember that λ and γ are updated

through the feedback received over time in order to take into account even small variations

in terms of performance)

• the parameter η (exploited to update the τ ) were set to 0.4 conformly the criteria presented

in Section 4.

Different scenarios were simulated by varying the performance of AVGs uniformly within

suitable ranges of domains with the goal of forming efficient and effective AGV teams based on

trustworthiness criteria. For this purpose, we considered the most critical scenario in our set of

simulations, which is given by a combination of maximum performance loss varying from 5%
to 25%. The results of these experiments are depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 depicts the changes in the parameters λ, γ and τ for the considered simulation

period. It is evident how the proposed framework is able to produce significant advantages

in terms of the plotted parameters. More specifically, note that the benefits in terms of λ (i.eź

γ and τ ) were evaluated incrementally based on the sum of the differences in efficiency (i.e.,

effectiveness and trustworthiness) measures of the AGV teams formed by applying the strategy

proposed in Section 4.1 versus those that would have been formed based on temporal availability

alone. Therefore, the results of this experiment show that our proposed trust framework allows

improving both efficiency and effectiveness of the production line.

1Remember that each production island is devoted to realize on or more (customization) tasks and an item will

leave its current production island only after each manufacturing task of that island will end.



In contrast to the benefits described above, one must keep in account that the adoption of

the proposed trust framework also has a cost in terms of average daily loss of time (in seconds)

for AGV, which is depicted in Figure 2. This is due to the fact that the proposed strategy for

forming teams is optimized with respect to the AGV’s trust score (i.e., it takes into account AGVs’

performance and time availability) and not on the basis of the only AGVs’ time availability.

This means that not the AGV with the best time availability is selected, but the one with the

best placement resulting from a weighted average between performance and time availability

(see section 4). More simulations have been performed to evaluate this łlossž of time, arriving

to simulate also a periods up to 365 working days, achieving values that are always around

the minute, on average compared to all the AGVs. This average time loss can be considered

negligible in light of the improvement achieved in performance.

Figure 1: Advantage given by the trust framework in terms of λ, γ and τ .

6. Conclusions

The inherent complexity of many industrial activities demands for the cooperation of multiple,

heterogeneous robots. In particular, teams of "agentified" AGVs with different capabilities are

suitable candidates to accomplish both routine and extra-ordinary tasks by, simultaneously,

improving the performance within a workshop area. Effectiveness and efficiency are two

enabling factors for establishing trust among AGVs: therefore, in this paper, we have presented

and tested a trustworthiness model and an agent-based framework to support the automatic

formation of virtual, temporary teams of highly performing, mobile intelligent devices. The

preliminary results obtained on a simulated industrial scenario with realistic settings have

shown a measurable improvement in the teams composition in terms of both performance and

appreciation. The implementation of the outlined agent-based framework, a parametric study of

the trustworthiness model to achieve its best configuration and the introduction of management



Figure 2: Average time “loss” for AGV.

techniques for handling unpredictable events potentially affecting the team formation represent

our future research directions.
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Abstract
In a world where the population is aging, products that improve living comfort will have more impor-

tance in people’s lives. These products must interpret the intentions of those who live in the house to

provide them with assistance in their daily tasks. Motivated by these issues, we present an architecture

for real-time Intention Recognition. We demonstrate it with a kitchen use-case, where the agent prepares

a meal. Our goal is to recognize what type of meal the agent intends to prepare. The architecture con-

sists of two layers, namely the łClassification Layerž and the łProblog Layerž. The Classification Layer

recognizes the environment through sensors and classifiers, and passes the information to the Problog

Layer, which uses Problog to infer the intention. The Problog Layer consists of two Knowledge Bases:

the łStatic KBž and the łDynamic KBž. The former axiomatically describes the intentions we want to

recognize, while the latter is generated at runtime using information from the Classification Layer.

Keywords
Intention Recognition, Problog, Knowledge Representation, Smart Technologies

1. Introduction

The latest version of łWorld Population Ageingł - an annual report of the United Nations1 -

outlines two meaningful statistics: in 2020, people over 65 are 727 million and are expected to

increase to 1.5 billion by 2050. This same report mentions that, in most developed countries,

these people will manage to live without a caregiver’s external support, mainly thanks to good

welfare and healthcare system. For these reasons, we can assume that soon it will be necessary

to understand these people’s intentions in an automated way to provide them with better

comfort in a home environment through smart-home products designed to help these people in

their daily tasks.

This paper focuses precisely on this aspect, presenting a logic-based architecture for intention

recognition, which we demonstrate through a proof of concept. The use-case is that of smart

kitchen environment, where our automated system aims to recognize what the human intends

to cook ś which is a particular instance of an Intention Recognition problem. According to [1],
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Intention Recognition is the process of becoming aware of the intention of another agent and,

more technically, inferring an agent’s intention through its actions and their effects on the

environment. Hence, an intention is inferred from a sequence of actions. In this paper, we detect

an action as the combination of two parts, namely the object the human is working with (e.g.,

milk, orange, knife) and the human’s pose, which we consider in order to disambiguate what

the agent is currently doing with the object (e.g., cutting, taking or pouring). In our architecture,

two different Machine Learning-based classifiers detect these two parts of an action. We then

feed the classifiers’ outputs to a Problog architecture.

Since we are mainly concerned with sequences of actions, we chose to use a popular temporal

ontology known as the Event Calculus [2, 3] which allows for the definition of events occurring

along an explicit timeline. Moreover, given our Machine Learning classifiers and actions’

probabilistic nature, we found it natural to use a probabilistic extension of this language. Among

the possible choices [4, 5, 6] we picked the Problog-based system Prob-EC [6] as this has been

successfully applied to similar use cases such as Event Recognition. It is worth noting here that,

unlike the Event Recognition task, in Intention Recognition one aims to detect what the agent

intends to do in the near future (e.g., łprepare a saladž), rather than an activity that is currently

being performed (e.g., łtwo people are meeting each otherž).

It is worth noting that although in this paper we present a specific use-case of our architecture,

this proof of concept may serve as a blueprint for applications in very different domains. For

instance, a conversational chat-bot may want to track user activity in the calendar over multiple

days to infer long-term intentions, e.g. it may deduce that the user intends to lose weight from

the fact s/he has been exercising a lot and s/he’s been buying low-fat foods for the last two

weeks. It may also e.g. be employed by shopping centers as an anti-theft system that processes

CCTV footage in real time. Furthermore, it could be used to provide both long and short-term

assistance to the elderly, e.g. by understanding their intention and providing adequate assistance

to finalize them. These use-cases are all very different from each other. However, as we will show

in the following sections, they share a common structure: they all make use of time-stamped

multimodal data which must be processed in order to deduce some form of user intention. This

is precisely the type of problem our architecture aims to tackle. Given the agnostic nature of

the building blocks of our architecture, we claim that our work can be readily generalized from

our simple proof of concept to more complex domains.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we shortly review related work. In section 3

we provide an overview of the architecture. In section 4 we explain in detail the technologies

used to create the proposed architecture. In section 5 we demonstrate the architecture in our

specific kitchen use-case. In Section section 6 we present some tentative conclusions and hint

at future work.

2. Related Work

The problem of Intention Recognition is a significant one in the field of Human-Computer

Interaction. It applies to a wide variety of tasks, ranging from smart homes [7] to neurosciences

[8]. Intent Recognition has become an increasingly important field of research in recent years,

and several papers have been published proposing different techniques and technologies to



approach it.

As Charniak indicated in 1993 [9], the nature of this discipline must be probabilistic. Bayesian

networks are often used when working with uncertainty. Nazerfard and Cook [10] use Bayesian

Networks with a continuous normal distribution to predict when the next intended action will

occur. Pereira and Han [11] propose the use of Casual Bayesian Networks with plan generation

techniques to predict hidden actions and unobservable effects. To a similar aim, Muncaster and

Ma [12] propose Dynamic Bayesian Networks. However, in the context of Intent Recognition,

Bayesian Networks have two particular problems:

• They do not allow for an explicit representation of a timeline,

• It is difficult to track the sequence of actions, which is central to the very nature of

intentions.

For these reasons, we preferred a Probabilistic Event Calculus approach over Bayesian Networks.

Vilain [13] proposes using the analysis of an acyclic Context-Free Grammar to interpret

sequences of steps, using a deductive process. The use of Spatial-Temporal And-Or Graphs

(ST-AOG) was proposed in [14] and [15]. The ST-AOGs define the sub-activities constituting

the final intention. In this paper, we predict agent intentions in Problog through probabilistic

rules that correspond to the sub-tasks of an intention.

As we describe in the remainder of this paper, this paper uses two fundamental technologies:

Problog and convolutional neural networks (CNN). Problog [16] is a Probabilistic Logic Pro-

gramming Language with a Prolog-like syntax. Clauses can be decorated with a probability

p ∈ [0, 1] according to the following syntax:

p :: Head :- Body.

The Problog Layer of our architecture implements a probabilistic variant of the Event Calculus

known as Prob-EC [6]. It consists of two Knowledge Bases: a Static KB (SKB) and a Dynamic

KB (DKB). The SKB contains the domain independent axioms of Prob-EC and general static

information about actions and intentions. The DKB is updated at runtime by translating classifier

data into probabilistic events whenever the secondary server receives an action. The Problog

Layer computes the probability of observing the sequence of action given each possible intention

by querying the SKB and the DKB, and eventually outputs the intention(s) maximizing the

corresponding likelihood.

As a running example, throughout the paper we use a set I = {Breakfast, Pesto Pasta, Tomato

Pasta, Fruit Salad, Fish} of possible intentions. The Problog Layer calculates the likelihood

of these activities when a sequence of actions is performed (e.g. take milk, pour it, and take

cookies), and then informs the Main Server about the intention that maximizes such likelihood

(e.g., preparing breakfast), which in turn displays it on the screen. In the case of a tie, we display

all activities with maximal likelihood. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a typology of

neural network able to perform classifications based on the operation of convolution between

matrices.
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Figure 1: System Architecture

3. Architecture

Our simple proposed architecture for real-time intention recognition is shown in Figure 1. Our

intention recognition system consists of two cameras. One camera, located near the human

agent, is devoted to recognizing objects, with the other one installed further away from the

human to recognize its pose. The Classification Layer of our architecture processes the video

stream captured from the cameras. It extracts the object the human agent is currently using,

and her pose. Then, it forwards this information to the main server. To prevent flooding, we set

a minimum delay of 0.5 seconds between requests to the main server.

The main server stores the data in a buffer, and when the buffer is full, it selects the most

frequent action in the buffer and sends it to a secondary server. When the secondary server

receives an action, it translates the action into a Problog probabilistic fact and adds it to the

(Dynamic) Knowledge Base. It then compiles the whole script and queries it to figure out the

most probable intention. We implemented communication between layers through HTTP calls.

In particular, the output of the secondary server is a JSON created from the output values that

the script in Problog returns. In the remainder of this section, we discuss each component of

our system in greater detail.

3.1. Physical Setup

Our controlled environment consists of a video camera (used by the object classifier) on the

working table, facing the agent. The other video camera (used for pose recognition) is on the



working table, approximately at 1.8 meters from the agent.

3.2. Classification Layer

The Classification Layer consists of two classifiers that receive the video stream from the two

cameras. One of the classifiers aims to recognize objects, with the other one recognizing the

agent’s pose.

The object classifier is based on MobileNet [17], a Convolutional Neural Network that uses

a technique called łDepthwise Separable Convolutionž to reduce the computational cost of

convolution [17]. Two hyperparameters allow one to further improveMobileNet’s computational

efficiency, namely the Width Multiplier α and Resolution Multiplier ρ, that optimize the model

according to the context.

We used PoseNet [18] to perform the pose recognition task. It supports recognition algorithms

both for a single person and for several people simultaneously. PoseNet recognizes 17 key points

corresponding to important points of the human skeleton. It associates spatial coordinates

to each keypoint, which it then further processes to classify the user’s pose. We chose these

two models due to their simplicity in performing class training. Nonetheless, the architecture

proposed in this paper is also scalable with respect to several other technologies or alternatives

that perform the same purposes of object and pose recognition.

4. Implementation

As mentioned above, the Problog script consists of two knowledge bases: the SKB and DKB.

The DKB gets updated every time the classifiers detects an object or a gesture. For instance,

if the pose classifier detects that the human agent is performing the gesture take at time t, we

augment the DKB with the following probabilistic fact:

p :: happensAt(gesture(take), t)

where happensAt is a standard Prob-EC predicate to handle event occurrences, and p is the

recognition probability associated to the gesture take by the pose classifier. Similarly, if the

object classifier detects that the human agent is interacting with the ingredient apple at time t,

we translate this to:

p :: happensAt(ingredient(apple), t)

On the other hand, the SKB defines how the probability of an intention increases as the result

of recognizing an object and/or an action, as in the following example:

0.2 :: initiatedAt(breakfast = true, T ) :- take(milk, T ).

0.5 :: initiatedAt(breakfast = true, T ) :- takeAndPour(milk, T ).

where initiatedAt is a standard Prob-EC predicate to quantify how an event occurrence affects

the probability of a fluent, i.e., a property of the world, which in our example is the intention



breakfast to be recognized. The two predicates take and takeAndPour are abbreviations defined

as follows:

take(Obj, T ) :- happensAt(gesture(take), T ), happensAt(ingredient(Obj), T )

takeAndPour(Obj, T ) :- take(Obj, Tprec), pour(Obj, T ), Tprec < T

Finally, in order to query the likelihood of preparing breakfast at time t we use the in-built

Problog predicate query as follows:

query(holdsAt(breakfast = true, t))

We query the SKB and the DKB in order to get the intention that maximizes the likelihood,

and pass it on to the main server, which displays it on the screen. In the case of a tie, we display

all activities with maximum likelihood.

5. Demonstration

In this section, we demonstrate how our architecture behaves in a few controlled experiments.

We first set up the Problog SKB with reasonable probabilities associated with actions and

intentions. Then, we let a human agent perform a series of actions. The system analyzed the

video streams as outlined in section 3 and the Problog Layer produced the corresponding DKB.

In each of the following subsections, we focus on specific experimental runs, by providing the

DKB and showing how the probability of intentions evolves over time.

5.1. Equally likely intentions

Figure 2 shows one case in which the architecture is unable to disambiguate between two

possible intentions up until time point 4. Note that in this example, the ingredients and their

associated actions are sequences of actions that may constitute an intent. As you can see by

observing "Tomato pasta" our probabilities are monotonous because we do not exclude the

ambiguous case in which the user wants to return to an intention previously started and not

concluded.

In this experiment, the sequence of events was as follows: the human agent took the water at

times 0 and 1, poured it at time 2, and then took the pasta at time 3. This narrative is captured
by the events generated by the Problog Layer, which in this case are as follows:

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 0).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(water), 0).

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 1).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(water), 1).

1 :: happensAt(gesture(pour), 2).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(water), 2).
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Figure 2: At time-points 0, 1, 2 and 4 the human agent performs actions that are compatible both

with the intention of preparing Tomato Pasta and Pesto Pasta. However, at instant 4 the agent takes the
ingredient pesto, making Pesto Pasta the most likely intention. All other intentions are considered to

be very unlikely at all time points.

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 3).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(pasta), 3).

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 4).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(pesto), 4).

At time 3, the system is unable to figure which type of pasta the agent intends to prepare. This

can be clearly seen from the figure, which shows the systems assigns equal likelihood to the

intention of preparing Tomato Pasta and Pesto Pasta. However, as soon as the human agent took

the pesto (time 4), the system was able to determine that her intention is that of preparing Pesto

pasta.

5.2. Time factor

Figure 3 shows how Prob-EC allows us to overcome one of the problems affecting Bayesian

Networks in an Intention Recognition setting, i.e. the management of the temporal factor. In

this example, the human agent has an interaction with ingredient milk lasting 4 time points.

This is encoded in the following DKB:

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 0).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 0).
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Figure 3: In this example, the agent interacts with the ingredient milk at instants 0, 1, 2 and 3. As the
Breakfast intention becomes more likely, the other intentions remain unlikely as they are incompatible

with the use of milk.

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 1).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 1).

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 2).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 2).

1 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 3).

1 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 3).

In this case it is reasonable that the longer the agent interacts with the milk lasts, the greater

its intention to have breakfast. Our system behaves accordingly, as shown in fig. 3.

5.3. The complete use case

In previous examples, we had 100% recognition accuracy attached to all events. This was to

show how our system behaves when classifiers do not have an associated classification accuracy.

We now look at a case where the probability of facts may vary according to classification

accuracy, as in the case of our specific system.

In the following experiment, we asked the human agent to perform actions as she normally

would when preparing breakfast. She held the milk for two time points (with actions recog-

nized with 85% and 96% accuracy, respectively). Due to a classification problem, the system

recognized an orange (78% accuracy) at time 2. Then, she poured the milk (93% accuracy), and

then temporarily abandoned his main intention to read the expiration date of a jar of pesto
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Figure 4: In this example, we show how the architecture behaves in a more realistic use case. The

intention of preparing Breakfast is correctly recognized at all time points, in spite of a classifier error

and the user temporarily performing another task.

(68% accuracy) before grabbing cookies (91% accuracy) to finalize the intention of preparing

breakfast. The associated DKB was as follows:

0.84 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 0).

0.86 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 0).

0.92 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 1).

0.98 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 1).

0.78 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 2).

0.81 :: happensAt(ingredient(orange), 2).

0.93 :: happensAt(gesture(pour), 3).

0.89 :: happensAt(ingredient(milk), 3).

0.68 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 4).

0.76 :: happensAt(ingredient(pesto), 4).

0.91 :: happensAt(gesture(take), 5).

0.94 :: happensAt(ingredient(cookies), 5).

Figure 4 shows the results in this case. Note that the intention of preparing Breakfast is

correctly recognized at all time points.



6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes the application of probabilistic logic-based architectures, more specifically

Problog and Prob-EC in our case, to the task of Intention Recognition. As demonstrated in our

example, we believe such tools may prove highly effective and impactful. Although similar

approaches have been proposed for Event Recognition, using Event Calculus based architectures

for real-time recognition of agents’ intention may open up new possibilities and overcome

some difficulties with other techniques. Our proposed architecture for a use-case of a smart

kitchen can be seen in fig. 1. It includes two main layers: the Classification Layer, sensing the

environment, and the Problog Layer, which performs logic-probabilistic inference to derive

the most likely intention of the user. In this work, we provide a proof of concept that mainly

shows how our architecture works in a series of controlled experiments. Nonetheless, this very

architecture may be generalized to other use-cases. The next step of this research will involve

human judgment to systematically evaluate the detection accuracy of intention. Furthermore,

we foresee that such an architecture might suit the task of learning and predicting complex

intentions that were not described a priori. In the future, we aim to further explore these

applications and extensions. Finally, we aim to extend the use case to other objects and poses in

order to be able to evaluate the performance of the system with respect to the classification of

intentions.
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Smart Balancing of E-scooter Sharing Systems
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Abstract
Nowadays, micro-mobility sharing systems have become extremely popular. Such systems consist in

fleets of electric vehicles which are deployed in cities, and used by citizens to move in a more ecolog-

ical and flexible way. Unfortunately, one of the issues related to such technologies is its intrinsic load

imbalance; since the users can pick up and drop off the electric vehicles where they prefer. We present

ESB-DQN, a multi-agent system based on Deep Reinforcement Learning that offers suggestions to pick

or return e-scooters in order to make the fleet usage and sharing as balanced as possible.

Keywords
Micro-mobility, E-scooter Sharing Systems, Multi-agent Systems, Deep Reinforcement Learning

1. Introduction

In the last few years, micro-mobility sharing systems have become extremely popular. More

and more companies are purchasing fleets of electric vehicles to be deployed in many cities

around the world, allowing users to easily rent vehicles via a smartphone app. The last trend is

to offer a so-called "free-floating" or "dockless" service related to e-scooters, e-bikes or e-moped:

the vehicles can be picked-up or dropped-off anywhere within an operative area designed by

the service provider to cover most of the busiest areas of cities [1, 2].

The great flexibility of such a service comes with the challenge of unpredictable usage

patterns, with the result of an imbalanced distribution of the electric vehicles around the city.

Moreover, battery capacity is limited and many vehicles can rapidly become out-of-charge

during the course of the day, if overused in quick succession. In order to preserve a good quality

of service despite of imbalance problems and battery limitations, companies need to devote a

large operational effort for an efficient fleet management [3].

Typically, specialised workers are employed to accomplish two different, yet complementary

tasks, namely battery swap and relocation. Battery swap refers to the process of inserting new

batteries into out-of-charge vehicles, whereas relocation refers to the process of moving vehicles

from one zone to another in order to rebalance the fleet distribution [4].

Quantity of workers, modality and frequency associated to battery swap and relocation op-

erations represent crucial aspects in the definition of an efficient fleet management policy. A
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critical trade-off is required to avoid high operational costs and, at the same time, maximize

the usage of vehicles. Recently, users engagement has been proposed as a viable solution to

alleviate the aforementioned problems. As a result, nowadays several companies engage users

in various ways to solve the imbalance and the battery limitation problems [5, 6, 7].

In this work, we present ESB-DQN, a multi-agent system based on Deep Reinforcement

Learning (Deep RL) capable of proposing convenient alternative locations for picking up or

returning e-scooters. Every time a user is willing to rent an e-scooter, he/she is encouraged to

accept alternative pick-up or drop-off points in exchange for monetary incentives.

Based on demand forecast models and artificial intelligence techniques, the ESB-DQN system

is able to learn convenient recommendations for the users, in order to maximize the vehicle avail-

ability and, at the same time, minimize the number of battery swap and relocation operations.

As a result, the system is able to improve service efficiency and to increase the service provider’s

long-term revenue. Provided with a smart monetary incentive mechanism, the system is also

intended to improve customers’ satisfaction and fidelity.

The code that supports the findings of this study is available upon request.

The main contributions of our paper are the following:

• an innovative customer-oriented rebalancing strategy has been defined through a multi-

agent system based on deep reinforcement learning;

• an existing simulator of mobility sharing systems has been integrated with a state-of-the-

art library for deep reinforcement learning;

• simulations based on real data have been carried out to preliminarily quantify the benefits

of the proposed approach.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains an overview of related works. Section 3

describes the materials and the methods used throughout this research. Section 4 presents the

experiments that have been carried out as well as the corresponding results. Section 5 concludes

the paper with discussions and possible future works.

2. Related works

The recent work by Wen and colleagues [7] provides a comprehensive overview of the re-

balancing strategies used to alleviate the imbalance problem in bike sharing systems. Such

strategies have been classified according to two main categories: truck-based rebalancing and

customer-oriented rebalancing. Truck-based rebalancing refers to the relocation operations

mentioned above in Section 1. A specialized group of workers is in charge of moving vehicles

from one zone to another by means of trucks. On the other hand, customer-oriented rebalancing

is the process of encouraging users to adopt efficient behaviours by providing incentives. The

latter category is the main topic of our investigation.

Most past works on rebalancing strategies are not targeted towards "free floating" systems.

In particular, papers investigating truck-based rebalancing determine the optimal inventory for

each station and design a dynamic optimal truck route with budget constraint [8, 9]. Analogously,



paper investigating customer-oriented rebalancing ponder the role of stations in the incentive

proposals mechanism [5, 6, 7].

In our work, both rebalancing strategies have been taken into account: truck-based re-

balancing is implemented through the simulator, whereas customer-oriented rebalancing is

implemented through the reinforcement learning system. Few other works employ deep RL to

investigate user incentives in bike sharing systems, including [10, 11]. However, their objective

is to determine an optimal pricing mechanism, whereas the objective of our work is to determine

convenient pick-up/drop-off zones for each booking request.

The motivation behind the use of deep Reinforcement Learning for such a task is mainly

related to the possibility of combining many interesting aspects at once. The deep RL system

can indeed incorporate demand forecasting models as a baseline to drive agents’ behaviours

and, at the same time, can learn efficient suggestions based on past experience and adapt to

real-time demand and availability of the system. In this way, the decision process behind the

offered suggestions can capture complex information about the dynamics of the mobility system.

Furthermore, by formulating the problem as a game, several constraints may be introduced to

enforce specific objectives in the mobility system (e.g., a target service availability).

Compared to previous works, the innovative contribution of our paper is thus twofold. On

one side, the imbalance problem inside "free-floating" e-scooter mobility systems has been

addressed for the first time. Both rebalancing strategies proposed so far in the literature have

been adapted from station-based sharing systems. On the other side, a deep RL multi-agent

system in charge of suggesting pick-up/drop-off zones constitutes an original solution which

does not build on any existing work. The main influential work has been [4], in which the

simulator has been introduced (Section 3.2) - an essential component of the ESB-DQN system.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Data

To investigate the free-floating imbalance problem, we rely on actual e-scooter trips open data

published by the Municipality of Louisville1, Kentucky. The data comes fuzzed both in time and

space for privacy reasons; in particular, each trip has any time-related information rounded to

the closest quarter of an hour and any space-related information rounded at the 3rd decimal for

both latitude and longitude. Hence, we follow the disaggregation procedure described in [4]

such that each trip retains a unique Id, the duration, the distance, the start time, the end time,

the start location and the end location. The main characteristics of the dataset are summarized

in Table 1. They refer to a training window of observations registered over the whole year 2019.

The number of trips in the simulation, denoted as N trips sim refers to a simulation window of

observations over one single day, namely January 01, 2020.

Louisville’s e-scooter ecosystem has rather limited complexity, reflecting heterogeneous

temporal and spatial demands at the same time. Nonetheless, in order to further ease the

formulation of the problem, the whole operative area in the city of Louisville has been quantized

in a set 𝒵 of 𝑙× 𝑙 square zones as proposed in [4], with 𝑙 the side of the squares, a key parameter

1https://data.louisvilleky.gov/dataset/dockless-vehicles



Table 1

Main characteristics of Louisville dataset

City N scooters Avg trip dur. (s) Avg trip dist. (m) N zones N trips train N trips sim

Louisville 800 814 1601 279 199 789 154

Figure 1: Characterisation of zones in the city of Louisville, following a heatmap colour scale on the

number of average trip requests per zone in 2019. Credits to [4].

later clarified in Section 4. As a result, the start/end locations of each trip report the Id of the

corresponding zone membership. Each zone 𝑧𝑖 ∈ 𝒵 is associated with a set of valid 1-hop

neighbours 𝒩𝑧i , i.e. the zones among the 8 adjacent zones registering at least one booking

request within the training window of observations. As it can be seen in Figure 1, many of the

zones do not have a full set of valid 1-hop neighbours, i.e. |𝒩𝑧i | ≠ 8. In fact, almost all of them

do not, with a grand total space of valid neighbours, 𝒩𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑, amounting to only the 60.6% of

the whole space of possible neighbours 𝒩 ⋆, with |𝒩 ⋆| = 279 * 8 = 2232.

Both the large subset of invalidity, 𝒩𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑, and the tiny simulation window of observations

over January 01, 2020 only, are further discussed in Section 4 as they play a key role in the

reasoning behind the training of the ESB-DQN multi-agent system.

3.2. Simulator

A modified version of the SimPy-based simulator presented in [4] has been used to simulate

e-scooter sharing system dynamics in Louisville. A formal description of the simulator follows:

Fleet and zones. Let 𝒮 be the fleet of e-scooters. At any time 𝑡, each e-scooter 𝑠 ∈ 𝒮 is

characterised by a unique plate Id, the state of availability, the state of charge of the battery



𝑏(𝑠) ∈ [0, 𝐵], with 𝐵 being the battery capacity, and the location 𝑙(𝑠) as a zone Id in 𝒵 .

Trip requests. The simulator processes trip request events by directly reading them from the

input trace over 2019. When the 𝑖-th trip request event fires at time 𝑡𝑖, the simulator checks

whether there is any e-scooter 𝑠with enough residual energy, i.e., 𝑏(𝑠) ≥ 𝑒𝑖, being 𝑒𝑖 the energy
to complete such trip, either available in the same zone or in the 1-hop neighbouring zones (i.e.,

the 8 surrounding zones). This is equivalent to assume that customers will by default rent the

nearest available e-scooter having enough battery charge.

Incentive proposals. In alternative, users are incentivized to pick-up and/or drop-off the ve-

hicle from/to a different zone (in a limited nearby area). They randomly accept or decline the

proposal according to a willingness factor 𝑤 ∈ [0, 1], and eventually get their incentive once

the trip has been completed. If no alternative pick-up proposal is accepted and no scooter is

available in the 1-hop neighbouring zones, the trip request is marked as unsatisfied.

Trip completion. Once the pick-up zone 𝑝(𝑖) and the drop-off zone 𝑑(𝑖) are defined, a trip-end
event is scheduled at time 𝑡𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡𝑖, being 𝛿𝑡𝑖 the duration of the rental - drawn from a Gaussian

distribution with mean 𝜇 equal to the duration of the trip reported in the trace, and standard

deviation 𝜎 equal to 4 minutes, as a form of variability. When the trip-end event fires, the

simulator makes the e-scooter 𝑠 back available in position 𝑑(𝑖), and updates its battery charge

𝑏(𝑠) = 𝑏(𝑠) − 𝑒(𝑖). If 𝑏(𝑠) < 𝛼𝐵, with 𝛼 the operability threshold ∈ [0, 1], the scooter 𝑠 is
marked as dead and is no longer available until a battery swap operation is performed.

Battery swap. Once every 𝑇𝑠 time steps, a fleet of 𝑛swap battery swap workers is triggered to

perform battery swaps operations. Each worker is assigned a battery swap schedule, which

consists of up to 𝑛𝑣 vehicles to be re-charged inside several zones. Battery swap schedules are

created and assigned with the following criteria: we compute the battery charge deficit for each

zone 𝑧 at time 𝑡,∆𝑠(𝑡, 𝑧), with 𝑡 = 𝑘𝑇𝑠, as the number of dead vehicles waiting for service in 𝑧.
Then the zone 𝑧𝑜 with the least deficit is identified, and a priority 0 queue is constructed for all

the other 𝑛− 1 zones, with priority defined as:

𝑝(𝑡, 𝑧) =
1

∆𝑠(𝑡, 𝑧)
+

𝑑(𝑧, 𝑧𝑜)

max(𝑑(𝑧𝑗 , 𝑧𝑜)𝑗=1,...,𝑛)

with 𝑑(𝑧𝑖, 𝑧𝑘) being the Haversine distance between the i-th and the k-th zone. Each worker is

then assigned a subset of the queue, potentially across multiple zones, following a lump sum

costs policy whose goal is to construct a schedule that keeps the expected profit in the next 𝑇𝑠
time steps, 𝑃𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝,𝑡+𝑇s

, higher than the expected battery swap costs, 𝐶𝑠𝑤𝑎𝑝,𝑡: an average cost of

service has to be assumed for each vehicle, 𝐶𝑣 . As soon as all the workers have an assigned

schedule as a sequence of zone Ids, the shortest path to completion is computed for each of

them by solving an equivalent TSP optimization problem. Once all the battery swap operations

are completed, the workers wait as idle in their last zone on schedule.

Relocation. Once every 𝑇𝑟 time steps in a limited working time interval 𝑇work, a fleet of 𝑛rel
relocation workers is triggered to perform relocation operations. Each worker is assigned a



relocation schedule, which consists of up to 𝑛𝑣 vehicles to be moved from some zones to others

in order to balance the system. Relocation schedules are created following a similar criteria

to what has been described above: a deficit ∆(𝑡, 𝑧) is computed for each zone 𝑧, a priority 0

queue is computed off of that and a number of schedules are first generated following a lump

sum costs policy and then optimized via TSP. In this case, ∆(𝑡, 𝑧) is computed observing the

availability of e-scooters with respect to the expected inward and outward flows for the zone 𝑧
at time 𝑡 computed over 2019 following the predictive model proposed in [4].

Initialization. At start time, e-scooters are randomly placed among the zones of the grid

with uniform random charge 𝑏(𝑠) ∈ [𝐵/2, 𝐵]. Afterwards, both relocation and battery swap

workers are similarly placed with uniform random among the 30 zones that have registered the

highest demand in the training data over 2019. This is equivalent to assume the existence of

landmarks within the city of Louisville that require a higher concentration of e-scooters.

Originally, battery swap operations were treated differently from relocation ones, as battery

swap workers were modelled as a FIFO queue that would react on the fly to out of charge events.

In this work, we have leaned towards the hourly scheduling approach already followed by

relocation workers, as this would allow us to have a rough idea of the hourly workforce of

battery swap workers that is necessary to do any sort of planning whose long-term objective is

to reduce the overall maintenance costs of the system.

3.3. ESB-DQN multi-agent system

A multi-agent system has been designed, in charge of proposing alternative pick-up/drop-off

zones to the users in change of incentives. In particular, two agents are defined: a pick-up agent,

𝑃 , and a drop-off agent,𝐷. At every generated trip request 𝑖with pick-up zone 𝑝(𝑖) and drop-off
zone 𝑑(𝑖), the pick-up agent proposes an alternative pick-up zone �̂�(𝑖), whereas the drop-off
agent proposes an alternative drop-off zone 𝑧(𝑖). Both proposals share the same ultimate goal

of improving the long-term balance of the system, while reducing the overall costs of service

due to general maintenance, battery swap ops and relocation ops.

The next three paragraphs describe the fundamental components of the E-scooter Balancing

DQN, or ESB-DQN for short, multi-agent system.

3.3.1. Environment

The environment wraps the modified simulator described in Section 3.2 to make it compliant

with DeepMind’s DQN Zoo library for reinforcement learning [12]. The major change we

have made to said simulator is conceptual: rather than simulating the whole cascade of trip

requests between two time intervals of start and finish, 𝑡0 and 𝑡𝑁 , collecting a certain number

of statistics about the run afterwards, as the original in [4] does, the simulator moves step

by step across the states of the Louisville environment. The state, X𝑡, is observed as soon

as an environment-changing event fires, i.e., a trip request is scheduled; such observation is

available to 𝑃 and 𝐷, which will consequently pick an action, 𝑎𝑡. The simulator will then



move forward of one step into the state X𝑡+1 by applying such action. Formally, it is a fully

observable environment which produces a 𝑛× 3 state vectorX𝑡 at every trip request 𝑖 at time 𝑡:

X𝑡
𝑛×3

=
[︀

𝐴(𝑛×1) 𝐵(𝑛×1) 𝐶(𝑛×1)

]︀

=

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

𝑎1 𝑏1 0
𝑎2 𝑏2 0
...

...
...

𝑎𝑝 𝑏𝑝 1
...

...
...

𝑎𝑑 𝑏𝑑 1
...

...
...

𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑛 0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(1)

with 𝑛 = |𝒵| the total number of zones, 𝐴 the 𝑛 × 1 column vector with the number of

available vehicles per zone 𝑧 at time 𝑡, 𝐵 the 𝑛× 1 column vector with the deficit ∆(𝑡, 𝑧) per
zone 𝑧 with respect to the expected optimal baseline at time 𝑡, introduced in Section 3.2, and 𝐶
the two-hot encoded vector with 1s in correspondence of 𝑝(𝑖) and 𝑑(𝑖) only.
The vectors 𝐴 and 𝐵 are standardized via z-normalization to achieve a mean of 0 and a

standard deviation of 1. 𝐶 plays the role of a de-facto attention mechanism within the state

X𝑡 itself. Indeed, it signals which zones of the operative area may be subject to alterations

in the near future leading towards the state transitionX𝑡 toX𝑡+1, which may reflect in how

knowledgeable the alternative proposals are.

Despite a detailed action space definition follows in the next paragraph, it is important to

note that the ESB-DQN environment belongs to the family of constrained environments, i.e.,

the setting of our problem falls within constrained deep Reinforcement Learning. There are

a number of ways to approach constraint-guided interactions to lead RL agents towards safe

behaviour in their exploration. For example, an exploration pattern often persevered is to

pretend those unsafe actions do not exist altogether, by strictly avoiding them from the range

of actions the agents can pick. Or again, a terminal state may be invoked each time an invalid

action is taken, and a new episode started over hoping for better fortune. Here instead, we focus

on the third popular paradigm of constrained RL, that is, to let the invalid action pass through,

but awarding the agent committing it a strongly penalized reward. Indeed, [13] show that this

approach is actually the most beneficial under most constrained RL settings to augment the

interaction capabilities of the agents with the surrounding environment, while not altering nor

interrupting too abruptly their perception of it. The only limitation of this approach is that the

harshly penalized reward should be ensured to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than

the lowest possible reward achievable as a result of a valid action. Our approach is similar to

[13], as we define a fall-back action, or NOP, that the agents can fall back to whenever they

pick an invalid action, getting severely penalized as a result, to prompt the continuity of the

simulation. In Section 3.4 we further explore this continuity while training the ESB-DQN system,

by introducing the concept of lives, borrowed from Atari games [14].



3.3.2. Agents architecture

The agents are Deep-Q-Networks (DQN) implementing an 𝜖-greedy policy with experience

replay [14] belonging to the family of Q-learning. It is an off-policy approach towards deep RL

wherein the agent estimates the expected reward for future actions from a given state without

following an actual greedy policy, but instead relying on a behaviour policy enriched from

direct experience with the environment to update the online policy, by satisfying Bellman’s

optimality equation. Such an approach is better suited for large state spaces, 𝒮 , against rather
limited action spaces, 𝒜, which we will see to be our case. In fact, they are Rainbow agents

[15], a state-of-the-art DQN agents, which we have found beneficial for the three following

main features: double Q-learning helps in preventing overestimation of the action values which

may lead to very unpleasant proposals; distributional Q-learning helps in investigating the

importance of the value distribution, which we find necessary to achieve long-term balance of

the ESB-DQN system; prioritized experience replay helps in selecting the subset of previously

experienced observations that are the most relevant, which we find necessary to characterize

the complexity of the dynamics behind a free-floating sharing system .

Both the pick-up agent and the drop-off agent comprise a funnel-like three-layer fully con-

nected network with ReLU activation functions, whose role is to flatten the input and extract a

latent representation as a single vector of 256 units. The input of the network is the last observed
environment state, X𝑡, whereas the output feeds the standard Rainbow network that produces

a distribution of logits, whose maximum value identifies the action picked by each agent, 𝑎𝑃,𝑡
and 𝑎𝐷,𝑡, respectively. The action space is limited to 9 different choices, corresponding to the 8
cardinal directions mapping the 8 adjacent zones (i.e., 1-hop neighbourhood) plus the calling

zone, 𝑝(𝑖) or 𝑑(𝑖) respectively, which function as the NOP actions.

Following this formulation of the action space, and recalling Figure 1, it becomes clear why

the ESB-DQN environment is constrained by a large set of invalid actions. In fact, in the early

stages of the RL agents life-cycle, the expectation of picking an invalid action from any given

zone 𝑧 at any given time 𝑡 far exceeds its complementary, which is further evidence of the need

for outer aid for the RL agents to well characterize the dynamics of the system.

3.3.3. Reward

The following functions are defined to compute the reward:

𝜔(𝑧, 𝑡) = ∆(𝑧, 𝑡) exp

[︃

−

(︂

1

𝑑(𝑧, 𝑡)+
𝑁𝐴(𝑧, 𝑡)

+

)︂sign(∆(𝑧,𝑡))
]︃

(2)

𝜓(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑁𝐷(𝑧, 𝑡) exp

(︂

−
1

𝑑(𝑧, 𝑡)+
𝑁𝐴(𝑧, 𝑡)

)︂

(3)

where:

• ∆(𝑧, 𝑡): expected deficit of e-scooters at zone 𝑧 at time 𝑡;

• 𝑑(𝑧, 𝑡): future demand of e-scooters in 𝑧 at time 𝑡 (in a time interval 𝑡+∆𝑡);



Figure 2: Pick-up action: some examples of the reward function 𝑅P for different values of the param-

eters ∆, 𝑑. (Upper row) Negative reward: the agent suggests to pick-up a vehicle from a zone having

an expected deficit of vehicles (∆ > 0). As ∆ and 𝑑 increase, the reward is smaller because the ex-

pected deficit condition will be worsened. In both cases, the larger the number of available vehicles the

higher the curve, as the deficit condition will be alleviated. (Bottom row) Positive reward: the agent

suggests to pick-up a vehicle from a zone having an expected surplus of vehicles (∆ < 0). The larger
∆ the larger the reward, reflecting how problematic the surplus being improved. Similarly, when the

number of available vehicles is high, the rebalancing effect is considered more valuable. As the demand

𝑑 increases, the reward decreases because the pick-up may negatively affect the long-term balance of

the zone.

• 𝑁𝐴(𝑧, 𝑡): number of available e-scooters in 𝑧 at time 𝑡;

• 𝑁𝐷(𝑧, 𝑡): number of dead e-scooters in 𝑧 at time 𝑡;

• (·)+ denotes the function max(· , 1) and is used to prevent from division by zero.

Drop-off agent. Let �̂�(𝑖) be the chosen alternative drop-off zone for trip 𝑖 at time 𝑡, 𝒩
�̂�(𝑖)

be the set of valid neighbours around �̂�(𝑖). If the state of charge of the vehicle 𝑠 at the end
of the trip is greater than the battery swap threshold, i.e. 𝑏(𝑠) − 𝑒𝑖 ≥ 𝛼𝐶 , then the reward



corresponding to each of the alternative zones 𝑧 ∈ 𝒩
�̂�(𝑖) is:

𝑅𝐷

(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

=

{︃

𝜔
(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

if �̂�(𝑖) = 𝑧

−𝜔
(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

otherwise

Otherwise:

𝑅𝐷

(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

=

{︃

𝜓
(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

if �̂�(𝑖) = 𝑧

−𝜓
(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

otherwise

The overall reward for the choice �̂�(𝑖) is:

�̄�𝐷

(︁

�̂�(𝑖), 𝑡
)︁

=

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

1
⃒

⃒

⃒
𝒩

�̂�(𝑖)

⃒

⃒

⃒

∑︀

𝑧∈N
d̂(i)

𝑅𝐷(𝑧, 𝑡) if drop-off action is valid

−𝛾𝐷 max𝑧∈N
d̂(i)

|𝑅𝐷(𝑧, 𝑡)| otherwise

with 𝛾𝐷 being a constant which modulates the penalty of an invalid drop-off action.

Pick-up agent. Let �̂�(𝑖) be the chosen alternative pick-up zone for trip 𝑖 at time 𝑡,𝒩�̂�(𝑖) be the

set of valid neighbours around �̂�(𝑖). The reward corresponding to each of the zones 𝑧 ∈ 𝒩�̂�(𝑖)

is:

𝑅𝑃

(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

=

{︃

−𝜔
(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

if �̂�(𝑖) = 𝑧

𝜔
(︀

𝑧, 𝑡
)︀

otherwise

The overall reward for the choice �̂�(𝑖) is:

�̄�𝑃 (�̂�(𝑖), 𝑡) =

⎧

⎨

⎩

1
⃒

⃒𝒩�̂�(𝑖)

⃒

⃒

∑︀

𝑧∈Np̂(i)
𝑅𝑃 (𝑧, 𝑡) if pick-up action is valid

−𝛾𝑃 max𝑧∈Np̂(i)
|𝑅𝑃 (𝑧, 𝑡)| otherwise

with 𝛾𝑃 being a constant which modulates the penalty of an invalid pick-up action. Figure 2

shows some examples of the reward function 𝑅𝑃 for different values of the parameters ∆, 𝑑.

3.4. Lives mechanism

Aswe have anticipated in Section 3.3, amajor role during the training of the ESB-DQN system has

been played by the parameter regarding the number of lives, 𝑘. The continuity of the simulation

is a key factor for the eventual learning of the RL agents, as interrupting the simulation to just

start it over too often, as soon as an invalid action happens, would slow down the convergence

by a considerable margin, given how full of potential invalid actions ESB-DQN environment is.

To overcome this limitation, we have borrowed the concept of lives from Atari: every time

one of the two agents or both commit an invalid action, the whole environment loses a life.

By doing so, an invalid action does not immediately lead to a terminal state, but takes it closer

to the ESB-DQN state. On life loss, the discount for the timestep 𝑡 is zeroed, cancelling any

connection between the previous and later events, and the agents are set to perform a NOP.

Let 𝑎𝑡 = (𝑎𝑡,𝑃 , 𝑎𝑡,𝐷) be the generic action for the simulator taken at time 𝑡, defined as the

resulting combination of the action picked by the pick-up (P) agent, 𝑎𝑃,𝑡, and the action picked

by the drop-off (D) agent, 𝑎𝐷,𝑡. The set of invalid actions has been set as follows:



• either zone corresponding to 𝑎𝑃,𝑡 or 𝑎𝐷,𝑡 is invalid: 𝑧𝑃,𝑡 /∈ 𝑍 ∪ 𝑧𝐷,𝑡 /∈ 𝑍 , with 𝑍 the set

of valid zones of the city of Louisville;

• the zones corresponding to 𝑎𝑃,𝑡 and 𝑎𝐷,𝑡 are equal: 𝑧𝑃,𝑡 = 𝑧𝐷,𝑡;

• the zones corresponding to 𝑎𝑃,𝑡 and 𝑎𝐷,𝑡 are equal to the original zone of opposite type:

𝑧𝑃,𝑡 = 𝑧𝐷,𝑡 ∪ 𝑧𝐷,𝑡 = 𝑧𝑃,𝑡;

• the original zones 𝑧𝑃,𝑡 and 𝑧𝐷,𝑡 are equal: 𝑧𝑃,𝑡 = 𝑧𝐷,𝑡;

• the suggested pick-up zone does not have a suitable vehicle ready: 𝑉𝑃,avail = ∅

As soon as 𝑘 reaches 0, then the simulation is stopped. Indeed, we would not want our RL

agents to learn the dynamics of the environment while committing thousands of errors.

It is important to note that by implying the concept of lives, the training framework of RL

agents has turned into a sort of collaborative RL framework, wherein both 𝑃 and𝐷 cannot rely

solely on their capabilities to reach the goal, but even on the other’s to reach a common goal: if

𝐷 was to lose a life, 𝑃 would lose it as well, and viceversa.

4. Experiments and Results

The ESB-DQN system has been trained to learn the best alternative zone proposals throughout

simulations with the Louisville dataset. The aim of the experiments has been to evaluate whether

incentivizing users to pick-up/drop-off vehicles in alternative zones can preserve a good quality

of service with a reduced number of relocation and battery swap workers.

The quality of service is measured through the satisfied demand 𝐷sat, defined as follows:

𝐷sat =
𝑁trips −𝑁unsat

𝑁trips
(4)

where𝑁trips is the total number of trips,𝑁unsat is the number of unsatisfied trips (no available

vehicles in the pick-up zone and in the 1-hop neighbourhood), both measured over a given fixed

time interval 𝑇sim. Through all our experiments, 𝑇sim is equal to 1 day.

The parameters of the simulator have been set as follows:

• the number of available e-scooters is |𝒮| = 400;

• the size of the zones is 𝑙 = 200𝑚2;

• the battery capacity is 𝐵 = 425 Wh with 𝛼 = 0.3, whereas the energy required to

complete a trip is proportional to the driving distance by a factor of 11 Wh/km (as

suggested in [4]);

• the user willingness is 𝑤 = 1;

• the battery swap operations are scheduled every 𝑇𝑠 = 1h;

• the relocation operations are scheduled every 𝑇𝑟 = 1h in a working time interval 𝑇work =
[9AM-6PM].



The fleet size |𝒮| and the user willingness𝑤 immediately stand out from the lot of parameters.

The former has been set to half the nominal fleet size granted by the city of Louisville. Indeed,

as further experiments on cities with more complex dynamics have not been conducted for

the time being, we have decided to restrict Louisville to a worst case scenario, as the quality of

service would remain strong nonetheless (88%). The latter has been set to 1, as in the training

phase we wanted to let both RL agents experience as much of the environment as possible,

regardless of whether they would be actually asked to do so.

The parameters of the reinforcement learning system have been set as follows:

• the optimizer is Adam with a learning rate of 6.25× 10−5;

• the learning period is 16;

• the batch size is 32;

• the timesteps are aggregated to look back to the last 3 timesteps before any decision

process takes place;

• the global gradient norm clipping is 10;

• the importance sampling exponent ranges in [0.4, 1];

• the experience replay buffer has size 5.2× 103, amounting to almost 30 full repetitions
of the same day over and over, with priority exponent of 0.5;

• the target network update period is 1.6× 102;

• the number of iterations is 48;

• the number of trips per episode is 1.3× 103, amounting to almost 10 full repetitions of
the same day over and over;

• the number of validation trips is 2.6× 103;

• the number of training trips is 5.2× 103;

• the number of total lives 𝑘 has been set to 100.

Moreover, concerning the reward function, the future demand is computed in a time interval

∆𝑡 = 1h, whereas the constants modulating the penalties are 𝛾𝐷 = 𝛾𝑃 = 2. Also, every 3
iterations a checkpoint has been stored locally for evaluation purposes.

In the first experiment, the model has been trained from scratch with the number of relocation

workers being 𝑛swap = 12 and the number of battery swap workers being 𝑛rel = 6. Other two
experiments have been performed, by drastically reducing the number of workers and applying

transfer learning from the pre-trained 𝑃 and 𝐷 agents. In particular, in the second experiment

we have fixed 𝑛swap = 6, 𝑛rel = 3 and in the third experiment 𝑛swap = 𝑛rel = 1.
The final results in validation are shown in Table 2. The evolution of the satisfied demand

during the learning procedure is represented in Figure 3.

The number of validation/training trips follows DeepMind’s suggested ratio of 1 : 2 between

the online and the offline 𝜖-greedy networks. For example, if a training episode would experience

1000 trips, a validation episode would experience only half of those. A single iteration took over

1 hour on a PC equipped with a GeForce GTX 1650 Ti GPU with 4GB of memory along with an

Intel i7-10750H CPU with 32GB of RAM. Both CPU and GPU specs are crucial, as the SimPy

processes undergoing the simulation run solely on CPU, whereas the forward and backward



pass of the RL agents’ networks happen on GPU.

As shown in Figure 3(a), the two agents trained from scratch cause a decrease in the satisfied

demand during the first iterations, due to their random behaviour with no previous experience.

After around 25 iterations their policies have been efficiently updated. The level of satisfied

demand has improved with respect to the baseline - referred to a standard mobility service

with no user incentives. More interestingly, by reducing the number of workers and applying

transfer learning, it is possible to observe again a beneficial effect over the satisfied demand.

In particular, Figure 3(c) shows that in the critical scenario with 𝑛swap = 𝑛rel = 1 the satisfied
demand is constantly larger with respect to the baseline. This means that by following the

proposal of alternative pick-up and drop-off zones, users are actively participating to the system

rebalancing and contributing to a positive increase of the quality of service.

Figure 3: Evaluation of the satisfied demand during the learning procedure for training and validation

agents versus a baseline model with no incentive policy (user willingness 𝑤 = 0). The value of the

parameters is shown in the titles. (a)Model trained from scratch, (b), (c) Transfer learning.

5. Discussion and Future Works

In this paper, we presented ESB-DQN, a multi-agent system based on deep reinforcement

learning able to interact with a simulator in order to learn alternative pick-up and drop-off

zones in e-scooter sharing services. The main objective is to combat the imbalance problem



Table 2

Results

Satisfied demand 𝐷sat

Parameters Training mode N iterations ESB-DQN No incentives

𝑛swap = 12, 𝑛rel = 6 from scratch 30 0.92 0.89

𝑛swap = 6, 𝑛rel = 3 transfer learning 6 0.91 0.88

𝑛swap = 1, 𝑛rel = 1 transfer learning 12 0.90 0.86

by providing user incentives in order to optimize vehicle availability as well as battery swap

and relocation operations. At present, ESB-DQN expects to know the original pick-up and

drop-off locations of each generic scheduled trip, 𝑝(𝑖) and 𝑑(𝑖), beforehand, in order to produce

proper suggestions. Of course, such a constraint poses a strong limitation to the effectiveness

of the system, as it is impractical to always expect users to know their future drop-off location

before initiating the trip. Nevertheless, following the way the original simulator handles the

notion of booking requests as pairs of pick-up and drop-off locations, forcing both pick-up and

drop-off agents, 𝑃 and𝐷, to operate synchronously was a necessary starting point. The natural

evolution of the ESB-DQN system requires the untying of this synchrony, to let 𝑃 and 𝐷 affect

the state of the environment independently at different stages.

Preliminary experiments on real e-scooter data from Louisville (US) have shown encouraging

results on the satisfied demand of the system, even with a strongly reduced number of workers.

Further experiments are required for a comprehensive evaluation of the ESB-DQN system. By

varying different parameters of the simulator, e.g., the number of e-scooters |𝑆|, the number of

relocation workers 𝑛rel or battery swap workers 𝑛swap, it is possible to study how each of them,

in turn, affects the user incentives policy. It is worth mentioning that more accurate demand

forecasts for the computation of 𝛿(𝑧, 𝑡) in Eq. 2, 3 can be adopted with the aim of getting further

improvements on the overall performance of the ESB-DQN system.

A fundamental effort should be devoted to scale-up experiments on a larger temporal scale

and on larger datasets (e.g., Austin open data [16]). A larger number of iterations would indeed

reflect in a better characterisation of the 𝜖-greedy policy. Indeed, despite both RL agents have

reached some sort of convergence with even a few iterations, there may be a few specific corner

cases of states that leave them both unable to decide with high consistency. Concerning a

possible speed-up, since SimPy processes run on the CPU, there is a lot of time left to gain by

optimizing the underlying simulator to fasten the run time of a single day. On the other hand,

the code related to the multi-agent system is already optimized for GPUs and TPUs.

Another interesting possibility is to apply the ESB-DQN system to other mobility sharing

systems with different vehicles (e.g., e-bikes, e-moped). Provided with the right data and the

proper scenario parameters (e.g., fuel type, fuel consumption, maintenance costs) both the

simulator and the multi-agent system can be directly applied to such problems.

The proposed approach may be deployed in real mobility systems as a real-time service

following the REST paradigm, integrated into existing app used by mobility service providers.

A prototype of the API is under development along with a chatbot intended to provide a natural

language interface the users could interact with as well.
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Abstract
Combiningmachine learning (ML) and computational logic (CL) is hard, mostly because of the inherently-

different ways they use to represent knowledge. In fact, while ML relies on fixed-size numeric repre-

sentations leveraging on vectors, matrices, or tensors of real numbers, CL relies on logic terms and

clausesÐwhich are unlimited in size and structure.

Graph neural networks (GNN) are a novelty in the ML world introduced for dealing with graph-

structured data in a sub-symbolic way. In other words, GNN pave the way towards the application of

ML to logic clauses and knowledge bases. However, there are several ways to encode logic knowledge

into graphs: which is the best one heavily depends on the specific task at hand.

Accordingly, in this paper, we (i) elicit a number of problems from the field of CL that may benefit

frommany graph-related problems where GNN has been proved effective; (ii) exemplify the application

of GNN to logic theories via an end-to-end toy example, to demonstrate the many intricacies hidden

behind the technique; (iii) discuss the possible future directions of the application of GNN to CL in

general, pointing out opportunities and open issues.

Keywords
graph neural networks, machine learning, embedding, computational logic,

1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has gained significant importance in our ever evolving and technology-

focused world. Rising popularity for this field can be attributed to the overwhelming success

of sub-symbolic techniques like deep learning. However, along with AI increase in popularity,

there exists public concern related to the relevant role that intelligent systems will bear in

human society, in particular for the lack of understandability of AI systems.

Whenever intelligent systems play critical roles within human society, they should be made

clearly understandable from a human perspective. This need has been taken under deep consid-

eration by the XAI (eXplainable Artificial Intelligence [1]) research community. XAI approaches

would seemingly require the integration between successful sub-symbolic techniques and sym-

bolic frameworks in order to reach their main goals [2]. Among the symbolic approaches under

scrutiny nowadays, logic-based techniques possibly represent the most straightforward path

towards human understanding. The reason behind that is straightforward: symbols are far
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closer to the way our conscious mind works than the vectors, tensors, and algebraic operations

sub-symbolic AI is built upon. Along this line, it is essential for the future of AI to harmonise and

integrate symbolic ś and, in particular, logic-based ś and sub-symbolic AIÐand, in particular,

neural networks.

The idea that symbolic and sub-symbolic AI are complementary under a number of dimensions

is well understood [3, 4]. Few significant works have been proposed integrating neural networks

with fuzzy logic [5, 6]. However, a general purpose solution to the problem is still lacking.

Should we speculate on what is bringing inertia into this field of research, we would argue that

the two approaches to AI are fundamentally dual w.r.t. the way they represent informationÐin

short, formulñ vs. tensors. Indeed, a basic requirement of any integrated system involving both

symbolic and sub-symbolic processing is the capability to either convert symbols into tensors,

or vice versaÐpossibly both. This problem is hard to formalise in the general case.

In this work we focus on the simpler problem of enabling the sub-symbolic processing of

logic knowledge-bases. In particular, we focus on the exploitation of neural networks (NN)

as a means to complement computational logic (CL) when it comes to process symbolic data

expressed in logic form. NN have indeed proven their strengths in many scenarios, ranging

from computer vision to natural language processing, and, more recently, on knowledge graphs

and graph-like data.

Accordingly, in this work we study the possible use of graphs as a bridge between CL ś

among the most prominent branches in symbolic AI ś and neural networksÐamong the most

flexible and successful approaches in ML. We consider graphs as the ideal bridge because of

their versatility in representing virtually any sort of data structures, there including recursive

onesÐan aspect that is very common in logics as well as quite critical in ML.

Accordingly, we investigate the potential and the intricacies of blending CL and graph neural

networks (GNN) [7]Ða novel category of NN which is particularly well-suited to handle graph-

like data. In particular, the aim of the work is to understand how and to what extent CL systems

can benefit from GNN and graph-oriented ML in general. Along this line, the contributions

brought about by this work are the following: (i) we categorise a number of problems from

the field of CL which may take advantage from GNN, given the existence of a clear way to

express the problem in terms of graphs; (ii) we discuss a number of graph-based tasks which

can be suitably tackled via GNN, and discuss how the aforementioned problems can be mapped

into such existing tasks; (iii) we present an end-to-end scenario where GNN are applied to a

simple logic knowledge base to detect missing facts link prediction: the toy example is used

to demonstrate the many intricacies hidden behind the application of GNN over logic data;

(iv) finally, we provide a research roadmap that researchers interested in this field may follow

for future works, eliciting opportunities arising from the integration between CL and GNN.

2. State of the Art

In this section we briefly introduce graph neural networks, along with the tasks these aim

at solving and their working principle (Section 2.1). Then we give an overall background on

computational logic, focussing in particular on the many ways to translate a knowledge base

into a graphÐin order to make it processable via GNN (Section 2.2).



2.1. Graph Neural Networks

In recent years, machine (ML) and deep learning (DL) techniques have disrupted theway complex

data-driven tasks ś ranging from image classification to speech recognition, natural language

processing and many more ś are tackled. However, most ML approaches can handle data having

a fixed structure and sizeÐmost notably, vectors, matrices, or tensors of real numbers. This may

be troublesome in some contexts, given the ever-increasing popularity of applications involving

data which cannot be suitably represented by fixed-size, rigid structures. Among the most

relevant applications in this category, we can find a number of graph-processing scenarios. To

tackle this issue, research effort has focused on extending ML approaches to graph-structured

data. Notably, graph neural networks (GNN) are a novel approach to let ordinary NN-based

processing be applied to graphs.

GNN are mathematical models operating upon directed graphs, whose vertices (resp., arcs)

are labelled with vectors (or matrices, or tensors) of real numbers, each one carrying further

numeric information about the corresponding vertex (resp., arc). GNN output depends on the

learning task to be performed, which commonly ranging in any of three wide classes of tasks:

(i) the classification of similar graphs having different topology ś i.e. graph classification ś [8],

(ii) the classification of vertices of unknown graphs ś i.e. nodes classification ś [9], or (iii) the

identification of missing but statistically probable arcsÐi.e. link prediction [10].

Graphs handled by GNN usually carry information in the form of vertices and arcs vec-

tors/matrices/tensors. Consider for instance the graph representation of a chemical molecule:

it is necessary to represent the sort of atomic element associated with each vertex. The same

holds for the details of the chemical bonds among two any atoms of a moleculeÐwhich must be

associated with the graph’s arcs.

Accordingly, we here consider vertices of a graph to be characterised by specific features

called vertex attributes, represented as vectors of the form x𝑣 ∈ R
𝑑, where v enumerates the

vertices of a graph, and d is the dimension of all vectors of all vertices. We also assume the

existence of total ordering among the vertices in V , so we may refer to a vertex by its index i.

We denote by X ∈ R
𝑛×𝑑 the matrix of all vertex attributes, attained concatenating each vector

x𝑣 along a single dimension. There, n is the number of vertices in G. We also denote by N(v)
the neighbourhood of a vertex v, here considered as the set of all vertices u directly linked to

vertex v by an outgoing arc, i.e. N(v) = {u ∈ V | (v, u) ∈ E}.
Concerning arcs, we denote by a𝑣,𝑤 ≡ (v, w) ∈ A the arc connecting vertex v to vertex w.

Similarly to vertices, we consider arcs in the graph as characterised by specific arc attributes,

represented by vectors of the form a𝑣,𝑤 ∈ R
𝑐, where c is the cardinality of the all vectors of

all arcs. Finally, we denote byA ∈ R
𝑚×𝑐 matrix containing all arc attributes. There,m is the

number of arcs in G.

Figure 1 depicts the general architecture of a GNN. It consists of a cascade of three functional

blocks (each one composed by one or more layers of neurons) serving specific purposes:

Convolutor. The first block of the GNN is in charge of accepting the graph G as input

and producing a new convoluted graph G′ as output, having the same topology of G, where

the vector associated with each vertex v has been replaced by another vector describing the

relevance of each vertex w.r.t. the whole graph G. Convolutor block relies on convolution
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Figure 1: Graph Neural Networks are composed as a cascade of simpler blocks.

operation, extensively exploited in DL to express relevance of local data w.r.t. to global data.

The application of convolution operation to non-Euclidean data ś like graphs ś is not straight-

forward. An equivalent notion of convolution over graphs has been proposed to compute the

relevance of each vertex w.r.t. to its neighbours. Graph convolution is defined over a single

vertex v and its neighbourhood N(v) and relies on three successive phases:

propagation Ð the information x𝑣′ belonging to each vertex v′ ∈ N(v) is weighted by the

information a𝑣,𝑣′ belonging to the arc among v and v′ and then propagated to vertex v;

aggregation Ð the information propagated from each vertex v′ ∈ N(v) to v is aggregated

using a parametric aggregation function;

transformation Ð the aggregated information corresponding to vertex v is transformed into

a new embedding vector and assigned back to vertex v, as its new state x′

𝑣 .

The single convolution operation is applied in parallel to each vertex in G.

Inside the convolutor block, the graph convolution procedure is repeated T times. The overall

effect of step t is the production of a new graph G𝑡 having the same vertices and arcs of G,

where the i𝑡ℎ vertex at step t+ 1 carries a more convoluted information than the same vertex

at step t. More formally, the relation tying each layer of the convolutor block with its successor

is captured by the following recursive equation:

x
𝑡+1
𝑣 = Θ𝑡

(︂

x
𝑡
𝑣, ⊎

𝑤∈𝑁(𝑣)
Ξ𝑡

(︀

x
𝑡
𝑣,x

𝑡
𝑤,a𝑣,𝑤

)︀

)︂

(1)

where functionsΞ𝑡,⊎, andΘ𝑡 represent the propagation, aggregation, and transformation phases

respectively.

Function Ξ𝑡, in particular, propagates the information belonging to all neighbours w ∈ N(v)
of vertex v through the arc that connects the two. This function must be differentiable and

parametric ś to be amenable of optimisation through the back-propagation algorithm [11] ś,

other than layer-specific and shared among all vertices of the graph.

Function ⊎ aims at aggregating the information received by each vertex v from its neighbour-

hood. For this reason, it must be variadic and permutation invariant, other than being shared

among all layers and all vertices of the graph.

Finally, Θ𝑡 is a differentiable, parametric, and layer-specific function, aimed at aggregating

neighbourhood information to compute the vertex attributes for vertex v at step t.

Aggregator. The convoluted graph G′ is passed to an aggregator block that produces a

fixed-sized representation of the graph G′Ðcalled embedding of G;



Predictor. The embedding produced by the aggregator block, being fixed in size, can be used

as the input of an ordinary NN ś namely, the predictor block ś to solve ordinary ML tasks (e.g.,

classification or regression) on the original graph G.

2.2. Logic Theories as Graphs

Computational Logics (CL) essentially deals with logics as a means for computing [12]. Provided

that knowledge can be expressed in terms of logic theories (a.k.a. knowledge bases, KB), made

up of several logic clauses, CL endows software agents with automated reasoning capabilities,

via many sorts of inference rules.

Knowledge bases can be encoded into graphs in several ways and to serve disparate purposes.

Generally speaking, KB can be encoded into graphs by aggregating the graphs attained by

encoding all clause therein contained. In all such cases, encoding schemas can act at either the

semantic or at the syntactic level.

Encoding schemas operating at the syntactic level capture static relationships inferable from

the mere syntax of clauses and KB. Abstract syntax trees (AST) are the simplest example of

graphs which can be attained from KB. They consist of direct acyclic graphs where vertices are

of as many sorts as the possible syntactical categories of which may occur in a KB ś namely,

theories, clauses, predicates, or terms ś, whereas arcs simply describe container-contained

relations among vertices. Dependency graphs are another kind of graph that may be attained

from a KB. They consist of directed graphs where each vertex represents a predicate, and

each arc represents a logic dependency among two predicatesÐmeaning that the predicate

corresponding to the destination vertex must be proven true before the predicate corresponding

to the source vertex, in a resolution process.

Encoding schemas operating at the semantic level capture high level relationships that can

be inferred from the actual meaning of a logic theory. Entity-Relationship (ER) graphs are the

simplest kind of graph in this category. They aim at expressing via graphs the same information

a ground KB expresses via formulñ. They consist of directed graphs where vertices may either

represent entities (i.e. terms) or relationships (i.e. predicates) and arcs represent the participation

of an entity into a relationship. Triplet graphs are another simple way of representing ground

theories where all terms are constants and all predicates are either unary or binary. When this

is the case, each constant is considered an entity, binary predicates are considered as relations

among two entities, and unary predicates are considered as properties an entity may or may

not have. Thus, a graph can be attained by defining a vertex for each different constant in a KB,

and arc for each couple of constants involved in at least a binary predicate.

3. Processing Logic Knowledge via GNN

In this section we present a research roadmap eliciting the potential bridges among CL and GNN.

We first identify four relevant tasks from CL where, we believe, sub-symbolic processing may

have a role to play. We then discuss how all such tasks can be mapped into as many well-known

graph manipulation tasks, for which GNN have already been exploited. Finally, we present a

general framework for sub-symbolically processing logic information via GNN, and we elicit

the many constraints a designer should satisfy when doing so.
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Figure 2: Proposed roadmap along with its theoretical framework. Logic level and graph level can be

mapped directly, in order for logical problems to benefit from sub-symbolical techniques ś e.g. GNN ś

available at the graph level.

3.1. Logical Tasks

Manipulation of logic knowledge enables the resolution of complex queries via logical inference.

There exist, however, relevant tasks which are hard to formalise or solve into the logic realm,

because of either their numerical nature or algorithmic infeasibility. Here, in particular, we iden-

tify four relevant operations on knowledge bases for which, we argue, it is worth investigating

sub-symbolic solutions.

The tasks considered ś shown in the upper box of Figure 2 ś are (i) knowledge filling,

(ii) knowledge inclusion, (iii) program equivalence, and (iv) resolution speed-up.

Knowledge Filling. Entities and relations available in a logic theory may sometime lack

some instances. For example, this may happen because the human operator handcrafting the

theory was imprecise or when an agent’s knowledge is incomplete. When this is the case, we

consider the knowledge base as fragmented.

To deal with such fragmented theories, it may be useful to identify missing relations between

existing entities. This taskmay be tackled via statistical analysis of the theory under examination,

which may lead to the identification of latent relations among entities.

A knowledge filling problem would be hard to handle symbolically, as logic reasoners com-

monly struggle in processing knowledge they do not have. While most solvers operate under a

closed world assumption ś letting them considers as false everything they do not explicitly know

to be true ś, even the ones operating under an open world assumption do not commonly include

mechanisms to generate new knowledge out of thin air. In all such cases, the coherence and

completeness of the knowledge base is usually considered as an a-priori requirement for logic

computations to work properly. Conversely, in the sub-symbolic realm, semantic similarities

among the entities and relations of a logic theory may be better captured, which may help

reconstructing missing facts.

Consider for instance the case of a simple theory representing kinship relationships. The



lack of a single relation ś say that łJohn and Mary are siblingsž ś may significantly hinder a

solver’s ability to deduce kinships among entities of a familyÐe.g. łthe sons of John and Mary

are cousinsž. The solution for this task is not straightforward, thus attracting our attention.

Knowledge Inclusion. Knowledge inclusion represents the task checking whether a given

theory (usually smaller) is complementary w.r.t. another given theory (usually larger) or not. The

same clauses could occur with slightly-different shapesÐe.g. using different predicates/functor

names or different positions arguments in the same predicates.

This task requires the ability to express equivalence or similarity among groups of clauses,

which is not straightforward [13, 14]. Computing exact solutions to this problem may soon

become infeasible as the dimensions of the involved theories increases. Conversely, in the

sub-symbolic realm, the same problem may be modelled as a pattern-matching problem. This

may pave the way towards the computation of approximate solutions to the knowledge inclusion

problem in reasonable time.

As an example, consider multiple agents sharing partially-similar information. In this case, it

would be desirable to identify agents common knowledge and ease their interaction. Suppose

that agents information is expressed via two theories τ1 and τ2, both representing family trees.

τ1 expresses 1𝑠𝑡 degree relatives only, while τ2 includes also 2𝑛𝑑 degree relatives. τ1 may

consider more/less/different family members w.r.t. τ2, and kinships may also be defined in

different ways between the two theories. However, τ1 is ś logically speaking ś a subset of τ2,

and we need to detect this property.

Program Equivalence. Program equivalence represents the task of computing a simpler

and equivalent theory τ ′ starting from a theory τ . This may imply removing redundancies

and simplifying clauses. As for the knowledge inclusion task, program equivalence requires a

procedure to compare sets of clauses, other than the capability of generating reduced equivalent

variants of clauses. It is our opinion that both these procedures may be better expressed into

sub-symbolical realm.

Considering again agents storing kinships information, it may be desirable to compress a

single agent information to produce a new theory for a simpler agent. This new theory should

ideally have fewer rules, while spanning the same family tree of the original theory. Such a

requirement is difficult to satisfy, and would probably require notions of semantically-equivalent

sets of kinshipsÐe.g., the set of relations containing only parent spans the same family tree of

the set of relations {mother, father}.

Query Resolution Speed-Up. Logic theories are commonly exploited by logic solvers to

draw inferences, via some resolution procedure. The execution time of any query resolution

vastly depends on the complexity of the algorithm(s) expressed by the logic theory. To this

regard, a number of efficiency tweaks may affect the execution time in the average case. For

instance, the solutions to most frequent queries may be cached, or smart strategies may be

employed to affect the way the solver explores a solution space. However, caching costs space,

wheras any rigid resolution strategy may result efficient on some sorts of queries, while still

being slow on some others.



In all those cases, sub-symbolic sub-systems capable to learn from experience can bring about

huge benefits. There, a sub-symbolic helper may be trained to predict the outcomes of most

frequent queries, thus speeding up queries with constant space requirements. Furthermore,

an online learning procedure may be injected into the solver, making it adapt the resolution

strategy to the query at hand, on the basis of the experience accumulated via previous queries.

This task may be particularly relevant when considering real-time agents working with

complex knowledge bases. Focusing again on kinships, when the number of family members

is huge and relations between family members are complex ś e.g., fourth grade cousins ś,

query resolution may suffer from delays hindering agents ability to make real-time decision and

perform real-time tasks. Therefore, it may be interesting to use techniques that aim at speeding

up the resolution of queries over such huge theories. Sub-symbolical approaches may ease this

task, by compressing theory knowledge to simple and easy-to-handle embeddings.

3.2. Graphs as Bridges

Here we discuss the role of GNN in addressing the relevant logic tasks from Section 3.1. In

particular, we show how all such tasks can be mapped onto known graph-related problems

which can be addressed via GNN. In other words, we comment the upper part of Figure 2.

Knowledge filling→ Link prediction. The knowledge filling task usually requires seman-

tic knowledge to be taken into consideration. Therefore, to map the knowledge filling task to

an equivalent problem over graphs we should consider preserving the semantic information of

the theory. We can then assume to map entities of a theory to vertices of a graph. Rules and

relations can then be represented as vectorised arcs existing between the graph vertices. Each

position of an arc vector represents a specific relation, preserving the original semantic of the

theory. In this scenario, the task of predicting possible missing relations or rules is mapped to

the problem of identifying which arcs are missing from the graph.

Knowledge Inclusion→ Graph matching. In the same way as for the knowledge filling

task, knowledge inclusion requires semantic knowledge of the theory to be taken into account.

Therefore, we require the mapping between logic and graphs to preserve the theory semantic.

Moreover, knowledge inclusion requires a comparison between two or more theories: entities

and relations from a theory should be compared to their counterparts of the other theory and

matched upon need.

As done for knowledge filling, let us assume entities to be represented as vertices, and rules

or relations as vectorised arcs. The mapping produces as many graphs as the theories available

for the inclusion task. Therefore, from a graph perspective, knowledge inclusion is mapped

to a graph matching problem. Indeed, the two or more graphs corresponding to their theory

counterparts should be matched for some portion of them.

The matching between graphs is still an open research problem, as it is computationally

very expensive, but is easier to tackle than rules and entities matching. This holds in particular

whenever entities do not match exactly, or, rules share analogous semantics but are defined in

different formsÐe.g., parent and mother.



Program equivalence→ Graph compression. Given a specific theory, program equiva-

lence aims at obtaining a simpler ś smaller ś theory that preserve the same expressiveness.

Depending on the considered approach the mapping between logic and graph level may bear

different requirements. In its simplest form program equivalence requires to simply remove

unnecessary relations and rules of a theory to compress it. This approach does not require

explicitly the semantic level to be considered while processing the theory. More interestingly,

program equivalence may also require to map set of rules and relations to a single (or a smaller

set of) rules(s). This increased complexity introduces the need for semantic to be taken into

account and to be preserved in the mapping from logic to graphs. If we consider the same

mapping of previous examples, program equivalence can be linked to the graph compression

problem. Indeed, obtaining a smaller set of equivalent rules and entities can be done removing

or merging together arcs and vertices of the graph theory counterpart.

Query resolution speed-up→ Graph classification. Query resolution speed-up aims at

obtaining faster execution of given queries over a logic theory. It may be helpful for query

resolution to maintain the semantic information embedded in the theory. Therefore, the

mapping between logic and graphs may benefit from the preservation of semantic information,

and generally speaking vastly depends on the requirements of the desired speed-up. Differently

from previous tasks, for query resolution speed-up we consider obtaining graphs for queries to

be solvedÐrather than a single graph for the whole theory. The graph representing a query

is matched with the query resolution, considered as the graph label. Following this mapping,

the query resolution speed-up is mapped to a graph classification problem, where the label

of a graph should be predicted. Any approach can then be leveraged to classify graphsÐi.e.

obtain query solutions. This approach may not be significant for simple queries applied to small

knowledge basis. However, it may result in great speed-up when complex knowledge bases

and queries are considered. Indeed, GNN scalability over large graphs is mostly not an issue,

resulting in quick graph classification.

3.3. The Framework Perspective

Here we summarise the general framework to process logic theories sub-symbolically, via GNN.

In a nutshell, the whole framework consists in transforming the problem into the graph domain

and let a GNN to do the job, then possibly transform back the problem into the logic domain.

The same framework is depicted in the lower part of Figure 2.

Let us assume the overall goal of the whole processing, at a logic level, is to perform a task

TÐsay, knowledge filling or inclusion. Let us also assume that an adequate mapping exists for

T towards the graph level, such that T ′ is graph-related task corresponding to T , at the graph

level. Under such assumptions, the framework involves the following steps:

1. a logic theory must be encoded into a graph using a suitable graph encoding schema;

2. a GNN must be designed and trained to perform T ′, choosing

• the functions Ξ𝑡, ⊎, and Θ𝑡 for the GNN convolutor block,

• the structures of the GNN aggregator and predictor blocks;



3. optionally, the output of the GNN shall be decoded back into a logic theory using a

suitable graph decoding schema.

The emphasised words above represent choice points for the designer. While the possibilities

are manifold, it is worth pointing out that each choice affects the others. For instance, while the

encoding schema should be chosen by taking the nature of the logic clauses into account, the

architecture of the predictor block, as well the choice of functions ⊎ and Θ𝑡, should be tailored

on the task T ′Ðand in particular on its nature under the learning perspective (e.g. whether T ′

is classification, regression, or clustering task).

Whether it is needed to perform step 3 (decoding) or not, is another source of constraints.

There may be tasks ś such query resolution speed-up, corresponding to graph classification ś

for which the outcome of T ′ is a Boolean datum, which needs not a decoding step. Conversely,

other tasks may require the outcome of T ′ to be transformed back into the logic domainÐcf.

knowledge inclusion via link prediction. When this is the case, it is of paramount importance

to choose an encoding schema which is invertible. This implies the encoding and decoding

schemas are deeply entangled in the general case.

Summarising, symbolic processing may greatly benefit from the exploitation of sub-symbolic,

GNN-based approaches. However, when this is the case, the overall data-processing framework

must be carefully designed, as it involved may inter-dependent design choices.

4. Case Study

In this section we describe a case study that puts the theoretical framework introduced in

Section 3 to test. We consider the knowledge filling task as the subject of this case study, as we

believe it to be a nice introductory example to the world of logic manipulation using GNN. We

proceed to set up our study case over a controlled environment, considering the knowledge basis

representing kinship relationsÐi.e. family tree. We łmutilatež the knowledge base ś meaning

that we throw away a random part of the knowledge base ś and use the remaining part to

reconstruct the information removed by using the proposed framework.

4.1. Logic to Graph

As already mentioned, measuring the effectiveness of our framework requires to łmutilatež an

otherwise exhaustive knowledge base. Theory mutilation can be then attained both at a logical

level and at the graph level. In our experiments we mutilate the theory at graph level, to avoid

multiple translations between the two levels. We now introduce the mapping function between

logic level and graph level used in our experiment.

Translation toGraph Let 𝒞 be the set of all groundHorn clauses of the form h← b1∧. . .∧b𝑚
s.t. all b𝑖 as well as h are predicates of arity non-greater than 2, and all arguments of all

predicates are constant inℋ. We consider τ ∈ 𝒞⋆ to be a ground theory containing N clauses

and representing a family tree. We then define the properties of the theory τ to be the set of

all the unary predicates mentioned in all clauses of τ . The set of properties is considered to be

ordered through an index k, allowing to obtain a property calling it with the corresponding



sibling(X, Y) :- parent(Z, X), parent(Z, Y), X \= Y. 
united(X, Y) :- parent(X, Z), parent(Y, Z), X \= Y. 
grandparent(C,D) :- parent(C,E), parent(E,D). 
aunt(X, Y) :- female(X), sibling(X, Z), parent(Z, Y). 
uncle(X, Y) :- male(X), sibling(X, Z), parent(Z, Y). 
 
male(matt). 
male(theo). 
male(joseph). 
 
female(susy). 
female(lisa). 
female(jane). 
 
parent(matt, joseph). 
parent(susy, joseph). 
parent(jane, matt). 
 
sibling(susy, theo). 
sibling(theo, susy). 
sibling(matt, lisa). 
sibling(lisa, matt).
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Figure 3: Example of the mapping function used in this case study. vertex attributes (xv) represent

unary predicates ś i.e. properties ś while arc attributes (av,w) represent binary predicatesÐi.e. relations.

index. We then define the relations of the theory τ to be the set of all the binary predicates

mentioned in all clauses of τ . The set of relations is also considered to be ordered through an

index l, allowing to obtain a relation calling it with the corresponding index.

To map the theory τ to its graph counterpartG𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙, we first consider all the entities mentioned

in all clauses of τ and associate a vertex to each entity. Therefore, obtaining a graph G𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 with

n vertices. Vertex features are then built as vectors x𝑣 ∈ R
𝑑, where d represents the size of the

set of properties of τ . Vector x𝑣 has value at position k ∈ {1, . . . , d} equal to 1 if property k

holds true for entity v and 0 otherwise. The obtained vertex feature vector is thus a one-hot

encoded vector representing the properties that characterise the entity. Similarly to vertices,

arc features are built as vectors a𝑣,𝑤 ∈ R
𝑐, where c represents the size of the set of relations of

τ . Vector a𝑣,𝑤 has value at position l ∈ {1, . . . , c} equal to 1 if relation l between entities v and

w holds true and 0 otherwise. The obtained arc feature vector is thus a one-hot encoded vector

representing the relations satisfied for couples of vertices. Figure 3 exemplifies the mapping

described above for a small family tree. In our experiment, predicates are the same of the figure,

along with some added unary predicates ś e.g. has_siblings, is_parent, is_grandparent, etc. ś,

which are used to give more information concerning single entities.

Once Gfill is obtained, we proceed to mutilate the theory. Mutilation is attained removing

some arcs ś i.e. relations ś between vertices of the graph. We call the graph obtained through

this procedure G and the set of removed arcs A𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡.

The proposed mapping allows constructing uniquely a graph from a grounded knowledge

bases and is evidently bijective, as it is possible to reconstruct entities, properties and relations

from x𝑣 and a𝑣,𝑤. However, it still presents some issues, as it requires groundisation of the

knowledge bases and it can handle at most binary facts. The former can be considered a mild

requirement as it is commonly considered for manipulation of symbolic knowledge. The latter

instead has to be attributed to the nature of state-of-the-art GNN. Predicates of arity greater

than 2 would require arcs linking more than two vertices at the time. Graphs having such

links are called hypergraphs. These peculiar graphs are still an exception in the world of

graph manipulation. There have been proposed very few solutions to handle these graphs [15],

presenting strong drawbacks like the absence of arc features.



4.2. Graph Manipulation

Given the mutilated theory represented by the graphG, the task is to train a GNNmodel capable

of mining the missing arcs. The GNN model is required to identify not only the existence of a

missing arc between two vertices, but also to classify the arc into its classÐi.e. which relation(s)

the arc is representing. Due to graphs nature, link prediction can be tackled either consideringG

as a unique entity ś i.e. plain approach ś or as a pool of subgraphsÐi.e. subsampling approach.

Plain approach. We consider the graph G as a whole and predict one solution for each

couple of vertices. Indeed, each vertex can be involved in a relation with any other vertex of

the graph. Here, we consider the set of arcs belonging to G as positive examples, called A. We

then sample a set of negative examples Ā as all the arcs that are not in A, nor in A𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡. Given in

input the graph G, a GNN model is then trained over A and Ā to output two predictions:

• A binary matrix Y𝑒 ∈ R
𝑛×𝑛. Where n is the number of entities in the graph. The value

for position {v, w} is 1 if the GNN predicts that an arc should exist between vertex v and

vertex w and 0 otherwise.

• A binary tensor Y𝑡 ∈ R
𝑛×𝑛×𝑐. Where n is the number of entities in the graph and c is

the number of available facts (kinship relations). The c-dimensional vector at position

{v, w} corresponds to the one-hot encode of the arc type that the GNN predicts between

vertices v and w.

The GNNmodel is composed of two graph convolutional layers that extract relevant information

fromG and produce a graph embeddingG′. Given the need to predict a solution for each couple

of vertices, we define as aggregation function the concatenation of vertices in the graph. The

function is iterated over each couple of vertices v, w producing a vector x̄𝑣,𝑤 = x
′

𝑣 ‖ x
′

𝑤 that

represents the embedding for a possible arc between vertices v and w. Two parallel fully

connected layers are then used as predictors to predict the existence ś i.e. Y𝑒 ś of arc v, w and

its type ś i.e. Y𝑡 ś from x̄𝑣,𝑤 . During training, cross-entropy loss ℒ𝑒 is computed using Y𝑒, while

binary cross-entropy over class types is ℒ𝑡 is computed using Y𝑡 [16]. The overall loss is then

obtained through weighted summation of the two and used to optimize the GNN parameters.

ℒ = ℒ𝑒 + γℒ𝑡 (2)

where γ is an hyperparameter balancing the importance of predicting arc existence or its type.

Subsampling approach. Similarly to [17], it is possible to consider the graph G as a pool of

subgraphs each of which is used to predict if one arc exists. Here, one subgraphG𝑠𝑢𝑏 is obtained

for each arc in A. For each arc a𝑣,𝑤, the subgraph is obtained by keeping vertices v and w, as

well as their neighbours N(v) and N(w). The same sampling procedure is repeated for a set of

negative examples Ā. Therefore, following this approach we obtain a set 𝒢 = {G1
𝑠𝑢𝑏, . . . , G

𝜈
𝑠𝑢𝑏}

of ν graphs, each focused on an arc a𝑣,𝑤.

A GNN model is then trained over A and Ā, receiving in input a graph G𝑠𝑢𝑏 at the time, to

output two predictions:



• A binary value Y𝑒 ∈ {0, 1}. The value is 1 if the GNN predicts that the arc a𝑣,𝑤 should

exist and 0 otherwise.

• A binary vector Y𝑡 ∈ ℛ
𝑑. Where c is the number of available facts. The vector corresponds

to the one-hot encode of the arc type that the GNN predicts for arc a𝑣,𝑤.

The GNNmodel is similar to the one of plain approach. It is composed of two graph convolutional

layers that extract relevant information from G𝑠𝑢𝑏 and produce a graph embedding G′

𝑠𝑢𝑏.

Given the need to predict a single solution for each graph, we define as aggregation function

the global averaging pooling of vertices in the graph. Global average pooling produces in

output a k-dimensional vector x̄, averaging vertex features of all vertices in the graph G′

𝑠𝑢𝑏,

x̄ = 1
𝑁

∑︀𝑁
𝑣=1 x

′

𝑣 . Two parallel fully connected layers are then used as predictors to predict the

existence ś i.e. Y𝑒 ś of arc v, w and its type ś i.e. Y𝑡 ś from x̄. GNN of both approaches are built

using PyTorch Geometric [18] and Deep Graph Library [19]. Finally, loss computation remains

the same of plain approach.

Considerations. It must be stressed that link prediction over graph is usually considered

to be a binary prediction problem only. Indeed, state-of-the-art approaches focus only on the

output Y𝑒. This is due to the nature of common link prediction applications ś e.g. chemistry,

social networking ś where arcs between vertices belong mainly to one category only. As a

consequence, the link prediction problem we face is more complex, as it represents the mixture

of binary classification and multi-label classificationÐas there may exist multiple relations

linking two entities. Tackling multi-label classification is not straightforward due to class

overlapping and scalability issues [20].

It would be desirable to have relations semantically distant from each other to aid GNN in

the multi-label classification task. Indeed, classes characterised by similar semantics are less

separable and are probably subject to higher misclassification. Moreover, the scalability issue of

multi-label classification hinders the performance of GNN when considering a high number

of relation types. Although they could be overcome, these issues must be taken into account

during the evaluation of the proposed experiment.

4.3. Results

During GNN training procedure we split eitherG (plain approach) or 𝒢 (subsampling approach)

between training set and validation set. The former is used for backpropagation, while the latter

is used to check GNN performance and save the best model. The best model obtained from

training is then applied over A𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 to test the final performance of the GNN.

We measure model performance over both predictions tasksÐi.e. over Y𝑒 and Y𝑡. We measure

how the model behaves for the arc existence prediction task using the Area Under the Curve

(AUC) [21, 22], Average Precision (AP) and accuracy metrics.

Evaluation of multi-label classification is not straightforward, as it introduces the notion of

partially correct predictionÐi.e. those predictions where a subset of the labels are identified

correctly, but not all of them. To measure how the model behaves in the arc type prediction

task we leverage the well known F1 score, the Exact Match Ratio (EMR), and the Per Example

Accuracy (PEA). EMR ignores partially correct predictions, considering them as incorrect and



Approach
Edge Existence Edge Class

AUC AP Accuracy EMR F1 PEA

Plain 0.786 0.786 0.786 0.143 0.148 0.768

Subsampling 0.908 0.892 0.906 0.691 0.386 0.911

Table 1

Performance of the two different approaches over Atest.

computes the score as the ratio between correct predictions and total predictions. On the other

hand, PEA computes the accuracy of the single sample i for each i in A𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 and then average

them together to obtain an overall accuracy metric.

Table 1 shows the performance of the two approaches on the link prediction task over A𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡.

Obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The prediction of

arc existence is successful with acceptable level of performance for the plain approach, while

being highly successful when graph subsampling is applied. On the other hand, for the arc type

prediction task we can notice the clear superiority of the subsampling approach.

Subsampling approach superiority can probably be attributed to the setup of the learning

task. For the plain approach, the same input G is used to predict arcs belonging to training,

validation and test, increasing the tendency of overfitting. On the other hand, subsampling

approach allows to assign a different input G ∈ 𝒢 to each arc to predict. These inputs are

different between training, validation and test, therefore allowing the model to train more easily,

avoiding possible overfitting issues.

Given the number of possible arcs types (8) and their possible overlapping ś e.g. parent and

father ś, the performance obtained by the subsampling approach are very satisfactory. The

proposed model is capable to completely match an arc to its label ś i.e. exact match over all 8

classes that define the arc ś nearly 70% of the times, while the single arc types are predicted

correctly more than 90% of the times. These results show the effectiveness of both the GNN

model and the proposed theoretical framework of Section 3.

Figure 4 shows the three possible outcomes of arc predictions. An arc prediction may be

completely correctÐe.g. Gabriel→ Julia. There may also exist partially correct predictionsÐe.g.

Gabriel→ Albert. Finally, Lisa→ Gabriel shows that there may exist arcs wrongly predicted.

Figure 4 also highlights a peculiar property of the model. The Lisa → Gabriel prediction

considered as wrong is actually a daughter relation. This prediction is considered as wrong since

neither daughter nor son are defined in the original theory τ . Indeed, to solve the knowledge

filling task we rely only on the predicates already defined. However, the ability of the model of

predicting this relation is sign of the GNN ability to understand the semantic of τ . This GNN

capability is encouraging, as it may help in tasks such as the discovery of new predicates.

Role of overlapping classes. As shown by Figure 3, the results obtained for Table 1 are

influenced by class overlapping. Indeed, some arc types considered are semantically similarÐe.g.

mother and parent. Therefore, their vectorial representation produces label overlapping, which

may negatively affect GNN performance.

To study the effect of semantically-similar classes on our approach, we consider a new theory
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Figure 4: An example of three arc predictions involving entity Gabriel. Vertices represent entities and

arcs represent relations, which can be aunt (a), father (f), grandparent (g), mother (m), parent (p), sibling

(s), together (t), uncle (u). Black arcs and relations identify arcs inG, while gray arcs are arcs belonging

to Atest and used for testing. Coloured arcs are the ones belonging to Atest and involving Gabriel. For

these arcs Yt andZt represent model prediction(s) and label(s) respectively. Green colour means the arc

is predicted correctly, orange identifies partially correct arcs, while red pinpoint arcs wrongly predicted.

Approach
Edge Existence Edge Class

AUC AP Accuracy EMR F1 PEA

Plain 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.286 0.214 0.738

Subsampling 0.949 0.961 0.938 0.670 0.340 0.935

Table 2

Performance of the two different approaches over Atest when overlapping arc types ś e.g. father and

parent ś are not considered.

τ ′ identical to τ ś i.e., representing the same family tree ś, but formulated without semantically-

similar predicates. Practically speaking this requires to remove the notion of father and mother

from τ and redefine kinships using only the notion of parent.

We apply the same approaches of Section 4.2 to the new theory τ ′, and measure their

performance. Table 2 shows the performance of the two approaches on the link prediction

task over A𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 when overlapping arc types are not considered. As expected, the superiority

of the subsampling approach is unaffected. Instead, it is interesting to point out the effects of

overlapping relations on the arc prediction task. The removal of overlapping arc types seems to

affect positively Edge Existence prediction. Arc existence prediction compresses the knowledge

of arc type to its mere existence. Therefore, overlapping relations might confuse the model in

this scenario.



On the other hand, metrics related to the task of classifying arc type ś i.e. Edge Class ś seem to

be untouched. This is a positive indication, as it hints at the fact that GNN can handle overlapping

relations between entities. However, further study of this behaviour for the proposed model is

required.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we propose a theoretical framework leveraging translation techniques between

logic theories and graphs so as to tackle relevant logical problems. We identify the relevant

logical problems and describe how they can benefit from the use of sub-symbolical approaches.

Along with our framework, we identify possible mappings between logic and graphs, stressing

their properties and defining how these should be identified by users. We then consider the

filling of a fragmented theory as a study case and apply the proposed framework to this task.

Obtained results show the goodness of our approach, introducing the possibility to leverage

GNN to identify missing latent relations between entities of a theory. Finally, a brief study on

GNN behaviour for overlapping classes in link prediction problem is presented, showing hints

of GNN reliability.

Future works should focus on applying our framework for tackling relevant logical tasks in

the CL world. Moreover, we consider relevant for future works to focus on some limitations

of GNN, emerged from the work on our framework. Many logical tasks require mapping of

predicates having arity grater than two to hypergraphs. Furthermore, some logical tasks require

considering many relations, mapped to highly dimensional arc vectors. State-of-the-art GNN

still suffer these requirements, especially when combined. We believe that future research in

GNN should propose models capable of working on complex highly-dimensional hypergraphs.

Finally, given the centrality role of arc relations in our framework, it would be desirable to

have GNN models more focused on arc attributes relevance. Indeed, information is commonly

updated only at vertices level, while logical tasks, and GNN performance more in general, would

benefit from updating arc information as well. Few works so far have tackled this issue [23, 24],

characterised by strong requirements and poor generalisability. Therefore, it exists research

potential leveraging arc information more efficiently in GNN.
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Abstract
Increasing road traffic levels in urban areas require actions and policies to manage and control the
number of road users. Travelers’ choices of transport modes, particularly private cars, that generate the
main share of road traffic levels, depend on many factors, which include both personal preferences and
level-of-service variables. Understanding how travelers choose transport modes according to the above
factors is an important challenge in order to adopt the most suitable policies and facilitate a sustainable
mobility. In the literature, behavioral models have been mainly proposed in order to both estimate mode
choice percentages and capture travel behaviors by suitable estimation of some parameters associated to
the above factors. However, behavior is complex in itself and the mechanisms underlying user behavior
might be difficult to be captured by traditional models. In this paper, a neuro-fuzzy approach is proposed
to extract mode choice decision rules by evaluating different sets of rules and different membership
functions of the neuro-fuzzy model. Particularly, to determine which inputs are the most relevant in
such decision process, fuzzy curves and surfaces have been considered in order to take into account
nonlinear effects. The neuro-fuzzy model proposed in this paper has been thought to be embedded in
an agent-based methodological framework where user agents ś representing travelers ś make travel
choices based on the rules learnt by means of the neuro-fuzzy system.

Keywords
Agent System, Fuzzy System, Mode choice, Neuro-Fuzzy Inference, Rule Learning

1. Introduction

Traffic flow conditions in urban road networks are the consequences of several user’s choices ś
from the decision to own a private vehicle to the decision to use it for commuting or to move
between origin/destination pairs, at different periods, along some paths. In the last decades,
road vehicle traffic levels have been constantly increasing due to ś among the others ś better
economic conditions, which has led to an increasing number of personal vehicles, and increasing
number of urban inhabitants, which has implied a continuous growth of urban mobility.
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The consequences of increasing vehicular traffic levels are well-known, ranging from traffic
jams, loss of time and economic resources ś which affect the quality of life of citizens ś to
environmental effects both as a direct consequence of mobility (i.e., air pollution) and indirectly
for the use of environmental resources from production to end-of-life of a vehicle [1, 2, 3, 4].
Different strategies have been adopted at different levels (e.g., local, national and suprana-

tional) to manage such effects, mainly by providing solutions based on transit modes and new
technologies [5, 6, 7, 8]. However, suitable policies aimed at balancing private vehicular traffic
against shared transportation modes require prediction of mode users’ choices based on both
level-of-service variables and personal preferences [9, 10]. In addition, user’s path choices affect
the way in which vehicular congestion spreads across the transportation network [11]. From
one hand, the choice to use a private vehicle involves also mobility choices (e.g., having a guide
license, owing a vehicle) [12], on the other hand, once the private vehicle has been chosen as
modal alternative, users will get their trip destinations from given trip origins by following a
sequence of road facilities, which identify paths on the transportation networks [13, 14, 15].
As well known, ultimately path choices will lead to traffic flow levels on road links [16, 17].

Then, the sequence transport modeśpath choices has important consequences, both directly
on the transportation network conditions (e.g., travel times, pollution, monetary costs) and
indirectly on the territorial system (e.g., environmental impacts, life quality).

Analysis and prediction of users’ choices ś mainly mode choices - are considered fundamental
both for the knowledge of travel demand on the available transport modes and for deciding how
to vary the level-of-service variables of the transportation supply in order to achieve sustainable
mobility and better quality of life [18].

Every day users perform several choices about their trips (e.g., destination, travel mode and
path), which depend on the combination of policy measures (e.g., traffic restrictions, access
fees to Limited Traffic Zones, parking fares, cost of public transport), external issues (e.g., fuel
price) and new forms of mobility like car-sharing, car-pooling, and, as expected in the next
future, shared connected and autonomous vehicles [19, 20]. To realize their trips most users
still prefer to use private mobility rather than transit opportunities. In other words, individual
drivers are reluctant to change their habits regardless of the policies adopted and the additional
costs involved in using private mobility. Therefore, it is clear that one key issue is to understand
user’s travel behavior more in-depth as well as the factors that influence it.
Understanding users’ choice behavior is becoming a pressing need and many models and

approaches have been used to this aim, from random utility models [21, 22, 23] to stated prefer-
ences (SP) [24] techniques and artificial intelligent agents [25]. Random utility models associate
a utility value to each available alternative depending on some attributes that characterize the
alternative itself. Then, it is assumed that users choose the alternative having the maximum
perceived utility, which is in fact a stochastic variable whose distribution function leads to
several discrete choice models (for example, Logit, Nested Logit and Probit models [23, 26, 27],
the derived Dogit Logit [28] and Logit Box-Cox transformation [29, 30], as well as the the
Cross-Nested Logit or the Generalized Nested Logit models [31, 32]). Such models are often
based on compensatory approaches [33] where negative attributes (e.g., times or costs) bal-
ance positive attributes (e.g., reliability or comfort), both suitably weighted by parameters that
result from calibration procedures exploiting user’s choice data. A promising alternative to
random utility approaches is represented by neuro-fuzzy models [34, 35, 36], which represent



a class of adaptive networks that combine the ability to generate a fuzzy inference system
(FIS) with a linear relationship in input-output data given by the neural network. Neuro-fuzzy
models are known for their ability to capture the vagueness and ambiguity inherent in human
decision-making processes.

Additionally, in recent years there has been an increasing use of intelligent software agents
(hereafter simply agents) in the transportation domain, to cover manifold aspects and provide
effective and efficient solutions for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [37, 38, 39] as,
for instance, to obtain trip choice probabilities [40] or to estimate perceived travel time [41]
among the others. In particular, agents are designed with learning, cooperative and adaptive
behaviors capabilities [25, 42, 43], often based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques [44],
which make them suitable to simulate a great variety of complex human behaviors and agent-
to-agent interactions at different levels of detail [45, 46, 47] and abstraction [48]. Neuro-fuzzy
systems can be embedded into software agents that need to make decisions by simulating
human behavior.
In this perspective, this paper proposes to adopt a neuro-fuzzy component able to both

identify the main key factors and model user’s mode choice behavior [49, 50, 51, 52], which
is expected to be used as input for modular agents simulating travelers’ behaviors. More in
detail, the paper proposes a neuro-fuzzy network approach to identify behavioral rules that
will be used by agents in a cascading structure. Although the article focuses only on the neuro-
fuzzy model and its results to understand and model travel mode choice behavior, the modular
structure of the agent will also be described in order to provide the methodological framework
in which the proposal was developed. Some simulations have been carried out to estimate the
performance of the proposed neuro-fuzzy component. The obtained results are satisfactory
and the designed neuro-fuzzy component to simulate the transportation modal choice has the
undeniable advantage of making explicit in a clear and unequivocal way the users’ behavioral
rules, which otherwise would have remained embedded in the parameters of the traditional
models. Explicitly understanding behavioral rules that lead users to some travel choices will
make it possible, on the one hand, to meet better user’s expectations in terms of transport
services, and, on the other, to meet the requirements of sustainable mobility.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next Section introduces the agent-based

approach in a modular framework perspective. Section 3 describes the neuro-fuzzy modeling
while Section 4 gives an overview on the adopted methodology. Finally, in Section 5 the
neuro-fuzzy based module is validated and in Section 6 some conclusions are drawn.

2. The Agent-based Approach: Modular Framework

This Section provides the agent-based methodological framework in which the neuro-fuzzy
model is embedded. The basic idea underlying this simulator is that traffic flows on several
specific transportation mode (e.g., private, public and pedestrian) might be simulated in an
integrated way starting from mode choices made by travelers based on both socio-economic
and transport supply features, while usually they are simulated in a separated way.
As introduced in Section 1, mode choices affect urban traffic levels in terms of next path

choices, which are linked to the features of the transportation supply mainly in terms of level



of service variables. As mode choices generally depend on user socio-economic characteristics
other than on mode supply features, here agents have been associated with users rather than
vehicles. Starting from this perspective, the decision-making process ś described in the fol-
lowing sections ś autonomously performed by the users (i.e., user agents) to choose a specific
transportation mode to accomplish their trips has been modelled mainly based on these two
groups of variables - i.e., socio-economic and transport supply variables. The agent-based ap-
proach simulates the travel decision process starting from the first step, i.e. learning behavioral
rules for being able to make mode choices. It overcomes some limits of a previous simulator
developed by the Authors, which even though has a high versatility (it was used also to simulate
Urban Air Mobility (UAM) for point-to-point connections [53, 54]), from the other hand does
not allows further progresses like investigating on users’ behavior.

The hypothesis of łrationalityž has been assumed, similarly to random utility models, which
implies that each user agent is able to make a choice based on the advantages and disadvantages
of each available alternative. Figure 1 represents the block-scheme of the user agent. More in
detail, the initial information, which refers to behavioral rules learnt by means of a neuro-fuzzy
model, is provided by the (Input Data) block, whose task is to collect information (e.g., trip
origin and destination, time, comfort, user’s preferences, etc.) and sent to the Mode Choice

Module block. This block simulates the user’s selection of the transportation mode (here private,
public and pedestrian modes have been considered). For each available transportation mode,
a dedicated module (e.g., the agent module Private Driving Module for the private car mode)
will interact with the corresponding transportation network (i.e., the Private Transportation

Network, set as exogenous system where other user agents that are active on that network at a
given time interact among them). Finally, the Feedback Module will release a feedback about
information concerning the travel features on the given network experimented during the
journey between the origin/destination pair. Such feedback will be used by the user agent to
modify, if it is the case, his/her mode choices based on both the experiences and the set of rules
learnt at the beginning and provided by the Input Data block [55].
Currently, we are developing the Mode Choice Module that equips the user agent and will

realize the first task carried out by the user agent. In the adopted cascading structure, this
module influences all the other simulations of the transportation network and, therefore, it
represents the most critical component to simulate urban mobility by using an agent approach.
This component will be explained in detail in the following.

3. The Neuro-based Fuzzy Inference System

In mathematics, a set is defined as a collection of objects independently by their number. In
1965, Lotfi Zadeh [56] proposed the idea of fuzzy set as a set to which objects can belong with
different degrees of membership. The confidence that the element belongs to the fuzzy set is
represented by a membership function whose values can range from 1 (absolutely true) to 0
(absolutely false) and that can assume different shapes (e.g., triangular, trapezoidal, gaussian,
sigmoidal, etc.). Here, we will apply the fuzzy theory to sets of descriptive words, where the
degree of membership identifies the confidence in the descriptor (i.e., its weight), often set by
the analysts.
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More in detail, a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is a set of fuzzy membership functions and
rules to generate an output using fuzzy set theory, thus mapping an input space into an output
space. The structure of a fuzzy inference system [57] includes three conceptual components:

1. a selection of fuzzy rules;

2. a catalog of membership functions exploited in the fuzzy rules;

3. a reasoning method, which executes the inference procedure (i.e., the fuzzy reasoning
introduced earlier) by using the rules and a given condition to produce a logical output
or conclusion.

In addition, the basic FIS can receive both fuzzy and crisp1 inputs, returning (usually) fuzzy
sets as output, but sometimes it is necessary that a crisp output (representative of the fuzzy
set) is returned. In particular, when a FIS receives and returns crisp data, it makes a nonlinear
mapping from the input space to the output space.
This mapping is made explicit through a set of fuzzy if-then rules. Each rule is referred to

a local behavior of the mapping, where the antecedent of the rule delimits a fuzzy area of
the input space, while the consequent refers to the associated outputs [58]. Various types of
inference are described in the literature [59], but due to its flexibility in terms of writing, Sugeno

1Crisp inputs are assimilated to fuzzy singletons with degree of membership 0 everywhere except at specific
points where degrees of membership are 1.



inference [60, 61] will be adopted (see below) since it provides a systematic approach to obtain
fuzzy rules for a given set of input-output data. More specifically, a generic fuzzy Sugeno rule
has the form:

if x is A and y is B then z

where the antecedent consists of the fuzzy sets A and B, while the consequent is given by
𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), where 𝑓( ) is a crisp function of x and y.
Generally, the process to make a FIS, usually called fuzzy modeling, consists of four steps:

1. Fuzzification - This process associates the degree of membership of an input data to a
fuzzy set by means of special functions, called membership functions, defined on the
range of possible values in the domain [0;1];

2. Fuzzy operator - A fuzzy operator (AND or OR) is used to combine the set of antecedents
of each rule;

3. Implication - This method builds the consequential part of each rule;

4. Defuzzification - The aggregator and defuzzifier blocks to set a FIS are represented by the
weighted sum operator.

A FIS allows a fast modeling of input-output relationships by extracting a set of rules able to
model the nature of the data. Several variations/adaptations to the standard FIS process exist
for improving the performance of the model. In particular, the centers and standard deviations
of Gaussian membership functions can be adaptively modified to better fit the training data. In
addition, an artificial neural network (ANN) can be trained to estimate the error even based
on a small number of inputs used for the FIS [62]. Finally, a further stage may introduce also
automatically new rules and corrections (based on expert knowledge) to the rules previously
included in the FIS process.
In particular, neuro-fuzzy modeling exploits neural network-based learning techniques to

have the FIS. In this case, a trial-and-error process, that stops when the desired accuracy is
reached, is used to set decision rule sets. The fuzzy rule set is obtained by covering the input-
output space of the samples with overlapped patches, where each patch represents a fuzzy
rule. Note that a total coverage of samples is generally impossible to achieve since it is almost
impossible to have a patch for each sample. In other words, the goal is to implement a technique
that is as simple and efficient as possible for estimating the optimal number of clusters and the
initial values of their centers in multivariate data. Then, from this information, an iterative
optimization algorithm attempts to minimize a cost function that maintains the quality of the
original data. Once the optimal configuration of clusters is selected then each cluster center is
made to correspond to a fuzzy rule.
To implement the above process we used the GENFIS toolbox of Matlab [63]. This toolbox

allows the extraction of fuzzy membership functions (FMFs) based on input/output pairs.
Moreover, the Fuzzy Logic toolbox of Matlab include the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS) function [64, 65] for tuning the neuro-fuzzy inference system on the basis of some
collections of inputśoutput data. Therefore, a GENFIS+ANFIS approach was used in this work.



4. The Adopted Methodology

The above-described approach has been used to analyze users’ decision criteria when choosing
a transportation mode, which can be expressed by simple if-then rules fitting with fuzzy logic
like:

if the time on mode𝑀1 is less than the time on mode𝑀2 then the mode𝑀1 is chosen

However, the decision processes underlying modal choices are usually more complex and
more similar to:

if 𝑡M1
< 𝑡M2

and 𝑡ac/eg,M1
< 𝑡ac/eg,M2

and 𝐾M1
> 𝐾M2

and · · · then the mode𝑀1 is
chosen

which, in words, can be expressed in the form žif the travel time of 𝑀1 is less than that of 𝑀2

and the access/exit time of 𝑀1 is less than that of 𝑀2 and the comfort of 𝑀1 is greater than
that of 𝑀2 and · · · then the user chooses the mode𝑀1ž.
In particular, in the random utility theory, a set of decision rules can be expressed as:

𝑈M1
= 𝛽1 · 𝑡M1

+ 𝛽2 · 𝑡ac/eg,M1
+ 𝛽3 ·𝐾M1

+ · · ·+ 𝜖M1
(1)

𝑈M2
= 𝛽1 · 𝑡M2

+ 𝛽2 · 𝑡ac/eg,M2
+ 𝛽3 ·𝐾M2

+ · · ·+ 𝜖M2
(2)

where the variables associated with the various transportation modes (e.g., 𝑡, 𝑡ac/eg ,𝐾 , etc.) are
weighted by the set of parameters 𝛽 obtained by a calibration procedure [9, 66]. In addition, a
random term (𝜖) is also considered to take into account information and simplification in both
model assumptions and mathematical formulations.
A further problem is the estimation of attributes referring to non-chosen transportation

modes or qualitative attributes (e.g. comfort, etc.); in all these cases such attributes should be
estimated by the analysts. Moreover, the number of variables to be taken into account in order
to represent the behavior of users might be very large and then the calibration process could be
time-consuming.
In the user’s decision-making process some variables characterizing each transportation

mode are relevant while other are just marginal. It is worthwhile to note that modeling user’s
behaviors should focus on identifying the set of variables that influence significantly the user’s
behavior. This aspect also meets one of the constraints of the FIS technique represented by
the need to limit the number of variables in order to avoid a combinatorial explosion of the
rule catalog. Therefore, the selection of the most representative variables (i.e., inputs) is an
important stage with respect to both utility and FIS models.

In this work, a fuzzy curve approach was used to select the variables to be used as inputs to
the FIS procedure, taking into account nonlinear effects [67, 68]. More in detail, with respect
to a multiple-input single-output system (MISO), a travel mode is characterized by a set of
variables 𝑥i, with (𝑖 = 1, · · · ,𝑚) where𝑚 is the number of available travel modes, while 𝑦 will
denote the travel mode chosen by the user. For the 𝑘-th user and the 𝑡 training patterns, the
fuzzy curve 𝑐 will be computed as:



𝑐i(𝑥i) =

t
∑︁

k=1

𝑦k · 𝐹i,k(𝑥i)

t
∑︁

k=1

𝐹i,k(𝑥i)

with 𝐹i,k(𝑥i) = 𝑒
−

(︁

xi,k−xi

s

)︁

where 𝐹ik is a Gaussian function 𝐹ik(𝑥i), with 𝑥i and 𝑠, respectively, being the mean and the
standard deviation of the 𝑖-th coordinate of the 𝑘-th training pattern. This method consists
in assessing the flatness of the fuzzy curve (𝑐i) because if it is too flat then the output will be
weakly affected by inputs [51, 69].

The relevance of the input is determined based on a figure of merit, defined as the range of
the fuzzy curve that is usually a fraction of the domain of the corresponding output variable
(i.e., y) over the entire dataset of examples. More in detail, we subdivide the intervals of input
and output in overlapped regions (consequently, also the fuzzy curve will be subdivided in
overlapped regions) and label the corresponding value of the variable with fuzzy values. From
each of the regions in which the fuzzy curve is partitioned it will be possible to derive a rule (with
simple antecedent) that describes the input-output relationship for that region and, therefore,
it will be possible to obtain a set of rules that approximates the fuzzy curve. In this way, the
application of fuzzy patches (and thus fuzzy rules) is easier, although one must neglect possible
correlations between input variables since there are as many fuzzy curves as the input-output
pairs. Since there are no fuzzy curves for multiple simultaneous inputs, it is then necessary to
use fuzzy surfaces to solve the problem. Fuzzy surfaces [70, 71] can be assumed as an extension
of fuzzy curves. More formally, a fuzzy surface can be represented as:

𝑐i(𝑥i, 𝑥j) =

t
∑︁

k=1

𝑦k · 𝐹i,k(𝑥i) · 𝐹j,k(𝑥j)

t
∑︁

k=1

𝐹i,k(𝑥i) · 𝐹j,k(𝑥j)

with 𝐹i,k(𝑥i) = 𝑒
−

(︁

xi,k−xi

s

)︁

and 𝐹j,k(𝑥j) = 𝑒
−

(︁

xj,k−xj

s

)︁

In this case, the fuzzy rules have a double antecedent whose connective is AND since there
are two inputs involved in the rule that approximates the fuzzy surface. Trivially, a fuzzy surface
can generate countless fuzzy curves and for this reason extracting a catalog of rules directly from
fuzzy surfaces is convenient. In fact, the use of fuzzy surfaces allows reducing the cardinality of
the system (thanks to the presence of rules with double antecedent) and, moreover, the rules
extracted from fuzzy surfaces trivially contain those extracted from fuzzy curves. Note that the
use of fuzzy surfaces in the transportation domain is not new, for instance, in [72, 73] where a
FIS leveraged to simulate and predict the future behavior of a vehicle by considering human
factors of driving or in [74] to predict the level of congestion in heterogeneous networks by
considering the flow and capacity of each arc of the network as input variables and the level of
congestion as output. 75 rules and fuzzy surfaces have been employed to this purpose.



5. Modal Choice Module Validation

In this section we will show the performance of the modal choice module we designed. To this
aim, a database obtained through the use of revealed preference techniques [9], has been used.
The sample considered in the validation process consisted of 200 users for the training dataset
and 500 users to realize the test dataset for home-work trips. The travel modes considered are
walking (A), motorcycle (B), car-driver (C), car-passenger (D), and bus (E). Table 1 shows the
percentages of users for the two different travel purposes and for the five travel modes.

Themain variables considered in the surveys can be classified into; i) socio-economic variables
(e.g., income, sex, age, private mode availability and so on) and ii) level of service variables (e.g.,
travel time, monetary costs, parking availability and so on) referred to the characteristics of
the transportation network (see [9]). The input data are considered as fuzzy variables and each
fuzzy variable, referred to a linguistic description, is characterized by a measure of membership
in each of the considered linguistic properties.
In particular, the steps of the process to model a FIS are:

1. Inputs Fuzzification - Here the inputs membership degree to the relevant fuzzy sets are
determined. The input is always a crisp value ranging in the domain of the input variable,
while the output is a fuzzy degree of membership in the [0;1] domain. Consequently, we
know the belonging degree of each antecedent with respect to each rule.

2. Fuzzy Operators Application - The fuzzy operator is applied to obtain a representative
value of the antecedent result (simple or composed) for that rule to be applied to the
output functions. The input fuzzy operator consists of two or more membership values
derived from the fuzzification of the input variables, while the associated output consists
of a single truth value.

3. Outputs Aggregation - In this step, the fuzzy outputs produced by each rule are unified into
a single fuzzy set, ready to be defuzzified, by graphical superposition. In the aggregation
process, the input is the set of membership functions (stopped or scaled), resulting from
the implication process on each rule, while the output is represented by a fuzzy set for
each output variable.

4. Output Defuzzification - In input this process receives the aggregated fuzzy outputs and
in output returns a crisp value obtained by calculating the barycenter of the geometrical

Travel Modes Code %

Walking A 10.8

Motorcycle B 9.2

Car-driver C 56.4

Car-passenger D 6.2

Bus E 17.4

Table 1

Percentage of transport mode usage for the exploited datasets.
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Figure 2: Accuracy of the neuro-fuzzy approach in predicting users’ mode choices.

shape derived from the aggregation of the outputs. Moreover, by adopting Sugeno’s FIS,
peaks (or singletons) are used as consequents then simplifying the defuzzification process.
Accordingly, the main features of the FIS generated by GENFIS can be summarized
in 12 inputs representing the qualitative variables reported in the database used for
the validation of the module (i.e., the attributes of the travel modes available to users
such as time, monetary costs, vehicle ownership, saturation ratio of parking facilities at
destination, etc.), 16 rules and a single output for each user, represented by the chosen
travel mode.

Based on the input-output patterns, a conventional FIS was first designed without making use
of any learning techniques and, as expected, unsatisfactory performance have been obtained.
Subsequently, the toolboxGENFIS and the functionANFISwere used to improve the performance
of the initial FIS. In particular, the neural network used by ANFIS is made by five layers, namely,
the first layer for the input, the second layer for the membership functions associated with
each input, the third layer for the implication constructs, the fourth layer for the aggregation
operation and, finally, the fifth layer for the output. Note that the membership functions, after
learning, may be overlapped even in significant numbers
The predictions calculated after the training phase by applying the proposed methodology

to the test dataset for home-work trips are represented in Figure 2, for both the users and the
various transport modes. Each marker identifies the prediction accuracy between a user’s choice
and a transport mode (identified from A to E), while not aligned markers identify incorrect
predictions. In other words, the closer the markers are to the red line, the worse is the prediction;
conversely, the closer the markers are to the dotted line (where each dotted line identifies a
transportation mode), the more accurate the prediction is. From Figure 2, it is evident that
the proposed neuro-fuzzy approach has a high degree of accuracy in correctly predicting the



transport mode chosen by the user in most cases. The neuro-fuzzy approach is wrong only in
presence of users characterized by very specific attributes (which can considered as outliers).
The high level of accuracy indicates the capability of the rules calibrated by the model to
simulate the real behavior of users, thus confirming the basis of many economic theories that
the behavior of users can be inferred from their choices. Further analyses of the results show
that users primarily give a high value to travel time with respect to, for example, travel costs
and prefer private transport modes such as cars and motorcycles, except when the ratio of
vehicles in the family versus the number of its members is much less than 1.

Although the degree of accuracy of the modal choice predictions is satisfactory, further
refinements (mainly in terms of better understanding users’ behavior) would be possible if
additional qualitative information such as user information systems, comfort, privacy, etc., not
present in the dataset used, were available.

Note that with quantitative data, the two methods, random utility models and fuzzy methods,
arrive at the same results in terms of predictions, but differ on the basis of the specific information
provided (e.g., semantic rules versus parameter values). Differently, the presence of qualitative
variables does not change the operation and predictions produced by the proposed neuro-fuzzy
approach (e.g., semantic rules are considered with both quantitative and qualitative variables),
while random utility models require a conversion from qualitative to quantitative variables to be
operated on the basis of a conversion scale. In the latter case, it is evident how the correctness
of the predictions is affected by the conversion scale adopted. Finally, the feedback released
in the last step (see Section 2) should ensure the agent’s ability to adapt its mode choices over
time as conditions change.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a neuro-fuzzy model to feed a more complete agent-based structure where
travel choice behavioral rules are embedded. More in detail, the paper has focused on the
learning step of user agents, based on fuzzy logic approaches, to recognize the most important
rules taken into account by users when they choose a transport mode.

Among the relevant features of fuzzy logic approaches, there are the use of linguistic variables
either in place or in addition to numerical variables; the identification of associations among
variables by using fuzzy conditional statements; the implementation of complex relationships
by using fuzzy-based algorithms.
In this work, experimental data have been used to find linguistic rules in the form if-then

whose antecedents and consequents utilize fuzzy sets instead of crisp numbers. The fuzzy
inference models derived from the previous rules allow understanding user’s mode choice
behavior and provide user agents with such knowledge. Particularly, behavioral rules make user
agents not only able to simulate traveler’s choices but also to modify their choices according to
such rules in case of variations in the transportation system ś mainly level of service variable
variations.

The main advantages of the fuzzy approach are: i) opportunity to obtain rules with direct
interpretation; ii) simple use of such results also by generalist analysts; iii) opportunity to
improve the model by adding further information of the experts in the field (expert judgments).



In addition, the fuzzy model does not require high computing complexity, particularly for the
on-line applications, and its łnetworkž structure facilitates the implementation of a hardware
system with relatively little costs. The main disadvantage is the limited number of inputs
required by the fuzzy model to work efficiently, which implies data-compression techniques
and suitable reduction of the inputs.
The results obtained in this study are very promising, not only they are comparable with

other known approaches (e.g., random utility models), but they offer greater opportunity for
simulating user behavior in a more complete user agent framework addressed to simulate
transportation systems. Particularly, feedback obtained at the last step - as a result of the
interactions with the Transportation Networks Module in the user agent framework - might be
used to feed learning steps, which could be improved continuously.

Finally, as a further development, we note how the performance of the designedMode Choice

Module makes it also suitable to be embedded in a personal agent assistant to support users in
their daily travel activities
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Abstract
Generally, assistant agents have been employed to recommend users some goods or services they could

be interested in. Moreover, thanks to devices recording user geographical positions, recommendation

systems have been developed to propose places to visit. This paper proposes an approach for making

an estimate of bikes available at bike stations, hence facilitating the use of such a transport means. I.e.

users made aware of bike availability beforehand can choose such a transport mode more easily. By

using a fast algorithm analysing data recording all bike movements, we obtain an accurate estimate

of where bikes will be in the near future. This is possible by determining the frequent paths of bikes,

according to their starting points, and the likely destinations. Thanks to such estimates, users can be

alerted beforehand about the desired bike at their preferred bike station. Then, a message will be sent

when the bike is in the station. Assistant agents giving such alerts are provided to users as an app on

their smartphone.

Keywords
Assistant agents, Recommendation system, Bike-sharing, Forecast, People gathering

1. Introduction

Plenty of data are available from, and are regularly produced by, personal devices tracking

the movement of people in terms of GPS coordinates. Such data gathered from devices, as

e.g. smartphones, smart watches, cars, are usually sent to an aggregator host and then used to

gain knowledge on the the behaviour of people, on possible routes, on the density of people

in some places, etc. [1, 2, 3]. E.g. it is possible to determine the most visited tourist places in a

city and the usual paths traversed to reach such places [4]. Apps using data gathered from the

movement of people have been offered to users to suggest lively places to visit, e.g. in a certain

time-frame [5, 6], paths inducing some kinds of emotions [7, 8], etc. An app on a smartphone,

while contributing to data gathering, provides users with a means to be notified of potential

useful information, such as e.g. a nearby point of interest. By giving users suggestions, and

acting on behalf of the user for finding the best spot, by communicating with a server, such an

app can be seen as an agent assisting the user in her daily routine.
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In previous studies, the analysis of GPS coordinates has been performed by using several

techniques, such as firstly computing the point of interests, and then determining how frequently

each user can be found nearby. Apriori algorithm has been used to find how frequently a set of

places have been visited by users passing through the same path [6]. However, the execution

of the Apriori algorithm takes a long time [9]. Apriori has a complexity of O(2n), where n
is the number of places to be considered. Hence, such a complexity requires a great deal of

computation.

Sure, for analysing the ever growing amount of GPS coordinates recorded, it is paramount

to have a solution that minimizes computation time. In this work, we consider the position of

bikes in a bike sharing scenario and compute the common paths and the probable destinations

with a certain probability. This is useful to give users that wish to rent a bike the availability

of bikes at bike stations in the near future. Moreover, should restrictions on the gathering of

people in public spaces persist (due to the pandemic outbreak), thanks to the available estimate

on the number of bikes arriving at a bike station, the devised app can be handy to give people

an alert beforehand suggesting the best time for approaching the bike station.

This paper proposes a novel approach to process data concerning the geographic positions of

bikes, to find common paths and infer possible destinations. The used algorithm is FP-Growth

that has been shown as having a lower execution time, when compared with Apriori [10, 9], as

FP-Growth is a linear time algorithm1. This approach is novel as FP-Growth has never been

applied for the said objective before.

The rest of the paper has the following structure. Section 2 gives the comparison with the

relevant related work. Section 3 describes the proposed software architecture to assist users in

finding bike stations with available bikes. Section 4 introduces the dataset used for experiments.

Section 5 details how the FP-Growth algorithm has been used for geo-spatial data. Section

6 shows the results when analysing a big amount of data related to bike positions withe the

proposed approach. Finally, Section 7 reports our concluding remarks.

2. Related works

The Spatio-Temporal Data Mining problem has been addressed in many works in the literature

by using different techniques. This section presents some of the most relevant approaches

having similarities with respect to our approach.

In [11], Pensa et al. addressed the problem of finding frequent sequential patterns for a dataset

of real vehicle GPS trajectories tracked in Milan, Italy. The proposed algorithm transforms

spatio-temporal trajectories into sequences of regions of interest (ROI), based on a discretization

of the working space through a regular grid. The authors measured the similarity of each

pair of patterns as support density and length. By using the technique PrefixSpan [12], ROI’s

sequences were represented as a tree, where each node is a ROI. Then, each branch of the tree

was associated with the support in each trajectory and subtrees having infrequent ROIs were

removed. Finally, they presented the framework P2kA that anonymizes the dataset and thus

preserves the privacy of users in the frequent paths extracted. Unlike our proposal, in [11]

the objective was not aiming at making predictions on future destinations, while our strategy

1https://www.softwaretestinghelp.com/fp-growth-algorithm-data-mining/



allows us, with a certain probability, to identify the next bike station reached by the same group

of cyclists racing together. Moreover, our work need not obscure certain information on the

data, because the ID associated with a registered route refers to a specific rented bike in a time

slot and not to the customer’s card.

Other data mining methods, such as DBSCAN [13], were used for the purpose of identifying

parts of common routes or shared Points Of Interest [4]. In [14], Crociani et al. offered an

unsupervised learning approach for an automatic lane detection in multidirectional pedestrian

flows, taking into account the angular distance during the movement.

Regarding recommendation systems, in [7], of Quercia et al. gathered metadata from the

pictures in Flickr, and determined routes to be suggested according to parameters of beauty,

quietness and happiness. They computed the probability that an individual visits a certain

destination because it is pleasant. In the literature other algorithms, such as the one presented

in [15], recommended public transport routes that include both short walks and reduced waiting

times. Our forecast indicates how many cyclists of a given group will subsequently head to a

certain point, according to previous traffic data. This aims to: (i) show bikes availability, and (ii)

alert users in case some places will be overcrowded. Another travel recommendation system

that analyzes GPS trajectories was presented in [16]: the authors used HITS [17] algorithm,

and recommendations were based on the travel experiences of the users (hub scores) and the

interests of the road segments (authority scores).

In [18], Cecaj and Mamei presented a useful way to extract associative rules, with the

Eclat algorithm, to find co-locations of companies in industrial agglomerations. Our approach

mines the frequent stations from bike trips and differs for the purpose of forecasting future

displacements. Some differences between three frequent mining pattern algorithms (Apriori,

Eclat and FP-Growth) are shown extensively in [19].

3. Multi-Agent Architecture

Our proposed system comprises an app running on a smartphone and acting as an assistant

agent for the user. Such an app communicates with a server side both to send gathered data, i.e.

geographical coordinates, as well as user requests. Moreover, the app receives useful data that

the server has gained from data analysis and selected as possibly useful to the user according to

her preferences and requests.

In our application, the user is interested in finding a given type of bike available in one among

a few nearby bike stations. Hence, according to our approach, the server performs data analysis

to estimate the future availability of bikes and sends to interested users, on their app, an alert

when the bike is likely to be available and when. The interested user, by means of the app

can express the preference to lock the bike, then and the server will give her confirmation of

availability. Figure 1 shows a sketch of some dialog panels a user can be provided with: from

the left there is an opening logo, then a screen for letting the user input her preferences on

the bike she wishes to rent, then a screen for the preferred bike stations, and finally a screen

showing the number available bikes at the selected bike stations. The user preferences are sent

from the mobile app (assistant agent) to a server, whereas the alert and details on bikes available

are received from the server on the mobile app.
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Figure 2: Software architecture for the multi-agent system.

Agents, as apps on a smartphone, communicate indirectly to each other, i.e. they rely on the

server to send data, as their location or trajectory when having rented a bike, since such data

are useful to make forecast of future destinations, hence give estimate of bike availability to

others. The indirect communication between agents ensures the privacy of users, as a user

location and identity cannot be discovered by other users. The server collects the ID of the bikes

and the position, not the identity of the user, hence the safety of users is enhanced. Moreover, a

user can set to have her coordinates being altered by a random value within a range to make it

uncertain the exact position even to the server further enhancing the privacy of the user [20].

Figure 2 gives an overview of the software architecture. The app on the smartphone com-

municates with a server side, which is a host where a component called AppListener handles

incoming data transmitted by each app (therefore by each user). The data are: the bike positions

sent periodically, and user preferences, i.e. the type of bike, the station of interest, rental time,

etc. The AppListener component sends the position data to the Tracer, and the latter updates

the DataMiner with new data periodically. The data on the stations and the bikes present in the

stations are kept by BikeStations, and updated according to the positions of the bikes. DataMiner

implements the proposed estimation algorithm (explained in the following sections). When

there is some significant data to communicate to the user, this is transmitted from the server

side to the app via the Communicator component.



Figure 3: Bike stations are represented by blue stars and relate to trips recorded in the period April-

June 2021. [Google Maps, accessed July, 2021]

4. Dataset

The dataset used in our experiments to perform tests was provided by Metro Bike Share2. Cyclist

trips in Los Angeles, California, have been collected since July 7, 2016, and this project includes
recordings for the following 20 quarters. The file of each period, for each line, includes: a

numeric travel identifier, travel duration in minutes, travel start date and time, start station

name with its geographical position (latitude, longitude), end station name and its geographical

position (latitude, longitude), and the numeric identifier of the bike. Moreover, there are pass

subscription details, and bike type.

The position of each person who uses the bike sharing service is identified each time she uses

the card in the bike parking stations. User privacy is guaranteed since a numeric identifier is

associated with each bike used. Journeys lasting less than one minute and trial journeys are not

retained. At present the dataset corresponds to 1, 252, 386 registered trips of 208, 000 users,

for a total of 4, 091, 563 miles.

2https://bikeshare.metro.net/about/data/



5. Methodology

In this section we present a description of FP-Growth, a data mining algorithm proposed by

Han et al. [21, 10]. We highlight that it is our novel proposed idea to apply it for the geo-spatial

field in order to find common paths using an algorithm having a short execution time. Then as

a further step in our proposal we predict future movements.

The common purpose of this and other data mining algorithms, and among the most inter-

esting we mention Apriori [22], is to extract frequent elements or tuples of elements from a

set of transactions and the association rules from large datasets. It is possible to find more

details of the application of Apriori algorithm in order to find common paths in [23], and as

far as the prediction of movements in a discretized spatial area in [6]. A disadvantage of this

strategy, however, is that the count of the support of an element (i.e. the number of transactions

it is present in) requires scanning the dataset over and over again, and this greatly affects the

execution time.

The main difference that led us to opt for the FP-Growth algorithm is that the generation of

frequent candidates is not necessary for it. This was done in Apriori at each iteration, that is,

every time an element of greater size than that of the previous level was investigated. FP-Growth

works on a tree representation of the starting dataset, therefore, thanks to this more compact

storage, managing large volumes of data is no longer a problem. Memory errors due to large

occurrence tables, necessary for Apriori processing, are thus overcome.

Each set of elements is mapped into a specific path of the tree and the efficiency of this

algorithm derives from its łdivide et imperaž method. The initial part of this approach is to find

the support of each element, in our case, to determine which stations are shared by a chosen

minimum number of users. After finding these frequent points, they are sorted in descending

order according to their support and associated with a branch of the tree. Figures 4 and 5 show

how FP-Growth works using a small-sized example.

The tree is then updated: (i) if an element already exists in it, its count is increased, otherwise

Figure 4: How FP-Growth works using a small example: on the left a list of transactions and their

items, in the centre a list of items and its support, on the right the selection of items having a minimum

given value of the support.



Figure 5: Given the example shown in Figure 4, the right table shows the transactions having the items

whose support is at least a given value.

Figure 6: The FP-Tree of the example in Figures 4 and 5.

(ii) a new branch is created and connected to the parent node. To find a common path, starting

from an element of the root, we scroll along a branch of the tree. Further examples and details

of FP-Growth, even though not applied to the geo-spatial context, can be found in [24].

Figure 6 shows the final FP-Tree of the previous example. In this case the frequent itemsets

extracted are: IF -IC -IA-IM with support = 3, and all its subsets with support 3, except
IF = 4; IC -IP with support = 3, IC with support 4, IP with support = 3 and IB with support

= 3.
Note that the FP-Growth runtime increases linearly with the number of elements, while

in Apriori this growth is exponential. The frequent patterns in Apriori are obtained after the

execution of all the iterations, while with FP-Growth it is possible to obtain them starting

from the root-element and scrolling along a single branch. The dataset scan with FP-Growth

method is done only twice, as opposed to Apriori in which the scan is done as many times as

the number of iterations. Sorting by decreasing frequency allows a faster execution time than

for the increasing one.

We can say that FP-Growth is the best strategy for our goal, which allows us to effectively



find common routes among the same group of cyclists in a large (spatial) dataset. According to

our approach, in fact, it is not necessary to make a comparison of trips (sequences of stops in

bike parking) for all pairs of users. Our experiments show that this method is about 6 times

faster than Apriori.

6. Results

This section shows the results of our tests. For the bike dataset, in the most recent quarter

(April-June 2021) the data consist of 59, 081 routes, 2, 824 cyclists traveling between 215 bike

start stations and 215 end stations, and these are shown in the map drawn in Figure 3.

By applying the FP-Growth algorithm in order to find the routes connecting two łhotž stations,

we initially set a high support: corresponding to 10% of cyclists in different time slots. The

result showed us 8 pairs of common stations shared by a minimum of 282 cyclists to a maximum

of 442. The execution time of the FP-Growth algorithm was 40ms on an Intel Core i5 at 1GHz

having 16 GB of RAM: all the tests were performed in Python 3 language.

By lowering the threshold of number of users, for a support equal to 100 bike IDs, 153
different routes were detected in a run time of 116 ms. To find the small groups of people

moving together, we set the minimum support as 5 by running the algorithm on the columns of

the dataset corresponding to: same departure station, same arrival station, same departure time

and same end time. The test showed groups of 5 to 7 cyclists who shared 13 routes in the same

time slot (9am-12pm). Since the exact position of cyclists in the intermediate roads between

two stations is not known, to verify that the common routes are plausible we checked the value

in the łduration tripsž column, which was compatible for the whole group that was moving

together.

Even in this case the algorithm gives the output in a short time, i.e 102 ms for FP-Growth,

while running Apriori takes 633ms. This gain of the execution time is very important, especially

if you want to apply this method to a longer period of time or to give statistics in near real time.

In addition, when using Apriori to analyse a larger set of paths, some memory errors occurred,

both for searching for frequent patterns and for predictions using association rules. When using

FP-Growth algorithm, we can generate a sequence of multiple paths, called association rules.

On the basis of the experiments we deduce that a group will move from point A to point B and

then to other positions, with a certain probability. This is called confidence and indicates the

conditional probability of being in B if you have previously stopped in A.

By setting a minimum threshold of 60% we can determine which stations the cyclists will

arrive at in the near future. To give an example, the tests show that starting from the time slot

9−12 a minimum group of 10 users will move from the łNormandie& Hollywoodž bike station

to łFigueroa & Cesar Chavezž with Confidence 78%, and the reverse route with Confidence

70%; the group will follow the path ł Pacific & North Venicež −→ łOcean Front Walk & North

Venicež with 61% Confidence; and finally łOcean Front Walk & North Venicež - łOcean Front

Walk & Navyž with probability 60% (round trip). Figure 7 shows the union of the predicted

routes, assuming that the group follows the shortest and most comfortable route to reach all

the stages.

For the above prediction experiments, 70% of the available data was used for training. The



Figure 7: Route prediction for the same group of cyclists. [Google Maps, accessed July, 2021]

remaining 30% of the data was referred to as the validation and test, useful for verifying the

results obtained.

7. Concluding Remarks

This paper has shown the feasibility of the proposed approach providing means to enhance a

bike sharing service by alerting interested people of bike availability at their preferred bike

stations.

Firstly, users are provided with assistant agents as an app on their smartphone that gathers

the geographical coordinates when using a shared bike service. Moreover, the app lets users

express their preferences when wishing to rent a bike. Secondly, the FP-Growth algorithm

has been put at work, and executes on a server to analyse gathered data to provide the said

estimates. Such an algorithm has not been used on locations data before.

The experiments have shown that the proposed approach is very fast and then suitable to

process the abundance of data available, as it is a linear time algorithm. We have processed a

large dataset comprising several thousands of items to recognise common paths of bikes and

make estimates of future stops for bikers in a few milliseconds.

Users wishing to use bike sharing services could then use the proposed app to have an

estimate of bikes available in a future time slot in a bike station. Then, they could reserve a bike,

and be alerted when the bike arrives, or whether the estimated time for availability is updated.

Being an estimate availability for the future, though with high probability, sometimes the



availability would be cancelled, however the user would be notified beforehand. We believe that

the proposed approach, by letting users plan beforehand their transport means, and schedule,

would provide users with a happier experience.

In order to take into account the effects on the use of bikes of the seasonal variability of the

weather, as well as changes in people preferences, due to the beginning of the academic year,

etc., we consider the most recent data for our statistics, when enough data are gathered to gain

sufficient confidence on estimates.

The proposed approach and the implemented solution could be applied to other data related

to geographical positions when needing estimates of future locations, rather than bikes. E.g. the

movements of electric kick scooters, being very numerous, future drones, and when considering

data characterised by GPS positions having fine granularity, even when different kinds of

vehicles are considered, could make use of the proposed approach as the linear complexity of

the algorithm makes it possible to be applied for a growing amount of data.
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Abstract
Emergency plans require a complex collaboration among multiple departments and roles. They are gen-

erally long textual documents containing practical instructions for hazard responses in natural language.

This work focuses on converting informal documents to a more rigorous structured-text representation

by taking advantage of well-known techniques from the literature. However, this task is costly, it re-

quires technical skills and sound domain knowledge, and it is entirely subjective. To this aim, we propose

a semantic layer that supports the formalization of an emergency plan by identifying essential elements

of the input document and highlighting inconsistencies, redundancies, and ambiguities.

Keywords
Emergency Plans, Semantics, Text to Formal Conversion,

1. Introduction

The Italian landscape of emergency plans definition is essentially based on a set of laws issued

by the Italian Government that create some milestones for managing emergencies. Firstly, they

instituted the Civil Protection agency in 1982. Consequently, they defined the command and

control chain, identified responsibilities, and set guidelines for the definition of emergency

plans to be written and maintained updated.

Emperor Octavian Augustus, in the first century before Christ, said that łthe value of planning

diminishes with the complexity of the state of affairsž. In this sentence, he caught the essence of

modern planning strategies that relies on simplicity and flexibility. This approach inspired the

purposefully so-called łAugustusMethodž [1], introduced in 1997. It addresses a flexible planning

approach and defines a simplified way to identify, activate, and coordinate the emergency

response assets. The key idea is to overcome the classical approach based on the bureaucratic

census of equipment used in civil protection interventions with a new focus on assets availability.

We are considering these laws in the context of N.E.T.TUN.IT1, a research project for devel-
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oping a fully operational platform for cross-border data collaboration to cope with shared risks

and disasters due to emergency scenarios. In the project, Italian and Tunisian partners simulate

the response to an imaginary accident involving atmospheric and marine pollution, nearby

population health risks, also considering meteorological issues involved in the scenario.

One of the project’s objectives is to support the modelling, verification and run-time adap-

tation of emergency procedures. The first challenge is that emergency response plans are

expressed via informal natural language documents. Converting them into detailed emergency

process models is a challenging task, requiring technical skills and deep domain knowledge.

Gathering a good understanding of an emergency plan is a costly activity performed through

several iterations. Despite all the effort one can make, the same document may rise different

interpretations and different conceptual models. For these reasons, we introduce a semantic

layer for emergency plans that can facilitate giving a more strict structure to the text-to-formal

process.

In this paper, we propose a semantic layer that helps formalise emergency plans with a

specific focus on the Italian landscape. Such semantics would help understand the input text,

but it would also enable highlighting inconsistencies, redundancies, and ambiguities. In future,

we hope to integrate the semantic layer into software platforms for the automatic execution

of certain parts of the emergency plan. Anyway, this is the first step for enabling run-time

adaptation of the procedures according to contextual events.

The rest of the document is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the Italian landscape

in the definition of emergency plans and it proposes some modelling techniques for providing

a more rigorous view of the informal plans. Section 3 provides an overview of the long term

agenda on which the current work relies. Section 4 is the core of the paper, presenting the

semantics using keywords and templates. Finally, some conclusion is draft in Section 5.

2. State of the Art

Emergency plans use complex protocols, involve collaboration and interaction of multiple

departments and roles, containing practical instructions of hazard emergency responses in

natural language. This section firstly illustrates the Italian landscape on emergencymanagement,

and then it discusses the state of art in modelling them.

2.1. The Italian Landscape

In this section, we will depict the Italian landscape of emergency plan definition. That is based

on the so-called łAugustus Methodž [1], produced by the Italian Civil Protection Agency and

issued by the Ministry of Interior of Italy in 1997.

The Augustus Method sees the territory as a body with organs, called Support Functions,

with specific managers that will be made responsible for maintaining alive the plan with drills

and updates. In normal conditions, the organs operate according to their duty to maintain the

efficiency of the body. When a disease (the emergency) hits the body, all the functions cooperate

to heal that.

The Augustus Method defines nine Support Functions for each municipality and five more

at the regional level. They include technical advice and planning, health-social assistance



and veterinary services, mass media and information, voluntary organizations, transportation,

circulation and traffic, and several other functions.

The Method also clarifies the roles of the different operation centres, from town-level to

nation-level granularity. The participation of Support Function managers in these centres

ensures the availability of the required assets when needed and their collaboration in facing the

emergency.

According to the Augustus Method, the plan is structured in three fundamental parts: (i)

General part, (ii) Outlines of Planning, (iii) Model of intervention.

Regarding the General part, it should report all information relating to the knowledge of the

territory, the existing monitoring networks, the risks in the area and the related scenarios. The

second part (Outlines of the planning) defines the objectives to achieve when an emergency

arises. Finally, theModel of intervention assigns responsibilities at the various levels of command

and control to manage civil protection emergencies. The constant exchange of information is

carried out in the central and peripheral system of the civil protection agencies; resources are

listed in the plan and their (continuously updated) capability, location and status of maintenance.

In 2005 a new directive from the President of the Ministry Council refined the structure of the

plan. The previous organization deeply inspires the new version, and it includes the following

sections: General Part, Incident Scenarios, Organization Model for Intervention, Information to

Population, and Cartography.

In this paper we will study 4 plans [2],[3],[4], [5] that have been selected because they

represent different examples in terms of scope, size and responsible institution (that authored

the plan). They are all reasonably recent (mostly updated in the last five years), and some of

them passed through several releases (the most recent is, of course, considered for this study).

We are interested in the active part of the emergency plan, and therefore, wemainly considered

the Organization Model for Intervention chapter.

Interestingly, the studied plans show two different outlines for this section: some adopt a

‘phase-based’ structure, while others a ‘role-based’ one. The first category (for instance [2])

includes plans for each phase and the role of each stakeholder in that (a chronological description

of the tasks and functions by all the stakeholders involved in that phase).

Plans of the second category (for instance [4]) initially describe the different phases (pre-alert,

alert, emergency, . . . ) and which events trigger them. A description of roles and what they

should do (one unique list for each position discussing their tasks in all phases) follows. Notably,

the second type of structure is preferred in longer documents, likely because it localizes the

information regarding each stakeholder, thus facilitating the access to information in an urgency.

This distinction is relevant to this paper because we found that the two structures generate

different kinds of ambiguity. Plans in the first category sometimes are vague about who should

do a specific task (a consequence of the attempt to avoid repetitions in the text), while plans in

the second category eliminate this risk but are less clear in reporting the relationship between

each phase and the tasks to be performed within that.

2.2. Modeling Emergency Plans

Emergency plans are usually provided as textual descriptions in natural languages throughout

the world. Inevitably, they include ambiguities and imprecise descriptions related to natural



languages. There is a broad research [6, 7, 8, 9] pushing the adoption of (semi)formal represen-

tation. The objective is to enable rigorous analysis and validation of process models. Often,

a graphical representation provides intuitive means for increasing the understanding of such

plans. Notably, the approach we are proposing is intended to represent documents (emergency

plans) that are written before the emergency and therefore can be processed offline. Other

approaches in the field of emergency management deal with emergency operations enactment

the related run-time knowledge [10].

The literature broadly promotes supplementing natural language with standard notations

and languages for business processes, such as the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN).

However, designing high-quality emergency response process models is a great challenge that

needs domain knowledge and process modelling techniques. A recent study, mainly focusing

on Chinese emergency plans, proposes automatic extraction of business process models from

textual descriptions [8]. Another representative example comes from the Norvegian emergency

management processes detailed in [9]. The authors claim that authorities and rescuers better

understand plans expressed in visual and textual form, and therefore, they can be more proficient

in facing unanticipated events. This study also focuses on highlighting roles in the organisations

and how they have to interact. The same research recognises some problems using the BPMN

standard: some difficulty to model task duration and in reusing a process diagram from one

environment to another.

Another study identifies other limitations in the adoption of BPMN for modeling emergency

plans [6]. Despite all the advantages, the authors recognise that standard BPMN elements

are not comprehensible enough to consider some special requirements of disaster recovery

management. For example, the importance of location-related information or multiple resources.

They propose to extend BPMN with some disaster recovery management requirements. In

particular, they emphasise the role of resources: the distinction between human and non-human

resources, inter-dependencies between resources, various resources properties.

Another branch of research proposes to replace (sometimes to complement) BPMN diagrams

with other non-imperative modeling notations. In particular, the Case Management Model and

Notation (CMMN) [11] seems a promising candidate.

As stated in the OMG standard2, CMMN provides a graphical notation used to capture

working methods based on the management of complex cases. CMMN is helpful for those cases

that require several activities whose order of execution is unpredictable a priori in response to

evolving situations.

Using an event-centred approach and the concept of a case file, CMMN expands the boundaries

of what BPMN can model, including less structured work efforts and those driven by knowledge

workers. Using a combination of BPMN and CMMN allows for covering a much broader

spectrum of work methods.

While traditional business processes can be described by a priori defined sequences of

activities using the BPMN notation, the CMMNnotation offers more natural support for dynamic

workflows. In [12], authors stress the fact that an emergency response is a knowledge-intensive

process. To model and automate such process is a challenging task. Authors use CMMN to

build a template model for a generic emergency response process.

2https://www.omg.org/cmmn/

https://www.omg.org/cmmn/


The OMG also defined a third language, the Decision Model and Notation (DMN), a standard

notation for describing and modelling repeatable decisions within organisations. The mod-

elling language triad, BPMN, CMMN and DMN, is defined to cover different areas of process

management due to their different focuses. Indeed, in [13], authors investigate how to use a

combination of these three modelling languages precisely in the context of crisis management.

3. Motivation: From Free Text Plans to Adaptive WF-based

Plans

This section will overview our long-term purpose of introducing adaptive workflows in the

execution of an emergency plan.

Free-Text 
Emergency Plan

Structured-Text 
Emergency Plan

Modeling 
Notation

Emergency Plan

Executable
Emergency Plan

Semantic Layer

Modeling Layer

Execution Layer

Figure 1: The proposed process for transitioning from free-text emergency plans to executable plans.

As already described, an emergency plan is usually provided in free text form according to a

generic format as prescribed by specific laws.

We aim to introduce the support of adaptive workflows in the data exchanges required to face

emergencies involving both sides of the Sicilian Channel in N.E.T.TUN.IT project. We see that

activity as a part of more extensive scope research to introduce adaptation into the execution of

the overall emergency plan.

We conceived a process based on the three steps (see also Fig. 1) as described below.

From Free-Text Plan to Structured-Text Plan: this is the step described in this paper. It

includes two sub-steps: (i) the construction of a set of keywords used to (ii) fragment the

free-text plan in a list of notable items for its representation in a specifically conceived modeling

notation (see below). The main contribution of this paper is the semantic layer for processing

the free-text plan and producing a structured-text version (see Section 4). This layer includes

a list of keywords we propose to use to represent a structured-text version of the informal

plan. The idea is that these keywords will be specifically supported by the proposed modeling

notation and will receive a specific implementation in the execution layer.

Representing the Structured-Text Plan with a Modeling Notation: we are devising a spe-

cific modeling notation to represent an emergency plan. An essential requirement for this

notation is that it will easily support adopting an adaptive middleware for the execution and

coordination of the plan’s activities. The definition of this notation is still a work-in-progress

activity, but we have identified the main contributions it will receive from a few well-known

standards. The BPMN notation is a part of that but not so central as it could be expected. The



Augustus directive prescribes that a plan provides general indications for the management of

the emergency, whereas details are to be defined at emergency time. For this reason, we are

considering to adopt the Case Management Modeling Notation (CMMN) that allows to represent

scenario-based situations, and the Decision Modeling Notation (DMN) that allows to formalise

critical aspects of decisions to be taken during the development of an accident, also including

decision criteria (like data values reported by personnel on scene) and the reference documents

to be consulted. Finally, some parts of the free-text plans naturally convey the opportunity to

introduce a model of the goals related to the responsibilities of involved stakeholders (like the

authorities and the support functions described in a plan).

Adaptive Execution andManagement of Emergency Plan: this part of the process presents

some interesting challenges: first of all, an essential issue of emergency management is in the

central role of the persons in charge at the different levels of the command chain. They have to

maintain complete control of the running activities, and they need updated information, like

the availability of resources, for proper accident response.

Unexpected events may spoil the validity of any detailed a-priori planning: the actual plan

has to emerge from the consideration of the specific accident, environmental conditions (for

instance roads practicability, weather, and so on), assets (fuel, food, transportation, and so on),

operational capability (for instance their numerical consistency together with their intervention

time and need for logistic support). These considerations raise interesting issues from the

scientific point of view, since they prescribe the availability of an accident management system

that includes relevant features of adaptive workflows where human resources play a key role

not only as activity performers (human-intensive system) but also in the decision making role.

Stakeholders involved in playing the decision role need to be made well-aware of the situation.

Therefore they need specific support to access just-in-time precise and updated knowledge.

Decision support systems may help in the decision phase, also referring to archive data and

simulated scenarios. The system also needs a spatial-referred representation of the environment

and involved assets. Finally, communication capability is a key element. The support for

emergency communications is already existing, and great care is devoted to the adoption of

standardized content protocols for messages, as the Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) [14] that

is an XML-based data format for exchanging public warnings and emergencies. Although that

is of relevant value, more is still to be done on the telecommunication infrastructure resilience

and the automatic support for alternative delivery channels.

4. The Proposed Semantic Layer for Emergency Plans

This section describes our work on the semantic layer that we use to process the free-text

plan and produce the structured-text plan manually. This layer blends lexical semantics (i.e.

investigates word meaning) and conceptual semantics (explaining properties of argument

structure). In other words, we propose a set of keywords to be either extracted from the input

text or derived from the context. A keyword is an (Italian or English) word that has a specific

meaning for modelling purposes. Each keyword has a precise definition, and it is related to a

set of properties.



It is now necessary to clarify some rules we adopted in defining the keywords:

• Keywords must belong to the general structure of the emergency response plan: this

means that domain actions related to the management of a specific accident (even if

common to other cases) are not part of the semantics. The reason for this choice is to

limit the number of keywords and to remain general by leaving apart domain-dependent

items that change with the kind of emergency or that may depend on the adoption of

new strategies and new technologies.

• When possible, keywords (or their synonymous) should appear in the free-text version

of the plan. Our idea is to respect the problem knowledge and comprehension that the

writer of the plan has. Some keywords expressing decisions and sometimes goals are not

explicitly named in the plan’s text, but the document’s structure helps deduce them.

Each keyword is therefore described by a label (the keyword itself), a list of synonymous

(addressing the samemeaning in the plan and sometimes used to avoid repetitions), the addressed

meaning (a clarification of the meaning to improve the comprehension of the way the keyword

is to be intended, also with the use of examples), a sentence template (used to exemplify the

common use of the keyword), and a table of properties (like the actor responsible for performing

an action or the target of a message).

We provide the table of properties with a twofold objective: (i) it helps to clarify the syntactic

role of words in the free-text version of the plan; (ii) it helps in disambiguating situations in

which the same word fits different keywords (with slightly different meanings).

For instance, a Message Event is always produced by a source and consumed by a target.

This essential feature is rendered by the ‘from’ and ‘to’ properties.

Because of their object-oriented nature, in this work, tables of properties may be related one

to another by inheritance relationships. The motivation is basically for clarity and saving space:

notably, as we will report later on, some properties are common to many keywords. Some

elements are mandatory in a table of properties for assigning a meaning to the corresponding

keyword, whereas others are optional. Graphically, we used an asterisk for intending required

elements.

The designer will parse the free-text plan to identify the keywords (or their synonyms). For

each identified keyword, she will fill the corresponding table of properties. When the table

of properties is complete, then the designer may instantiate the sentence template. This is a

syntactic structure aiding to recognise words with given meaning in sentences. In other words,

it represents a shortcut for the keyword in the specific context to be used for modelling purposes.

For instance, it can represent the name of a BPMN task.

The rest of this section discusses keywords and some of their most relevant properties deduced

from the free-text plan.

As already discussed, the proposed semantics will represent the emergency plan except the

domain-specific actions used to solve the accident.

We group the resulting keywords into five categories: actors, events, actions, decisions and

responsibilities (goals). We detail these categories in the following subsections.

Although these categories emerge from the list of empirically discovered keywords found by

processing the plans, we should also consider that they relate somehow to the parallel definition



of a modelling notation we are performing at the same time.

While actors and actions have evident relevance in a plan, events have a motivation. They

trigger changes in the different phases of the plan (for instance, from pre-alert to alert) or

trigger responses to the accident’s evolution reported by observations or incoming news.

Responsibilities represent why a specific actor is involved in the emergency management plan,

what she should care and pursue, what she could be considered accountable for according to

the law. We devote specific attention to the decision category for the impact decisions have on

the execution of the overall plan; more on that in subsect. 4.4 .

4.1. Actors

A fundamental aspect of the innovation proposed by the Augustus method consists in clearly

assigning responsibilities. For this reason, it becomes very relevant to create a list of actors

involved in the execution of the plan. The list includes names, acronyms and the definition of

the actor.

In the numerous plans we studied, we found many actors, often referred to with acronyms.

We noted that the ambiguity allowed by the Italian language sometimes creates indecision about

the actor responsible for performing a specific action. This indecision mainly happens in plans

where the description is ordered using time or event-related criteria. Plans, where activities

are clustered according to actors, do not present this ambiguity, of course. The list of actors

is long and includes authorities (Mayor, Prefect, ...), personnel with specific skills (engineers),

and groups (committees, operation/command centres, associations of volunteers, ...). We will

not entirely report them for the sake of conciseness and because the complete list would add

nothing significant to the proposed argumentation.

We differentiate between individual actors and collective actors. With the term individual

actor, we will address the common-sense meaning of a participant in an action or process.

Collective actors represent a more refined concept where according to [15] collective actors

perform a coordinated and collaborative decision-making process where one individual speaks

for the group. Collective actors share the same interests, integration mechanisms, an internal

and external representation of the collective actor and an innovation capacity.

Examples of individual actors include some of the already cited authorities: Mayor, Prefect,

chairs and participants of committees (that are collective actors), for instance, the Responsible

of the Town Operating Centre or the Civil Protection Officer on duty.

Examples of collective actors include the operation room of the Metropolitan Police, the

Rescue Coordination Center, the Regional Agency for Environment Protection, the Integrated

Regional Operation Room, and so on.

4.2. Events

Emergencies exist because events arise in the environment; this is a simple fact that justifies

the importance of events in the field.

Emergencies exist because events arise in the environment; this is a simple fact that justifies

the importance of events in the field.



From our analysis, we recognised two types of relevant events for the structured representa-

tion of the plan: Data Events and Messages.

Data incoming represents the arrival of some data frommonitoring activities or the acquisition

of information from any possible source. The Message event represents the arrival of a message

related to the emergency, for instance, a phone call from the responsible manager of a plant

affected by a significant fire blast. Messages belong to two subcategories: Informal and Formal.

Informal messages refer to phone calls, media diffusion of news, and so on. The essential feature

of an informal message is that it does not have any kind of template specified in the emergency

plan. Formal messages are delivered using traceable communication means (emails, other types

of computer-based messages, telegrams,. . . ). An essential feature of formal messages is the

adherence to a format specified in the plan. Frequently formal messages are encoded using

some emergency communication protocol, like the Common Alert Protocol (CAP) [14].

It is notable to consider that incoming/outgoing data are different from messages since with

the data event, we represent the availability of the information, for instance, the read from a

sensor or the output of a simulation. Of course, data events reach some actors using a message

whose arrival/departure are other events occurring at successive times.

In the structured-text plan, we represent events extracted from the free-text plan by using the

sentence templates proposed in the following sections, together with the list of their properties.

Notably, all events share one specific property, the timestamp, since the concept of the event

has a well-defined location position in time.

4.2.1. Data Event

As regards the Data Event, the template is:

Data Event [source/target] [thresholds] [values]

The ’source/target’ represents the originator of the data (for input data) or the recipient

(for output data), for instance, a sensor or a computer application. ’Thresholds’ specifies the

thresholds that are to be monitored, for instance, the level of a river that should not reach

one meter. The reading of such level measure is the data event that has some significance for

accident management; ’values’ represent the information enclosed in the event; it may include

the unit of measure or other significant information.

The presence of the ’threshold’ property may seem odd in this event type since it is necessary

to perform some action to compare the actual reading of a sensor with the threshold value.

Although formally speaking, this is true, in the plan, we often found that data readings become

significant only when they reach or overcome some specific value (for instance, a pollutant

concentration in the atmosphere). All data readings that do not reach the threshold are not

significant, and thus they do not generate a ’Data’ event (if a threshold is specified).

4.2.2. Message Event

The Message Event is detailed by using the following template:

[Formal/Informal] Message [subject]



’Formal/Informal’ reports the adoption, for the message, of a well-defined syntactic structure,

often included in in the free-text plan, the ’subject’ field contains a short description of the

message content, ’properties’ include a list of slots as discussed in the table below:

‘Message’ properties

From * Sender actor

To * Recipient actor or actors’ list

Priority Priority of the message

Content* The information content of the message

Communication channel The channel used to dispatch the message

Template Reference to the message template from the plan

Exception
Description of how to deal with unsuccessful delivery of the

message

Significantly, in some plans, we found the explicit indication of how to deal with the impossi-

bility to reach the destination person (for instance, by contacting a specified alternate contact

person). For this reason, we introduced the Exception slot in the properties list.

4.3. Actions

Actions are the essential brick of an emergency plan. Actions can be atomic or composed;

initially, we will refer to an abstract concept of ’action’ that will found a realisation in a set of

concrete keywords of the semantic layer: orders, activates, arranges, gathers data, informs, plus

generic domain-specific acts.

All the keyword’s tables of properties inherit the properties of a mother classAction Properties.

This factored all the common properties the other templates inherit and specialize, and allows

not to repeat them in every table:

‘Action’ properties

owner (actor)* is responsible for the action and operates for its enactment

on-behalf-of (actor) delegates the action

assistant (actors) supports the owner’s duty in the enactment

precondition execution context

temporal constraints start, duration, period, and due time

resources (min/max) assigned resources

quality requirements minimal expected quality of service

ack to when present, a notification is required when completed

In the following, we will avoid repeating the fields common to all templates. We will mention

only cases in which there is a clear difference of meaning.

The first keyword we specialise from Action is suitable for situations in which an authority

sets an order via either a formal or informal message. This action is typically described by a

template sentence like:



[authority] Orders [personnel] to [do something/address an outcome]

When the act is formal, the order is issued by some decree, ordinance,. . . , sometimes the

order does not concern a specific person, but it is rather directed to all the citizens. An example

occurs when the Civil Protection Office Head in a town (after having been delegated by the

Mayor to do that) orders to close some roads to the Metropolitan Police Chief. The properties

of the ’Orders’ keyword are reported below:

Orders

Matching with Italian words: ordina, dispone

owner (actor)* issues the order

on-behalf-of (actor) delegates the order

target (actor)* receives (executes) the order

object* the action/goal to be undertaken

formal deed legal/official document issuing the order

comm channel how the order is communicated to the target actor

Another keyword that we specialise from Action is Activates. It covers situations where a

state transition is required. It is similar to the keyword ’orders’ but describes an operation and

could be the consequence of the order. The corresponding sentence is:

[somebody] Activates [something]

Differently from Orders, here the personnel is an actor responsible for enabling something (a

sub-plan, an office, a function) to become working/operative.

Examples:

• the Civil Protection Office Head activates the weather monitoring team;

• the emergency manager activates the External Emergency Response Plan.

Activates

Matching with Italian words: attiva, pone in essere

owner (actor)* is responsible for the transition

object/state* the target to be activated

We also considered the Arranges keyword. It resembles the Orders and Activates ones but

it implies some kind of preliminary coordination/organization/planning before the subject

becomes active. This is a frequent occurrence in the plans we studied. The sentence template is

the following:

[someone] Arranges [a subject]

The properties list is reported below:



Arranges

Matching with Italian words: predispone, prepara

owner (actor)* is responsible of planning/organising/. . .

participant actors
supports the target actor(s) in performing what planned/organised

by the owner actor

object* the plan/organization to be enacted

Very central in dynamic contexts, such as those of emergency responses, the Gathers Data

keyword refers to the act of acquiring data from direct observation, from monitoring sensors,

from experts on the field, and, sometimes, from citizens. It is also used for checking the state of

resources. The corresponding sentence template is:

[someone] Gathers Data about [a subject]

where the subject specifies the kind of data to be acquired/monitored.

Gathers Data

Matching with Italian words: raccoglie informazioni, opera monitoraggio

owner (actor)* is responsible of collecting data

assistant actors aid in collecting data

subject* data, information or event to be acquired/monitored

data source the source of the data

frequency specifies the frequency of data acquisition

Examples:

• The Regional Civil Protection Agency gathers information about the accident.

• The head of the Resources Department gathers data about the status of resources and

personnel.

• The head of the Civil Protection Agency identifies suitable places to shelter displaced

persons.

The last example shows the use of a synonym (’identifies’ in place of ’gathers data’) in the

proposed sentence. The use of synonymous is quite common, especially in the Italian language,

and it will be discussed in Subsect. ??.

This sentence is also an intriguing case of ambiguity. It could also be intended as a decision

about what are the best places to shelter displaced persons. However, we deduced that the

sentence refers to a ’gathers data’ act by looking at the context.

Informs is the last non-domain-dependent keyword, derived from Action. It represents the

act of sending formal/informal messages. It concerns situations in which:

[somebody] Informs [recipients] about [an object]



where the message may be a formal act, following a structured protocol, or an informal commu-

nication like a phone call. The action ’Informs’ may be done once or repeated every time an

event occurs (thus updating the information).

For example: the head of the Civil Protection office informs the commander of the Municipal

Police about the emergency status.

Informs

Matching with Italian words: informa, comunica, aggiorna, mantiene informato

owner actor* is responsible of outgoing messages

assistant actors aid in sending messages

object* sent data, information, or acknowledgement

recipient actors* will receive the information

regularly when flagged, the activity is repeated every time there are updates

formal deed legal/official document issuing the order to inform

means
how the order to inform is notified to the owner actor that will

execute it

As a prototype sentence for the final item of the semantic layer, we propose an abstract Acts

keyword that is to be instantiated in the different domain-specific actions performed to face a

disaster:

[somebody] [Acts] [on something]

The Acts keyword is the mother class of a range of domain-based actions that are not

classifiable in the previous categories. One or more actors can operate it as the consequence of

an order or a plan, an event may also trigger it. An action could not be allowed (for instance for

security reasons) in some phases of the emergency.

Examples are: (i) on-site paramedics provide first treatment and help in evacuation of injured

people, (ii) bulldozers remove debris from the road, (iii) the Metropolitan Police deploys road

signs to prevent unauthorised access.

Acts

Matches with Italian words: (related to the domain)

owner (actor)* is responsible of action execution

input expected input data necessary for action completion

post-condition expected outcome of the action

4.4. Decisions

Decisions are a type of action requiring information, quick access to knowledge (i.e. maps,

technical schematics of plants) or expertise (i.e. support from technical staff). Decisions in the

plans are often described in terms of the actor who has to take them and the possible alternatives

(i.e. trigger alert or deactivate the pre-alert phase). Sometimes some supporting actors are also



listed. Decisions are the part of the plan that we have often found lacking relevant details; for

instance, criteria for deciding may remain blurred and rarely formalised.

Often, plans do not explicitly use the ’decides’ word; they instead address the concept of a

decision to be taken by someone by describing the incoming events and expected decisions

in terms of orders issued or actions undertaken. Sometimes, events may be related to the

emergency development and decisions regarding the acts necessary to perform to face the new

event.

In order to define a template for the decision act, we use the following sentence:

[somebody] Decides [something]

where ‘somebody’ is the main responsible for the decision, and can be supported by assistants.

The placeholder ‘something’ concerns the outcome of the decision process. Typically taking

decisions requires specific background knowledge and contextual data. Moreover, norms,

criteria, and best practices that are prescribed to respect during the emergency development.

This keyword may not be found in the emergency plan; the interpretation of a portion

of text rather generates an instance of the sentence template that we will introduce in the

structured version of the plan to represent the act of deciding something as a consequence of

some data/event

Decides

Matching with Italian words: decide, stabilisce, assimila, delibera

owner (actor)* gets the responsibility for the decision

on-behalf-of (actor) has delegated the decision

assistant actors aid in taking the decision

temporal constraints start, duration or due time

input expected input data/event, necessary for taking the decision

knowledge required background information for taking the decision

criteria formalized rules as a support for the decision

output* the outcome of the decision

4.5. Goals

As issued by Italian law, an emergency plan assigns specific responsibilities to the participant

actors. For instance, according to the Augustus Method, each Support Function manager is in

charge of a specific responsibility such as ensuring health-social assistance, managing mass

media and information, organizing voluntary organizations, controlling circulation and traffic

and so on. Responsibility is the commitment to address an objective under the criterion of

personal responsibility that means the actor can be prosecuted if results are not expected.

We labelled this keyword as Goal because we intend to create a correspondence with strategic

actor relationships that originates from social modeling [16] and Goal-Oriented requirements

engineering [17] and to pave the way for multi-agent system automatic support. In this

perspective, responsibilities (hereafter we refer to them as goals) lead to direct actions or

delegations to other parties.A template sentence for the goal is:



[precondition], [someone] is responsible for [objective]

Properties of the goal keyword are reported below:

Goal

owner (actor)* is responsible of pursuing the goal

objective* the objective that the owner actor will pursue

alternate owner (actor) is responsible when the owner is not available or reachable

on-behalf-of the owner acts on behalf of this collective actor

participant actors support the owner actor in performing her duty

precondition preconditions to be verified for triggering goal pursuing

Several parts of the emergency plan assign responsibilities to actors involved in emergency

management. However, as well as happened for decisions, goals are often implicitly defined in

the emergency plan. Indeed, the primary goals can be extracted by the Support Functions that

are explicitly listed in the plan as the Augustus Method prescribes. Other goals require additional

effort in the identification (task supported by using the property table). In the following, we

will present some examples of goals extracted from the analysed plans:

• during the Alarm Phase, the Chief of the Provincial Fire Brigade is responsible for coordi-

nating the technical and scientific staff;

• the Provincial Health Agency General Manager is responsible for activating the necessary

organisation for the specific type of accident;

• the Chief of the City Brigade Fire is responsible for coordinating all operative structures

forming the Rescue Coordination Centre.

4.6. Synonyms

To write the present work we have studied and analysed a number of Italian Emergency

Plans [2],[3],[4], [5] to compare the different approaches, styles and terminologies.

Each author expresses the guidelines using her sensibility and linguistic knowledge; this

often leads to using different words (synonyms) to address the same event or the same action.

The use of synonyms may even occur in the same document where, for the sake of elegance

and avoiding repetitions, the author uses synonyms to address the same concept.

To identify these linguistically different but semantically similar words, we have defined

a correspondence table. A portion of this table is shown in Table 1. A synonymous table is

significant because it limits the arbitrariness in interpreting the free-text plan and passing from

it to the structured-text version of the same plan.



Table 1

Table of Synonyms

Term from the

Emergency Plan

(Italian)

Corresponding

Term in English

Synonymous

Keyword in our

semantics

Example

Dispone Arranges Orders

The prefect arranges a continuous

monitoring of air quality in rela-

tion to wind direction, intensity

and height

Aggiorna Updates Gathers Data

The Manager shall update the Pre-

fect and other interested parties by

means of messages using the tem-

plate specified in the attachments

Segue l’evoluzione Monitors Gathers Data

The Mayor monitors the develop-

ment of the situation and informs

the population that the state of

emergency has been revoked.

Acquisisce Acquires Gathers Data

The operations room manager ac-

quires all relevant updates on the

status of technical and rescue op-

erations.

. . .

Istituisce Sets up Activates

The Technical Rescue Director sets

up an AdvancedCommand Post us-

ing his own vehicle.

Pone in essere Implements Activates
TheManager implements the Inter-

nal Emergency Plan

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper focused on inconsistencies, redundancies, and ambiguities that hinder understanding

and formalizing emergency plans. The need to convert informal documents to more rigorous

conceptual models require a semantic layer for identifying essential elements of the input text

and resolving linguistic issues that may be present. We extracted essential keywords through

an empirical study of several Italian documents reporting different kinds of emergency plans.

Our analysis allowed us to discover recurrent structures in these documents. Sometimes, these

linguistic structures are evident, other times are hidden, and some interpretation of the text’s

meaning is needed. We support identifying them by using templates with required and optional

properties to be filled in all the cases. We will use the proposed approach in the context of

the N.E.T.TUN.IT research project. We plan to provide automatic support for the execution

of emergency procedure plans, with the long-term objective of enabling the properties of

robustness and adaptivity.
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Abstract
We discuss the problem of cooperative argumentation in multi-agent systems, focusing on the compu-
tational model. An actor-based model is proposed as a first step towards cooperative argumentation in
multi-agent systems to tackle distribution issuesÐillustrating a preliminary fully-distributed version of
the argumentation process completely based on message passing.

Keywords
Argumentation, MAS, cooperative argumentation, distributed argumentation process

1. Introduction

One of the most critical problems in distributed and collaborative multi-agent systems (MAS)
ś where agents cooperate towards a goal ś is conflict resolution, where argument evaluation

often plays a critical role [1]: agents can provide explicit arguments or justifications for their
proposals for resolving conflicts by exploiting the so-called negotiation via argumentation, or
cooperative argumentation, as an effective approach to resolving conflicts. There, the purpose
of multi-agent argumentative dialogues is to let agents reach an agreement on (i) the evaluation
of goals and corresponding actions (or plans); and (ii) the adoption of a decentralised strategy
for reaching a goal, by allowing agents to refine or revise other agents’ goals and defend one’s
proposals.
Cooperative argumentation is exploited in some real-world multi-agent applications [2].

However, a key problem in such applications is that a widely-acknowledged well-founded
computational model of argumentation is currently missing, thus making it difficult to in-
vestigate the convergence and scalability of argumentation techniques in highly-distributed
environments [1, 2]. To alleviate those difficulties, we present a first version of a message-based
distributed argumentation algorithm as the basic pillar of a computational model for cooperative
argumentation in MAS. In this work we ignore issues such as agent autonomy and MAS coor-
dination artefacts, and focus instead on the distribution issues of cooperative argumentation,
based on the logic-based agreement framework Arg2P [3, 4], which enables agent dialogue
and defeasible reasoning in MAS. In particular, we focus on the single-query evaluation mode
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of the tool, aimed at evaluating the admissibility of a single statement with no need to build
the entire argumentation graph. We propose a preliminary fully-distributed version of the
argumentation algorithm, based on message passing, whose focus is on the requirements for
a sound distributed evaluation of the argumentation task. For the purpose of this paper we
exploit the actors’ paradigm and its main propertiesÐi.e., (i) fully-reactive computational nodes,
and (ii) communication through message passing.
Accordingly, the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the

main themes on which the paper is focused. Section 3 and Section 4 illustrate the contribution,
introducing a distributed computational model that enables the assessment via argumentation of
a single argument. In particular, Section 3 first discusses how the argument evaluation algorithm
of Arg2P can be parallelised, then addresses the problem of knowledge manipulation in a
decentralised setting. In Section 4 we deliver a complete and coherent model for decentralised
reasoning based on the actor model. Finally, in Section 5 we provide the final remarks and
discuss the aspects of this work that are still open for improvement and future research.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. A basic intro to structured argumentation

In the argumentation language, a literal is an atomic proposition or its negation.

Notation 1. For any literal φ, its complement is denoted by φ. That is, if φ is a proposition p,

then φ = ¬p, while if φ is ¬p, then φ is p.

Literals are brought into relation through rules.

Definition 1 (Rules). A defeasible rule r has the form: ρ : φ1, ..., φn ⇒ ψ with 0 ≤ n, and

where

• ρ is the unique identifier for r;

• each φ1, . . . φn, ψ is a literal;

• the set {φ1, . . . φn} is denoted by Antecedent(r) and ψ by Consequent(r).

Defeasible rules ś denoted with DefRules ś are rules that can be defeated by contrary evidence.
Pragmatically, a defeasible rule is used to represent defeasible knowledge, i.e., tentative infor-
mation that may be used if nothing could be posed against it. For the sake of simplicity, we
define non-axiom premises via defeasible rules with empty Antecedent . A theory consists of a
set of rules.

Definition 2 (Theory). A defeasible theory is a set Rules ⊆ DefRules.

Arguments are built from defeasible rules. Given a defeasible theory, arguments can be con-
structed by chaining rules from the theory, as specified in the definition belowÐcf. [5].

Definition 3 (Argument). An argument A constructed from a defeasible theory ⟨Rules⟩ is a
finite construct of the form:



A : A1, . . . An ⇒r φ

with 0 ≤ n, where

• r is the top rule of A, denoted by TopRule(A);

• A is the argument’s unique identifier;

• Sub(A) denotes the entire set of subarguments of A, i.e., Sub(A) = Sub(A1) ∪ . . . ∪
Sub(An) ∪ {A};

• φ is the conclusion of the argument, denoted by Conc(A);

Arguments can be in conflict, accordingly to two kinds of attack: rebuts and undercutting, here
defined as in [5].

Definition 4 (Attack). An argumentA attacks an argumentB (i.e., A is an attacker ofB) at

B′ ∈ Sub(B) iff A undercuts or rebuts B (at B′), where:

• A undercuts B (at B′) iff Conc(A) = TopRule(B′)

• A rebuts B (at B′) iff Conc(A) = φ and Conc(B′) = φ

An argumentation graph can then be defined exploiting arguments and attacks.

Definition 5 (Argumentation graph). An argumentation graph constructed from a defea-

sible theory T is a tuple ⟨𝒜,⇝⟩, where 𝒜 is the set of all arguments constructed from T , and⇝

is the attack relation over 𝒜.

Notation 2. Given an argumentation graph G = ⟨𝒜,⇝⟩, we write 𝒜G, and⇝G to denote the

graph’s arguments and attacks respectively.

Given an argumentation graph, we leverage on labelling semantics [6, 7] to compute the sets of
arguments that are accepted or rejected. Accordingly, each argument is associated with one
label which is either IN, OUT, or UNDÐrespectively meaning that the argument is either accepted,
rejected, or undecided.

2.2. Structured evaluation in Arg2P

The Arg-tuProlog (Arg2P in short) [3, 4] engine is a logic-based agreement framework enabling
defeasible reasoning and agents’ conversation, which reifies the structured argumentation
model presented above.
With respect to the available argumentation frameworks, Arg2P includes the query-based

mode, which allows for single-query evaluation according to the selected semantics1. Single-
query evaluation is precisely the algorithm we are interested in, given that cooperative argu-
mentation in highly-reactive systems is often based on a quick debate on some beliefs ś those

1At the time of writing, only grounded semantic is fully implemented



Listing 1: Structured argumentation, Arg2P answer query algorithm for grounded semantic (pseudo-

code).

AnswerQuery(Goal):

A1, ..., An = buildSustainingArguments(Goal)

Res = ∅

for A in A1, ..., An:

Res = Res ∪ Evaluate(A, ∅)

return Res.

Evaluate(A, Chain):

if(∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = IN)

return OUT

if(∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): B ∈ Chain)

return UND

if(∃ B ∈Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = UND)

return UND

return IN.

concerning the decision to be made at that moment ś rather than on a complete assessment of
all the agents’ knowledgeÐwhere a shared agreement is not easily achieved.
This feature is accessible in the tool through the predicate

answerQuery(+Goal, -Yes, -No, -Und)

which requests the evaluation of the given Goal, and gets the set of facts matching the goal
distributed in the three sets IN, OUT, and UND as a result.
The algorithm used to evaluate a single claim (or query) according to grounded seman-

tic is inspired by the DeLP dialectical trees evaluation [8]. Listing 1 shows the pseudo-code
ś AnswerQuery(Goal) ś for the answerQuery/4 predicate: given a claim (Goal) as input, the
function first builds all the arguments sustaining that claim (buildSustainingArguments(Goal)),
and then requires their evaluation via the Evaluate(A, Chain) function. To assess the
A1, ..., An status (acceptability or rejection), three conditions are evaluatedÐwhose order is
important to ensure the soundness of the algorithm:

(Cond1) if a conflicting argument labelled as IN exists, then A1 is OUT;

(Cond2) if a cycle in the route from the root to the leaves (Chain) exists, then A1 argument is
UND;

(Cond3) if a conflicting argument labelled as UND exists, then also the A1 argument is UND.

If none of the above conditions is met then the argument can be accepted.

Example 1. Let us consider the following theory and the corresponding arguments (also depicted

in Figure 1)

r1 : ⇒ a

r2 : a ⇒ b

r3 : ⇒ ¬b
r4 : b ⇒ c

A0 : ⇒r1 a

A1 : A0 ⇒r2 b

A2 : ⇒r3 ¬b
A3 : A1 ⇒r4 c



Figure 1: Argumentation graph for arguments from Example 1, in which nodes are arguments and

edges are attacks between arguments.

where, according to grounded semantic A0 is IN ś there are no arguments contending its claim or

undercutting its inferences ś whileA1,A2 andA3 are UNDÐA1 andA2 have opposite conclusions
and thus attack each other; the conflict is then propagated to the derived argument A3.
Let us suppose we require the evaluation of claim b through the AnswerQuery(Goal) function

in Listing 1. First, the arguments sustaining b are created, in this case onlyA1. Then the evaluation
conditions on A1 attackers ś only A2 in this case ś are assessed. However, A2 admissibility

depends, in turn, on A1Ðas you can see in Figure 1 also A1 attacks A2. There is a cycle in the

graph (Cond2), and no other attackers matching (Cond1). As a consequence, A2 is UND and thus

A1 (Cond3). Accordingly, claim b is labelled UND as expected.

3. Parallelising arguments evaluation

The first issue when facing computational issues of cooperative argumentation is the paral-
lelisation of the argumentation process. Parallelisation needs to be tackled under two distinct
perspective: (i) the algorithmic perspective and (ii) the data perspective. Under the algorithmic
perspective, we try to divide the argument evaluation (w.r.t. a given semantics) into smaller
sub-tasks to be executed in parallel. Under the data perspective, instead, we try to achieve
parallelisation by splitting the data used by the algorithmÐi.e., the argumentation defeasible
theory. Action here is therefore at the data level, looking for possible data partitioning on which
the argumentation process can be run in parallel.

Accordingly, in this section we discuss and address both perspectives, respectively in Subsec-
tion 3.1 and Subsection 3.2.

3.1. Task parallelisation

Let us consider the algorithm discussed in Subsection 2.2. The purpose of this section is to
analyse the requirements and implications of its parallelisation. Note that the part affected to
parallelisation is encapsulated in the Evaluate function, which is why in the following we
take into account that predicate only.

The algorithm structure is simple: the argument evaluation leverages the evaluation obtained
from its attackersÐi.e., the attackers are recursively evaluated using the same algorithm and



the result is exploited to determine the state of the target argument. Intuitively, a first point
of parallelisation can be found in the search and evaluation of the Attackers. Indeed, every
condition exploited by the algorithm ś (Cond1), (Cond2), and (Cond3) ś to evaluate an argument
requires one and only one attacker to match the constraint. Those conditions directly suggest
an OR parallelisation in the search and evaluation of the attackers. We could evaluate the
arguments simultaneously under different branches, and the success in one of the branches
would lead to the success of the entire search. Listing 2 shows the modified algorithm.

Listing 2: Evaluate predicate with parallel attackers

Evaluate(A, Chain):

if(PARALLEL { ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = IN })

return OUT

if(PARALLEL { ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): B ∈ Chain })

return UND

if(PARALLEL { ∃ B ∈Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = UND })

return UND

return IN

The algorithm exposes another point of parallalisation. As already suggested, the order in the
evaluation of the conditions is essential for the soundness of the algorithmÐas illustrated by
the following example.

Example 2. Let us consider argument A and its two attackers B and C . Let it be the case in

which we know B and C’s labelling, IN for the former and UND for the latter. If we do not respect

the order dictated by the algorithm, A’s labelling is either UND (Cond3) or OUT (Cond1). Of course,

the first result would be in contrast with the original grounded semantic requirements for which

every argument having an IN attacker should be definitively OUT. Conversely, if we respect the

evaluation order, A’s labelling would be OUT in every scenario.

Although the evaluation order is strict, we can evaluate all the conditions simultaneously
and consider the ordering only while providing the labelling for the target argument (mixing
AND and OR parallelisation). Listing 3 displays the algorithm modified accordingly. The three
conditions are evaluated in parallel, but the result is given accordingly to the defined priorities.
If (Cond1) is met, the argument is labelled as OUT. Conversely, even if (Cond2) or (Cond3) are
met, one should first verify that (Cond1) does not hold. Only then the argument can be labelled
as UND.
Listing 4 contains the final version of the algorithm taking into account both points of

parallelisation. The three conditions ś (Cond1), (Cond2) and (Cond3) ś are evaluated at the
same time. Then the results of the three sub-tasks are combined to provide the final solution
according to the conditions’ priority. Of course, if we consider a scenario where only the first
condition (Cond1) is required to determine the status of the argument in input, the parallel
evaluation of all the three conditions would lead to a waste of computational resources. However,
this problem is easily mitigated by evaluating the sub-task results as soon as they are individually
availableÐi.e. in the case we receive a positive result from a single sub-task, and it is enough to



Listing 3: Evaluate predicate with parallel conditions evaluation

Evaluate(A, Chain):

PARALLEL {

Cond1 = ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = IN

Cond2 = ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): B ∈ Chain

Cond3 = ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = UND

}

if(Cond1) return OUT

if(Cond2 AND NOT Cond1) return UND

if(Cond2 AND NOT Cond1) return UND

if(NOT Cond1 AND NOT Cond2 AND NOT Cond3) return IN

Listing 4: Evaluate predicate with both parallel conditions evaluation and parallel attackers

Evaluate(A, Chain):

PARALLEL {

Cond1 = PARALLEL { ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = IN }

Cond2 = PARALLEL { ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): B ∈ Chain }

Cond3 = PARALLEL { ∃ B ∈ Attacker(A): Evaluate(B, A ∪ Chain) = UND }

}

if(Cond1) return OUT

if(Cond2 AND NOT Cond1) return UND

if(Cond3 AND NOT Cond1) return UND

if(NOT Cond1 AND NOT Cond2 AND NOT Cond3) return IN

compute the argument status, we can cut the superfluous computational branches and return
the final solution.

3.2. Knowledge-base parallelisation

In the first part of our analysis, we focused on the parallelisation problem from a pure computa-
tional perspectiveÐi.e., we tried to understand if we can split the evaluation task into a group
of sub-task to be executed simultaneously. However, there is another perspective to take into
account when parallelising: the one concerning the data.

Example 3. For example, let us consider a job computing the sum and the product of a set of

numbers. Using the sub-task approach, we could have two subroutines running in parallel, one

computing the sum and the other computing the product of the numbers. However, leveraging the

associativity property of sum and multiplication, we can split the problem into a series of tasks

computing both sum and product on a subset of the original data. Then the final result would be

the sum and the multiplication of the tasks’ results.

Let us suppose to apply the same principle to the argumentation task. We build arguments
from a base theory according to the relations illustrated in Subsection 2.1. The logic theory
is, for all intents, the input data of our algorithm (argumentation task). Now, the question is



whether we can effectively split the data into sub-portions to be evaluated in parallel without
affecting the global soundness of the original algorithm.

Naïve principle. Let us start with a naïve solution in which we randomly split the input
theory between all the available nodes. Of course, this would lead to evident contradictions.

Example 4. For instance, let us consider the following theory (left) and its monolithic evaluation

according to grounded semantic leading to four arguments (right):

r1 : ⇒ a

r2 : a ⇒ b

r3 : ⇒ b

r4 : ⇒ ¬ a

A0 : ⇒r1 a

A1 : A0 ⇒r2 b

A2 : ⇒r3 b

A3 : ⇒r4 ¬ a
whereA0, A1 andA3 are labelled UND ś sinceA0 andA3 attack each other andA3 attacksA1 ś
andA2 is labelled IN. If we leverage a random split, we could have a scenario in which we partition

the theory into four parts. Of course, this would lead to a missing argument. Indeed, rules r1 and
r2 are both necessary to conclude A1.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Argumentation graphs and arguments from Example 4 grouped according to dependency (a)

and conflict-closure principles (b).

Dependency principle. Now, let us consider a smarter splitting principle based on rules
dependencyÐi.e., if two rules can be chained, they must stay together.

Example 5. Accordingly, if we consider the theory from example 4, we have three subsets of the

theory: r1 and r2, r3, r4. The evaluation of these three theories would lead to the admissibility of

all the four arguments, making the result unsatisfactory w.r.t. the original solutionÐsee Figure 2

(a).



Conflict-closure principle. Observing the abstract argumentation graph it is easy to under-
stand that we cannot split rules claiming conflicting knowledgeÐsee Figure 2 (b). Accordingly,
we can observe that a safe split can be guaranteed if the graph-connected sub-portions maintain
their integrityÐi.e., attacker and attacked arguments belong to the same set.

Example 6. If we apply this principle to the theory in Example 4, we obtain two sub-portions

of the original logic theory allowing for a simultaneous evaluation: r1, r2 and r4 (set KBa),

and r3 (set KBb). The application of the argument evaluation algorithm (in Subsection 2.2) to

check the admissibility of b leads to two results: b (A1) is UND (set KBa), and b (A2) is IN (set

KBb)Ðcoherent with the semantics (Figure 2 (b)).

Accordingly, in order to guarantee a sound evaluation w.r.t. the original algorithm (Listing 1)
the conflict-closure principle should be considered while splitting the knowledge base.

4. The complete model

In this section, a complete and sound mechanism for the admissibility task in a fully-concurrent
way is provided, exploiting the insights from Section 3 and applying them to an actor-based
model [9].

In short, the actor model is based on a set of computational entities ś the actors ś communi-
cating each other through messages. The interaction between actors is the key to computation.
Actors are pure reactive entities that only in response to a message can:

• create new actors;

• send messages to other actors;

• change their internal state through a predefined behaviour.

Actors work in a fully-concurrent way ś asynchronous communication and message passing
are fundamental to this end ś making the actor model suited to concurrent applications and
scenarios. We choose this model for its simplicity: it presents very few abstractions making it
easy to study both how to model a concurrent system and its properties. The final goal of this
research is to provide a sound model for agents’ cooperative argumentation in MAS. Since it
is an articulated goal, coping with different dimensions ś distribution, sociality, coordination,
autonomy ś we carry on our investigation in two distinct steps: (1) first, we enable concurrent
evaluation of the argumentation algorithms (focusing on distribution), (2) then, we make
available the new computational tool in a MAS context (focusing on sociality, coordination, and
autonomy). The actor paradigm is a natural choice for the first step of the analysis.

The proposed model embraces both the parallelisation approaches seen in Section 3Ði.e., the
parallel evaluation of attackers (task parallelisation, Subsection 3.1) and the partitioning of the
initial logical theory (data parallelisation, Subsection 3.2).



Listing 5: Master Actor for knowledge base distribution

MasterActor:

State:

responseList

elem

OnMessage(sender, message):

if message = AddTheoryMember(term)

send(ALL, NewTheoryMember(term))

responseList = []

elem = term

if message = Ack(chainingDetails)

responseList += Ack(chainingDetails)

evaluateResponses(responseList)

if message = Nack()

responseList += Nack()

evaluateResponses(responseList)

evaluateResponses(responseList):

if NOT ALL RESPONSE ARE PRESENT:

return

if NO ACK IS PRESENT:

cretateNewActor(actor)

send(actor, CreateKnowledgeBase(elem))

if CONVERGING KB ARE PRESENT:

selectMergeTarget(target)

FOR x IN createMergeList(responseList):

send(x, MergeTheory(target))

4.1. Actor-based evaluation: distributing the knowledge base

Let us start with the portion of the model devoted to logic theory distribution. As seen in
Subsection 3.2, the adherence to the Conflict-closure principle is required to guarantee the
soundness of the evaluation of a fragmented theory. However, this observation applies only
w.r.t. algorithm in Listing 1 being the arguments’ construction and the search for attackers
executed on the same task. If we consider instead the concurrent version of the algorithm
(Subsection 3.1), the search and evaluation of the attackers are performed in distinct sub-tasks.
As a consequence, there is no task required to know how to build an argument and its attacker
ś the search is delegated to another process ś, thus the Conflict-closure principle can be ignored.
Indeed, a single task in charge of evaluating an argument needs only the portion of the theory
required to infer the argument itselfÐi.e., i.e., only the Dependency principle must be respected.

The same idea applies to the actor-based model presented in this section: since the search for
attackers is executed concurrently by a set of actors, we require only the Dependency principle
to be respected.
Since the actor model focuses on actors and their communication the following design will

review the structure and behavior of the involved actors. Although a fully distributed version of



Listing 6: Worker Actor for knowledge base distribution

WorkerActor:

State:

kb

OnMessage(sender, message):

if message = CreateKnowledgeBase(term)

kb = term

if message = NewTheoryMember(term)

if isChainable(term, kb):

send(sender, Ack(chainingDetails))

kb += term

else:

send(sender, Nack())

if message = MergeTheory(target)

send(target, Kb(kb))

exit

if message = Kb(newKb)

kb += newKb

the model is possible, we choose to adopt a master-slave approach to simplify the functioning
of the system as much as possible.

Two main types of actors are conceived in the system: master (Listing 5) and worker (Listing
6). Master actors coordinate the knowledge base distribution phase while the workers hold
a portion of the theory. Accordingly, masters’ internal state contains a reference to the term
to distribute (elem) and a list of the feedbacks from the workers’ actors on elem distribution
(responseList), while workers’ internal state is simply represented by the portion of the
theory they manage, identified by kb.
Messages that masters and workers can exchange are represented by the following types:

• CreateKnowledgeBase, the first message sent from the master to a new worker con-
taining its initial knowledge base;

• NewTheoryMember, sent from the master to all the available workers, through which
the master sends the new theory member to be stored in the workers’ kb;

• Ack, sent from a worker to its master in response to a NewTheoryMember message,
confirms the storing of the new rule in the worker’s kb;

• Nack, sent from a worker to its master in response to a NewTheoryMember message,
denies the storing of the new rule in the worker’s kb;

• MergeTheory, sent from themaster to a set of workers in the case of overlapping theories,
orders the workers to conclude their execution after sending their knowledge bases to a
targeted worker;



• Kb, sent from a worker A to another worker B, contains the knowledge base that B should
add to its own.

If the master receives the order to add a new element to the theory (AddTheoryMember
message), three possible scenarios can be configured:

1. none of the workers contains a compatible knowledge base ś i.e., it is not possible to chain
the new rule to the knowledge base (isChainable returns false) ś and consequently, the
master creates a new worker containing the portion of the theory (createNewActor);

2. one or more workers have a compatible knowledge base (isChainable returns true),
and they add the element to their kb;

3. a set of workers possess overlapping knowledge bases ś i.e. the union set of workers’
knowledge bases can be used to create a unique inference chain ś, and as a consequence,
we merge their knowledge bases and destroy the extra workers (MergeTheorymessage);

Since actors are reactive entities, in order to completely adhere to the actor model the master
knowledge base can be changed from outside the actor systemÐwe instruct the master actors
to modify the theory through the message AddTheoryMember.

Example 7. Let us consider again the theory in Example 1. Let us assume a single MasterActor

and the following order in the inclusion of the rules in the system: r1, r3, r4, r2.2 As for the first
three rules, the behaviour is the same: the MasterActor issue a NewTheoryMember and receives

back only Nack messagesÐsince the rules are not chainable. Accordingly, it creates three distinct

workers and sends a single rulet o every one of them via the CreateKnowledgeBase message.

We now have Worker 1, Worker 2, and Worker 3 with respectively r1, r3 and r4 in their

knowledge bases. Then the master issues a NewTheoryMember for r2, and both workers 1 and 3

answer with an Ack. Rule r2 is, in fact, the missing link in the inference chain of r1 and r4. As
a consequence, the Master orders a migration to one of them ś let us assume Worker 3 ś with

the MergeTheory message. Worker 3 receives the message, sends its kb to Worker 1 via the

Kbmessage, then stops. At the end of the distribution phase, we have two workers, one containing

r1, r2, r4, the other just r3. The dependency principle is thus respected.

4.2. Actor-based evaluation: evaluating an argument

Let us proceed with the actor-based evaluation of an argument. For this task, we only need one
type of actorÐWorkerActor in Listing 7. In the final model, we consider workers from Listing
6 and Listing 7 as the same entity. We can evaluate an argument through workers only after
they split the logic theory among them according to the mechanism in Subsection 4.1.
Each actor is responsible for evaluating those arguments that can be build using its portion

of the theory. When the actor receives an evaluation request, it first checks if attackers exist,
w.r.t. its portion of the knowledge base. Then the actor can: (i) register the impossibility to
evaluate the argument ś only if a cycle through the evaluation chain is detected ś, (ii) require
the attacker arguments evaluation to all the other actors. In the latter case, the actor shall

2The inclusion order only affects the steps required to converge, not the final state of the system.



Listing 7: Worker Actor for argument evaluation task

WorkerActor:

State:

targets

OnMessage(sender, message):

if message = Evaluate(claim):

if buildArgument(claim, arg):

send(ALL, Attacker(arg, []))

if message = Attacker(arg, chain):

if NOT buildAttacker(arg):

send(sender, In(arg))

else:

for attacker IN buildAttacker(arg):

if attacker IN chain:

targets += (arg, attaccker, sender, [], Und(arg))

else:

send(ALL, Attacker(attacker, chain + [arg]))

targets += (arg, attaccker, sender, [], None)

evaluateResponses()

if message = Und(arg) OR Out(arg) OR In(arg):

evaluateResponses(arg)

evaluateResponses(arg):

for arg, attacker IN targets:

if ANY OUT:

targets[attacker] = Out(arg)

if ANY Und AND NOT ANY OUT:

targets[attacker] = Und(arg)

if ALL In:

targets[attacker] = In(arg)

if attackersEvaluated(arg):

sendResponse(sender)

answer the original evaluation request only after receiving a response from others actors. The
conditions to match while evaluating an argument are the same as the original algorithm in
Listing 1:

• if one counterargument is found admissible, we evaluate the argument as OUT;

• if any number of actors decide for the argument undecidability with none advancing its
rejection, we mark the argument as UND;

• if all the actors agree that no counterarguments can be provided as acceptable, we evaluate
the argument as IN;



Actors provide their suggestions on the state of the requested argument according to all the
labels of their counterarguments.
The messages exchanged among worker actors are:

• Evaluate, sent to workers (from outside) to require the evaluation of a claim;

• Attacker, sent from a worker to all other workers, requires the evaluation of an argu-
ment;

• Und, Out, In ś sent from a worker to another worker in response to the Attacker message
ś answering the evaluation request.

Note that the Evaluatemessage comes from outside the actor system and starts the evaluation
process. In Listing 7, we omit the details on the collection of the Evaluate responses and the
return of the final result for the sake of conciseness.

Example 8. Let us continue the example from 1 and 7 and require the evaluation of claim b. From

outside the actor system, we send an Evaluate message to all the actors. Worker 1 succeeds in

building an argument (A1) and sends to all the other Workers ś also Worker 1 is included in

the list ś an Attacker message requiring attackers evaluation. Worker 1 answers with an In

message ś there are no attacking arguments according to its knowledge ś, while Worker 2 sends

back an Und response. Indeed, Worker 2 is able to create a valid counterargument (A2), but a
cycle is detected in the inference chain. According to the evaluation algorithm, receiving an Und

and an In as a response, Worker 1 can finally label A1 as UND.

5. Related & Conclusions

The work presents a first approach to the problem of cooperative argumentation in the context
of a MAS. Starting from the single query evaluation mode of Arg2P ś aimed at evaluating the
admissibility of a single statement without the need to build the entire argumentation graph
ś we introduce the corresponding distributed computational model. We first discuss how the
argument evaluation algorithm of Arg2P can be parallelised, then we deliver a complete model
for decentralised reasoning based on the actor model.
Our work follows the insights from the ones in [10] and [11, 12]. The former has been the

first proposal of a tool ś also based on the tuProlog system ś exploiting a dialogical argu-
mentation mechanismÐi.e., argumentation is performed across multiple processes proposing
arguments and counterarguments. However, the argumentation algorithm distribution has not
been addressed. Conversely, in [11, 12] the authors directly address the problem of enabling
argumentation techniques in MAS. Nonetheless, their technique exploits a centralised evalu-
ation of all the knowledge spread across MAS agents, thus exposing serious problems to the
scalability of their approach.

Our work can be extended in various directions. First, we shall provide an implementation of
the distributedmodel in the Arg2P framework. In fact, in this work, we discuss the parallelisation
problem from a theoretical perspective. Only once implemented the approach, it will be possible



to compare the performances of the monolithic and distributed versions of the algorithm
properly addressing a discussion on efficiency and scalability issues.

Then, a well-founded analysis of the model is still missing, discussing formal properties such
as soundness and completeness. Moreover, experiments need to be run in a MAS environment.
There, the open issues are many, e.g., how could agents benefit from this mechanism? How
does coordination media impact the model?
Finally, it is worth highlighting that in this work we distribute the knowledge base across

actors in order to maximise the scalability of the system. The consequences of using the model
in a context where the nodes possess an arbitrary knowledge ś as agents in MAS ś are still to
be inspected.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the issue of nowadays vocal assistants cognitive lacks, which are able to execute

from vocal commands only simple plans without higher capabilities of decision-making. In this work we

propose an open-world assumption transposition of the cognitive architecture CASPAR, whose heuris-

tic takes into account of meta-reasoning in the closed-world assumption, namely SW-CASPAR. Such a

cognitive architecture is also provided with a module for semi-automatic ontology learning from sen-

tences in natural language, reflecting the domain with an instance of a novel foundational ontology

called Linguistic Oriented Davidsonian Ontology (LODO), with the aim of increasing the deepness of

reasoning without compromising linguistic-related features. LODO is inspired by the First-Order Logic

Davidsonian notation and serialized in OWL 2. A case-study applied to automation on health scenarios

is also provided.

Keywords
Cognitive Architecture, Natural Language Processing, Artificial Intelligence, Semantic Web, Internet of

Things, Ontology Learning, Computational Linguistic

1. Introduction

In the last years, the market of the Internet of Things (IoT) has become quite disruptive by

changing the lifestyle of thousands of people. Thanks to a considerable number of sensors

and actuators interconnected with each other, a great number of environments, both home

and industrial, have been enriched with every kind of automation, whose diversity is bounded

only by the imagination of the designer. In most of such environments, especially homes, vocal

assistants, together with the rest of the compatible devices, assume a more and more important

role. The two major enterprises in the market of vocal assistants, namely Amazon and Google, by

leveraging their massive dataset for training models in the task of vocal commands recognition,

aim more at increasing their product’s pervasiveness than respect to improving native reasoning

capabilities of the latters. In both cases, each vocal command can be related either to a single

pair or to a group of request/operation triggered by specific words. Additional features can be
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included by developers with the so-called łSkillsž or by exploiting external cloud services like

IFTTT [16], but with no enhanced reasoning capabilities.

With łenhanced reasoning capabilitiesž we intend not only the ability to infer the proper

association command→plan from utterances, but also to combine facts with rules in order to

infer new knowledge and help the user in decision-making tasks. In order to help users in their

cognitive processes by using a form of logic reasoning, we must provide the assistant with a

combination of facts and rules or, more simply, we must give assistants the capabilities of freely

and implicitly extracting what they require from texts in natural language.

In a prior work [1, 2], some of the authors of this paper designed a cognitive architecture called

CASPAR that instantiates cognitive agents provided with both reactive and cognitive reasoning.

Such agents are able to reason in a process subordinated by a further level of reasoning, namely

meta-reasoning, in a conceptual space, whose content is made of facts and axioms in first-order

logic with the closed-world assumption. An important variation of such architecture, which

would make it suitable for different scenarios and represents the main motivation of this paper,

consists in reasoning over shared ontologies in the open-world assumption, in other words by

leveraging the Semantic Web.

Ontologies are formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [3]. The Semantic

Web, with all its layers and frequent updates, can be considered the very backbone of nowadays

ontologies.

The closed-world assumption applies when a system has complete information, like many

database applications. On the contrary, the open-world assumption applies when a system

has incomplete information. For example, consider a patient’s clinical history system. If the

patient’s clinical history does not include a particular allergy, it would be incorrect to state

that the patient does not suffer from that allergy; it is unknown if the patient suffers from that

allergy, unless more information is given to disprove the assumption.

On the basis of the above, we designed a variation of CASPAR, namely SW-CASPAR1, capable

of parsing IoT commands from natural language, subordinating them by a meta-reasoning on

the Semantic Web. An important effort in the development of such architecture has been given

by the Owlready [4] library, which gives also the chance of reasoning in the local closed world2,

as reported in [5].

SW-CASPAR relies on the support of a module called Ontology Builder, which dynamically

creates domain-legacy ontologies serialized in OWL 2, in order to allow for meta-reasoning.

Nonetheless, it can can be used also as an alternative stand-alone tool for creating ontologies, in

substitution of other state-of-the-art tools, for several reasons that will be clarified in later on.

A Python prototype implementation of SW-CASPAR is also available as a Github repository.3

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the issues of ontology learning from

natural language; Section 3 describes the state of the art of related literature; Section 4 shows in

detail all the architecture’s components and underlying modules, whereas Section 5 illustrates

the strategy applied for the task of the Ontology Learning; Section 6 depicts a case-study of an

agent working on a health scenario, making usage of both reasoning and meta-reasoning in the

1Which stand for: SemanticWeb-CASPAR.
2Owlready reasoning capability in the local closed world is limited to a set of individuals and classes.
3http://www.github.com/fabiuslongo/sw-caspar

http://www.github.com/fabiuslongo/sw-caspar


Semantic Web; finally, in Section 7 we draw our conclusions and mention some future work

perspectives.

2. The issue of Natural Language Ontology

The task of learning an ontology reflecting a domain, by means of a description in natural

language of the domain itself, implies several bias that must be considered. In general, ontology

learning can be accomplished in three ways: manual learning, by leveraging the effort of experts

of the domain; cooperative learning, where most or all the task are supervised by experts;

semi-automatic learning, where the ontology construction process is performed automatically

with limited intervention by users or experts. It is worth mentioning that full automatic learning

by a system is still a significant challenge and it is not likely to be feasible [6]. When sentences

are not specifically well-formed, the task of ontology learning from natural language can be

quite hard, because of all possible semantic ambiguities of idioms and the arbitrary descriptive

nature of the world, which can induce morphologically distinct sequences of words to express

the same concept.

In [7], it is reported that łNatural Language Ontology is a branch of both methaphysics and

linguistic semantic. It aims to uncover the ontological categories, notions and structures which

are implicit in the use of natural language, that is, the ontology that a speaker accepts when

using a languagež. But such an acceptance implies several issues to be addressed by an ontology

learning system designer. For instance, for a speaker it would be quite natural and simple to

express that a certain object does not exist. In a closed-world assumption we can limit to not

assert such a concept, or at least to retract the representation of it from a knowledge base. But

how to operate in an open-world assumption, in order to let such information participate in a

reasoning process in a human-like fashion? How to keep consistency when an information and

its complement are possibly both present in an ontology, as it could happen in texts given by

a speaker? In linguistic science, intentional objects as nonexistent are considered particularly

problematic [8]; for instance, having an ontology A representing a domain of existing entities,

and another ontology B representing a description in natural language of the same domain,

we cannot definitively say that A and B are equivalent, due to a possible introduction in B of

entities which not exist but are functional to the arbitrarily descriptive use of words present in

the source text of B.

Let us consider the following two sentences: łRobert walked down the streetž and łRobert had

a walk down the streetž. How can one infer that they express the same concept in a decision

process? In the second sentence we are in presence of the so-called deverbal nominalization

of the verb walk versus a noun expressing the action of walking. So we are forced to create

somehow a bridge between the two sentences, in order to achieve the same result when both

are participating in a reasoning process. Similarly, let us consider also the simple verbal phrase

łthe friends are happyž and the snippet łhappy friendsž. In this case, we are in presence of a

deadjectival nominalization, because the adjective happy becomes the object of a copular4 verb

4A copular verb is a special kind of verb used to join an adjective or noun complement to a subject. Common

examples are: be (is, am, are, was, were), appear, seem, look, sound, smell, taste, feel, become, and get. A copular

verb expresses either that the subject and its complement denote the same thing or that the subject has the property



(be), thus the subject (friends) has the property denoted by the adjective; hence, how to express,

by means of an ontology, that the two pieces of information yield the same concept?

The above questions and many other issues related to the natural language ontology are

described in [7], which can be a good starting point for filling the gap between a domain and

an arbitrary description of it given by a speaker.

In [1, 2], the authors gave an overview of CASPAR, from which SW-CASPAR inherits most of

its features, so in the next section we limit ourselves to highlight the state-of-the-art concerning

ontology learning, whereas motivations and results concerning the road we chose to follow for

the design of this architecture’s ontology learning system are postponed until Section 5.

3. Related works

The architecture explained in this paper inherits all the cognitive IoT features from its predecessor,

so the reader is referred to [1, 2] for more details. Hence, this section is focused more on the

scope of ontology learning from natural language, which is the main additional contribution of

this work.

The disruptive growing of textual data on the web, coupled with an increasing trend to

promote the semantic web, has made the automatic ontology construction from texts a very

promising research area. However, manual construction of ontologies is time consuming as

well as an extremely laborious and costly process. For this reason, several approaches have

been designed to automatize the ontology learning from text, each with different levels of

human interaction. Such approaches can be divided into two categories: linguistic-based and

machine learning approaches. Among the linguistic-based approaches, the authors of [9] use

semantic templates and lexico-syntactic patterns such as łNP is type NP" to extract hypernym

and meronym relations. But it is well known that these approaches have reasonable precision,

though they have a very low recall [6]. In order to achieve terms extraction, [10] leverages

POS tagging to assign parts-of-speech to each word and a rule-based sentence parser. However,

many words are ambiguous and so this approach will lead to a low accuracy, without a valid

disambiguation strategy. Our approach, although similar, makes usage also of a performative

disambiguation module, described in details in [2], and extracts also conditional-word based

axioms. The authors of [11] make use of a dependency parser to map syntactic dependencies

into semantic relations. Such approaches are useful for terms and concepts extraction and also

for relations discovery, even though they need to cooperate with other algorithms and/or rules

for better performance.

As for machine learning approaches, the system ASIUM [12] adopts agglomerative clustering

for taxonomy relations discovery. The axioms only express subsumption relationship (IS-A)

between unary predicates and concepts. The system OntoLearn [13] extracts only taxonomic

relations, taking into account hypernyms from WordNet. The system HASTI [14] builds au-

tomatically ontologies from scratch, using logic-based, linguistic-based and statistical-based

approaches. It is one of the few systems that try to learn axioms using inductive logic program-

ming, even though they are very general. Furthermore, such a system has the limitation that

denoted by its complement.



each intermediate node, in the conceptual hierarchy, has at most two children. Worth of men-

tioning, there is also Text-to-Onto [15], which builds taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations

that make use of data mining and natural language processing. Other approaches [16, 17, 18] are

also interesting, although either they have limitations on the composition of learned concepts

or they generate too many hypotheses, making the involved calculation unmanageable.

Besides a large analysis of state-of-the-art, the authors of [19] discuss on reasons and tech-

niques about the usage of deep neural networks in the Ontology Learning. In these cases, neural

networks are often hard to train, although in many cases they give better results by using large,

domain-related datasets.

4. The Architecture

As pointed out in the introduction, the architecture’s name derives directly from its predecessor

CASPAR, namely SW-CASPAR, which stands for SemanticWeb-CognitiveArchitecture System

Planned and Reactive, a name that summarizes its inherited features plus the transposition on

the Semantic Web. All interacting components are depicted in Fig. 1, highlighted with distinct

colours.

The main component of this architecture, namely the Reactive Reasoner, acts as łcore routerž

by delegating operations to other components, and providing all needed functions to make the

whole system fully operative.

ASR

Dependency 
Parser
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MST Builder

FOL Builder

PHIDIAS Engine

Sensor 
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STT
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Direct Commands
Parser

Routines Parser
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Figure 1: The Software Architecture of SW-CASPAR.

This architecture’s knowledge base (KB) is divided into two distinct parts operating sepa-

rately, which we will distinguish as Beliefs KB and Ontology: the former contains information

about physical entities which affect and are affected on the agent, whereas the latter contains

conceptual information not directly perceived by agent’s sensors, but on which the agent would



make inferences.

The Beliefs KB provides exhaustive cognition about what the agent could expect as input

data coming from the outside world; as the name suggests, such a KB is fed by specific beliefs

that can - in turn - activate related plans in the agent’s behaviour.

The Ontology is defined by triples in OWL 2, and is fed by the Ontology Builder within the

Reactive Reasoner.

The two KBs represent, somehow, two different kinds of human being memory: the so-called

procedural memory or implicit memory[20], made of thoughts directly linked to concrete and

physical entities, and the conceptual memory, based on cognitive processes of comparative

evaluation.

As well as in human beings, in this architecture the two KBs can interact with each other in

a very reactive decision-making process (meta-reasoning).

4.1. The Translation Service

The Translation Service component (left box in Figure 1) is a pipeline of five modules with the

task of taking a sound stream in natural language and translating it in a neo-davidsonian FOL

expression inheriting the shape from the event-based formal representation of Davidson [21].

The reader is referred to [1, 2] for a detailed description of such a component.

4.2. The Reactive Reasoner

This component (central box in Fig. 1) has the task of letting other modules communicate

with each other; it also includes additional modules such as the Speech-To-Text (STT) Front-

End, which transforms information coming from other modules in beliefs, IoT Parsers (Direct

Command Parser and Routine Parser), Sensor Instances, and Ontology Builder. The Reactive

Reasoner contains also the Beliefs KB, which supports both Reactive and Cognitive reasoning.

The core of this component processing is managed by the Belief-Desire-Intention Framework

Phidias [22], which gives Python programs the ability to perform logic-based reasoning (in

Prolog style) and lets developers write reactive procedures, i.e., pieces of programs that can

promptly respond to environment events. For further details about such a component, readers

are referred again to [1, 2].

4.3. The Smart Environment Interface

This component (upper right box in Fig. 1) provides a bidirectional interaction between the

architecture and the outer world. In [23], we have shown the effectiveness of this approach by

leveraging the Phidias predecessor Profeta [24], even with a shallower analysis of the semantic

dependecies, as well as an operation encoding via WordNet [25] in order to make the operating

agent multi-language and multi-synonymous. For more details, the reader is still referred to

[1, 2].
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Figure 2: A simple instance of LODO ontology related to the sentence (2).

4.4. The Cognitive Reasoner

This component (bottom right box in Figure 1) allows an agent to implicitly invoke the Pellet

reasoner at runtime, in order to achieve a meta-reasoning subordinating agent’s IoT commands.

This component comprises the ontology as well, which is fed by the Ontology Builder within

the Reactive Reasoner.

5. The Ontology Learning

Differently from most approaches to ontology learning, in this paper we give up the idea that

whatever such approach will be, it will suffer from the biases related to the ontology of natural

language. In light of that, firstly we create a First-Order Logic representation directly linked to



the linguistic features of the sentences in exam, which is provided by the Translation Service

component; secondly, whether required, we provide the ontology-specific SWRL [26] rules,

whom extend the OWL 2 expressiveness by adding Horn-like axioms. Such rules, as we can see

next in the paper, will contribute to fill the gap between the ontology itself and the expected

reasoning in human-like fashion. The core module of the Translation Service, as depicted in

Fig. 1, is the Macro Semantic Table (MST) Builder. Since the MST Builder is made of production

rules taking into account relations (dependencies) between words, as long as such relations are

treated properly by some rules, the accuracy of the conversion from natural language to logical

form can be clearly considered equal to the accuracy of the dependency parser. As for the latter,

which in this work’s case-study is spaCy [27], in the author’s website5 it is reported to have a

state-of-the-art accuracy of 90% for all trained models available for the english idiom.

As reported in detail in [1, 2], the Translation Service translates a text in natural language

into a First-Order Logic (FOL) expression, inheriting the shape from the event-based formal

representation of Davidson [21]. Thus, having such a FOL representation, the module STT

Front-End, taking into account the Part-of-Speech which are parts of each label’s predicates, will

assert specific beliefs triggering the production rules system of the Ontology Builder. The latter

has the task of physically creating the OWL 2 domain-legacy ontology containing the triples

representing all verbal phrases and their satellite semantic parts (nouns, adjectives, prepositions,

and adverbs). For its direct derivation from Davidson notation, in this work we define such a

family of ontologies as LODO (Linguistic Oriented Davidsonian Ontology). The latter can be

considered a foundational ontology, i.e., a specific type of ontology designed to model high-level

and domain independent categories about the real world.

The general schema of LODO is quite straightforward. We define regular verbal phrase a set

of triples in OWL 2 made by the following classes and their instances:

- Verb. Each instance of this class represents what comes as verbal phrase in the Davidsonian

notation, from the Translation Service. Each individual has the following object properties:

hasId, having the values of a unique timestamp; hasSubject, representing the verb subject

in the domain of Entity; hasObject, representing the verb object in the domain of either

Entity orVerb (in the case of embedded verbal actions). Another property, namely isPassive,

possibly indicates whether a verbal action is passive or not.

- Id. Each instance of this class represents a unique timestamp related to a verbal actions.

It takes the value of the object property hasId from some instance of Verb. As in temporal

logic, such value can be useful to deal with inconsistency cases: the higher is the Id, the

more valid is the related instance of Verb, even when such an instance has the property

hasAdverb equal to the value of Not6; notice that a proper SWRL axiom could be also used

to invalidate such obsolete individuals, in order to let them not participate in a reasoning

process. Furthermore, by taking into account the Part-of-Speech, it can also introduced

an object property hasTime of such instance, to express the tenses of the verbal actions

(Present, Past Tense, Past Participle, Gerund) that respect the timestamp.

- Entity. Each instance of this class represents an entity referenced by the object property

either hasSubject or hasObject. Compound nouns are concatenated in order to form a

5https://spacy.io/models/en#en_core_web_lg
6Negations are treated as whatever adverb.



single individual.

- Adjective. Each instance of this class takes the values of the object property hasAdj of

some instance of Entity.

- Preposition. Each instance of this class represents a preposition and it is referenced by

the object property hasPrep of some instance of either Verb or Entity. Moreover, each of

such instance has the object property hasObject referencing some instance of Entity.

- Adverb. Each instance of this class represents an adverb and has the values of the object

property hasAdv of some instance of Verb.

Together with such taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations, LODO comprises also a group

of axioms (or part of them) implicitly created by SW-CASPAR, with the aim of increasing the

chances of reasoning/graph matching. Such axioms are summarized as follows:

- Assignment Rules. Such rules are implicitly asserted in the presence of a FOL expression

representing a copular verb (possibly identified also by its synset) and its satellite predi-

cates. Formally, in the presence of the following Davidsonin FOL expression coming from

the Translation Service in Fig. 1:

Subject:POS(x1) ∧ Cop:POS(e1, x1, x2) ∧ Object:POS(x2)

where each predicate has its own Part-of-Speech (POS) tag. Such a expression will trigger

the assertion of the following SWRL rule7:

Subject(?x) -> Object(?x) (1)

That’s because a copular verb (such as Be, for instance) is an intransitive verb but identi-

fying its subject with its object; hence, in this case, the class membership of the verb’s

object will be inherited by the subject.

- Legacy Rules. Such rules are implicitly asserted together with the Assignment Rules, to let

a copular verb’s subject inherit both adjectives and prepositions properties of the verb’s

object. Formally, considering (1), the corresponding legacy rule will be the following:8

Subject(?x2), Object(?x1), hasAdj(?x1, ?x3), Adjective(?x3) -> hasAdj(?x2, ?x3)

- Deadjectival Rules (optional). In the presence of an instance of Adjective, such rule asserts

a new deadjectivated instance of the latter as new membership of the adjective related

noun. Formally:

Entity(?x1), hasAdj(?x1, ?x2), Adjective(?x2) -> Entity(?x2)

- Deverbal Rules (in progress of development). In the presence of an instance of Verb, such

rules assert a new deverbalized instance of the latter having the same entities as the

former.

7By omitting the POS, which can be also included in classes labelling.
8Similarly for preposition, by changing hasAdj with hasPrep.



- Implicative Copular Rules. Such rules take into account implicative axioms, possibly

coming from the Translation Service in FOL Davidsonian notation and containing a single

copular verb in the implication’s head. They are useful to infer new memberships of the

initial sentence subject, which must be present also in the body. The production rule of

the Ontology Builder for such rules assertion takes into account the following pattern:

Subject(xbody) ∧... =⇒ Subject(xsubj) ∧ Object(xobj) ∧ Cop(ecop, xsubj , xobj)

As shown above, the label Subject must be in both left- and right-hand side of the FOL

expression; otherwise, in order to replace possible pronouns that invalidate the pattern,

an anaphora resolution pre-processing could be required before the Translation Service

pipeline in Fig.1. Cop is the label of a copular verb which will be absorbed, permitting

the formal assertion of the following pattern:

Subject(?xobj), ... -> Object(?xobj)

Any other implicative FOL expression with non-copular verb in the head will be discarded,

due to the non-monotonic features of SWRL.

- Value Giver Statements (optional). Such a statement contributes to give a value to a data

property hasValue related to a specified individual, which is parsed by the Ontology

Builder by matching the following pattern of beliefs:

GND(FLAT, X, Y), ADJ(FLAT, X, "Equal"), PREP(FLAT, X, "To", S), VALUE(FLAT, S, V)

The first argument (FLAT) of each belief is for distinguishing non-implicative expressions

from implicative ones, and even either right- or left-hand side for the latters. The belief

GND is related to a ground term with label Y coming from a FOL expression, which

corresponds to a couple of class-individual in the ontology. The beliefs ADJ and PREP

specify a lexical content among their arguments, while VALUE specifies the value that

must be given to the individual corresponding with label Y. The property hasValue might

be involved in comparison operations in the composition of a SWRL axiom.

- Values Comparison Conditional (optional). Such conditionals are parsed from sentences

similarly to the Value Giver Statement, but they will take place within the body of Implica-

tive Copular Rules.

For instance, let us consider the following sentence:

Robert slowly drinks good wine in the living room. (2)

The Translation Service will give the following FOL expression as result:

Robert:NNP(x1) ∧ wine:NN(x2) ∧ drink:VBZ(e1, x1, x2) ∧ slowly:RB(e1) ∧ good:JJ(x2) ∧

in:IN(e1, x3) ∧ living:NN(x3) ∧ room:NN(x3)

Then, on the basis of POS and arguments cardinality, the STT Interface will produce the

following set of beliefs:



PREP(FLAT, e1, In, x3), ACTION(ROOT, FLAT, Drink, e1, x1, x2), GND(FLAT, x3, Living),

GND(FLAT, x1, Robert), GND(FLAT, x2, Wine), GND(FLAT, x3, Room), ADV(FLAT, e1, Slowly),

ADJ(FLAT, x2, Good)

Since implicative copular rules can be applied only one time for sentence, the label ROOT as

first argument of the belief ACTION has the aim of distinguishing the main verbal action from

possible others in the same sentence. The final step is done by the Ontology Builder (within the

Reactive Reasoner in Fig. 1), whose production rules will match in a specified order such beliefs,

in order to interface with the Owlready libraries and create the OWL 2 ontology.

Fig. 2 depicts such an ontology: the classes in the upper level (Verb, Entity, Preposition, and

Adverb) are meant to be subclasses of Things; the remaining ones in the circles are subclasses

of the former; the diamond shaped boxes are individuals whose label contains also a reference

of verbal action’s Id (the value 123 is not indicative); the latter is also an individual itself, being

instance of the class Id.

Due to the presence of the adjective good related to the individual wine, optionally one might

activate the SW-CASPAR deadjectival generation rule; then, invoking an OWL 2 reasoner

such as Hermit [28] or Pellet [29], the individual wine will achieve the new deadjectivated

membership good.

6. Case-Study

In this section we present a simple case of ontology building and reasoning/meta-reasoning,

showing how IoT agents based on SW-CASPAR are able to parse natural language commands

and reason about their execution in the open-world assumption. Inspired by [5], where the

author shows a use-case consisting in reasoning on drugs contraindications in presence of food

intolerances, in this case-study we mainly focus on clinical information about a patient’s health

disorders and known issues of drugs.

We suppose to provide a hospital with a (semi-)automatized drug distribution system based on

natural language recognition, or even to build a robot performing such a task. In this scenario,

we suppose to define one or more agents assisting physicians in the decision-making task

related with the administration of drugs, on the basis of known drug’s issues and clinical picture

of patients. In order to address such a task, we extended the Smart Environment Interface of

SW-CASPAR with the following set of two production rules given by Phidias,9 which considers

a known issue of the drug Rinazina concerning a contraindication for hypertensive patients:

+INTENT("Rinazina", T) / eval_sem(T, "Hypertensive")) ż [say("Nope. Patient is hypertensive")] (3)

+INTENT("Rinazina", T) ż [exec_cmd("Rinazina", T), say("execution successful")] (4)

Each production rule which begins with +10 is expressed in a Prolog-like sintax, where the

left hand-side comprises a belief we want the rule to match with (INTENT), conditioned by

9For the sake of the case-study we consider a simplified form of rules. The reader id referred to the Github

repository for more details.
10Thanks to an ad-hoc operators override in Python.



other beliefs (in this case the Active Belief eval_sem); the right-hand side comprises, in square

brackets, the plan to execute when the rule is triggered.

We now generate the domain-legacy ontology exploiting LODOwith all the required information

about the patient Robinson Crusoe and his health disorders starting from the following sentences:

Robinson Crusoe is a patient

Robinson Crusoe has diastolic blood pressure equal to 150

When a patient has diastolic blood pressure greater than 140, the patient is hypertensive

The first sentence is parsed as both regular verbal phrase and assignment rule, whose related

classes and individuals are shown in Fig. 3. Classes and instances have similar names (except

for the timestamp) by the virtue of punning patterns, which increase the chances of reasoning,

whereas a unique timestamp is adopted for all the elements of the same verbal phrase.

Together with classes and individuals, the corresponding legacy rules are also asserted (first

and third rule of Fig. 4) allowing Robinson Crusoe to inherit all the features of the individual

patient in an analogous way as the speaker’s knowledge flow in the scope of the same discourse.

The developer might also provide customized IRI,11 either manually or automatically, by means

of a pre-compiled association table.

Figure 3: The LODO taxonomic relations and instances of the case-study

As shown in Fig. 4, the second sentence is parsed as regular verbal phrase containing also a

value giver statement (depicted in Fig. 5).

The third sentence is parsed by the Translation Service as FOL expression containing an

implication such as:

Have:VBZ(e1, x1, x2) ∧ Blood:NN(x2) ∧ Patient:NN(x1) ∧ Pressure:NN(x2) ∧ Than:IN(x2, x5)

∧ Diastolic:JJ(x2) ∧ Great:JJR(x2) ∧ 140:CD(x5) =⇒ Patient:NN(x3) ∧ Hypertensive:JJ(x4) ∧

Be:VBZ(e2, x3, x4)

11Internationalized Resource Identifier



Figure 4: The LODO rules of the case-study

Figure 5: The LODO non-taxonomic relations of the case-study

Then the Ontology Builder asserts an implicative copular rule containing a value comparison

conditional (the second entry in Fig.4), without creating individuals linked together by the same

timestamp.

At the end of the ontology building process, the agent is ready to parse a command containing

the following text:



Figure 6: Inferred LODO membership after reasoning.

Give Rinazina to Robinson Crusoe

As the agent invokes the Pellet reasoner and checks for the membership of Robinson Crusoe

to the class Hypertesive (as well as in Fig. 6 with Protégé), after a successful meta-reasoning

of the Active Belief eval_sem, the production rule 3 will match with the Beliefs KB content

and the command will be discarded with an objection message from the agent. Otherwise, the

production rule 4 will match and the command will be executed without any objection message.

Of course, the meta-reasoning can involve also more complex queries expressed in SPARQL

language and even in local closed world.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented the design of a cognitive architecture called SW-CASPAR, able to

parse IoT commands from natural language and then to execute related plans. Such commands

can be subordinated by a further level of (meta-)reasoning in the open-world assumption. Meta-

reasoning is achieved by invoking the reasoner over an ontology representing the agent’s world

serialized in OWL 2, whose semantic is strictly related to the linguistic features of the idiom.

The ontology is built by a semi-automatic process, taking into account the issues of natural

language ontology, in order to fill the gap between expressiveness and reasoning. All the built

ontologies reflect the specifications of the LODO family, which can be considered a foundational

ontology aiming both at keeping the expressiveness of Davidsonian notation and at maximizing

the chances of successful reasoning.

As future work, we intend to address in more depth other issues and ambiguities of natural

language ontologies, in order to include additional rules in LODO, thus leading to a reasoning

more human-fashioned.
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Abstract
Agent-based modeling and simulation techniques are widely and successfully used for analyzing com-

plex and emergent phenomena in many research and application areas. Among the many different

reasons which sustain the flexibility and success of such techniques, it is important to mention the

availability of a great variety of software tools, easing (1) the development of models, (2) the execution

of simulations, and (3) the analysis of results. Currently, with the rapid global spread of the COVID-19

pandemic, one of the most important research area is dedicated to define algorithms and systems to

support epidemic forecasting simulations, scalable on large populations. In particular, in this paper, we

propose an agent-based epidemic model and a distributed architecture that can be used for the simula-

tion of populations represented by millions of agents. Moreover, the paper presents the results of the

simulations on the data of the population of Lombardy.

Keywords
Epidemic modeling, multi-agent simulation, simulation, actor model, ABMS

1. Introduction

Spreading phenomena are widely diffused in the real world; for this reason, their modeling is

crucial in several domains. For example, in biological systems, it is important to model how an

infectious pathogen spreads over a population [1]; in cybersecurity, it is necessary to understand

how a digital virus spreads over the nodes of a network [2]; in sociology and in Social Network

Analysis, it is interesting to track how opinions and behaviors spread among a community [3];

in economics, it is interesting to study the way companies in different sectors are affected by the

spreading of financial chain effects. The common point of all of these systems is that they can be

represented by active entities which interact following different behaviours and models that can

be generalized as a sociality factor. Different modeling techniques have been proposed to model

spreading phenomena in real and complex scenarios. Two widely used techniques are System

Dynamics (SD) and Agent-Based Modeling (ABM). System Dynamics analyzes the modeled

system at a high abstraction level, where the interacting entities are divided into compartments.
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A common case is the epidemiological SEIR model (Susceptible Exposed Infective Recovered)

[4], where the population can move from one compartment to another according to predefined

flow rates. However, the traditional SEIR model is not suitable for fine-grained modeling and

not for all domains. On the other hand, agent-based approaches model the behavior of each

individual agent and the interaction between agents. ABM can be used to study the system at

different abstraction levels and represents an optimal choice for fine-grained simulations [5, 6].

In this paper, we propose a distributed framework (ActoDemic) that aims to facilitate the

design and implementation of spreading models using Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation

techniques (ABMS) for large scale scenarios. We aim to develop a general and task-independent

framework. Hence, our system tries to satisfy different requirements: it has to be suitable for

different domains, collaborators and computing facilities. Each agent represents an entity that

is involved in some interactions in each simulation epoch, depending on its own customizable

properties. Executing millions of concurrent agents could represent a bottleneck for ABMS. In

order to solve this issue, we implemented the software agents as concurrent actors exploiting

the ActoDeS Framework [7]. The actors have their own behavior and change it by processing

asynchronous messages received from the other actors. Finally, as a use-case to test and validate

our software architecture, we present a simulation of the COVID-19 outbreaks in Italy during

the early-stage of the pandemic. We model about 10 millions of agents, interacting reciprocally

using a social model that we have also implemented as a custom property of ActoDemic. To

achieve such a result we have exploited the computational facilities of the High Performance

Computing of the University of Parma, to scale and distribute the computational load of millions

of agents over the available resources.

2. Literature review

The techniques to model and solve real and complex epidemic scenarios can be divided in

two main sets: System dynamics techniques (SD) and agent-based modeling (ABM). System

dynamics allows to analyze the modeled system at a high abstraction level where the population

is divided into compartments. A common case is the SEIR model (Susceptible Exposed Infective

Recovered) [4], where the population can move from one compartment to another according

to predefined flow rates. However, the traditional SEIR model is not fine-grained enough to

model some specific conditions, for example the lockdown policies in the case of Covid-19

management and control. This limit has motivated several research works that aim to extend

that model to achieve more heterogeneity and flexibility [8, 9, 10]. However, the extensions do

not address the main key-issue that is related with the main parameter, the basic reproduction

number (𝑅0) that is not policy-invariant. Indeed, it depends on the number of interactions

among the spreaders and the infection probability of the contacts. For example, it is hard to

translate a real policy into the value of 𝑅0 it will induce in the case of Covid-19 [11]. On

the other hand, agent-based approaches model the behavior of each individual agent and the

interaction between agents. ABM can be used to study the system at different abstractions

levels. For a discussion about ABM and its advantages over system dynamics models, we refer

the reader to [5] and [6]. In complex scenarios, the spreading estimation is challenging and

may requires to take into account heterogeneous interaction rates among the spreaders. These



requirements can be easily modeled using ABMS. In [1] individuals are modeled as moving

particles. The infections take place when two particles come closer than a certain contact radius.

In [12] Social distancing for Covid-19 is modeled as changes in the contact radius or momentum

equation of the particles introducing several parameters that are difficult to estimate for large

scenarios. In [13], the authors model Covid-19 spreading by replacing the moving particles

with contact networks for households, work and random contacts. However, to the best of our

knowledge, we found a lack of models that can simulate systems with a fine-grained detail in

real large scenarios. Most examples in literature are suitable for modeling a limited number of

individuals and to achieve statistics that are then extended to the most general large case.

3. ActoDeS Framework

ActoDeS is a software framework that simplifies the development of concurrent and distributed

systems and ensures an efficient execution of applications [7]. ActoDeS is implemented in Java

and takes advantage of some implementation solutions already used in JADE [14], [15] [16],

and in CODE [17]. ActoDeS has been mainly used for the development of applications in the

areas of agent-based modeling and simulation [18], [19], evolutionary computation [20] and

data analysis [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].

ActoDeS offers a layered architecture made up of a run-time and an application layer. The run-

time layer provides the software components that implement the middle-ware infrastructures

that support the development of standalone and distributed applications. The application layer

provides the software components that an application developer needs to extend or directly use

for implementing the specific actors of an application.

In particular, an actor is an autonomous and concurrent object, characterized by a state

and a behavior, that exhibits the ability to interact with other actors through the exchange of

asynchronous messages. The communication between the actors is buffered: the incoming

messages are stored in a mailbox until the actor is ready to process them; moreover, an actor

can set a timeout for waiting for a new message and can then execute specific actions if the

timeout is reached. Moreover, after the analysis of its incoming messages, an actor can send

more messages to itself or to others, create new actors, update its state, change its behaviors and,

finally, terminate its own execution. Each behavior can define a policy for handling incoming

messages, through handlers called łcasesž. Each case can only process messages corresponding

to a specific pattern. Therefore, if an unexpected message arrives, then the actor mailbox

maintains it until another behavior is able to process it.

As introduced above, ActoDeS can be used for developing distributed applications. In fact,

depending on the complexity of the application and on the availability of computing and

communication resources, an application can involve one or more computational nodes. In

ActoDeS, each computational node maintains an actor space that acts as a łcontainerž for a

subset of the actors of the application and provides them with the services necessary for their

execution. In particular, an actor-space contains a set of actors (application actors) that perform

the tasks specific to the current application and two special actors called executor and service

provider. The executor manages the concurrent execution of the actors of the actor space. The

service provider enables the actors of an application to perform new kinds of actions.



4. ActoDemic

ActoDemic aims to facilitate the design and development of spreading phenomena in large-scale

scenarios. The base unit is represented by actors that, depending on the target application,

represent the entities of the system to model and simulate. If a fine-grained detail is required by

the simulation, it is clear that a large number of concurrent actors is required too. Thus, we

have used ActoDeS as a backbone to support concurrent agents, whose computational load

can be distributed over several nodes. Moreover, since ActoDes is a Java-based framework,

ActoDemic is able to support different operating systems and to enable fast development and

prototyping, thanks to Java’s built-in features such as automated serialization and extensive

libraries. ActoDemic defines at least one actor space in each computational node involved in

the simulation. Indeed, one of the major problems to deal with, when designing a large scale

ABMS, is that the entire set of agents may not fit in a single cluster node. When a spreading

phenomenon has to be modeled, the developer should define the behavior of the entities, the

way they interact, and, finally, the characteristics of the spreading phenomenon. To support a

wide range of spreading phenomena, ActoDemic provides a base version of the actors that can be

customized by defining new behaviors in the form of new Java classes. The base actor to be used

for modeling the system entities is called Base Spreader (BS). For example, if we want to model

the spreading of a pathogen among people, every person can be modeled and implemented as a

BS. A Base Spreader has a set of default attributes that can be enabled, configured and modified

to best suit the model that is going to be realized:

ś Identification number: Unique id that discriminates each individual.

ś Belonging to a community or cluster of entities: As a general point in a spreading

simulation, we might want to distinguish entities in different clusters and give a higher

bias to the interactions among the cluster and lower outside. For example, we might want

to divide entities by geographical position or define a social community. If this aspect is

not required, the entities can be part of a whole cluster of entities.

ś Interaction level: Different interaction ratios can be defined among the entities to model

more complex and fine-grained scenarios;

ś Current phase: An indicator that specifies in which contagion phase the entity is;

ś Spreading reducer: A damper that can reduce the spreading. For example, we might

want to model a vaccination, a protective device or the use of an Anti-malware in a

computer network.

4.1. A Modular Software architecture

ActoDemic emphasizes software modularity for all the aspects related to the execution and

management of the simulation. Moreover, a modular structure can better adapt to any proposed

epidemic model and be easier to configure. The modular architecture is presented in Figure 1.

The architecture is built around four modules: Agents initialization and distribution module

(AID), Spreading Management (SM), Synchronization and Message passing (SMP) and, finally, a

utility to generate reports and evaluate the simulation (RG).
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4.1.1. Agents initialization and distribution module

The AID module enables the distribution of the simulation over different nodes. It manages the

initialization of all the ActoDeS entities to support the actors and the exchange of the messages.

As a first step, AID initializes the required actor-spaces. Every created actor-space owns a

thread and shares it with the agents that live in it. Hence, every individual is a passive actor

and shares its thread with the other actors in the same space. Moreover, AID creates the base

spreaders and distributes them over the nodes, according to different criteria that the developer

can tune to match the system requirements:

a. Partitioning entities according to their cluster or community, if more than the default

one are defined;

b. Splitting the population in equal-size subsets, depending on the number of actor spaces

involved in the simulation.

In order to manage the base spreaders, AID module initializes the ActoDeS schedulers and

managers in each actor-space presented in Section 3. The AID module is unique for each

application and launches all the distributed modules. In each actor-space, each manager creates

the subset of agents for its computational duties and synchronizes the simulation execution on

that node with the others. Moreover, the last created manager assumes the role of łMasterž. For

each computational nodes it is possible to define different actor spaces. The default algorithm

1 distributes the whole population of actors over the 𝑁 available actor spaces according to

the identification number of each actor. This algorithm is executed by the AID module. Every

subset includes, generically, the agents that go from (𝑛− 𝑘) · 𝑝− 1 to (𝑛− 𝑘+1) · 𝑝− 1, where
𝑛 is the number of partitions, 𝑘 identifies the actual partition and 𝑝 = population

N
is a constant.



Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for distributing the whole agents’ set across N actor-spaces

1: N ← 𝐺𝑒𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠()
2: R ← 𝐺𝑒𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠()
3: function BuildPopulation(N ,R)
4: 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑎𝑚𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟()
5: 𝐵𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛← ∅
6: 𝐸𝑛𝑑← ∅
7: if 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 is 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 then

8: for (𝑖 = 0; 𝑖 < N ; 𝑖++) do
9: S ← ((N − 𝑖) · 𝑝− 1)
10: E ← ((N − 𝑖+ 1) · 𝑝− 1)
11: 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒(R[𝑖], (S, E))
12: end for

13: end if

14: loop

15: Wait a message from the master Actor-space ◁

16: end loop

17: 𝐵𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑛𝑑← 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟()
18: 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐵𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑛𝑑)
19: end function

where:

• N is the number of total Actor-Spaces that we want to create;

• R is a set that contains all the Actor-Space references (unique system-wide id that we

need to reach an actor and communicate with it);

• 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 is a Boolean value that specifies whether an Actor-space acts as a master or not;

• 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒() is a function that communicates to an Actor-space which population

subset it has to manage.

• 𝐵𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛,𝐸𝑛𝑑 define the range of the actors to be created and managed ;

• 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛() divides the population into subsets

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code to distribute X actor-space across N computational nodes

1: N ← 𝐺𝑒𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟()
2: T ← 𝐺𝑒𝑡𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟()
3: function SpreadActorSpaces(N , T )
4: 𝑁_𝐽𝑂𝐵 ← N · T
5: 𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑝← ∅
6: for (𝑖 = 0; 𝑖 < 𝑁_𝐽𝑂𝐵; 𝑖++) do
7:

8: if 𝑖 == 0 then
9: 𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑝← 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑝()
10: 𝐿𝑎𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐(𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟,𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑝)
11: else if 𝑖 == (𝑁_𝐽𝑂𝐵 − 1) then
12: 𝐿𝑎𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐(𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟,𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑝)
13: else

14: 𝐿𝑎𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐(𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑝)
15: end if

16: end for ◁ The For cycle is managed by MPI on SLURM

17: end function



where:

• N : Number of computational nodes;

• T : Number of tasks using a single CPU on every node;

• 𝑁_𝐽𝑂𝐵 Number of actor-spaces that will be created;

• 𝐿𝑎𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑜𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐() is the function that launches an ActoDemic instance and it takes

two arguments.

We can distinguish three entities that play a fundamental role in ActoDemic and are inherited

from ActoDeS: the Broker, the generic node and the Initiator. The Broker receives messages

from producers and sends messages to consumers. The Initiator acts like the master node and

coordinates the agent creation process across the various actor-spaces. AID provides also a

sub-module that enables the use of ActoDemic with the Slurm Workload Manager (SLURM)

and the MPI protocol [27]. SLURM is an open source, fault-tolerant, and highly scalable cluster

management and job scheduling system for large and small Linux clusters. The MPI protocol

is useful to distribute and manage the actor-spaces across the computational nodes. These

capabilities enable the use of ActoDemic in High Performance Computing scenarios where

SLURM and MPI are often a standard. An explanation of this sub-module is given by algorithm

2.

4.1.2. Spreading Management Module

ActoDemic exploits some concepts from Network Science to model the interactions among

the system entities. The Spreading Management module (SM) defines the way the interac-

tions should occur. Every actor-space manages its own actors, as well as their own different

interactions. It assumes that a generic actor represents a node in a generic graph and the

outgoing and incoming links represent, respectively, the entities with which the node interacts

and vice versa. Graph theory allows us to study the distribution of interactions, by studying

the node degree distribution. The distribution of interactions is a crucial factor that affects

the spreading of an epidemic phenomenon. ActoDemic provides a simple way for tuning this

distribution when defining the interactions. It allows the user to choose a distribution and set it

as default. The available distributions that the framework provides are: power-law, log-normal,

exponential, Gaussian and Poisson. The SM module also allows to partition the entire agents’

set into different clusters and give a bias to the interactions such that they are higher inside the

cluster and lower outside.

When two individuals interact with each other, a procedure that simulates an infection is

started. We implemented an epidemic diffusion model starting from the compartments of the

SEIR mathematical model (Susceptible-Exposed-Infective-Recovered)[4]. SEIR is based on a

series of dynamic differential equations that consider the amount of the population subject to

contagion, the trend over time of the number of individuals who recover after infection, and

of the casualties. A limit of this model is its coarse-grain nature with respect to individual

behaviors. Moreover, the SM module provides a method to control the contagion power through

a variable called łTransmission Probabilityž (TP). This variable can take values between 0 and 1,

to express the probability for a contagion operation between two entities to be successful.



However, the compartments are fully customizable. A single compartment can be disabled,

changing in this way the development of the infection. Moreover, intermediate compartments

can also be added to add steps to the simulation process and even the duration between the

various phases can be tuned. ActoDemic also makes it possible to enable and specify the

behavior in case of a re-infection event after a recovery.

An example of a full infection cycle is shown in Figure 2. This scheme represents the COVID-

19 infection cycle. We shall deepen this aspect in section 5.

Finally, the SM module is responsible for the initialization and the implementation of the

damper that is able to scale the transmission probability.
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Figure 2: Example of a generic infection Cycle

4.1.3. Synchronization and Message passing Module

The SMP module manages the message exchange and time synchronization.

ActoDemic uses a very simple scheduler called "CycleScheduler" provided by ActoDeS. This

tool can be used in a wide variety of applications; more specifically, also in ABMS applications.

Furthermore, this scheduler manages the passive actors within its actor-space and cyclically

repeats the same actions, until the simulation ends:

1. Send a łstepž message to all agents and increment the łstepž value; this operation triggers

the transition from one epoch to the next.

2. Perform an execution step of all agents.

Every actor-space is modeled as an actor and thus an actor cannot access the internal state of

other actors. Therefore, if one or more Base Spreader that belongs to an actor-space interact

with some other Base Spreaders of a different actor-space then we must inform both actor-spaces

of that interaction. This can only be done with a messages exchange system.

Another typical property of the actor model is that the exchange of messages is asynchronous.

This property creates a synchronization problem, because an actor-space could move to the

next epoch without receiving all the necessary information from all the other actor-spaces.

Moreover, an actor-space needs to retrieve the information from all other actor-spaces before

triggering the transaction of its actors to the next epoch. SMP solves this problem by creating a

mechanism that acts as a łbarrierž and does not allow all the actor-spaces to switch to the next

epoch if the message exchange between all the actor-spaces has not been completed.



Information routing and management may differ according to the target model the user wants

to implement. However, there is a basic scheme that we report here. Some information is sent

across every partition type, while some information can only be sent or received by the master.

The content of a generic message can be schematized in this way:

1. Information sent to all partitions:

ś Information about Base Spreaders’ interactions: it informs the actor-space of the

interaction between two or more of its Base Spreaders;
ś Base Spreaders that have to change their status: it specifies which Base Spreaders

have to change their status due a trigger situation;
ś Base Spreaders that have been closed: actors that have to end their cycle;
ś Statistical Data: data needed to generate reports;
ś Synchronization message: message that acts like a łbarrierž. When an actor-space

receives all the synchronization messages from all the actor-spaces involved in the

simulation, then it can move to the next epoch;
ś End signal: a message that allows the end of simulation process;

2. Information sent to master only:

ś Partial summary report: data needed to generate the final reports;

3. Information sent only by the master:

ś Base spreaders that have to shutdown themselves: the master decides who should

end their execution, based on the user’s criteria.

4.1.4. Reports generation module

The RG module enables the generation of reports during the simulation process. The user can

decide whether to enable, or not, the generation of reports. Moreover, the user can decide how

often a report is to be generated.

In general, at the end of every epoch every actor-space generates a report that regards only its

partition and its actors: these are called łintermediate reportsž. Furthermore, the intermediate

reports are also used to support a łSave&Loadž functionality. Thanks to this mechanism it is

possible to restart the simulation process from a specific epoch. However, in order to do so,

reports need to include certain information for each Base Spreader within the actor-space:

ś The Identification Number

ś The belonging to any type of social cluster

ś The interaction level

ś The epidemic phase it is currently going through

ś How much the epidemic phases must last

ś If the Base Spreader has an active Spreading reducer

ś A set that maintains the information about the past interactions with the other Base

Spreaders

Finally, at the end of the simulation, the master node generates a final report that summarizes

the most important and relevant information. In particular, it generates a summary for each

simulation epoch showing how many people belong to each specific epidemic compartment.



The RG module is also the one responsible for the initial configuration. Thanks to this,

ActoDemic supports an external configuration file, in which it is possible to customize and

specify all the properties explained in the article.

5. Use-Case: COVID-19 spreading in Lombardy

5.1. Modelling

After building and modeling the framework in all its features, we needed a real use case to test

it. Therefore, to validate ActoDemic, we focused our attention on COVID-19 spreading. The

social interactions, which are the major cause of COVID-19 spreading, can be easily modeled

by properly setting the parameters on which ActoDemic depends.

The proposed model simulates about ten million independent agents that reproduce the

social behaviour of the inhabitants of Lombardy, a region in northern Italy. We have decided to

simulate the COVID-19 epidemic spread in Lombardy for several reasons. It was the first region,

in Italy, to be affected by the virus and currently it is the first for number of infections; therefore,

it is the Italian region that offers the most abundant statistical data, that can be used to compare

and validate our model. This represents an interesting use-case to test the robustness of our

methodology.

To make ActoDemic suitable for our use-case, we have customized every framework module.

Every person involved in the simulation process is represented by a Base Spreader and every

epoch represents a generic day in a real-life situation.

The tenmillion people living in Lombardy are subjected to a partition by districts. Accordingly,

we have divided the entire population geographically respecting the number of Lombardy

provinces and the distribution of their inhabitants, creating several social communities. We

have assigned an additional feature to each Base Spreader: its age. The alter parameter is crucial,

because it adds information in our design and can be used to better model the social interactions.

We have also respected the Lombardy age distribution [28]. To model social interactions even

more efficiently, we have defined three interaction ratios: high, medium and low. These have

been introduced to increase or decrease the average number of the subjects’ daily contacts with

other people, based on their age. To estimate the average number of a Base Spreader’s contacts,

we have used data from the Italian National Institute of Health [29] and [30].

To correctly model the pathogen spread, we have customized the SM module. We have used

the base SEIR model, adding two extra compartments: Positive and Quarantine. These phases

are typical in the COVID-19 infection cycle. Initially, all people are in the susceptibility stage.

In this compartment, every subject can be infected by another one who is contagious. An

individual who is infected moves from a susceptibility phase to an incubation phase and remains

in this stage for a certain time, before moving into an infection stage. A subject in this condition

can infect other people. When this phase ends, the person becomes positive. After a certain

time, a positive will either heal or die. There is no death probability, but deaths follow the real

death curve trend in Lombardy. When an individual heals, it cannot be infected any more. In

particular, the incubation phase lasts from 7 to 14 days, the infectious phase from 3 to 7 days,

and the positive phase from 14 to 30 days [31] [32]. Figure 2 shows a diagram that represents

the infection cycle.



To model COVID-19 compartments we have used preliminary data collected by [31], [32]

and the age susceptibility to COVID-19 virus. Moreover, the SM module supports a damper to

mitigate the contagion spread; we have used this particular feature to simulate the adoption

of protective devices. We have collected data about the percentage of the population that was

using protective devices [33] and their effectiveness [34]. The last property expected by the

SM module concerns the distribution of social interactions. For this reason, we have evaluated

various hypotheses, but, in the end, we have decided to focus our studies on a power-law

distribution. We assume a common hypothesis in network science that asserts that social

networks commonly have a power-law distribution with an exponent between 2 and 3, also

known as the scale-free property [2]. Contact networks are usually modeled with a power-law

distribution [35]. We have exploited these interaction ratios to also model the lockdown policy

and the contagion containment strategy adopted in Italy in the first pandemic months. Modeling

the Italian lockdown has required different pieces of information about the set of łessential

workersž [36]. Remember that the only people who were not subjected to limitations were

those who worked in the so-called "essential sectors".

The information that the actor-spaces exchange with each other need to be modified to make

the simulator work. Accordingly, we have customized the SMP module to modify the message

contents:

1. Information sent to all partitions:

ś Information about people’s meeting
ś People who have to change their infection phase to "Incubated" due an infection
ś Number of people expected to die in that partition
ś Statistical Data
ś Synchronization message
ś End signal

2. Information sent to master only:

ś Currently positive people
ś Currently infected people
ś Partial summary report

3. Information sent only by the master:

ś Total people expected to die

The last module we have customized is the RG module. In our use-case, we generate an

intermediate report at the end of every epoch. Obviously, the information included in each

intermediate report has been customized ad-hoc for our use-case. It contains the following

information: id, age, province of residence, essential worker (Boolean value), mask wearing

(Boolean value), incubation days period, infection days period, positive days period and usual

Contacts’ List.

At the end of the simulation process, a summary report is generated, containing the follow-

ing information: epoch, positive people, infected people, infected people, susceptible people,

recovered people, dead People.

Once every customization has been realized, the framework is ready to be tested and to

reproduce some results. In the next section, we report the results we have obtained in our

use-case.



5.2. Experimentation

In order to evaluate our simulator, we have considered two different COVID-19 outbreaks in

Lombardy (Italy). In particular, we are interested in modeling the first wave form January to

April 2020 and the second one between August and December 2020. The combination of these

two waves has been taken in consideration to validate our simulator and for modelling its

parameters.

When the simulation process starts, all agents are in the susceptibility status, as previously

reported. In this way, no one can start a hypothetical contagion. Hence, at the beginning of

the simulation we have to choose randomly which Base Spreader will start directly from an

incubation phase. In addition, to do this, we respect the number of positives people between 20

and 29 February in Lombardy on a provincial basis.

We have calibrated the transmission probability with a random-search over the probability

space. We have estimated this value trying to chase up the contagion curve until the pre-

lockdown date, March 8th, 2020. The lockdown is an Italian policy to prevent the contagion

spread that implies the closure of non-essential activities, social distancing and some rules for

limiting the movement of people. The value satisfying these hypothesis is 0.3. A summary

histogram is shown in figure 3b.

5.3. Results

In this section, we present the results that we have obtained simulating different scenarios and

considering each time an average of 10 different runs, since the entire simulation process is

stochastic in most of its steps. For each case, we have measured the simulation quality using the

Pearson correlation and the Root-mean-square error (RMSE) between simulated data and real

data from the Italian government [37]. The Person correlation expresses any linear relationship

between two statistical variables. This value ranges from −1 to 1, where 1 corresponds to a

strong positive linear correlation and −1 corresponds to a strong negative linear correlation.
In our case, it explains how much the trend of the simulated contagion curve resembles the

real one. The Root-mean-square error is computed between the predicted values and the real

data. Figure 3a shows the results of the simulation in the early-stage of the pandemic between

January and April 2020 with the COVID-19 Transmission probability (CTP) equal to 0.3. The

blue curve represents the real contagion data, while the red curve represents the simulated

data. Pearson correlation and RMSE referred to Figure 3a until April 30th are equal to 0.992 for

Pearson correlation and 38818, respectively. The number of the total positives obtained using

the simulator in that date, exceeds by about 53,000 units the number of actual positives (Figure

3a).

The results in Figure 3a seem to support our thesis, but it is widely conceivable that the real

data measured over that period were underestimated.

A comparison with the ISTAT ’s serological investigation reveals a very different situation

[38]. This study shows that, on July 15th, the actual number of COVID-19 cases in Lombardy

was about 7.92 time greater than the data form COVID-19 tests. In addition, the study shows

that about 7.5% of the Lombard population had developed antibodies for the COVID-19. The

population of Lombardy is about 10,060,000 people, 7.5% of which is therefore equivalent to
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about 754,500. This strengthens the hypothesis that the spring data were underestimated.

Assuming that this ratio is constant over time, we retro-projected this data and observed how

many positive people could be estimated.

Therefore, we have used the data of the second wave (August to December 2020) to perform

a fine tuning procedure. We have used the previously obtained CTP to verify whether the

simulated data properly followed the real data generated by the second wave. The values

obtained greatly underestimated the actual data. For this case, the Pearson correlation is 0.988

and the RMSE is 27415.

Due to the large estimation error, we have decided to estimate again the transmission proba-

bility parameter, using the data of the second wave. We have searched for a value that follows

the contagion curve correctly. The best value that satisfies our hypothesis is 0.53. In this final

case the Pearson correlation is 0.996 while the RMSE is 6405.



5.4. Final Projections

In the light of the previous considerations, we have decided to simulate again the first wave

with the new CTP value. Moreover, we have added also the data obtained from the comparison

with the national screening activity. The whole process is shown in Figure 3c. The blue curve

represents the actual data, the green curve represents the serological data projection on the

real data and the red curve represents the simulated data with transmission probability equal

to 0.53. The second estimation of the COVID-19 Transmission Probability using the autumn

data is confirmed as a better choice to validate our model. The difference with the serological

data projection on April 30th, corresponding to the last simulation day, is only 83,369 units.

Seroprevalence analysis is much more reliable than the data collected during the months of

March and April, because it also takes into account asymptomatic people, which is a very crucial

factor. Considering the cumulative curves in Figure 3c, the Pearson correlation is 0.996 and the

RMSE is 249,529. In the comparison between simulated and serological data Pearson correlation

is again 0.996 while the RMSE is 56,009. Matching data confirms the validity of our hypothesis

and of our simulation model.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a framework that aims to combine a fine-grained spreading

model with a large-scale scenario. This result is achieved by exploiting an efficient multi-agent

system that can be run on a distributed architecture. The proposed framework has been designed

with a modular structure to be user-friendly and easy to customize. We have validated our

framework simulating the outbreaks of COVID-19 in Lombardy (Italy) in 2020.

Actodemic met our expectations in our use-case. Indeed, simulating 10 millions concurrent

agents requires several resources around 600-800 GB of Ram, 32 CPUs with an average execution

time for each simulation equal to 6 hours. Obviously these results have been possible also

thanks to the use of the High Performance Computing facilities. The results indicates that

the framework is able to simulate and accurately reproduce a spreading phenomenon. The

experiment provides a new insight into the spreading modelling with a multi agent system,

which allows to model the agents’ behaviour at a low abstraction level.

Future developments are related to establish how much the framework can become better by

adding more features and modules to make ActoDemic faster and more customizable and to

find a way to implement and support a higher number of agents with less resources. Moreover,

different solutions for message exchanging and other multi-agent paradigms could lead to

improvements that would make the framework even more performing.
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Abstract
The movie industry is a highly product differentiated industry where firms mainly compete in non-

price product attributes. The success of a movie on the film distribution market depends on a variety of

factors. Because of the short life cycle, the rapid decay in revenues, and the constant entrance of new

competitive products, temporal decisions play a crucial role. The time series of the number of movies

on release and the sum of the box office results of the ten top movies (ranked by box office result for

that week) show that a seasonality emerges in the US movie market. Moreover, the two time series are

on counterphase. We suggest the reason is a risk sensitivity adaptation in the behaviour of the movie’s

distributors. This paper tests this hypothesis. We develop an agent-based model of a movie market,

and we simulated it for 15 years. We show that a comparable global behaviour exists when producers

schedule the movies according to given risk-sensitive strategies. Our analysis improves the knowledge

of the US motion picture market and may support film producers on how to change their scheduling

decisions.

Keywords
movie market, agent-based-modelling, box office, risk sensitivity, risk preferences

1. Introduction

The movie industry is a peculiar industry in which a small number of companies compete

with each other to get the attention of a fixed number of customers. Moreover, the motion

picture is a unique product that can not be differentiated by price. The research on the area for

a long time has concentrated on understanding the factors that influence the box office success

of a film [1, 2] as a way to address the high risk related to the movie industry. Besides, the

combination of these factors makes the competition landscape extremely uncertain [3]. The

movie box office industry is an 11.4$ billion a year business only in the North American market

[4]. This economic importance has a dark side: the entity of the budget necessary to produce a

successful motion picture. That is why dealing with the risk on the film market is so important.

Such as other entities [5, 6], production studies deal with uncertainty developing and adapting

their risk preferences. Consequently, the risk-sensible actions of individuals could affect the

global behaviour of the system. Figure 1 shows the time series of the normalized number of
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Figure 1: Time series of the number of movies on release each week and of the box office results of the

top 10 ranking movies for box office on the US movie market (both values are normalized)

movies on release each week and the box office results of the top 10 ranking movies (ranked for

box office) on the US movie market.

It is observable that the two time series are in counterphase and repetitively intersect with a

seasonal trend. We suggest that it derives from the risk-sensible behaviour developed by the

producer studios to address uncertainty. This paper aims at confirming this hypothesis, showing

how production companies in the US movie market adapt their risk attitudes. To reach this

goal, we follow a three-step process. First, we develop an agent-based model (ABM) of the US

movie market. In the model, agents (the production studios) decides regarding the production

and scheduling of movies. The model simulates the competition dynamics and the effect of

different scheduling risk strategies. The calibration consists of two phases. The initialization of

producers draws from real-world data collected from a novel database, except risk sensitivity.

Later, we simulate the model and calibrate the global behaviour on the time series shown in

Figure 1, adjusting the risk preferences of agents. Finally, the resulting risk sensitivities of the

producers’ agent are compared with the other producers’ features. The analysis highlights a

direct relationship between the producers’ investments and their risk aversion and an inverse

relationship between the amount of budget invested by a company and the variability of the

risk aversion.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the research about

the movie market is provided. Section 3 shows the model employed for this research, while

Section 4 describes the calibration methodology. The main results of this research are deployed

in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions.



Table 1

Main research on the movie market that employs agent-based modelling

Source Brief description

De Vany and Lee 2001 Observe effect of word of mounth on the

box office revenues

Delre et al. 2007 Explore the social influences on movie

market inequalities

Broekhuizen et al. 2011 Explore the social influences on movie

market inequalities in different

Delre et al. 2017 Analyze the dynamics of competition be-

tween two production studios

Iasello 2017 Explain the racial minority underrepresen-

tation in Hollywood movies

Satoh and Matsubara 2021 Predict the box office result

2. Background

Research around the movie market is a field that has more than fifty years of history [7]. Hence,

it is not in the scope of this paper to review the literature on the topic. We only provide an

overview of the specific issues and sub-areas affected by our study.

One of the more popular themes is the understanding of which factors influence the box

office results. Literature addressed this issue in various ways. This is a consistent interest in

the influence of sociality on the box-office results. It can affect the power of critics on the

box office results [8] as well as the effects of social interactions, both physical [9] and virtual

[10]. Similarly, the sentiment of word of mouth and internet reviews seems to influence the

potential attendance success of a motion picture [11, 12]. In these papers, usually, a large set

of independent pre-release variables are employed to investigate how they affect the future

success of a movie, such as production budget, critic rating, MPAA rating, star power, and

genre [1, 2]. Recently, the box office success of a motion picture is forecast employing new

predictive technologies. Neural networks and other artificial intelligence techniques proved

to be particularly effective on this task [13, 14, 15]. Also, big data analysis on specific kinds of

interactions has the potential to improve the forecasting power on the box office result of a

movie [16].

Nonetheless, these researches tend to under-evaluate the presence of a complex and uncertain

environment and the importance of competition. De Vany and Walls first investigated these

subjects, focusing on a possible strategy (the inclusion of more stars in the cast of the movie)

to reduce the risk of the box office [3]. They concluded that there did not exist any viable

strategy to eliminate the uncertainty because it is not possible to appraise the causal effect of

each factor on the success of a movie. Analogously, Ribera and Sieber 2009 and Von Rimscha

2009 focused on the different managerial strategies that production studies should follow to

address the uncertainty [17] [18], while Bi and Giles concentrated on the development of a

measure to define risk and expected shortfall on a movie market [19].

Regarding competition, papers focused on the positioning of the positioning to perform a



good box office result, such as debut at number 1 [20] or avoiding to fail early surviving enough

weeks on the market [21]. Gutierrez-Navratil et al., in two consecutive papers, address the

undirect interaction of different producers strategies [22], arguing that, if not colluding, major

distribution studios achieved a significant rate of coordination on the release scheduling [23].

From a methodological perspective, we identified six studies [24, 25, 26, 27, 20, 28] which

employed agent-based modelling to study the movie market, especially to take into account the

role of low-level interaction on the global output (which in general is the box office result of

movies). Table 1 resumes the main findings.

Nevertheless, as stated at the beginning of the section, this is just an overview of the topic.

More comprehensive reviews of the literature were recently published [29, 30].

3. Agent-based model

This model simulates the competition dynamics between production studios in the US movie

market. The purpose is to understand how its global behaviour derives from decision makers’

risk preferences. Hence, the model focuses on the movie production studios (from now on

"producers", for simplicity). We employ agent-based modelling because it is well-suited to

simulate individual behaviours and appraise their effect on the overall system [31]. This model

contains two kinds of entities: movies and producers. Each simulation runs for 780 time-steps,

which stands for 15 years divided into time steps of one week.

Movies are passive objects and can be created, scheduled, released and retired by the producers.

Each movie owns five main features:

1. owner: the producer agent that creates the movie for the first time.

2. quality: the goodness, that is the share of the success of a movie not addressed to its

production budget.

3. budget: the number of dollars that a producer invested in the creation of the movies.

4. weeks needed to completion: the number of time steps a producer necessitates to develop

a movie. It depends linearly on the budget.

5. potential market: the number of spectators that want to see the movie in a theatre. For

simplicity, we suppose that each movie could be seen only one time by each spectator. So,

when a given number of spectators attend the movie, the potential market of the movie

diminishes the same number for the following week.

The "producers" agents stand for the production and distribution companies that compete

in the US movie market. The modelling of producer agents follows some assumptions. They

tend to maximize the profit and not to cooperate with other agents. Besides, each producer

knows the other producers (as well as their scheduling activities). The last point implies that

whenever a producer schedules the release of a movie, the other producers know its scheduled

release date and the budget (but not its quality). This information process acknowledges both

the business intelligence activities of movies firms and the presence of non-perfect information



(e.g., the producers do not know in advance the quality of movies scheduled by other producers).

Besides, the information related to the competitive landscape is computed in the same way

by each agent. Heterogeneity relates to how this knowledge is employed to make scheduling

decisions. Hence, the model accounts for competition by indirectly connecting heterogeneous

agents of the same kind.

Four features characterize producers:

1. mean budget: the mean budget of the movies develops by a specific producer.

2. budget distribution: the distribution of the budgets of the movies developed by a specific

producer. The analysis of real data permits the identification of three kinds of feasible

distributions for the budget decision of each producer: power law, gamma, uniform.

3. frequency of release: the mean number of new releases scheduled for each new week.

4. risk sensitivity: preferences related to the competition during the scheduling decision-

making. Agents with high-risk sensitivity try to avoid competition (e.g., risk-averse),

while agents with low-risk sensitivity schedule their movies with other movies and seek

competition (e.g., risk-seeking).

Producers decide about the creation, the completion, the scheduling and the retiring of a

movie.

The decisions related to creating new movies are taken by computing a Poisson random

variable, which lambda is the frequency of release of the producers. The creation activity

generates the budget and the quality. The budget is sampled from the distribution of the budgets

of the producer. The quality of a new movie is independent of the producers and sampled from

a continuous uniform distribution between 0 and 1.

Producers work on a movie when its rate of completion is below 100%. The speed of comple-

tion is constant from all the producers. So, the time of completion depends solely on the budget:

the higher is the investment on a movie, the longer a producer takes to complete it.

The scheduling of movies is the main activity of producers and the focus of the model. At each

time step, producers compute an index of competition for the following weeks. This index is the

difference between the normalized expected number of movies on release and the normalized

budget of the top ten films on release (ranked by budget). Then, producers decide which kind

of competition index fit the movie. This choice involves risk sensitivity of the producers and

features of the movie (in terms of quality and budget). Thirdly, producers pick the moment in

the following two years with the minimum absolute difference between the desired competition

index and the expected competition index and schedule the movie for that date.

The last feasible action for a producer is the retiring of a movie. It happens only when a

combination of factors are present:

1. the audience in a week is less than the audience in the week before.

2. the movie is on release for at least three weeks

3. the potential market is below a certain share of the initial potential market.

4. the box office result of the movie is below the average, fixed for the budget (so that a

small movie is not supposed to obtain the same result of a blockbuster).

The modelling of the audience does not consider heterogeneity in the preferences. It means

that each individual of the audience is not interested in attending movies of a specific gender



but only "famous movies" (with high budget) and "good movies" (with high quality). For this

reason, it is possible to define the potential initial market for each movie, starting from quality

and budget. This value is a fraction of a total potential market, which stands for the overall

number of spectators that would go to the cinema to see a movie. In this model, the total number

of potential spectators is constant. The specific relationship between budget, quality and box

office results is deepened in the calibration section. The audience of a movie also depends on

the competition that it is facing. The competition affects the weekly box office of a film only if

the sum of the potential markets of the movies on release that week is above the total number

of potential spectators. In this case, the audience is distributed between all the possible movies

using their residual potential spectators. Mathematically, it is

di =
pai∑︀
pa

with di attendance of a movie i at time t, pai potential audience of movie i at the time i, and∑︀
pa sum of the potential audience of all the movies on release at the time t.

The model has two outputs: the normalized expected number of movies on release and the

normalized box office results of the top ten movies on release (ranked by box office). The

scheduling of the model is sequential. The order of the producers changes for each time step to

guarantee realism and not advantage any specific producers in the scheduling decisions. Figure

2 depicts the scheduling process.

The simulation model was implemented using Python 3.8, and every simulation run on a

Windows machine equipped with a 3.30GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU and 4.0 GB RAM.

4. Calibration

This model represents a real-world system. Hence, to achieve valid results, it was necessary to

initialize it with actual data. Besides, it was possible to calibrate its global behaviour to obtain

a trend comparable to the one observed in the US movie market. These two phases differed

in relevance, methodology and were sequential. For these reasons, each subsection of this

paragraph outlines a specific calibration step.

4.1. Initial Calibration

This phase consisted of reproducing authentic producers in the model and adjusting their

behaviour according to real-world data. It drew on a database of 4011 movies collected from

IMDb. The database included titles, box office results, budgets, and production houses. Lately,

we estimated the attendance for each movie from the box office results and the MPA THEME

2019 report [4]. Using this database, we were able to perform the following activities:

1. identification and selection of the real producers working on the US movie market in the

time range between 2000 and 2019.

2. identification of the budget invested by each producer for every movie;

3. identification of the distribution of budgets for each selected producer;



Figure 2: Scheduling process of the model for each time step

4. identification of the box office result for every movie released by selected producers;

5. identification of a relationship between the budget of a movie and the box office result;

6. identification of a relationship between budget and time of production.

Activities 2 and 4 were automatic, while activity 6 followed a pre-existent studio [32]. The

rest of the paragraph deepens the other activities.

4.1.1. Producers identification and selection

The database contained 263 producers. We were able to characterize each of them for the

number of movies released in the time range between 2000 and 2019. Then, we selected only

the 27 producers with at least 20 releases (so, with an average of movies per year equal to or

greater than 1).

4.1.2. Budget distribution for producers

A preliminary analysis of the probability distribution of the movies suggests that budgets

are statistically distributed in several ways, and none of them was normal. Therefore, it was

necessary to identify a set of possible probability distributions and test how good they would fit

for the movies released by each producer. We tested gamma, power-law and uniform distribution.

Table 2 shows the results of the analysis.



Table 2

Distribution of probability distribution of budgets for producers, calibrated on real data

Distribution Occurrences

Gamma 19

Power law 6

Uniform 2

For each producer, we selected the probability distribution that fitted the best the data from

the database.

4.1.3. Relationship between budget and box office results

Previous studies suggested that there was at least a correlation between the movies budgets

and box office results [1, 2]. Using our dataset, we aimed to explain this relationship during the

specific time range we examined. Moreover, we intended to address which share of the success

derived from the budget. We estimated the other part was descending from other factors (such

as genre, the RPAA code, the cast, the director and the overall quality of the product). To obtain

this information, we developed a linear regression between the box office and the attendance of

each movie in the database. We found out a linear relationship that explains the 54.1% of the

variability of the result. We considered the rest of the variability to be a consequence of other

factors, generically modelled as "movie quality" in this work.

4.2. Behaviour Calibration

In the introduction, we stated that this work aimed at reproducing a counterphased global

behaviour observable on the aggregate time-series of the US movie market between the total

number of movies on release and the box office results of the top 10 ranking movies. After

the initial calibration, it was already possible to simulate the model imposing to producers

random risk preferences. We noticed that only in some simulations the global behaviour of

the agent-based model was comparable with the observed in the real world. Consequently,

we decided to calibrate the individual behaviour of the producers to minimize the difference

between the real-time series and the ones resulting from the simulation. Especially, we picked

the time series shown in Figure 1. We called r the normalized number of movies on release in a

given week (blue line) and as b the normalized values of the sum of the box office results for the

top 10 movies in a certain week, ordered per box office result (red line). The calibration aims at

replicating the following features:

1. the number of periods in which r > b.

2. the mean difference between b and r when b > r.

3. the number of intersections between b and r.

4. the mean value of r

5. the mean value of b



Figure 3: Simulated data time series of the number of movies on release each week and of the box

office results of the top 10 ranking movies for box office (both values are normalized)

We employed a genetic algorithm to complete this activity. The utility function minimized

was the distance between the five features shown above between the simulated data and the US

movie market data. The algorithm ran for 200 generations with a population of 500 individuals.

The algorithm simulated each member of the population 20 times.

5. Results

The simulation and the calibration of the model allowed us to achieve two main results:

1. the replication of the macro behaviour

2. specific risk sensitivity assigned to each producer, and the relationship between that and

its features

5.1. Behaviour Replication

The macro behaviour replicated can be observed in Figure 3.

Figure 3 presents the same feature as Figure 1 in terms of counterphased behaviour and phase

alternation. Therefore, we found that the macro behaviour present in the US movie market

could be (at least partially) replicated by simply imposing basic rules regarding the presence

of risk-sensible scheduling. This result highlighted the importance of risk preferences in the

decision process of entities, especially when dealing with complex environments and trade-offs.

While this result is domain-specific, it is comparable to pre-existent results in the literature

related to different application domains [33, 6, 5]. Nevertheless, there were some differences

between the two curves. It is observable that the periodicity of the seasonality and the amplitude

of some sections varied. We proposed that the origin of these differences could be the cognitive

simplicity of the producers, which, between the other limitations, do not have memory. For

example, producer agents did not remember which moment of the year was best suited for



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Distribution of risk sensitivity of producers per (a) total number of movies released, (b) mean

budget of movies, (c) mean box office result of movies and (d) total investment in movies

releasing high budget movies. Therefore, the seasonality could not precisely fit real data. The

difference in magnitude also descended from cognition simplicity. Producers did not know

the plans of the other producers before a competitor movie became scheduled. It affected the

regularity of the height of the spikes for both r and s.

5.2. Risk sensitivity of producers

This conclusive analysis compared the risk sensitivities of producers resulting from the behaviour

calibration with the US movie market data about producers’ behaviour gathered during the

individual calibration. Figure 4 exhibits the outcomes of this study. In each subfigure, the 27

production studios are represented in one of the three boxplots. Each box included the point

located in one-third of the total area.

Each subfigure deemed a different variable: the total number of movies released, the mean

budget per movie, the mean box office result per movie, and the total amount of investment in

dollars, which is the sum of the budgets of all the movies released. We computed every variable

for each producer for the time range 2000-2019.



The figures owned two notable features. First, the mean risk sensitivity increased with the

growth of each variable. It was interesting for a twofold reason. On the one side, it was coherent

with previous findings in risk preferences literature, for which entities tend to be more cautious

when the stack increases [34, 5]. On the other, it was consistent with empirical observations

related to the kind of movies released. In the last ten years, a substantial number of released

were remakes or sequels of previous works [35]. It was a behaviour adopted mainly by big

production studios, which tries to minimize the risk of a flop. Hence, our analysis is coherent

with these findings. The second remarkable characteristic regards the variability of the results.

With higher stakes, the variability of the risk sensitivity decreased. We suggested that it could be

a consequence of the market structure, for which the specific macro behaviour could arise when

the small producers have high variability in risk preference while big producers are similarly

risk-averse.

6. Conclusions

This paper provides a possible explanation to the seasonal and counterphased behaviour of the

time series of the number of movies on release and the sum of the box office results for the top

10 movies released (ranked for box office result) in the US movie market data. In this work,

we replicate it by developing and calibrating an agent-based model of the US cinema market.

Moreover, we identify relationships between the calibrated risk sensitivity and the real features

of the producers, for which we suggest that:

1. the higher is the amount of budget invested by a producer, the higher is its risk aversion.

2. the higher are the investments, the lower is the expected distance of its risk sensitivity

from the mean risk sensitivity of other producers in the same investment range.

The work has some limitations and some related future developments:

• the purpose of the model was to understand the reason for the counterphased seasonality

of the number of released and the box office results of the top 10 movies (ranked for box

office success in a certain week). The model proposes a potential interpretation of this

phenomenon, but it did not show the adaptation of the preferences. This specific issue

could be addressed by the following work.

• The movie market is calibrated not with all the possible movies but only with the principal.

While we consider it sufficient to study the dynamics of the most important producers,

there is the possibility of an underestimation of the impact of smaller producers on the

overall behaviour.

• we considered the US movie market between 2000 and 2019. So, the insurgence of the

COVID-19 pandemic is not included. Future studies could analyze the effect of a disruptive

event that lead to a 32 billion dollars loss globally [36].

• the behaviour of producers were modelled under the assumption that they maximize

the profit. Nevertheless, we do not analyze the economic performance of producers.

Possible future developments include the analysis of each risk strategy on the producers’

performance. What is more, it could be investigated if and how the distribution of risk



preferences in the producers on the competitive landscape affects the overall profitability

of the whole market.
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Abstract
Reinforcement Learning represents a way to train an agent situated in an environment what to do

to maximise an accumulated numerical reward signal (received by the environment as a feedback to

every chosen action). Within this paper we explore the possibility to apply this approach to pedestrian

modelling: pedestrians generally do not exhibit an optimal behaviour, therefore we carefully defined a

reward function (combining contributions related to proxemics, goal orientation, basic wayfinding con-

siderations), but also a particular training curriculum, a set of scenarios of growing difficulty supporting

the incremental acquisition of proper orientation, walking, and pedestrian interaction competences. The

paper will describe the fundamental elements of the approach, its implementation within a software

framework employing Unity and ML-Agents, describing the promising achieved simulation results.

Keywords
agent-based simulation, pedestrian simulation, reinforcement learning, curriculum learning

1. Introduction

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [1] is a machine learning approach that is being growingly inves-

tigated as way to achieve autonomous agents, where the acceptation of the term “autonomous”

is closer to Russell and Norvig’s [2] than the most widely adopted ones in agent computing.

Russell and Norvig state that:

A system is autonomous to the extent that its behavior is determined by its own

experience

RL represents a way to train an agent situated in an environment what to do to maximise

an accumulated numerical reward signal (received by the environment as a feedback to every

chosen action). The agent is provided with a model of perception and action, but besides these

modelling elements and the reward function, the approach can autonomously explore the space

of potential agent behaviours and converge to a policy (i.e. a function mapping the state and

perception to an appropriate action to be carried out in that context).

A certain amount of initial knowledge (in an analogy to built-in reflexes in animals and

humans, but also internalized norms, rules, and even ways to evaluate the degree of acceptability
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of a state of affairs) is therefore considered by the approach, but it should be sided by the ability

to learn, to adjust one’s behaviour to achieve a better performance. RL approaches, reinvigorated

by the energy, efforts, and promises brought by the deep learning revolution, seems one of the

most promising ways to investigate how to provide an agent this kind of autonomy. On a more

pragmatic level, recent developments and results in the RL area suggest that this approach might

even be a promising alternative to current agent-based approaches to the modeling of complex

systems [3]: whereas currently behavioral models for agents are carefully hand crafted, often

following a complicated interdisciplinary effort involving different roles and types of knowledge,

as well as validation processes based on the acquisition and analysis of data describing the

studied phenomenon, RL could simplify this work, focusing on the definition of an environment

representation, the definition of a model for agent perception and action, and defining a reward

function. The learning process could, in theory, be able to explore the potential space of the

policies (i.e. agent behavioral specifications) and converge to the desired decision making model.

While the definition of a model of the environment, as well as agent perception and action, and

the definition of a reward function are tasks requiring substantial knowledge about the studied

domain and phenomenon, the learning process could significantly simplify modeler’s work,

and at the same time it could solve issues related to model calibration. Although some relevant

related work can be found in the literature (in particular [4]), results achieved so far highlight

significant limitations, especially in the capability of generalization of the training phase: this

is a very important aspect for this kind of application, not just because it is inconvenient to

pay this computational cost for every scenario to be analyzed, but also due to the fact that

results could not be actually comparable, since they would be achieved with different simulation

models.

Within this line of work, and building on preliminary efforts [5], this paper describes an

experimentation of this approach to pedestrian modelling. Whereas is RL agents learn how to

behave to optimize their expected cumulative reward, pedestrians generally do not exhibit an

optimal behaviour. Therefore we carefully defined a reward function (combining contributions

related to proxemics, goal orientation, but also basic wayfinding considerations). We also em-

ployed a particular training curriculum [6], a set of scenarios of growing difficulty supporting the

incremental acquisition of proper orientation, walking, and pedestrian interaction competences.

The paper will describe the fundamental elements of the approach, its implementation within

a software framework employing Unity1 and ML-Agents2, describing the promising achieved

simulation results: in particular, we will show that the proposed approach is able to produce

plausible results in environments that were not used for sake of training, so the approach

seems promising at least in terms of generality. We will finally discuss the current limits of the

approach, and our current implementation, as well as ongoing future developments.

1https://unity.com
2https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents

https://unity.com
https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents


(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) ’Turns’ environment and annotations, and (b) ’Unidirectional Door’ environment and
annotations.

2. The Model

2.1. Representation of the Environment

For sake of simplicity in this experimental study environments are bound to be squares of 20

× 20 metres surrounded by walls. The smaller squares (of 1 ×1 metre) that can be seen in the

figures presented later on are just for sake of allowing a simpler appraisal of distances. Gray

objects are walls, obstacles and anything that agents perceive as ’Wall’.

Violet rectangles are intermediate and final goals. These markers (in the vein of [7]), do

not hinder the possibility of moving through them, and they are essentially a modeling tool

to support agent’s navigation in the environment. In fact, one of the goals of the work is to

provide an alternative to Unity’s path finding and (more generally) pedestrian agent control

mechanisms. Later we will describe agents’ perceptive model, but we anticipate that they are

able to perceive these markers and to select intermediate or final movement targets; we will

also see that reaching intermediate or final targets will also influence agent’s reward.

Environments must therefore undergo a preparation phase before being actually used in the

proposed approach; an example of an environment annotated with this rationale is shown in

Figure 1(a). In this case, the targets in the middle of the horizontal corridors create an affordance

for agents to move towards that direction although the actual bend, at the end of the corridor,

is fairly distant, and this could confuse agents during the training phase. Moreover, oblique

targets in the bends guide agents in the change of direction, also helping them to achieve a

plausible trajectory [8]. Figure 1(b) shows instead an environment in which a door (an open

one, of course) is present: in this case, the target is used to guide agents passing through the

opening, since the final target is obstructed and not perceivable from a large portion of the

Southern room.



Figure 2: Rays and provided information: yellow = agent, cyan = intermediate target, green = final
target, transparent = wall or none of the others. Pedestrian agents are depicted in red.

2.2. Agent Perception

Agents are provided with a limited set of projectors of rays, each extending up to a certain

distance (10 m in these experiments) and providing specific information about what is “hit” by

the ray and the associated distance from the agent.

Projectors (and therefore rays) are not uniformly distributed around the agent, but they

are more densely present in from of the pedestrian, to loosely resemble real human visual

perception.

The angle between the rays and the facing direction of an agent (both positive and negative)

follows the rule described in Equation 1:

αi = Min(αi−1 + δ ∗ i, max_vision) (1)

where δ has been set to 1.5, max_vision to 90 and α0 to 0. As a consequence, projectors

emit rays at 0°, ±1.5°, ±4.5°, ±9°, ±15°, ±22.5°, ±31.5°, ±42°, ±54°, ±67.5°, ±82.5° and ±90°.
Figure 2 graphically depicts this distribution.

The overall number of projectors and rays would therefore be 23, but since the information

associated to and conveyed by rays is different for different objects we actually have several

projectors for each angle, and therefore each agent actually has 46 rays.

The overall agent’s observation is summarized in Table 1. To improve the performance

of neural networks typically employed in recent RL algorithms all observations have been

normalized in the interval [0,1]. In particular, for normalization of walking speed we consider

the maximum velocity for walking agents to be 1.7 m/s.

Information about Walls and Targets is provided to support basic wayfinding, whereas

information about Agents and Walls is more detailed (including also the walking direction and



Table 1

summary of agent’s observations.

Type of observation Observation Value

Intrinsic Own speed Number

Walls and Targets
Distance Number

Type/Tag One Hot Encoding

Agents and Walls

Distance Number

Type/Tag Boolean

Direction Number

Speed Number

speed, in case the ray ‘hits” an agent) and it is provided to support more fine grained collision

avoidance.

2.3. Action space

Each agent is provided with an individual desired velocity that is drawn from a normal distribu-

tion with average of 1.5 m/s and a standard deviation of 0.2 m/s. Each decision, and for these

experiments we decided to grant agents three decisions per second (in line with [9], combining

cognitive plausibility, quality of the achieved results, and computational costs), determines a

potential change in its velocity and this is basically what agent’s decision is all about for this

model.

Agent’s action space has been therefore modeled as the choice of two (conceptually) con-

tinuous values in the [-1,1] interval that are used to determine a change in velocity vector,

respectively for magnitude and direction. The first element, a0, causes a change in the walking

speed defined by Equation 2:

speedt = Max

(︂

speedmin, Min

(︂

speedt−1 +
speedmax ∗ a0

2
, speedmax

)︂)︂

(2)

Where speedmin is set to 0 and speedmax is set to 1.7 m/s. According to this equation the

agent is able to reach a complete stop or the maximum velocity is two actions (i.e. about 0.66 s).

The second element of the decision, a1, determines a change in agent’s direction according

to Equation 3:

αt = αt−1 + a1 ∗ 20 (3)

The walking direction can therefore change 20°each 0.33 s, that is plausible for normal

pedestrian walking, but would be probably not reasonable for modeling running and/or sport

related movements.



2.4. Reward Function

The reward function is a crucial element for a RL approach: it represents the feedback signal

guiding the learning process, in a certain sense it represents a (weaker) substitute for labels

in supervised learning. Moreover, here we deal with a complex form of decision making,

with conflicting tendencies that are generally reconciled quickly, almost unconsciously, in a

reasonable/explainable way (in retrospective) by the typical pedestrian, in a combination of

individual and collective intelligence, that however leads to sub-optimal overall performance

(see, for instance, the above cited [7] but also [10]).

Given the above considerations, we hand-crafted a reward function, initially in terms of

components, i.e. factors generally influencing pedestrian behaviour. Later on we performed

a sort of initial tuning of the related weights defining the relative importance of the different

factors. A sensitivity analysis was not performed and it would be object of future works.

The overall reward function is defined in Equation 4:

Reward :
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⎪

⎪
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⎩

+6 Final target reached

+0.5 Intermediate target reached

−1 Reached a previously reached intermediate target

−0.5 No target in sights

−0.5 Agent in very close proximity - < 0.6 m

−0.005 Agent in close proximity < 1 m

−0.001 Agent in proximity < 1.4 m

−0.5 Wall in proximity < 0.6 m

−0.0001 Each step done

−6 Reached the end of steps per episode

(4)

The only ways to increase the cumulative reward are therefore the reaching of intermediate

or final targets. However, reaching targets that have been previously visited brings a negative

reward, since it would imply moving back from the final goal, and it makes it much less

reasonable to try to “exploit” the reward to reach a formally reasonable but totally implausible

policy (i.e. reach as many intermediate targets before reaching the final one before the end

of the episode). Negative rewards thus are used to suggest that some actions should not be

chosen unless they eventually lead to the final goal (and unless better alternatives do the same):

a small negative reward granted due to the simple passage of time is usual, it pushes agents to

avoid standing still and to actively look for solutions, but we also have negative rewards due to

proxemics [11], and to penalize walking too close to walls (again, unless necessary). Finally,

the penalization to actions leading to a position from which no target (either intermediate or

final) can be seen stimulates agents to pursue the goals; one could wonder if having instead a

small bonus for actually seeing a target would work analogously: all positive rewards should

however be taken very carefully, since they can lead to pathological behaviours. In this case,

in very complex scenarios, an agent might learn to find a target and stand still, achieving a

relatively small bonus for each decision of the episode.



2.5. Adopted RL algorithm

For this research and experimentation we adopted Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [12], a

state–of–the–art RL policy–based algorithm provided by ML-Agents. PPO is a policy gradient

algorithm which works by learning the policy function π directly. These methods have a better

convergence properties compared to dynamic programming methods, but need a more abundant

set of training samples. Policy gradients work by learning the policy’s parameters through a

policy score function, J(Θ), through which is possible to apply gradient ascent to maximize

the score of the policy with respect to the policy’s parameters, Θ. A common way to define the

policy score function is through a loss function:

LPG(Θ) = Et[logπΘ(at|st)]At (5)

which is the expected value of the log probability of taking action at at state st times the

advantage function At, representing an estimate of the relative value of the taken action. As

such, when the advantage estimate is positive, the gradient will be positive as well; through

gradient ascent the probability of taking the correct action will increase, while decreasing the

probabilities of the actions associated to negative advantage, in the other case.

The goal of the work was essentially to evaluate the adequacy of the approach to the problem

of achieving a proper pedestrian simulation model and we did not yet analyze the performance

of different RL algorithms, something that is object of future works.

3. Curriculum Learning

3.1. Rationale of the Approach

Curriculum Learning, introduced in [6], represents a strategy within machine learning initially

devised with the aim of reducing the training times. The rationale is to present examples in a

specific order of increasing difficulty during training, illustrating gradually more concepts and

more complications to the decision. Later on, it has been employed more specifically as a transfer

learning technique in RL and Multi–Agent RL [13]: the agent can exploit experiences acquired

carrying out simpler tasks while training to solve more complex ones, in an intra–agent transfer

learning scheme. In some situation it was also reported to support a better generalization of the

overall training process [14]: achieving a good level of generalization of the acquired experience

was also extremely important for our problem, since pedestrian simulation generally implies

analysing the implications of different, alternative designs on the same crowding condition,

without having to perform training for every specific design (which would lead to achieve

incomparable results, since they would be achieved by means of different pedestrian models).

A naive application of a curriculum approach, however, initially led to issues somewhat

resembling the so-called vanishing gradient problem [15]: technically here we do not have

a recurrent neural network (or an extremely deep one like those employed for classification

of images trained on huge annotated datasets) but, as we will show later on, the training is

relatively long and the “oldest experiences” would be overridden by the more recent ones. The

finally adopted approach, therefore, proceeds training agents in a set of scenarios of growing



complexity, one at a time, but it also provides a final retraining in a selected number of earlier

scenarios before the end of the overall training, to refresh previously acquired competences.

3.2. Details of the Curriculum

Starting from the above considerations, we defined a specific curriculum for RL-pedestrian

agents based on this sequence of tasks of increasing complexity that are sub–goals of the overall

training:

• Steer and walk towards a target;

• Steer to face target;

• Reach the target in narrow corridors;

• Walk through bends avoiding walking too close to walls;

• Avoid collisions with agents walking in the same direction;

• Avoid collisions with agents walking in conflicting directions;

• Combine all behaviours.

We defined this sequence thanks to expertise in the context of pedestrian simulation, as

well as to a preliminary experimental phase (for instance the second step – steering to face

a target – was introduced quite late, when we realized that, as a consequence of training in

more geometrically complex scenarios, agents had sometimes difficulties in finding their targets

when the environment was not essentially “guiding them”). It would be interesting to evaluate

to which extent this sequence is robust, if it can be improved or if it is close to the optimum,

but such an analysis was not performed at this stage of the research (we were interested in

evaluating the adequacy of the approach and the possibility to achieve promising results on the

domain of pedestrian simulation), and it is object of future works.

For sake of automation of the curriculum execution, we consider a step of the curriculum to

be successfully completed whenever (i) a sufficiently high number of agents has been trained in

the scenario and (ii) the average cumulative reward for trained agents, excluding the top and

bottom 10% (for avoiding being excessively influenced by a small number outliers), exceeds a

given threshold, specifically configured for every step of the curriculum.

We also included specific test scenarios, that is, environments that are not included in

the training curriculum but that are used to evaluate the ability of agents to exhibit plausible

behaviours in scenarios that were not experienced in the training phase, rather that just showing

that they memorized the environments they had seen.

3.3. Training Environments

Table 2 reports the different environments that were defined for each of the sub–goals of the

overall training. It also shows whose environment are included in the final retraining phase,

that must be carried out before using the trained agents for simulation in new environments.

For sake of space, we cannot describe every environment and scenario included in the

curriculum, but a selection of these training environments is shown in Figure 3. Several of these

scenarios replicate experiments that were carried out with real pedestrians to study specific

behaviours (see, e.g., [16] or [17]), although we currently did not investigate high–density



(a) Start Environment (b) Observe Environment

(c) Turns Environment (d) Unidirectional Door Environment

(e) Corridor Environment (f) Intersection Environment

Figure 3: A selection of training Environments.



Table 2

Training Environments Curriculum.

Behaviour Environment Retraining

Steer and walk towards a target
StartEz ×

Start ✓

Steer to face target Observe ✓

Reach the target
in narrow corridors

Easy Corridor ×

Walk through bends avoiding
walking too close to walls

Turns ×

Turns with Obstacles ✓

Avoid collisions with agents
walking in the same direction

Unidirectional Door ✓

Avoid collisions with agents
walking in conflicting directions

Corridor ✓

Intersection ✓

T Junction ✓

Combine all behaviours Crowded Bidirectional Door ✓

situations, that moreover seem difficult to simulate with a tool such as Unity (which includes

3D models for pedestrians and components for the management of physics that should be

overridden for managing significant levels of density - e.g. higher than 1 pedestrian per square

metre).

We also do not have the space for commenting the training in all of these scenarios, however

we can highlight some stylized facts we did observe:

• within the Corridor Environment agents learn to walk in lanes that, due to the low density,

are quite stable;

• the Turns and Turns with Obstacles Environments produce plausible results in terms of

trajectories, but this is mostly due to the placement of intermediate target helping agents

in having smooth and plausible paths (as suggested in subsection 2.1);

• all the environments in which agents had to face narrow passages were crucial in leading

them to accept the trade off between choosing some actions leading to an immediate

negative reward (i.e. passing close to a wall) and achieving a longer term positive reward

(i.e. reaching the final target);

• all the environments in which agents had to interact with others were analogously crucial

but for helping them understand how to properly balance the need of slowing down and

sometimes even waiting (when steering is simply not possible or not sufficient) to avoid

collisions, but still reach the final target.



behaviors:

Pedestrian:

trainer_type: ppo

hyperparameters:

batch_size: 512

buffer_size: 5120

learning_rate: 0.003

beta: 0.01

learning_rate_schedule: constant

network_settings:

hidden_units: 256

num_layers: 2

reward_signals:

extrinsic:

gamma: 0.99

strength: 1.0

max_steps: 100000000000000000

time_horizon: 64

Listing 1: Training configuration file.

3.4. Training Configuration

Listing 1 reports the defined training configuration file3. The employed ML-Agents version we

adopted is 0.25.1 for Python and 1.0.7 for Unity.

Once again, we were interested here in evaluating the adequacy of the approach, so we did

not perform a systematic analysis of the effect of changing the different hyperparameters and

this task will be object of future works. We just comment here some of the adopted choices:

• the neural network employed within the PPO algorithm is a fully connected network with

2 hidden layers of 256 nodes each; a bigger network leads to much longer training times

but it does not improve the quality of the achieved results, whereas a smaller network

does not converge to a reasonable policies;

• we employed a basic PPOwithout curiositymechanisms [18], thereforewe have essentially

just extrinsic reward signals;

• we adopted a very high number for max_steps to let the curriculum guide the actual

training, rather than predefined parameters. We also let time_horizon to the default value.

3.5. Reward Trend During Training

The preliminary tests we conducted before reaching this configuration for the curriculum,

that were based on a single scenario or however that were based on curricula significantly

3Detailed descriptions of different fields are reported in https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents/blob/

release_16_docs/docs/Training-Configuration-File.md

https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents/blob/release_16_docs/docs/Training-Configuration-File.md
https://github.com/Unity-Technologies/ml-agents/blob/release_16_docs/docs/Training-Configuration-File.md
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Figure 4: Average reward throughout training.

more compact than the one described above, were unsuccessful (at least they did not produce

good results within the same time frame associated to training with this configuration for the

curriculum).

The overall training time with the defined curriculum varies according to different factors,

but on a Windows based PC employing an Intel Core i7-6820HL @ 2.70GHz, employing only the

CPU4 would require around 37 minutes to reach the final retraining phase (which is significantly

shorter). Technically, agents have been trained in 9 equal environments at the same time, with a

Unity velocity set to 100 (i.e. one second of simulation execution corresponds to 100 simulated

seconds). The available hardware would not allow further compression of simulated time,

but future developments in the ML-Agents framework could bring significant improvements

(especially if they would fully exploit GPUs), but we could need to change the training phase

workflow.

Figure 4 shows the trend of the cumulative reward. The Tensorboard average reward is the

raw measure provided by Tensorboard, while the Average reward is computed averaging out

the cumulative reward achieved by agents in 36 episodes within an environment. The Trimmed

average reward actually removes respectively the 10% top and 10% bottom performing episodes.

The different colors highlight the duration of the different scenarios of the curriculum: as

expected the reward drops (sometimes dramatically) when agents change the environment,

but through time the training converges. It also clearly shows that environments in which

agents have more significant interactions are tougher for the training algorithm. We were

4The adopted version of ML-Agents suggests doing so, since it would not properly exploit a GPU.



Figure 5: Anchor environment execution.

actually almost surprised by the fact that a vanilla PPO was able to successfully converge

in such situations, that are much closer to situations that call for specific Multi-Agent RL

algorithms. In these situations, the basic approaches often fail due the instability in the reward

trend that depends on more factors outside the scope of control of the trained agent; specific

reward functions that balance individual and aggregated level evaluation of the situation and

new algorithms are typically employed. We also conducted an analogous experimentation

considering groups of pedestrians, a situation that makes pedestrian to pedestrian interaction

both more complex and much more frequent (essentially uniformly present in each step of the

training) than the type described in the present work, and PPO was not able to converge. The

description of this additional experimentation is out of the scope of the present work.

4. Analysis of Achieved Results

4.1. Qualitative Analysis of Generalization in Test Scenarios

After the training phase we tested the learned pedestrian model in some specific environments

that were not “shown” to agents during the training, to understand if the approach was able to

grant pedestrian a general capability to produce realistic behaviours even in newly encountered

situations.

In particular, Figure 5 shows the “Anchor” environment, in which agents enter from the

NE and NW corners, make a sharp bend and move North (a movement patter with a junction

between two flows that is not that different from the T Junction environment): agents do not

have particular problems, although they might have an hesitation close to the point in which

the flows merge, due to the interaction and coordination process that must take place between

pedestrians coming from the two entrances (something that is also plausible and that can be

qualitatively observed in real world experiments).

Figure 6 shows the “Omega” environment, a maze–like structure in which 90° and u-turns to

the right and to the left are present without choices among different passages. We emphasize

that the training environments do not include all of these configurations for bends. Trained

agents exhibit a reasonable behaviour, slowing down before the bends to avoid collisions with



Figure 6: Omega environment execution.

Figure 7: “Door choice” environment execution.

walls.

Figure 7 shows the “Door choice” environment, a relatively simple situation that however

includes the choice of a passage from the Southern to the central region, in addition to a single

passage to the Northern region that includes the final target. Within the training environments

agents never face a situation in which they have to choose among two or more intermediate

targets, and we wanted to find out if this kind of situation would instead be necessarily included

in a proper curriculum for training pedestrian dynamics.

Trained agents actually do not have a problem in performing a plausible movement pattern

in this scenario: they do not always choose the closest passage, but (i) real world experiments

show that real pedestrians are not necessarily optimizing the expected travel time (although

this generally happens when additional factors to distance, such as congestion, influence their

decisions), and (ii) additional modifications to the model and to the training curriculumwould be

necessary to improve wayfinding behaviour to be competitive with hand–written and calibrated

models.

Figure 8 finally shows the “Bidirectional Door” environment, a variant of the “Crowded

Bidirectional Door” employed in the training. The lower number of pedestrians from the region

beyond the passage, and their random initial position, paradoxically can represent a problem



Figure 8: “Bidirectional Door” environment execution.

for the agents, since they cannot perceive the potential conflict until the very last moments.

This scenario was therefore aimed at finding out if the trained agents were able to move at

free–flow speed and then slow down when they perceive a conflicting pedestrian, avoiding it

and, at the same time, don not completely disrupt the trajectory.

When agents had initial positions granting them immediate mutual perception they would

start moving cautiously, and they cross the door keeping their right, then move to the final

target. Otherwise, agents start moving at full velocity until they perceive each other, slowing

down, and again change position to avoid each other when passing through the door, generally

keeping their right. Sometimes agents do not follow the most direct path to the final target after

passing through the door, but the overall behaviour is acceptable.

We did not test if the side preference is random and due to the randomness in the training

process, or if there is some systematic bias (maybe due to the spatial structure of the training

environments) that leads to an uneven distribution of this preference.

5. Conclusions and Future Developments

The paper has presented a research effort aimed at experimenting the adequacy of applying RL

techniques to pedestrian simulation, especially considering the need to achieve general models

applicable to a wide range of situations without the need of performing a training for each

analyzed scenario. The achieved results are promising and encouraging. There are, of course,

several limits of the current state of the research, representing lines for future research:

• we did not show a quantitative analysis of the achieved results, also for sake of space:

this analysis, representing a first step in the direction of model validation, is object of

current and future works;

• we intend to release as an open source project the developed software and the environ-

ments used for the curriculum and for the tests; at the moment of submission of the camera

ready the repository is not ready, especially due to the lack of proper documentation, but

anyone interested in accessing it can contact the authors (and plausibly future works on

this line of research will include a reference to the accessible software repository);



• analysis of the effects of changes in RL algorithm, hyperparameters, configuration of

the curriculum: we reached the presented solution performing some comparisons with

alternative settings, but a systematic analysis of each of these aspect would require a

focused specific work;

• additional quantitative experiments to improve the evaluation of the achieved results on

the side of pedestrian simulation, towards a validation of the model or the acquisition of

new objectives for model improvement;

• overcoming some current limits: modeling groups within the simulated pedestrian popu-

lation is not possible, and preliminary work in this direction suggests that a change in the

adopted RL algorithm would be necessary, due to the more systematic presence of agent

to agent interaction; dealing with high density situations; going deeper in the capability

of the model to perform wayfinding, possibly achieving the capability to adapt to the

perceived level of congestion [19].
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Abstract
Italy was the first European country to be affected by COVID-19, facing an unprecedented situation. The

reaction required drastic solutions and highly restrictive measures, which severely tested the trust of

the Italian people. In this context, the role of information sources was fundamental, since they strongly

influence public opinion. The central focus of this research is to assess how the information seeking

behavior (ISB) of the Italian citizens affected their perception of government response strategies during

the pandemic. Starting from the result of a survey addressed to 4260 Italian citizens, we used social

simulation to estimate the evolution of public opinion. Particular attention has been given to different

social categories, identified by age and gender. Comparing the ISB during and before COVID-19, we

discovered that the shift in the ISB, during the pandemic, may have actually positively influenced public

opinion, facilitating the acceptance of the costly restrictions introduced.

Keywords
CODIV-19, SARS-CoV-2, trust, fake news, misinformation, information-seeking behavior, social simula-

tion

1. Introduction

The World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 situation as a pandemic on March 11,

2020. At that time, Italy was the European country most severely hit by this public health

emergency. The COVID-19 outbreak forced the Italian State to deal with a novel, ambiguous,

and unexpected risk. Politicians, local governments, and citizens had to face an unprecedented

situation. The reaction to COVID-19 in Italy required drastic solutions and highly restrictive

measures [19].

In this context of uncertainty and constant change, a strong need for information emerged [6],

in order to understand what was going on: how the pandemic was evolving; to assess the

actual risk to which all of us were subjected; to know community-level policies or personal

health strategies. Quarantine, social distancing, mass swab tests, school closures, and the use

of personal protective equipment are just some of the highly restrictive measures adopted to

deal with the pandemic. People were required to undertake costly behavioral changes, not

only in economic terms, but even restricting their personal freedom. All this was accompanied

by a strong sense of uncertainty about the future. As Gualano and colleagues state [20],

the Italian general population reported a high prevalence of mental health issues during the
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lockdown (depression, anxiety, poor sleep), whose impact is expected to persist beyond this

critical situation.

In a time of crisis, the Italian population decided to trust its institutions and to rely on them to

face COVID-19. This scenario was anything but trivial, considering the historical distrust in the

Italian government and institutions in general. For sure, it is unthinkable that the authorities

have suddenly become more reliable, but rather the citizens were forced by the circumstances.

They had no other choice but to rely on their institutions, to trust the only entity able to face

the problem, accepting all the necessary rules and restrictions [15].

Nevertheless, such a necessary choice may have resulted in a series of adjustments, in order

to compensate and justify this "trust gap" [15]. As it is well known in the literature [9], in such

cases, feedback and control mechanisms come into play. When there is not enough trust, making

use of some type of control on the trustee allows one to lower the level of trust needed for

reliance. From this consideration followed the great needs to get information, to monitor the

institutions, to know that trust was well placed, and that the sacrifices the citizens were forced

to make were fundamental. As Siegrist and Zingg report [41] in their systematic review on

the importance of trust when preparing for and during a pandemic, trust is fundamental to

positively influencing people’s willingness to adopt recommended behavior.

In these cases, trust in institutions is therefore strongly linked to their communication skills,

and to the fact that they are able to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategies.

Even the World Health Organization, in a 2011 report [42], has identified communication as one

of the biggest challenges, among the essential instruments required to tackle a pandemic. Our

own opinions and beliefs are strictly tied to information we receive, especially in a moment of

total uncertainty [3, 4, 40]; consider the lack of prior knowledge about this virus. This becomes

particularly critical when, on the one hand there is an enormous risk, and on the other there is

even the limitation of one’s personal freedoms. Our trust is strongly related to information we

receive and a lack of trust could lead to the non-acceptance of the rules imposed, the actual

result of which depends not on the acceptance of the individual, but on the adhesion of a

substantial part of the population. In such a scenario, it is clear how fundamental it is to inform

citizens properly, by identifying the right communication methods and limiting the spread of

misinformation. As an example, manifold fake news [37] about COVID-19 were spread, probably

aiming to affect public health communication and diminish preventive measures. The main,

but not exclusive source of this fake news was social media. In order to answer this situation,

the Italian Ministry of Health was forced to change its communication strategies, playing

a strategic role in using its official Facebook page to mitigate the spread of misinformation

and to offer updates to the online public [31]. Overall, the authorities’ response to fake news

was effective.

Another problem that arose, with respect to information, concerned the not always complete

consistency of the indications provided by official sources (the various experts: virologists,

infectious disease specialists, pandemic phenomena experts, etc.) as the pandemic proceeded.

This phenomenon is well known to science, as many problems typically require a certain amount

of time to be studied and to produce stable knowledge. Nevertheless, the population is not

accustomed to such processes. Due to constant media pressure, motivated by the necessity to

investigate the different perspectives of the pandemic, there has been an overexposure of experts

in public debates. In several cases, citizens were faced with rapidly changing hypotheses, which



at times were also contradictory to each other. (Has the virus lost spreading and infectious

capabilities or not? Can the asymptomatic subjects transmit the virus or not?)

The study presented in this paper contributes to this fast-growing body of knowledge on

the interplay between trust in institutions and the COVID-19 pandemic, aiming to assess how

the citizens’ information-seeking behavior influenced the perception of government response

strategies during the pandemic. Specifically, we exploited the result of a survey addressed to

4260 Italian citizens to determine their ISB. Then, we realized an agent-based simulation to

study the evolution of public opinion, according to citizens’ ISB.

We intend to test the hypothesis that the Italian population has behaved in a virtuous way,

precisely because of the use they made of information. We believe that their virtuous behavior

may have affected public opinion, by making it move towards compliance with the restrictive

rules, which in turn may have reduced the impact of the pandemic.

2. Related Work

Information is a primary good for human beings, as it allows to reduce uncertainty and to make

the world more predictable [7]. Our own opinions and beliefs are strictly tied to information we

receive, especially if we are forced to face phenomena that are currently completely unknown [3,

4, 40]. Quality information represents the basis of good decision-making, which becomes pivotal

when it comes to healthcare. Information seeking behavior (ISB) refers to those activities a

person engages in when identifying his or her own need for information, searching for such

information in any way, and using or transferring that information [21]. Health information

seeking relates to the ways in which individuals obtain information, including information about

their health, health promotion activities, risks to one’s health, and illness [27]. As McCloud

and colleagues state [33], the breadth and nature of health information obtained influences the

individual’s knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes toward a specific health behavior.

In the light of such considerations, the fundamental role of ISB is clear. Much attention

in the literature has focused on identifying who actively seeks or who does not seek health

information, the frequency of use, and satisfaction with health information seeking [23, 26].

The issue to date is that not all individuals seek health information equally.

Several studies have shed the light on the importance of demographic features for under-

standing information seeking, such as socioeconomic and ethnic diversity [36, 28]. Specifi-

cally, for what it concerns COVID-19, age and gender effects could be particularly interesting,

given that they also represent the two main factors that determine the mortality for COVID-

19 [13, 34, 35], together with the presence of pre-existing diseases.

As far as it concerns gender, many works underlined its strong effect on ISB. As Halder

and colleagues [21] state, "Gender as a variable may be useful for better understanding the

cognitive and social background of human information processing and may have important

implications for information dissemination services and systems." The same authors, in their

study, confirmed one of the well-known gender effects in the literature. They discovered that

females seem to be more ardent information searchers when compared to males, and that they



also have more information needs than males. Similarly, Manierre [32] found that females are

more likely to look for health information, with respect to males. Such an effect also applies to

online sources [38].

Much less known, however, are the effects of age, with particular reference to the elderly.

Although there are some studies in the literature, most of them focus on their specific use of the

Internet [14, 25]. Yet, having a clear picture of older adults’ health information-seeking behavior

has an evident and substantial practical value. Indeed, given that this social category is generally

the most subject to health-related risks, understanding how the elderly relate to information

would be of great help to minimizing the diffusion of poor or potentially threatening health

information or improving the diffusion of useful health information [1].

In summary, given the great importance of the ISB in decision-making processes, it is clear that

studying it is fundamental to understanding how individual citizens (and the whole community)

responded to the COVID-19 emergency. These considerations would be particularly useful both

for public institutions and for the healthcare system, allowing a better understanding of what

happened and how public opinion could be better orientated in the future.

3. Survey and Sample

We will not report the full details of the entire study, which can be found at [15, 17, 18]. In this

specific work, we focus our attention on a particular subsection of the original survey, taking a

closer look at the information seeking behavior of the Italian citizens.

The study was conducted using a snowball sampling method to determine the respondents: it

concerned a large sample (N = 4260, 57% women, mean age = 46 years), relatively well-balanced

in terms of geographical provenance (33% Northern Italy, 39% Central Italy, 28% Southern Italy

and main islands), with a significant portion of respondents (30%) residing in the regions most

affected by COVID-19 at that time (Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia-Romagna, Marche, Piedmont). It

should be noted that the mean educational level of participants was very high: almost three

quarters of respondents had a degree (38%) or post-graduate specialization (34%). The main

characteristics of the sample are shown in Table 1.

Data were collected with a 57-item questionnaire, using a 5-point Likert scale for most items.

An English translation of the whole questionnaire is available at [15].

The questionnaire was aimed to investigate the participant’s overall trust towards public

authorities and their motivations, along with the factors that determine the participant’s trust.

The questionnaire was based on the socio-cognitive model of trust developed by Castelfranchi

and Falcone [10] and explored participants’ opinions on five main dimensions, in relation to the

current COVID-19 crisis in Italy:

1. Evaluation of the competence of public institutions;

2. Evaluation of the intentionally of public institutions;

3. Purposes and effectiveness of the public institutions’ intervention;

4. Trust and information sources: the most used sources of information and their per-

ceived trustworthiness;

5. Expectations about the future scenarios that will arise, once the COVID-19 crisis is over.



Table 1
Sample characteristics.

Regions Most Affected % (30%) Regions Less Affected % (70%) Total %

Gender

Men 45 42 43

Women 55 58 57

Total 100 100 100

Age (Mean = 46)

18–29 19 11 13

30–39 23 18 19

40–49 23 24 24

50–59 21 28 26

60–69 11 15 14

>70 3 4 4

Total 100 100 100

Educational Level

Middle school 3 2 2

High school 24 27 26

University degree 41 36 38

Post-graduate specialization 32 35 34

Total 100 100 100

Geographical provenance

Northern Italy 96 7 33

Central Italy 4 53 39

Southern Italy/islands 0 40 28

Total 100 100 100

As already stated, in this work we will mainly focus on the fourth point. Specifically, we

analyzed the information seeking behavior (ISB) of the respondents, with particular reference

to the following sources of information:

• Traditional media (TM);

• Official websites (OW);

• Social media (SM);

• Family physicians (FP);

• Scientists (S);

• Friends, relatives, acquaintances (FRA).

3.1. Effects of Age and Gender

As highlighted in Section 2, age and gender are two particularly interesting features, given

their influence on ISB. Furthermore, in this specific domain, they strongly affect the mortality

for COVID-19. This section has the purpose of presenting the peculiarity introduced by such

features.



Comparing male and female respondents, significant differences emerged concerning their

ISB. We identified an average 4% higher information request for women, with respect to men.

Such a difference increases when we consider the use of online sources. There is an increment of

+6.6%, confirmed by correlation data, both for official websites (R = 0.124, p < 0.0001) and social

media (R = 0.1, p < 0.0001). This effect is well-supported by previous evidence in the literature,

since other studies detected a higher tendency of women to refer to online sources for health

information [8, 44]. This effect disappears when we consider scientists as information sources

(there is a slight difference of −0.7%). On the contrary, we did not find significant gender effects

about trust.

Investigating the effects of age, we also considered a 10-year range re-coding. The idea that led

to the categorization process was to investigate the behavior of individuals subjected to the same

level of risk (death rate). In this regard, we refer to the most common death rate classifications

(age, sex, existing conditions of COVID-19 cases and deaths, https://www.worldometers.info/

coronavirus/coronavirus-age-sex-demographics/; accessed at 15/03/2020) [35], considering age

in 10-year ranges. As far as it concerns age, young people tend to consult information sources

with a lower frequency, compared to older people, going from an average frequency of use of

53.86% for 18ś29 to a 61.41% for people over 70. The different levels of risk that COVID-19

entails between young and old people [34, 35], in particular in the severity it can take, could

at least in part explain the differences introduced by age regarding the willingness to keep

informed about this phenomenon. Young people were also the most suspicious with respect to

sources of information: 30ś39 year-old people showed the lowest level of trust (57.71%, slightly

higher than 18ś29), which increased with age until 64.03% for people over 70.

Combining the effects of age and gender (Table 2), we found that 18ś29 year-old men had the

lowest average frequency of use (52.9%) while 30ś39 year-old men had the lowest level of trust

(58.9%). In contrast, over 70 year-old women were the most prone to use information sources

(63.3%) and to trust them (68.2%).

Table 3 reports the frequency of use for the different information sources. Focusing on the

least trusted ones, we observed that people over 70, more exactly women, are the ones that make

most use of FRA and social media. The people over 70’s average use of social media was 37.4%,

and it even increased up to 49.2% for women. Advanced age does not seem to have represented

a barrier to accessing social media. This result is even more striking when crossed with the

analysis of trust (Table 4). The average trust in social media is about 20%, but it rises to 29% for

men over 70, and even to 39% for women over 70. Summarizing, on the one hand, women over

70 make extensive use of information sources; on the other hand they show a higher level of

trust in social media, which certainly cannot be considered the most reliable source. A deeper

analysis of these two contradictory characteristics may offer some interesting insights.

Given the critical role age and gender have on ISB, we decided to introduce them in our

framework as categorization criteria. This allowed us to understand how the different social

categories use information sources and what impact this has on their opinion. Combining age

and gender, we considered a total of 12 social categories.

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/coronavirus-age-sex-demographics/
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/coronavirus-age-sex-demographics/


Table 2
Average values of frequency of use and trust in information sources, based on age and gender.

Category Average Use Average Trust

women 18–29 55.36 % 60.85%

women 30–39 56.54% 60.02%

women 40–49 59.10% 61.30%

women 50–59 59.58 % 61.99%

women 60–69 61.83% 63.27%

women over 70 63.33 % 68.15%

men 18–29 51.93% 59.85%

men 30–39 52.43% 58.86%

men 40–49 54.07% 59.94%

men 50–59 55.46% 59.78%

men 60–69 57.85% 60.68%

men over 70 60.01% 63.11%

4. Simulations

In this work, the use of simulations has allowed us to estimate how the opinions of classes of

individuals and of a whole community evolved, starting from the specific use the citizens made

of information sources. In order to study opinion dynamics, we considered a model based on

that proposed by HegselmannśKrause [22], whose effectiveness has been proven over time.

Their model has been modified here by introducing the probabilistic use of information sources.

Then, given the belief b as "the institutional truth" to tackle COVID-19 outbreak (i.e., "it is

essential to use face masks," or "it is necessary to maintain social distance"), the citizens, modeled

in the simulation as agents, had different opinions about said belief, since the information sources

they used may have reported evidence supporting b or opposing it. As we supposed b to be

the institutional truth, opposing information represents, for simplicity, misinformation and/or

fake news.

Let n be the number of information sources under consideration. To model the repeated

process of opinion formation, we considered a discrete-time system; thus time was divided

in rounds T = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. For a fixed agent i, we denote its opinion at time t by xi(t),
expressed as a real number in [0,1]. Similarly, for a fixed information source j, we denote

information of the sources j at time t by infj(t). While fixing an agent i, δi represents the

weight i gives to its own opinion, and aij is the weight given to information coming from the

source j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Furthermore, let δi ≥ 0 and aij ≥ 0 for all i and j, an let their sum be equal to 1, as in Equa-

tion (2). This last condition is not mandatory, but it allows us to avoid the normalization process.

Considering this notation, opinion formation of agent i can be described as in Equation (1).

xi(t+ 1) = δi * xi(t) + ai1 * inf1(t) + ai2 * inf2(t) + · · ·+ ain * infn(t) (1)

δi + ai1 + ai2 + · · ·+ ain = 1 (2)

In addition to the HegselmannśKrause model, we considered that iwould not use all its source at

each round, but just a subset of them. This characteristic allowed us to model a frequency-based



access to the sources, which is precisely what the citizens stated to do. Therefore, we introduce

the function useij(t), whose Boolean result determines if i will make use of the source j at

time t. Thus, our model will be described by Equations (3) and (4).

xi(t+1) = δi*xi(t)+ai1*inf1(t)*usei1(t)+ai2*inf2(t)*usei2(t)+· · ·+ain*infn(t)*usein(t)
(3)

δi + ai1 * usei1(t) + ai2 * usei2(t) + · · ·+ ain * usein(t) = 1 (4)

Given this framework, we are interested in understanding how the opinion of the agent i,

characterized by an initial profile and a specific ISB, evolves over time. By doing this analysis

for each category of citizens, we are able to determine how the particular ISB of a category

influences the final opinion of the citizens belonging to that category.

The data we need are:

1. Initial profile of the agent i, given by xi(0) and δi;

2. ISB, i.e., useij(t) and aij for each information source j;

3. Actual trustworthiness of each information source j, in order to generate infj(t).

As far as it concerns xi(0) and δi, we considered a situation in which these two parameters

did not affect the final outcome. Notice that, in such a system, given that information sources

influence citizens but the opposite never happens, after a sufficiently wide time window xi(t)
can be considered as independent of xi(0). Accordingly, we introduced a long transient phase,

which ensured that this condition holds. With respect to δi, it affects the stability of xi(t) in
time, determining how much it can vary from round to round: increasing δi makes xi(t) more

stable and vice versa. In order to nullify the influence of δi, we did not simply analyze the final

value of xi(t), but its average value after the transient phase.
The ISB is definitely the most interesting part, since in this experiment we exploited it to study

its effect on the citizens’ opinion. In such a context, useij(t) is represented by the frequency

of use of the sources. For instance, if i has a frequency of use of 50% for source j, this means

that there is the 50% probability that i will access this source at time t. For what it concerns

the weights given to the reported information, aij , this can be generate by the trust value i has

on j for reporting information about COVID-19. For the sake of simplicity, we used already

normalized weights, as in Equation (4) (of course, given Equation (4), it is also necessary that

δi ̸= 1; otherwise, xi(t) will not be affected by information sources). Specifically, we keep

δi fixed, and we assign the weights of the other sources proportionally to their trust values.

The choice to use trust values as weights for information source has a solid foundation in the

literature [2, 5, 16, 39] for other models and specifically for HegselmannśKrause [24]. All the

data we need to generate useij(t) and aij , the frequency of use and the average trust, can be

found respectively in Tables 3 and 4.

We come therefore to the last parameter of the experimental setting, the actual trustworthiness

of the information sources. Unfortunately, there is no way to find such data. To the best of our

knowledge, we could not find any study about it, which is reasonable, since it is not that easy to

produce a precise quantification of how trustworthy these information sources were during the

pandemic. Nevertheless, two possible approaches allowed us to overcome the problem. The first

one consists of equalizing trust (the assessment of the trustor) and trustworthiness (the intrinsic



Table 3
Frequency of use for each information sources, based on age and gender.

Category TM OW SM FP Scientists FRA

women 18–29 77.82% 78.61% 42.24% 31.58% 59.56% 42.32%

women 30–39 75.67% 83.73% 41.94% 32.54% 67.08% 38.31%

women 40–49 82.33% 83.77% 39.92% 38.86% 74.53% 35.17%

women 50–59 84.75% 82.19% 37.81% 39.82% 76.93% 35.97%

women 60–69 87.38% 80.05% 38.88% 46.21% 81.31% 37.15%

women over 70 91.25% 61.25% 49.17% 48.33% 79.17% 50.83%

men 18–29 68.85% 75.81% 35.79% 25.20% 66.94% 39.01%

men 30–39 73.44% 78.28% 31.80% 26.39% 69.92% 34.75%

men 40–49 76.89% 77.24% 34.67% 30.84% 72.82% 31.96 %

men 50–59 80.14 % 74.79% 34.53% 36.76% 75.95% 30.56%

men 60–69 86.84% 70.94% 29.77% 47.88% 78.62% 33.04%

men over 70 88.41% 65.85% 35.98% 54.88% 75.00% 39.94%

Table 4
Trust in information sources, based on age and gender.

Category TM OW SM FP Scientists FRA

women 18–29 55.09% 89.73% 19.83% 64.66% 88.56% 29.78%

women 30–39 54.53% 87.88% 19.27% 64.79% 86.78% 30.34%

women 40–49 55.72% 87.29% 20.34% 69.32% 90.04% 30.04%

women 50–59 57.63 % 86.64% 20.72% 69.54% 89.82% 32.63%

women 60–69 59.38 % 86.04% 21.45% 71.77% 91.32% 34.70%

women over 70 65.42 % 84.58% 38.75% 75.42% 90.42% 48.75%

men 18–29 51.01 % 87.60% 20.87% 66.23% 88.51% 30.24%

men 30–39 50.33 % 85.57% 16.39% 66.64% 87.38% 28.85%

men 40–49 55.25 % 84.73% 18.51% 69.93% 87.38% 28.54%

men 50–59 56.46 % 82.15 % 18.33% 69.70% 88.56% 29.56%

men 60–69 59.19 % 81.54% 19.43% 70.94% 89.13% 31.27%

men over 70 60.06 % 77.44 % 28.96% 73.17% 91.16% 39.33%

property of the trustee, determining its actual performance). Given that it is rarely possible

to directly access the effective value of trustworthiness, we may reasonably suppose that the

assessment of the survey respondents approximates sufficiently well the real trustworthiness

of the information sources. To give a clearer idea, this is exactly what currently happens in

systems such as Google, Ebay or TripAdvisor: the evaluation of a seller/restaurant/hotel is

obtained by aggregating the evaluations produced by a multitude of individuals; this is not

the real trustworthiness, but it is an appropriate approximation. In this specific case, we easily

extrapolated such data from the questionnaire. We believe that this first approach (average trust

valueÐATV ), with a certain margin of unavoidable error, represents the most precise solution.

As an alternative, it is possible to arbitrarily rank the sources on the basis of their perceived

trustworthiness (trustworthiness-based sortingÐTBS), assigning the specific values accordingly.

In the ATV case, these values approximately vary form a minimum of 20% to a maximum of 90%.

We consider the same ranking and the same range in the TBS case, distributing the 6 sources in

intervals of equal dimensions. In this study, we took into account both the possibilities.



As already stated, the trustworthiness of a source determines infj(t); i.e., it represents the
actual probability that the source j will report information supporting the belief b, at time t.

For instance, in the ATV case, scientists will report supporting information (infj(t) = 1) 88.85%
of the time, and opposing information (infj(t) = 0) the rest of the time.

Considering the workflow of the simulation, at the beginning of each run, we found the

various information sources, each described by a specific value of trustworthiness, and a number

of citizens. Each citizen i belongs to a specific category, identified by age and gender, which in

turn determines its ISB. At each round of this phase:

1. The sources report fresh information supporting b or opposing to it;

2. The citizen i accesses a subset of the available information sources, according to its ISB,

and updates its opinion xi(t) according to the formula 3.

The simulation consists of two different parts: the transient phase, whose sole function is to

ensure that the citizen’s initial profile will not affect xi(t) in the next phase; the analysis phase,

in which we actually analyze the value of xi(t). In particular, we are interested in the average

value of xi(t) during this last phase, which is used, within this framework, as a performance

indicator. Ideally (for the institutions), this dimension should tend towards the target value 1

(the citizen believes b to be true), while low values are undesirable (the citizen does not believe

b).

The resulting model has been implemented in the simulation environment NetLogo (ver-

sion 5.2) [43].

5. Results

In the following experiments we considered a social simulation by implementing the model

introduced in the previous sections. Specifically, we were interested in:

• Determining how much the ISBs of the different categories of citizens, classified by age

and gender, affected their opinions, and in turn, their choices during the pandemic.

• Trying to compare the ISBs identified in this study with those prior to COVID-19 arrival.

Such a comparison may help determine whether and to whay extent the citizens’ rational

and responsible choice to rely on trusted sources positively affected their acceptance of

restrictions and rules needed to face the pandemic.

5.1. First Experiment: The Influence of ISBs on the Citizens’ Opinions

The analysis in Section 3.1 suggests that women and older people show a greater interest in

information (regarding the pandemic), while young men seem to be the most disinterested

category. That being said, it is still necessary a more in-depth analysis to understand how these

characteristics affected the opinion of the individuals, making them more or less resilient to

misinformation. Especially for women over 70, we thought it interesting to verify how their

frequent usage and high trust in social media have affected their opinions, and whether their

higher use of the other sources can compensate for these contrasting characteristics. More

generally, it is particularly useful to quantify the impacts of information sources on the various



Table 5
Trustworthiness of the sources of information.

source of information ATV TBS

Scientists 88.85% 90%

OW 85.82% 76%

FP 68.63% 62%

TM 55.91% 48%

FRA 31.04% 34%

SM 20.02% 20%

categories of citizens. Consider, for instance, that being able to study and to quantify the

evolution of their opinion would allow the institutions to identify which part of the population

needs targeted interventions, offering the possibility to optimize the available resources.

While aiming to quantify those dimensions, within this section we introduce an agent-based

simulation, which allows us to evaluate how the citizens’ opinion changes depending on their

ISBs. In particular, we considered an opinion dynamics model based on that proposed by

HegselmannśKrause [22]. Their model is used to investigate opinion dynamics within a group

of individuals who interact with each other by exchanging opinions. Within this experiment,

we focus on the opinions of individuals, in a context in which they receive information from

their sources in a unidirectional way (the source reports information to the individual, but the

opposite does not happen). Conversely, in the next experiment we consider the opinion of the

whole population.

We report below the experimental setting:

1. Transient phase: 2000 rounds. Actually, we verified that a significantly lower number of

rounds would be sufficient. Yet, we decided to use a high value.

2. Analysis phase: 100 rounds.

3. xi(0): 0.5. As we stated, this parameter did not affect the final values.

4. δi: 100%. As we stated, this parameter did not affect the final values.

5. Number of citizens: 1200, i.e., 100 for each category.

6. Frequency of use in Table 3.

7. Trust in information sources in Table 4.

8. Trustworthiness of the information sources for the ATV and TBS cases in Table 5.

The data summarized in Table 6 show the findings of the experiment, both in the ATV case

and the TBS case. Overall, we observe a positive tendency, as the average opinion of all the

categories of citizens is over the threshold 0.5. This result was driven by the intensive use of

reliable information sources, first, above all, scientists. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in

none of the cases analyzed did we encounter a striking value, particularly close to the target

value 1.

Coming then to detail, it is plainly clear that women over 70 had the worst performance.

Their average opinion is 0.661 in the ATV case and 0.628 in the TBS case.

In contrast, 30ś39 year-old men showed the best performance: their average opinion was

0.731 in the ATV case (+7% with respect to the worst case) and 0.69 in the TBS case (+6.2% with

respect to the worst case).



Table 6
Average values of the citizens’ opinions during the analysis phase. The citizens are grouped by age and

gender. We report average values over 100 simulations.

Category Average OpinionÐATV Average OpinionÐTBS

Women 18–29 0.704 0.661

Women 30–39 0.719 0.677

Women 40–49 0.723 0.682

Women 50–59 0.723 0.683

Women 60–69 0.715 0.677

Women over 70 0.661 0.628

men 18–29 0.718 0.679

men 30–39 0.731 0.69

men 40–49 0.726 0.686

men 50–59 0.723 0.684

men 60–69 0.716 0.677

men over 70 0.69 0.654

5.2. Second Experiment: A Comparison between the Citizens’ ISBs before
and after the Arrival of COVID-19

All the data and the analyses previously reported in this work clearly suggest a substantial

virtuous behavior of the Italian population. In particular, in the attempt to get reliable informa-

tion, there has been an extraordinarily high reliance on science. We can then assert that this

virtuous behavior actually played an important role in the fight against the pandemic: being

properly informed encouraged the acceptance of the rules and guidelines, despite the high

personal burden.

It would be interesting to quantify to which extent this virtuous behavior has helped to

reduce the impact of COVID-19. In this sense, our effort within this second experiment was

to compare the estimation of the public opinion in this case with what would have happened

if the population had behaved, with respect to information, as it usually did in health-related

contexts before COVID-19. We made use of the same framework of the previous experiment.

If, however, we previously evaluated the individual categories, here we were interested in

studying the opinion of the whole population. In other words, we implemented the logic of the

previous experiment, considering a whole community, made up of citizens belonging to the same

categories. In order to obtain a more likely outcome, we took into account the real distribution of

the Italian population, according to age and gender. Such data, current as of January 2019, have

been retrieved from the Istat website (http://dati.istat.it/Index.aspx?QueryId=42869 accessed at

07/08/2020). Table 7 summarizes them.

We considered a population of 1000 citizens, which allowed for a more precise distribution

of the citizens among the categories. Then we analyzed the average opinion of the whole

population. We compared the results obtained with the ISBs extrapolated from our survey

(outbreak settingÐOS), concerning the COVID-19 outbreak, with the one (prior setting, PS)

retrieved by the fairly recent study of Zucco and colleagues [44], conducted in May 2017 in Italy

(N = 913). The study aimed to identify the ISB concerning antibiotics and health in general. Even

http://dati.istat.it/Index.aspx?QueryId=42869


Table 7
Distribution of the Italian population by age and gender, current as of January 2019.

Category Men Women

18–29 7.55% 7.01%

30–39 7.02% 6.94%

40–49 9.06% 9.17%

50–59 9.03% 9.42%

60–69 6.93% 7.55%

over 70 8.55% 11.76%

Table 8
Frequency of the use of information sources extrapolated from the study of Zucco and colleagues.

TM OW SM FP Scientists FRA

frequency of use 13.6% 27.6% 45.1% 71.6% 8.9% 1.7%

if it does not provide all the data we needed concerning health in general, it does for antibiotics.

Moreover, at least for what concerns the available data, the frequencies of use appear quite

similar in these two contexts. Thus, we considered data about information sources’ usage for

antibiotics (Table 8). We considered the same population of 1000 citizens, verifying how the

average opinion changed when introducing the ISBs of Italian population before COVID-19.

Summarizing the experimental setting:

1. Transient phase: 2000 rounds. Actually, we verified that a significantly lower number of

rounds would be sufficient. Yet, we decided to use a high value.

2. Analysis phase: 100 rounds.

3. xi(0): 0.5. As we stated, this parameter did not affect the final values.

4. δi: 100%. As we stated, this parameter did not affect the final values.

5. Number of citizens: 1000, distributed by age and gender according to Table 7.

6. Frequency of use: Table 3 for OS agents and Table 8 for PS agents.

7. Trust in information sources in Table 4.

8. Trustworthiness of the information sources in Table 5.

Results in Table 9 highlight a substantial difference of opinion. Specifically, OS agents had

+8.2% and +9.1% higher outcomes, respectively, in the ATV and TBS cases. These findings

suggest that the responsible behavior of the population, with respect to information, has indeed

helped the acceptance of the rules imposed by the institutions and it may have contributed to

reducing the impact of COVID-19.

6. Discussion

In this study, we focused on the ISB of the Italian population during the early stages of the

pandemic. In a situation of high risk and uncertainty, accurate information becomes priceless.

This is what happened in Italy, in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. On the one hand,



Table 9
Average opinion of the OS and PS populations, in the ATV and TBS cases.

Average OpinionÐATV Average OpinionÐTBS

OS 0.71 0.664

PS 0.628 0.573

there was the growing need to be informed about what was happening in order to understand

the general characteristics, the risks, and the evolution of the phenomenon. On the other hand,

information represented a way to check and control the actions of the institutions, to check

that everyone’s personal sacrifice was not in vain, that the granted trust was not misplaced.

Even the World Health Organization, in a 2011 report [42], identified communication as one

of the biggest challenges to tackle a pandemic. We found confirmation of this in our analysis,

detecting a strong correlation (R = 0.545, p < 0.0001) between trusting institutions for managing

the COVID-19 emergency and as a source of information for the same topic.

From the need to rely on the institutions, in a historical context of substantial distrust,

followed the necessity to introduce control mechanisms to fill this trust gap, to supervise

somehow the actions of the institutions. What we detected here is a well known phenomenon

in the literature [9, 11]. When the trustor (citizens) does not trust enough the trustee (Italian

institutions), it can decide to introduce control mechanisms to check the trustee’s actions.

Thus, the trustor (to realize the practical act of trusting) needs a lower level of trust (as mental

attitude). In our specific case, to trust the institution was the only possible choice; thus, the

higher information request [6] was introduced as a control mechanism.

This affected not only the quantity, but also the quality of the information requested. Indeed,

we detected significant changes with respect to people’s behavior towards information. Such

changes may have positively affected the effectiveness of the measures introduced to tackle

the pandemic, facilitating their acceptance by the whole population. The most remarkable

result is probably the very high usage of scientists as information sources. About 92.6% of the

respondents reported to trust scientists. This is definitely far from what has been found in other

studies [44], especially if we consider the marginal role science has played in Italy over the last

few decades. It is worth noting that, before COVID-19, Italy had a fairly worrying scientific

picture, both from the political and the societal perspective (decreasing funding for the sector,

and citizens’ distrust towards scientific rationality: think of phenomena such as flat-Earthers

or anti-vaxers). After the COVID-19 outbreak, science has suddenly recovered an important

role in the citizens’ consideration. This is quite reasonable because the only concrete answer

(both as analysis of the phenomenon and as ability to mitigate and oppose to it by new tools

and approaches) was the one provided by science and scientific research.

As far as it concerns age and gender, we found that they significantly affect the ISB. For exam-

ple, it is interesting to note the case of women over 70 compared to other categories: they make

a particularly relevant use of social media. This is alarming, since the category subjected to the

higher risk is also the one that relies most on those that are widely identified as the least reliable

media. Experiments confirm that this characteristic has a strong negative impact on women

over 70, such that their average opinion is the lowest ever (compared to the institutional point



of view). It is a serious problem that one of the groups subjected to the highest risk [12, 30]

relies that much on what looks like the worst information source (at least from the institution’s

point of view). Therefore, such a negative performance is not related to lack of information,

but rather to a lower ability to relate to information [29]: they probably do not know they

should distrust social media.

The most interesting and remarkable contribution of this work is the comparison of the ISB

detected during the pandemic with that detected in other studies before the arrival of COVID-19.

Indeed, it appears that the exceptionally responsible use of information sources has had a

positive effect on the opinion of the Italian population (+8.2% and +9.1% higher, respectively in

the ATV and TBS cases). Such a difference is particularly critical, as it concerns the average

opinion of the population. Consider, in fact, that the effective success of the rules introduced to

deal with COVID-19 depended on the adoption of these rules by a significant percentage of

the Italian population. Therefore, a lower average opinion was not just a symptom of a lower

acceptance level, but it could have involved a chain reaction, discouraging even those who

considered such measures useful. Such a situation was clear both to citizens and institutions: the

perceived utility of these measures positively correlated with believing that a sufficient number

of individuals will follow these restrictions (R = 0.233, p < 0.0001) and negatively correlated

with believing that an insufficient number of people will do that (R =−0.21, p < 0.0001). In view

of these findings, we may conclude that the responsible behavior we detected in this study,

with respect to information, has indeed helped the acceptance of the strict and restrictive rules

imposed by the institutions and it may have contributed to reducing the impact of COVID-19.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the relationship between COVID-19 and the citizens’ need for

information. This need for information explains the disproportionate increase in trust that we

have witnessed (and that the original survey [15] accurately reported). In fact, a verification and

control mechanism came into play, acting as a compendium (and as a rational and non-fideistic

moderator) to the disproportionate trust we have witnessed (and which proved to be necessary

to face such a delicate phase). Verifying and controlling the development of the epidemic and the

countermeasures put in place with their potential effects and findings represented a particular

input that is clearly captured by this study which defines its characteristics and methods.

This study shows how the role of information was fundamental in dealing with COVID-19.

Thanks to the possibility of obtaining information and comparing the different sources of

information, citizens have been able to appreciate the fundamental role played by science in

modern societies. Obviously, even the information coming from scientists has had a dynamic

(with some contradictory positions) strictly linked to the awareness that science has acquired

over time on the phenomenon in question. Our hope is to witness a maturation of public opinion

towards the sources of information that persist over time. Moreover, although the critical phase

of the pandemic seems to be over, it is essential to continue monitoring its evolution, taking

care of the complex relationship between the institutions and citizens. We sincerely hope that

the considerations included in this work, in addition to clarifying what has happened in the

past months and what has worked or not, can also help public institutions and the healthcare



system in the future.
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